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A new kind of quantum mechanics using inner products, matrix elements, and coefficients assuming values 
that are quaternionic (and thus noncommutative) instead of complex is developed. This is the most general 
kind of quantum mechanics possessing the same kind of calculus of assertions as conventional quantum 
mechanics. The role played by the new imaginaries is studied. The principal conceptual difficulty concerns 
the theory of composite systems where the ordinary tensor product fails due to noncommutativity. It is 
shown that the natural resolution of this difficulty introduces new degrees of freedom similar to isospin and 
hypercharge. The problem of the Schrodinger equation, "which i should appear?" is studied and a general
ization of Stone's theorem is used to resolve this problem. 

1. WHY QUATERNION QUANTUM MECHANICS? 

I N conventional quantum mechanics propositions (the 
result of measurements) are represented as sub

spaces in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space X. In 
particular the pure states are the one-dimensional 
subspaces (rays) of X. The relation between measure
ments of different kinds are expressed in the lattice 
structure of these subspaces. One of the most important 
features in this structure is the absence of the distribu
tive law which characterizes the propositional calculus 
of classical systems. One might say, therefore, that the 
lattice structure of subspaces incorporates an essential 
ingredient of quantum systems, viz., that measure
ments of different kinds may interfere leading to the 
well-known uncertainty relations and complementary 
properties. 

The representation of the propositional calculus of 
atomic systems as a lattice structure was given as long 
ago as 1936 by Birkhoff and von Neumann. l There it is 

shown that a propositional calculus exists that we can 
call general quantum mechanics (as distinguished from 
complex quantum mechanics) in as much as no number 
system or vector space at all is assumed in its formula
tion.2 The relevance for the present work is found in 

appears in a footnote of this paper. C. N. Yang has also pointed 
out the interest of this possibility [Proceedings of the Seventh 
Rochester Conference on High-Energy Nuclear Physics 1957 (Inter
science Publishers, Inc., New York, 1957), p. IX-26]. 

2 We can present the propositional calculus of general quantum 
mechanics as follows, if we consider finite-dimensional Hilbert 
spaces only, thus excluding systems with continuous variables 
except as limiting cases. The elements A, B, C, ... (which may 
indifferently be regarded as representative ensembles, propositions 
about a physical system, or "operational" rules for testing the 
truth of statements) are subject to the basic operation of negation 
A --> -A and the basic relation of implication ACB. In addition, 
unlike the classical propositional calculus, the propositions make 
up (are the points of) a topological space. The axioms are: 1. 
The axioms for a complemented lattice. Implication is reflexive, 
transitive, and antisymmetric (reversible only for equals). Any 
A, B, possess both a g.l.b. A(lB (A and B) and a l.u.b. AUB 
(A or B) with respect to implication. There exists an over-all 
g.l.b. 0 and l.u.b. I. Negation is an involutorya anti-automorphism 
of the lattice. 2. Axioms of cardinality. To each proposition A may 

1 G. Birkhoff and J. von Neumann, Ann. Math. 37, 823 be associated a non-negative integer IA I such that if ACB then 
(1936). The first suggestion of quaternion quantum mechanics IAI<IBI; if ACB and IAI=IBI then A=B; 101=0; and 
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the following remarkable result: 
It is always possible to represent the pure states of a 

system of "general quantum mechanics" by rays in a 
vector space in a one-to-one manner, and for this it is 
necessary and sufficient to employ orthogonal vector 
spaces (Hilbert spaces) over the following numl er 
systems: 

(ft, the real numbers, 
e, the complex numbers, and 
~, the quaternions.3 

I -A I = III-IA I. We assume, without loss of generality, that 
the least of the positive values assumed by this integer is normal
ized to be 1; otherwise any positive integral multiple of A would 
also satisfy these requirements. 3. Axiom of superposition. If 
IA 1= IB! =1 then there exists a C with ICI =1 such that AUB 
=BUC=CUA. 4. Axiom of continuity. IA I is a continuous 
function of A. 

Evidently Axioms 1 and 2 are valid for the propositional 
calculus of a classical system with a finite nuniber of states. 
Axiom 3 is the very essence of quantum logic; the C whose 
existence it asserts is a superposition of A and B in the quantum 
sense. Were the classical distributive law of logic An (BUC) 
=(AnB)U(AnC) adjoined to Axiom 1, Axiom 3 would be 
inconsistent. Even without continuity (Axiom 4) it would follow 
from Axioms 1-3 that' the propositions correspond one-to-one to 
substances of some vector space over a skew field. Since e1Jery 
subspace of the vector space is utilized in this one-to-one realiza
tion, there is no room for superselection principles in what we 
have called general quantum mechanics; but if Axiom 3 is simply 
dropped we find a "supersum" (direct sum with superselection 
rules between addends) of systems for each of which Axiom 3 
is satisfied. Thus it is not necessary to go beyond the quaternions 
until Axioms 1, 2, or 4 are weakened. 

We have consigned this matter to inferior print and omitted 
much mathematical beauty; it concerns mostly how one arrives 
at ~ quantum mechanics, and in the final analysis it is more 
important to know where a theoretical path leads than how one 
fell upon it. 

a We give here the algebra of quaternions. Every quaternion 
can be written in the form 

q = qo+qd, +q2i 2+qaia, 

where the four coefficients qk are real. The multiplication of 
quaternions is associative, distributive, and obeys 

ik~=-l k=1,2,3j 
id2ia=-1. 

In the last equation, the anticyclic order of factors might have 
been taken. Every quaternion q possesses an inverse q-'. 

In Hamilton's notation a quaternion is regarded as the sum of 
a "scalar" (real) part and a "vector" (imaginary) part: q=qo+q' i. 
The quaternions that commute with all other quaternions are 
just the reals. The quaternions that commute with a given nonreal 
quaternion form a subset isomorphic to the complex numbers. 
There exists an operation q -> qQ on the quaternions that is 
involutory (qQQ=q), Hermitian definite (qQg is real, and vanishes 
only when q=O), and anti-automorphic lP qQ= (gP)Q), and it is 
called the quaternion conjugate (~conjugate): ik = -ik. On the 
other hand, the automorphisms of the quaternions are all of the 
form q -> aqa-'. (The quaternion a associated with a particular 
automorphism is not uniquely defined by this equation; by 
requiring that the norm of a, meaning aQa, be unity, the ambiguity 
is reduced to an extremely important matter of sign.) 

It is sometimes convenient to represent quaternions by pairs 
of complex numbers (cO,c') according to 

q=cO+i.c' , 

where cO, cl commute with i" and are therefore essentially complex 
numbers. Treating these pairs as vectors in a two-dimensional 
complex vector space 0, we find that every linear transformation 
of ~ is represented by a linear transformation of 0, that is by a 
2X2 complex matrix. In particular the left multiplication q ->aq, 

Moreover it is always possible to represent these pure 
states by rays in a vector space over ~ (not every ray 
may be needed for this), but not so over (ft or e. 

This result suggests two things. First, inasmuch as 
the propositional calculus reflects empirical information, 
some of this information appears in the number system 
which is used for the construction of the Hilbert space. 
Secondly, it is not necessary to go beyond the three 
possibilities (ft, e, and ~for the representation of general 
quantum mechanics. 

We can thus formulate the following precise problem: 
Which of the three possibilities for the representation 
of general quantum mechanics is the one most suitable 
for the description of the actual physical world? 

A preliminary analysis of this problem might start 
with the question: Why has conventional quantum 
mechanics been developed with complex numbers 
instead of reals? The relation between complex and 
real quantum mechanics has been extensively inves
tigated by Stueckelberg and collaborators and is now 
completely understood. Briefly stated the situation is 
as follows: Complex quantum mechanics is completely 
equivalent to real quantum mechanics plus a super
selection rule: All observables in real quantum mechan
ics must commute with a fixed linear operator J, which 
is antisymmetrical (JT= -J) and satisfies ]2= -1. 
The operator J is intimately related to the symmetry 
of time reversal. Indeed, the time-reversal transforma
tions are precisely those symmetry transformations 
which anticommute with J. This result shows that 
there exists a connection between supersymmetries and 
the choice of the number field. 

While thus the difference between complex and real 
quantum mechanics is relatively simple, quaternion 
quantum mechanics has many new features which 
make it a much richer theory. It is perhaps surprising 
that such a promising possibility has not yet been 
more fully developed. There appear to be reasons for 
this. For example, the problem of how to write a 
SchrOdinger equation is not a trivial one in ~ quantum 
mechanics because of the appearance of a square root 
of minus one in the ordinary Schrodinger equation; and 
the description of interacting systems by a direct pro
duct is made difficult by the noncommutativity of ~
valued wave functions. 

In this paper we shall present the general features of 
a quaternion quantum mechanics. In a subsequent 
paper we shall show how these features can be utilized 

by a fixed quaternion a, is represented by a matrix ajj, the sym
plectic representation of a. The symplectic representations of left 
multiplication by ilo i 2, i3 are just the Pauli spin operators (times 
i). But the symplectic representation of right multiplications by 
quaternions are sums of linear and antilinear operators. 

Computation yields that qQ=cO*-i2CI where Q denotes the 
quatemion, and the star the ordinary complex, conjugate. The 
"scalar product" of two quaternions p,q, (p,q)= pQq, then· 
becomes (with P=Ifl+i2b'

)pQq= (lfl*cO+b'*c' )+i2(lflcl -b1cO). We 
separated the quaternion with respect to i2 and identified i3 with 
the complex i. But, of course, we could have used any pair of anti
commuting units as well. 
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for the description of the mUltiplicities of the strongly 
interacting particles, for a fundamental theory of 
electromagnetism, and for a possible unification of the 
theory of electromagnetic and Fermi interactions. 

2. GENERAL QUANTUM MECHANICS 

By a suitable choice of development it is possible to 
present three kinds of quantum mechanics to be called 
ffi, e, and ~ all at once. Therefore let 5' be one of these 
number systems (fields) in which there are defined the 
notions of continuity, addition, multiplication, inverse, 
and conjugate (*). We term the ensuing schema 5' 
quantum mechanics. We need the concept of a Hilbert 
space over 5', JC(5') and may define it by taking as 
fundamental the algebraic operations of vector addition, 
multiplication by 5' numbers, and conjugate (t). The 
vector addition requires no discussion. Because 5' 
may be noncommutative, multiplication of a vector 'It 
or I·> by a number a must be set up carefully.l We 
write 'Ita, or I . )a, and require the associative law 

('lta)b= 'It (ab) (1) 

and the distributive law. The conjugate 'Itt or (,1 of 
a vector 'It or I·) is in the dual Hilbert space JCt(5'), 
which means that it is a linear function on JC(5'): 

'ltt(~a) = ('ltt<I»a, 'ltt(~+~') ='ltt~+'ltt~'. 

The conjugate operation is to be Hermitian, wt~ 
= (~t'It)*; antilinear, ('lta)t= a*'ltt, ('It+~)t='ltt+~t; 
and definite, 

'ltf'lt=O if and only if 'It =0. 

Thus 'ltt~ has the properties of a scalar product.4 We 
use the distance 1'It-~1 = [('It-~)t('It_~)JI to define 
the topology of JC(5'). 

A linear manifold of JC(5') is a set of vectors closed 
under vector addition and multiplication by 5' numbers. 
A subspace is a closed linear manifold. The subspaces 
play a fundamental role in the interpretation. We 
assume that they are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the propositions about the physical system2 in 
the way that subsets of classical phase space are in 
one-to-one correspondence with propositions about the 
classical physical system. Momentarily we are excluding 
the important cases of quantum mechanics with super
selection principles by this assumption. The notion of 
quantum mechanics defined in this manner, using such 
"unobservable" concepts as the Hilbert space vectors 
and their scalar products, coincides in the finite
dimensional case with the general quantum mechanics 

• Usually it is the scalar product that is taken as fundamental, 
but except with the Dirac notation this leads to a doubling of 
symbols, and to an ambiguity about which factor is the linear one, 
which the antilinear. We shall find the Dirac notation extremely 
convenient for Ie quantum mechanics, since it manages automat
ically certain rules of order that are not important in e quantum 
mechanics. Equivalent definitions of X(Ie) are given by von Neu
mann and Birkhoff, (reference 3); E. H. Moore, General Analysis 
(American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
1935); and O. Teichmuller, Z. Math. 174, 73 (1935). 

defined in terms of "observable" non-numerical concepts 
such as implication and negation.1,2 

3. THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

How do we link this structure to reality? Basic 
physical quantities such as energy and momentum are 
recognized by their relation to such symmetry proper
ties of the physical system as time- and space-transla
tional symmetry. We therefore consider groups of 
transformations acting on the system. 5 

For this end define a mapping Ton JC(5') into itself 
that has the property 

T('lta+~b)= (T'It)a'+ (T~)b' (1) 

to be colinear. Here a' is to be obtained from a, and b' 
from b, by an automorphism of 5' associated with T, 
independent of 'It and ~, and called the automorphism 
belonging to T; for 5' = ~, 

a'=qaq-l, 

b'=qbq-t, 

q independent of ~, 'It. The name colinear is suggested 
by the name used for the closely related concept of a 
collineation in projective geometry. Evidently colinear 
transformations (and indeed only such mappings of 
vectors) carry subspaces into subspaces. A colinear 
transformation for which the associated automorphism 
of 5' is the identity is termined linear. 

The elements of groups of transformations in 5'QM 
are going to be co-unitary transformations, which are 
defined to be colinear transformations U on JC(5') 
enjoying the additional property 

(U~)t(U'It)= (<I>t'lt)'=q(~f'It)q-t, (2) 

where the prime indicates that the automorphism of 
5' belonging to the colinear transformation U is applied 
to the 5' number ~t, 'It. If linear, a co-unitary trimsfor
mation is called unitary. 

Let us now consider the passage of time. We shall 
suppose it is represented by a one-parameter group of 
unitary transformations U t on JC(5'). Requiring Ut to be 
unitary, amounts to nothing more or less than requiring 
the logical relations between propositions concerning 
the system to be independent of the time origin. 6 For 

6 Again two approaches present themselves, the "synthetic" 
and the "analytic"; just as the definition of "general quantum 
mechanics" in footnote 2 is the "synthetic" version of the 
"analytic" one given in the text of this section for :fQM. Again 
we relegate the "synthetic" formulation to a footnote: An auto
morphism U on the propositional calculus of :fQM is a mapping 
of propositions to propositions, U:A -->A'=Au, that possesses an 
inverse and preserves the operation of negation and the relation 
of implication. It is then a theorem3 that every such mapping is 
effected by a mapping of vectors of the kind to be called co-unitary 
above. Likewise any mapping that preserves implication is 
represented by a colinear vector transformation. 

S Why unitary and not simply co-unitary? Since after all the 
essential requirements from the point of view of the propositional 
calculus are that implication and negation of propositions (linear 
dependence and orthogonality of vectors) be preserved by the 
passage of time, and this is a property of the co-unitary operators. 
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example, suppose '1( is a vector representing the state 
prepared by some definite process performed on the 
system by an external apparatus. For the process to be 
a definite one, we mean in particular that the times of 
'">peration of the parts of the apparatus are specified. 
Then U t'1( represents the state that would be produced 
by the same apparatus operating at times retarded by 
the amount t. 

We now wish to make the passage to a Schrodinger 
equation. In e quantum mechanics Stone's theorem 
is the bridge from the unitary group U t to the Schro
dinger equation for '1(t) = U _t'1(O), 

d'1(/dt= -iH'1(. (3) 

For (R and ~ quantum mechanics, this equation makes 
no sense; quite obviously so for (R quantum mechanics 
where there is no symbol i at all, but equally so for ~ 
quantum mechanics as well, since the various i's that 
appear there are not linear operators at all and their 
appearance on the left of a '1( is undefined. Therefore we 
require the following modification of Stone's theorem: 

Theorem: Every one-parameter unitary group U t on 
X(ff) is generated by an equation of the form 

d'1(/dt= -'T/Hw, (4) 

where H is Hermitian non-negative, "I is anti-Hermitian 
unitary, and both commute strongly with U t • H is 
unique, and "I is unique except on the null space of H 
within which it acts as an arbitrary anti-Hermitian 
unitary operator. 

Proof: See Appendix C. 
Since this decomposition results in a non-negative 

generator H, it is an appropriate one for the time 
translation but not for the other one-parameter groups, 
where reflection may be a physically possible process. 

The reason the unitary operators are sufficient varies slightly for 
the three cases (I'=<R, el, ~: 

For (I'=<R, the only automorphism of (I' is the identity a --> a; all 
col.inear operators are linear, and all co-unitary operators are 
umtary. 

For (I' = el, the automorphisms of (I' are the identity I and the 
complex conjugate C: a --> a*; all colinear operators are either 
linear, or if not, are called antilinear, the two classes being dis
connected. Since a one-parameter group U, is connected and 
U 0= 1 is linear, all U, are necessarily linear. 

For (1'= !i:'., the automorphisms of (I' are the conjugations 
a --> aO = qaq-l; any colinear opera tor T can be expressed in 
terms of an associated (nonunique) linear operator L and a 
quaternion q according to 

N!=L'fFq. (*) 

Now we see that the linear operators (q real) are continuously 
connected to the other colinear operators (q not real). Thus the 
continuity argument does not work here. On the other hand the 
colinear T and the associated linear operator L of (*) define the 
same correspondence of propositions to propositions (subspaces 
to subspaces). Therefore, for Ii:', quantum mechanics every such 
correspondence, being representable by a colinear operator, is 
representable by a linear operator. By choosing the q in (*) to be 
of unit norm, it is readily seen, L is determined up to sign and is 
unitary if T is co-unitary. We thus obtain a unitary function of 
time U, obeying 

u,u,.=±u,+, .. 
By continuity, it is always possible to redefine U, so that the upper 
sign is chosen. 

This theorem gives us a way to construct the energy 
from the time translation group. How shall we construct 
the momentum from the space translations, etc.? Let 
us write A for the infinitesimal anti-Hermitian generator 
of time translation, so that 

dw /dt=Aw. 

Then the absolute value of A gives the non-negative 
energy operator of the theory and the phase of A gives 
a unitary square root of -1: 

H=IAI=(AtA)i, 

'T/=IAIA-l. 

For ordinary quantum mechanics ff=e and 'T/=i. 
The theorem shows exactly in what directions this 
case can be generalized. For instance we can assume 
that all the observables commute with the operator "I. 
If we do this, we obtain the following possibilities: 

ff = ffi: This case has been studied by Stueckelberg 
and it was shown by him that it is equivalent to 
ff=e, 'T/=i. 

ff = e : If 'T/ = i we obtain ordinary quantum mechanics 
without superselection rules. If 1/,ei, we obtain a more 
general case with superselection rules. 

ff = ~: This is the case we are especially concerned 
with in this paper. If we drop the assumption that all 
the observables commute with "I we obtain more general 
cases about which little is known. 

Only the case ff = ffi, which is equivalent to ff = e 
and antilinear observables, has been investigated in 
some detail by Stueckelberg, Guenin, and Piron 
(unpublished). 

At some points in the paper we shall thus make the 
following assumption: The operator 1/ associated with 
the time-translation operator U t by the above theorem 
is a superselection operator: All the observables 
commute with 1/. But it should be pointed out that in 
that case we are not very far from complex quantum 
mechanics. We state without proof the following 
reduction theorem. 

Theorem: The propositions of ~ quantum mechanics 
that commute with a fixed anti-Hermitian unitary 
operator are isomorphic (with respect to the logical 
operations of intersection, span, and orthocomplement) 
to the propositions of e quantum mechanics. 

Of course there is more to quantum mechanics than 
its propositional calculus. Even if the 1/ superselection 
principle is imposed, eliminating the new kinds of 
complementarity peculiar to ~ quantum mechanics, 
there will still remain new dynamical variables and 
symmetries. 

It will be observed that the points at which the 
operator 1/ appears in the formulation of each particular 
quantum theory and the points at which Planck's 
constant enters are the same. The operator "I can best 
be thought of as taking the place of the combination 
ilh in ordinary quantum mechanics. Therefore the 
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introduction of operators that fail to commute with 71, 
as when 71 is a quaternion, can be regarded as taking 
Planck's "constant" to be a dynamical variable of the 
theory. It will be interesting in particular to examine 
the consequences of quantum fluctuations in the 
quantum of action. The superselection principle on the 
other hand makes 71 a more classical variable by 
excluding interference between its different values. In 
principle this makes it consistent to "freeze" the value 
of 71 and therefore to suppress these new possibilities. 

4. COMPOSITE SYSTEMS 

The other extension of the Birkhofi'-von Neumann 
~ quantum mechanics that is needed concerns the 
description of composite systems. In e quantum 
mechanics we are accustomed to mUltiplying the wave 
functions of subsystems to get wave functions of 
composite systems. This multiplication is called the 
tensor product. Even in the quantum theory of fields, 
where other techniques are used to describe a system of 
several particles of the same kind, this process of 
multiplying wave functions is needed to set up a 
theory for the interaction of particles of different kinds 
(quanta of different fields). 

This multiplication procedure is acceptable in e 
quantum mechanics but not in ~ quantum mechanics. 
Suppose 11) and 12) are vectors describing states of 
distinct systems 1 and 2. Introducing bases in the 
corresponding Hilbert spaces Xl and X2, we are led to 
wave functions: 

where Xl, X2 enumerate the basis vectors for Xl and X2, 
respectively. In order to describe the state of the 
composite system lX2, we introduce a tensor product 
space XIXX:i by giving it a symbolic basis (/ XI,X2)}' 
Then the composite state is supposed to be represented 
by the wave function 

1/;(Xl,X2) = 1/; (Xl)1/; (X2)' 

In order for this coordinate-dependent method to be 
acceptable, it must be shown to be essentially coordinate 
independent. The intrinsic relations (intersection, span, 
orthogonality) between statements (subspaces) of the 
product space must depend only upon the intrinsic 
relations between the factors of which they are made. 

This coordinate independence is proven when one 
shows that a change of basis in either of the factor 
spaces (i.e., a co-unitary transformation in Xl or X2) 
results merely in a change of basis in the product 
space (i.e., a co-unitary transformation in X lXX2). 
The important formulas for this are the following: 

1/;' (YI,X2) = (Yl/l)(X2!2) = (Yl! Xl) «xl!1)(X2!2» 
=(Yll Xl)1/; (Xl,X2), 

1/;' (Xl,Y2) = (Xl!1)(Y2/2)= (Y21 X2)«Xt! 1)(x2!2» 
= (Y2! X2)1/; (Xl,X2). 

(2) 

The symbol (xII Yl) represents the matrix elements 
between two bases { I Xl)} and ( I Yl)} of Xl. A summation 
convention is used. Obviously these formulas are valid 
for (R and e Hilbert spaces, where the matrix elements, 
being (R or e numbers, commute with one another. 
Obviously the second formula is not valid in ~ quantum 
mechanics, where the matrix elements are quaternions 
and do not commute. 

Indeed there seems to be no satisfactory definition of 
the tensor product of vectors in ~ Hilbert spaces as an 
operation that is unique, commutative, and invariant 
under the entire unitary groups of the spaces being 
multiplied. 

As a result, the gap between ~ quantum mechanics 
and classical physics is greater than the gap between e 
quantum mechanics and classical physics. In classical 
physics there are no phase relations to be considered 
when systems are imbedded as subsystems in a: larger 
system, either by adding or mUltiplying theIr phase 
spaces. In e quantum mechanics there are phase 
relations between states that are important when sums 
are formed but not when products are formed. In ~ 
quantum mechanics the phase relations are important 
when states are either added or multiplied. 

This novel feature of ~ quantum mechanics is 
expressed in another way in terms of complementarity. 
In classical physics there are no complementarity 
relations. In (R and e quantum mechanics comple
mentarity relations exist between physical properties 
of one physical system, but not between properties of 
different systems; the momentum of an electron and the 
position of a neutron, for example. In ~ quantum 
mechanics, there exists a complementarity between 
some properties of any two systems. There is no 
reasonable way of forming a composite system such 
that all the observables associated with one of the 
systems commute with all the observables associated 
with the other. 

What are we to make of this peculiar unitary nature 
of ~ quantum mechanics, that prevents one at the very 
start from speaking of absolutely independent systems? 
One point of view is that in nature, after all, there are 
no truly independent systems. In a unitary field theory 
of all the elementary particles, the problem of describing 
composite systems is to be solved without ever introduc
ing such an artificial concept as a tensor prodUct. This 
possibility exists in ~ quantum mechanics as well as in 
e quantum mechanics. Yet we know that on occasion 
systems can be treated as if they were very nearly 
independent. Therefore we must approximate such 
independence in ~ quantum mechanics. 

S. NEW DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

In order to express composite systems in g: quantum 
mechanics (in particular in ~QM it is) necessary to 
understand the new degrees of freedom, that fail to 
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commute even when they refer to distinct and independ
ent systems. Their physical meaning we will study later. 
Now we express them as follows. 

There exist continuous transformations acting on the 
5' numbers that leave invariant the intrinsic relations 
+, X, *. These are the automorphisms of 5'. For 5'=<R, 
e, ~ they are enumerated in footnote 6. Covariance of 
a law under these automorphisms is intended to mean 
that the form of the law does not depend on the choice 
of a realization of the number system 5'. In the case of 
eQM, it expresses equivalence of i with -i. In the 
case of ~QM it expresses the equivalence of ii, i 2, ia 
with any other like-handed set of anticommuting units. 
We shall make an assumption that simultaneously 
introduces new degrees of freedom associated with 
these automorphisms of the number system and 
guarantees a conservation law associated with these 
new degrees of freedom. 

For every automorphism A: a -t aA of the number field 
5', there is given a co-unitary transformation 'It -t 'lt A of 
the Hilbert space such that 

(1) 

All the laws of the system are covariant under this trans
formation. This is the principle of covariance under 
automorphism of 5', or of 5' covariance for short. It 
permits the automorphisms of 5' to act on XF and 
requires covariance under them. Let us develop this 
somewhat elliptic expression before proceeding to 
deduce its consequences. 

There is a subset of the number system 5' that is 
invariant under all the automorphisms A, namely the 
reals. In parallel, let us call a state vector real if it is 
invariant under all the automorphisms A. It is readily 
shown there exist complete sets of real vectors. It is 
now customary to define the action of A on any operator 
X by decreeing that the two relations 

are to be equivalent, and we can speak of any operator 
X as real for which XA=X. These real operators are 
just those that are invariant under the automorphisms 
of 5'. 

Now it not to be inferred from the principle of 5' 
covariance that all physical quantities are invariant 
under all automorphisms, i.e., real. We remarked in 
the introduction that the most interesting new features 
of ~QM involve nonreal Hamiltonians, for example. 
Rather, it is the form of the laws relating them that is 
to be real. We suppose there is given a fundamental 
list of operators n in terms of which all observable 
physical statements (projections) can be expressed. 
By the laws of the system we mean a collection of 
algebraic relations F(n)=O among the operators n 
from which the intrinsic relations among the observable 
physical properties are to be deduced. Then 5' covariance 

of the physical laws is the requirement that the relations 

F(n)=O and F(nA)=o 

are equivalent. 
Let us examine the consequences for the three cases 

5' = <R, e, Ii. 
The principle of <R covariance is null; there are no 

automorphisms of <R other than the identity I. As an 
example of <RQM, take the following formulation of the 
linear harmonic oscillator, in which position, momen
tum, and energy are taken as fundamental and." is 
the superselection operator discussed in Sec. 3: 

px-xp=-." 
Hp2+ X2)=H (2) 

.,,2= -1. 

It is obvious that this theory is real in name only as 
long as ." is taken to be a supers election operator. That 
is, its observables are isomorphic to the observables of 
the conventional theory of the oscillator. (Were 
operators that failed to commute with ." accepted as 
observables, this would correspond to accepting anti
linear operators into the usual theory as observables 
and would be a significant change. We shall not consider 
this possibility.) A representation of the relations (2) 
is given by the usual differential operators for x and H, 
a 2X2 matrix for.", 

.,,=(~~ ~) (3) 

and a matric-differential operator for p, 

p= -.,,(ajax). (4) 

The principle of e covariance is not null. It requires 
the existence of an antilinear operation if! -t if!c corre
sponding to the automorphism a-t aC=a* of the 
complex numbers. It further requires invariance of 
the dynamical relations under C. Thus, consider a set 
of relations defining a harmonic oscillator. Taking 
position, momentum, and energy as basic, they are 
usually 

Hf+ x2)=H, 

px-xp=-i, 
T/=i. 

(5) 

Evidently, these are not real relations; they are not 
satisfied by the complex conjugate quantities. They 
contain the symbol i explicitly. We may construct a e 
covariant harmonic oscillator by adjoining a real anti
Hermitian ." commuting with the other operators of 
the theory and taking (2) instead of (5) for the basic 
relations. Now i no longer appears explicitly; but not x 
is not a complete set of commuting observables by 
itself. There is the additional Hermitian operator 

E=if/ 

that commutes with x and has the eigenvalues ± 1. 
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This operator is a superselection operator since 1'/ is 
one. 

To put it differently, the relations (2) establish a 
correlation between the sign of i and the sense of time, 
while e covariance implies that the sign of i has no 
physical correlate. H what we have called the <RQM 
theory of the oscillator coincides with the conventional 
theory (because of the superselection rule), what we 
have called the eQM theory of the oscillator corre
sponds to one with an internal charge degree of freedom 
(because of the e covariance rule). This new degree of 
freedom is not made effective in the free oscillator, 
the levels with E= + 1 being degenerate with the levels 
with E= -1, but will be effective when the oscillator 
is coupled to other systems with forces that depend on E. 

N ow let us examine the consequences of ~ covariance. 
The colinear transformation iF ~iFA is not as convenient 
to work with as a linear transformation, especially for 
defining observables. However if A is the automorphism 
p ~ qpq-l, iFAq depends linearly on "\If since by (1) 

(iFa)Aq =iFAaAq =iFA (qaq-l)q = (iFAq)a. 

Let us designate this combination by qiF: 

cfI'=iFAq or iFA= cfI'q-l=iFq• 

Thus, ~ covariance permits us to identify the quater
nions with linear operators on X(~). Henceforth they 
may act on vectors from the left, a license that is taken 
for granted for complex numbers. In particular the 
units iI, i 2, i3 are now defined linear operators when 
they are written on the left of a state vector.7 A quater
nion acting in this capacity will be called a quaternion 
operator. It is easy to prove the existence of a basis for 
X(~) in which the quaternion operator q is represented 
by a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are q. 
This is the same thing as proving the existence of a real 
basis. By using a real basis it is easy to prove that 
every operator X can be uniquely expressed in terms of 
the operators i .. in the form 

X = }:03 X .. i .. , 

where the coefficients X .. are real linear operators. 
In complex quantum mechanics we are familiar 

with the decomposition of a general operator X into 
Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts H, A: 

X=H+A 

H=!(X+Xt) 

A=!(X-Xt)· 

Of course the same decomposition exists in ~QM. We 
wish to mention here that the structure we have 
introduced in ~QM also makes possible a decomposition 
of the most general operator into 8 parts. 

7 Many of the properties of a system of three anticommuting, 
anti-Hermitian unitary operators on 3C(~) like ii, ii, i. have been 
discussed by Teichmiiller, reference 4. 

The general X can be expanded, we have pointed 
out, in the form 

X = }:03 Xaia, 

where the coefficients X .. commute with the quaternions 
ia (i.e., are real). It is natural to define the quaternion 
conjugate of an operator X by changing the sign of 
its imaginary terms: 

XQ= }:o3 Xaia Q. 

Further we introduce the transpose as an intrinsic 
operation according to 

XT=XtQ=XQt· 

Then any X is the sum of symmetric and skew-sym
metric operators S, K according to 

X=S+K 

S=!(X+XT)=ST 
K=!(X_XT)=-KT. 

Finally the symmetric and skew-symmetric operators 
can be decomposed into four parts relative to the 
quaternion basis i: 

X = }:03 Sai .. + }:03 Kaia. 

H we merely seek a theory of the linear harmonic 
oscillator in ~QM, it is sufficient to replace the symbol 
i in the complex theory (5) by i 3, say. If we seek a ~ 
covariant theory, this is insufficient. However the 
relations (2) are ~ covariant. 

To define the theory we must somehow specify the 
nature of the operator 77. 

6. TENSOR PRODUCTS 

The additional structure given the quaternion 
Hilbert space by the principle of ~ covariance also 
makes possible a unique definition of tensor product. 
The group of the geometry, which is now to leave the 
quaternion operators fixed as well as the other Hilbert 
space concepts, is thereby reduced to a real unitary 
group. The problem of invariance is naturally easier 
when the group of the geometry is reduced. 

We choose real bases Xl, X2 in the two spaces Xl, X2 
to be multiplied. We take as a formal basis of XIXX2 
the syli!bolic products I Xl) I X2) = h) I Xl) = I Xl> X2). We 
define the tensor products of two vectors 11), 12} in 
either order by their matrix elements in the I Xl, X2) 
basis: 

(Xl, x211) 12)= (xII1)(x212) 

(Xl, x212) 11)= (x212)(XI11). 

Briefly, we mUltiply vectors by multiplying their 
matrix elements in real bases. Likewise we will form the 
tensor products of operators by mUltiplying their 
matrix elements in real bases: 

(Xl, x2IA I XA 2IxI', Xl)=(xt/Alj xt')(x2jA 2j xl), 

(Xl! x2IA 2XA l lxt', X2')=(X2IA2Ix2')(XIIAtlXl'). 
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Since the matrix elements do not commute, the tensor 
product does not commute in general. The projection 
in :K\XX2 corresponding to P l in Xl is taken to be 
PlX h where h is the identity in JC2• Likewise 

As the result of the noncommutativity we have the 
unusual circumstance that the projection in JClXJC2 

representing the logical conjunction of two propositions 
P l and P 2 may vanish when P l and P 2 do not. This 
conjunction is to be found as the intersection of the 
subspaces on which PlX 12 and P 2X it project, and it 
is easy to construct examples [lfl(xl)=exp(ilxl), 
~2(X2) = exp(i2x2) ] in which this intersection is zero 
although P l and P 2 are both one-dimensional projec
tions. This anomaly does not occur for real pro jections. 

In ordinary quantum mechanics there are three 
different ways in which corresponding operators on 
different systems combine when the systems are 
composed. Unitary transformations are examples of 
operators that compose multiplicatively: U=Ul XU2• 

Infinitesimal generators therefore compose additively, 
as do many physical quantities. But the underlying 
field elements, which are also operators, are composed 
by identification; for example, the imaginary unit i 
has the property i(i1)i2»)=(ii1»i2)=i1)(ii2»). We 
have come as close as possible to this situation in our 
formulation of the tensor product in quaternion 
quantum mechanics. (Namely, the effect of multiplying 
a tensor product by a quaternion (from either side) 
may be computed by letting the quaternion multiply 
the factor in the tensor product it abuts.) This raises 
a certain conceptual problem of some importance. 
What can it mean physically to perform such an 
identifica tion? 

The elements of the number field represent logical 
relations between possible states of the physical system 
under consideration. (Indeed they may be represented 
by ordered triples of pure states.) It is evidently 
possible to say when two such relations are the "same" 
even for states of distinct physical systems without 
going beyond the concepts of pure logic. However this 
only defines the numbers up to automorphisms, 
evidently. For real quantum mechanics, this is sftfficient 
to define them completely. In complex quantum 
mechanics an ambiguity remains: the i of one physical 
system may be identified either with i or -i of another 
by this method. (It is possible to multiply the states 
of one system by the time-reversed states of the 
other and obtain a tensor product which meets all 
requirements of mere logic.) In quaternion quantum 
mechanics the corresponding ambiguity is infinitely 
greater. Yet it must be resolved in order to discuss 
composite systems. This requires us to introduce 
further elements of structure into the theory. 

The operator 1] also presents a problem in this regard. 
The anti-Hermitian infinitesimal generator of time is 

A = -'r]H and is composed additively for noninteracting 
systems because of its meaning. The Hamiltonian H 
should also be composed additively for noninteracting 
systems. These two requirements are enough to require 
that the operator 'r] be composed by identification, as is 
multiplication by i in complex quantum mechanics. 
Moreover it then follows that the relation between 1] 

and the quaternion operators must be a universal one, 
not involving specific dynamical features of the system 
under consideration. We shall pursue the hypothesis 
.that the operator 1] actually corresponds to a member of 
the underlying number field as in ordinary quantum 
mechanics. This reduces the problem to the one 
previously stated. 

This appears to destroy the !?l covariance of the theory 
by singling out one imaginary. To preserve!?l covariance 
we will have to formulate a dynamical theory of the 
operator 1J so that its value is determined by an initial 
condition. This will be considered in a subsequent 
paper. In the mean time we will speak of !?l covariance 
"modulo 'Y/": agreeing to transform 'Y/ as a quaternion 
when examining a theory for covariance. 

III general, we see that the quantum theories will 
possess less symmetry than their classical limits. The 
very process of quantization singles out an axis in the 
imaginary space. 

7. QUANTUM OSCILLATORS IN IeQM 

Any linear field may be regarded as an aggregate of 
harmonic oscillators. In the previous section we 
sketched the ffi, e, and !?l quantum mechanics of a 
one-dimensional oscillator. This is the kind of oscillator 
a real scalar field gives. In the decomposition of the 
field in terms of some appropriate complete set of real 
orthogonal functions, or modes, real expansion coeffi
cients appear as amplitudes and become the dynamical 
variables. Each of these amplitudes can be thought of 
as the displacement or coordinate of an oscillator. The 
principle quantum number n of one oscillator then 
counts the number of quanta in one mode, and is 
called an occupation number. Such oscillators we will 
call quantum oscillators. According to the statistics we 
have boson or fermion oscillators. 

Sometimes it is convenient to express the field as an 
aggregate of two- or three-dimensional oscillators 
instead of a one-dimensional oscillator. If a complex 
field is expanded in terms of real orthogonal functions 
the amplitudes are complex numbers. Each amplitude 
can be regarded as the coordinate of an oscillator in 
the complex plane instead of as the coordinates of two 
real oscillators. This is useful when there is symmetry 
with respect to rotations in the complex plane. Instead 
of two separate occupation numbers nl, n2 the energy 
levels of the complex oscillator are most aptly described 
by a principal quantum number n and an angular 
momentum m about the origin of the complex plane. 
The number n is the number of quanta of that type and 
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the angular momentum m is the total charge that they 
carry: 

where n+ and n_ count positive and negative quanta. 
In decomposing an isovector field in terms of a real 

family of (isoscalar) functions, we get oscillator 
amplitudes which are themselves triples (isovectors) of 
real numbers. Then it is convenient to work with three
dimensional oscillators. They possess a principal quan
tum number n, an orbital angular momentum l, and a 
magnetic quantum number m. The number n is again 
the number of quanta present of that type. The angular 
momentum l~O measures the charge multiplicity of 
the level, which is 21+ 1. The number m according to 
isospin theory gives the total charge of that member of 
the charge multiplet: 

n=n++no+n_, 

where n+, no, n_ count positive, neutral, and negative 
quanta. 

Boson Oscillators 

In this section we will study the oscillators that will 
make up a field that is quaternionic instead of real 
or complex. We shall call the system we are describing 
the quaternionic oscillator (~oscillator), having already 
touched on (ft and e oscillators. (It is quite possible to 
consider an oscillator in the general field 5', developing 
all three cases in parallel. We shall not.) 

The quaternionic oscillators move in the four
dimensional space ~. The invariance their Hamiltonians 
possess is called ~ covariance in Sec. S. If we call the 
coordinate of the oscillator g, 

q= Lo3 gaia, io= 1 

this means invariance under 

q -7 q"= aga-1 

or under 
go -7 go 

(1) 

q" -7 Ln rmnq.. (m, n= 1,2,3). (2) 

Here we are taking note that the automorphism q -7 q" 
leaves the real part of q invariant and subjects the 
imaginary part of q to a Euclidean rotation represented 
by a matrix r mn. The range of the variable q must be 
invariant under (2). There are just three non-null 
linear subspaces of ~ that are invariant under these 
automorphisms. The real axis is invariant: the three
dimensional space of pure imaginaries is invariant; and 
of course the entire space ~ is also. There are therefore 
three kinds of ~-covariant linear oscillators in the space 
~; a real oscillator, an imaginary one, and a four
dimensional system we will call the full ~ oscillator. 

The real oscillator has already been treated in Sec. 5 
and we will study the imaginary quaternionic oscillator 
now. (For a e oscillator the automorphism invariance, 
which is there e covariance, leads again to three kinds 
of oscillators, but the real axis and the imaginary axis 
are both one dimensional, and are not essentially 
diff eren 1. ) 

As a guide for the development we write the classical 
Lagrangian in the form 

(2) 

and take as classical coordinates the three real coeffi
cients qm of the expansion 

(4) 

This leads to a classical Hamiltonian and Poisson 
brackets 

H = (pmpm+W2gmgm)/2 

[gm,qn]P= [pm,pn]P=O 

[Pm,q,,]P=Omn 

(5) 

where pm= rim. We replace these Poisson brackets by 
TJ times the quantum commutator. Since TJ is actually a 
particular quaternion in disguise this temporarily 
destroys the ~ covariance of the theory as a whole, as 
already mentioned. From the commutation relations 

[gm,qn]= [pm,Pn]=O 

[pm,qn] = -TJOmn, (6) 

it follows by use of Jacobi's identity that." commutes 
with qm and pm. The operators pm, qm are not completely 
defined yet. Their commutation relations with the 
quaternion units perpendicular to TJ are undetermined. 
For example we can suppose that the gm are represented 
by real symmetric operators. In that case the order of 
factors in the expansion (4) is irrelevant. The pm are 
then represented by imaginary operators. 

It is readily seen that the operators Hand Q = qX p 
are constants of the motion. The first is the energy or 
total occupation number of the three oscillators, the 
second the "angular momentum." Moreover the 
operators H, Q2, Qa form a complete commuting set of 
observables, in spite of the "extra degrees of freedom" 
associated with quaternions t, TJt that anticommute 
with TJ. t may be used to couple the oscillator to another 
system, but not to construct any Hermitian operator 
commuting with the three enumerated. 

The ground state is unique (nondegenerate) and is 
given by the usual real wave function of the three
dimensional isotropic oscillator in the g representation. 
The possibility exists of multiplying this state by the 
quaternionic phase expi· 6, where 6 is composed of three 
arbitrary real numbers, without changing the energy, 
but this does not change the ray in Hilbert space JC(~). 

We notice that the group of the theory associated 
with its ~ covariance contains the transformation 
1] -7 -TJ usually called time reversal. 
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Now consider the full ~ oscillator. It is obvious that 
it is a composite of a real and an imaginary ~ oscillator, 
so that in principle no new behavior is to be expected. 
Nevertheless it possesses an additional symmetry (if 
all the frequencies are the same) that deserves special 
note: 

There is a definite sense in which neither the real nor 
imaginary ~ oscillators are linear. To illustrate this 
sense, consider the Lagrangian and equation of motion 
of the complex oscillator, a classical mechanical system: 

L=!(itz-w2ztz)z= -w2z. 

The equations of motion are invariant under the 
substitution 

z-t zc 

where c is any complex constant. It is the ~ analog of 
this linear transformation of the dynamical variables 
(not of the quantum state vector) that we now have in 
mind when we say that the real and imaginary oscillator 
are nonlinear: they will submit to the transformation 

q-t qk, 

not for any constant quaternion k, but only for real k. 
The full ~ oscillator can be a genuinely linear system 
in the sense of quaternions. It is therefore interesting; 
but not therefore fundamental. (The basic requirement 
we impose on all our mechanical systems is ~ covariance, 
not ~ linearity. All actual systems are at least a little 
nonlinear. ) 

With this forward we present the ~ linear oscillator. 
The classical Lagrangian is 

L=!(qtq-w2qtq), q=L03 qo.io.. (7) 

The quantum Hamiltonian and commutators are then 

H=! L 03 (Pa2+W2qo.2) (8) 

[Pa,qIlJ= -.,,8aP 

[Po.,PIlJ=O 
[qo.,qIlJ=O. 

1/ is again one of the unit imaginary quaternions. For 
simplicity we suppose here that the qo. are symmetric 
operators, as well as Hermitian. Let us be more explicit 
about the general definition of the generator designated 
in a special case by Q. The automorphism q-taqa-I, 
P -t apa-I (aE~) acting on the quaternion units 
induces a transformation of the real components qa, 
Po. that leaves invariant their commutation relations 
(8). Accordingly defining qm' by 

8 
aqa-1";' L qm'im 

",-=0 
(9) 

and defining Pm' similarly, we demand Q(a) such that 

q",'=Q(a)q ... Q(a)-l, 

Pm' =Q(a)PmQ(a)-t, 
rl =Q(a)'IJQ(a)-I=.". 

(10) 

The infinitesimal form of this relation deals with the 
three infinitesimal iI, i 2, i3 instead of the finite a, and 
seeks corresponding Hermitian operators Q1, Q2, Q3. 
The infinitesimal i ... rotation a=1+i ... 68/2 generates 
variations 

8".q= aqa-I= [i m,qJ68/2= L 8mq,.i,. (11) 

and analogously for 6 ... p and 6",p". We require Qm to 
be a Hermitian operator satisfying 

6",q"=."[Q,,,,q,,] (12) 

and analogously for 8",p". We also require 

[Q""."J=O. 
From this follows 

Q=qXP. (13) 

For the ~ linear oscillator, infinitesimal left multipli
cation by a unit quaternion is also an invariant trans
formation. We shall call its generator T, requiring that 
for infinitesimal left multiplications 

6",q= i m68qj2= La 6mqo.ia 
we have 

(14) 

This leads to an essentially unique real T which like 
Q can be expressed in terms of q and p: 

T= L tallqaPII, 

T= (T "'), (15) 

t=(t"'). 

Substituting (15) into (14) yields the following unique 
forms for the coefficient matrices t: 

tOil = -!, 
t231 = -to (15') 

The coefficients t are unchanged by cyclic permutations 
of (123) and are skew symnietric in the lower index 
pair. The coefficients whose values do not thereby 
follow from (15') are zero. The three real4X4 matrices 
tall generate certain orthogonal transformations in the 
space of the q. 

Infinitesimal right multiplication is also an invariant 
transformation of this oscillator. We call its real 
generator Y, requiring that for 8 ... q=qimM/2= L 6",qaio. 

O ... qa= [y ... ,qo.]08 

0= [Y ... ,."J. 
(16) 

This leads to an essentially unique real Y, which can be 
expressed in the form 

Y = YafjqaPfj. (17) 

Substituting (17) into (16) yields the following unique 
forms for the coefficient matrices y: 

YOIl=_!, 

Y231=!. (18) 
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The coefficients yare unchanged by cyclic permutations 
of (123) and are skew symmetric in the lower index 
pair. The coefficients whose values do not thereby 
follow from (18) are zero. The three real 4X4 matrices 
Ym"p generate certain orthogonal transformations in 
the space of the qa. Obviously 

Q=T+Y. (19) 

We will call T the isospin and Y the hyperckarge vectors 
of this quantum oscillator. However they do not have 
the universal significance of the charge vector Q, which 
always exists. T and Yare strictly definable as con
served quantities only for ~ linear systems. The decom
position (19) is closely related to the well-known 
decomposition of the orthogonal group 0 4 (of which 
Q generates a subgroup) into two groups Os. It is 
easy to verify the following commutation relations 
from the definitions (13), (14), and (16), without 
computations: 

[Qm,Q,,]='l/EmnpQp 

[T m,Tn]='l/EmnpTp 

[Y m, Y,,] = 'l/EmnpY p 

[T m,Y,,]=O. 

(20) 

For example the last relation holds because T generates 
a left multiplication and Y generates a right multiplica
tion. Left and right multiplications always commute: 

a (qb) = (aq)b. 

The vector operators T and Y both have the algebraic 
properties of an angular momentum and commute with 
each other. Therefore it is possible to form commutative 
scalars Q, T, and Y in the familiar manner. 

QbQ(Q+l), 

T2=T(T+1), 

y2= Y(Y+1). 

It is convenient to introduce the operators 

obeying 

aa= (Pa+'l/wqa)/ (2w)i, 

aat= (p<>.-'l/Wqa)/(2w)', 

[aa,aIlJ=O, [aat,aIlJ=Oali' 

Except for a zero-point energy we have 

H=L, waataa. 

Because of the relation 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

the operators aa reduce the number of quanta, and the 
operators aat increase the number of quanta. All the 
one-quantum states are of the form 

(25) 

where the Cm are ~ constants and "\}to is the real ground 
state. 

There exists a frame that makes the aa, aa t real 
instead of the qa. This reflects the arbitrariness men
tioned in connection wi th the commu tation relations (6). 

Fermion Oscillators 

For the fermion oscillator we again start from the 
classical Poisson brackets (5), but now we replace them 
with anticommutators instead of commutators. We 
may just as well write the relations defining the full 
(linear) ~ oscillator, since the real or imaginary oscil
lator can be extracted easily. They have been given 
essentially the following form by Gursey8: 

{pa,qll} =Oall= 1,2,3 

{pa,P13} =0 
{qa,qll} =0 

{pa,iIlJ=O 

[qa,ill ] = ° 
H = t'I/W L,a [pa,qa]. 

The ~ covariance of this system is clear, modulo '1/, and 
in addition it possesses T and Y invariance, which are 
defined as in (14,16) in terms of left and right multipli
cation by quaternions. Where the boson oscillator 
possessed an infinity of distinct energy eigenvalues the 
fermion oscillator has but five in the linear case (two 
in the real case; four in the imaginary). These corre
spond to N=O, 1,2,3,4. 

There is an essential difference between the fermion 
and boson symmetry properties. For the boson the 
Hamiltonian is se covariant but the anti-Hermitian time 
generator involves '1/. For the fermion the anti-Hermitian 
time generator is se covariant but the Hamiltonian 
involves '1/. 
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APPENDIX A. ~ IDLBERT SPACE 

Most of the statements in the theory of a complex 
Hilbert space can be taken over for a ~ Hilbert space. 
We will develop the elementary theory in a way that 
makes the analogy between the two obvious. The 
principle results of this Appendix are the Spectral 
theorem and our modification of Stone's theorem. 

A Hilbert space X over the field of the quaternions 
is a set of vectors cp, if;,. .. which have the foilowing 
property. 

1. H is a linear space: 

If cp, if;EX then cp+if;EX. 
If cpEX then cpqEH, qE~. 

(cp+if;)q= cpq+if;q 

cp(p+q)= cpp+cpq 

(cpp )q= cp(pq). 

2. In X a duality and therefore a scalar product are 
defined: To any vector cp is associated a dual vector 
CPt in the dual space, such that the scalar product 
cPt1/; is Hermitian symmetric, linear in the second factor, 
and antilinear in the first factor: 

cptif;= (if;tcp)Q 

CPt (if;1+1f2) = CPtif;l+ CPt1f2 

cpt(if;q) = (cptif;)q. 
We remark that 

Finally, if;tif; is definite: 

if;tif;~O, and if;tif;=O implies if;=0. 

This is consistent because qtq 2:: O. 
3. :fC is complete. 

Schwarz's Inequality 

Since in the theory of Hilbert space nearly every 
theorem depends on Schwarz's inequality, we will 
derive this relation as an example exhibiting the minor 
departure from complex Hilbert space. In fact, a careful 
handling of the scalars is all one needs. 

Consider 

Os (cpP-1fq)t( CPP-1fq) 
= pQ( cptcp)p- pQ( cptif;)q-qQ(if;tcp)P+qQ(if;tif;)q. 

Putting p= (if;tif;), q= (if;tcp), we have: 

Os if;tif;{ (if;tif;) (cpt cp) - (if;t cp) (cptif;)} 

or since (if;t!f) ~O, (cptcp)(if;tif;) 2:: (cpt,p)(if;tcp). In the 
usual way one then derives the triangle inequality, and 
the statements about continuity, continuous sequences, 
and convergence. 

Operators 

A linear operator L is a mapping of X into itself 
with the following properties 

L(cp+1f)=Lcp+Lif;; cp, if;, Lcp, L1fEX 

L(cpq) = (Lcp)q. 

(This definition is adequate for operators in finite
dimensional spaces or for bounded operators. For 
unbounded operators a more precise specification of 
the domain of definition is necessary.) According to 
this definition of a linear operator, multiplication of a 
vector by a quaternion (from the right) is not a linear 
operator, for if we compute the effect of the transforma
tion defined by 1f ~ 1f' =if;q upon a linear combination 

1f = CPIPI + CP2P2, 
we find 

1f ~ if;' =1fq= CPIPlq+ CP2P2q-;t. CPl' Pl+ CP2' P2. 

Instead if;'= cpj'(q-lPlq)+cp{(q-lP2q). We therefore de
fine a colinear operator A as a correspondence of H into 
H such that 

A(cp+1f)=Acp+Aif;, 

A (if;q) = Aif;q', 

where q' is a quaternion associated with q and A. This 
just expresses the fact that A carries subspaces into 
subspaces. It may be shown that q' is a quaternion of 
the same class as q, and it will be written qA. 

Hermitian, anti-Hermitian, unitary, and normal oper
tors are defined, respectively, through the equations 

cptHif;=(Hcp)tif;, cptAif;=-(Acp)tif; 

(U cp)t(Uif;) = cptif;, (N cp)t(Nif;) = (2Vtcp)t(Ntif;) 

for every cp, if;E3C, or 

H=Ht, A=-At, U-l=Ut, NNt=NtN. 

We note at this point an important difference in the 
relation between Hermitian and anti-Hermitian opera
tors in the complex and the quaternionic case. In the 
former the imaginary unit i provides a unique transition 
from the Hermitian to the anti-Hermitian and vice 
versa: H =iA, A = -iH. (Moreover, in that case, 

1-iH 
U=--.) 

1+iH 

That an analogous relation in a ~ space cannot hold is 
easily seen from the fact that in an n-dimensional space 
H has 2n2 - n, but A has 2n2+n, independent ~ elements. 

However, 
U= (l-A)/(l+A) 

still holds. (In this case the numerator and the denom
inator commute.) 
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As in a complex space, a unitary operator does not 
provide us with the most general norm-preserving 
transforma tion (isometry). 

This is given through a colinear operator Y with 

(Y cp)t(Yy,) = (cpty,V 

(cpty,)Y being a quaternion of the same class as (cpty,). 
Such an operator Y is termed co-unitary. 

Symplectic Representation 

Finally we mention (following Chevalley) a special 
representation of a ~ operator in a n-dimensional 
~ space :JC(~) through a e operator in a 2n-dimensional 
e space :JC(e). This is nothing but a straightforward 
generalization of the decomposition of a quaternion in 
an ordered pair of complex numbers. 

We introduce in both spaces an orthornormal system, 
and associate to every vector y, with components 
(Y,l" 'y,n) the vector y,. with components (Cl" 'Cn, 
d l • . ·dn ), where y,,,,= cm+i2d"" and [cm,ia]= [dm,ia]=O. 
For each operator L on :JC(~) we define L. on :JC(e) by 
L.y,.= (Ly,) •. One can easily show that the correspond
ence y,~y,. is bi-unique, and that to every operator L 
in :JC(~) corresponds one and only one L. in :JC(e), the 
symplectic representative of L. In particular, to an 
isometry in :JC(~) corresponds an isometry in the :JC(e). 
We designate the isometry y, ---* y,i2 by K and its 
symplectic representative by K •. K. is anti-unitary. 

Let the operator J be defined so that Jy, has compo
nents CiaY,l, i 3y,2, .. " iay",). The condition that an 
operator on :JC(~) be unitary, vt= V-I, is expressed 
for th e corresponding opera tor on :JC (e) through the 
two equations V.t=V.-l and V.TJ.Vs=J., where 
V.T means the transposed operator and J.T= -J., 
J.2= -1. This shows that the group of unitary trans
formations in a ~ space is isomorphic to the so-called 
unitary-restricted symplectic group Sp(n) and therefore 
is simple. (The group of unitary transformations in a 
e space, as is well known, is not.) 

In order than an operator L' on:JC(e) be the symplectic 
representative of some L on :JC(~), L' = L s, it is necessary 
and sufficient that L' commute with the operator K.: 

L'K. = K.L'. (1) 

APPENDIX B. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

Defining an eigenvalue as a root of the secular 
determinant is not very convenient here, even in the 
finite dimensional case, because of noncommutativity. 
We will treat the diagonalization problems in the 
finite-dimensional case with the same means as the 
infinite dimensional, that is to say with spectral 
resolu tion techniques. The goal of this and the next 
chapter will be the theorem that every normal operator 
admits a spectral resolution. 

We give here only a short survey, concentrating on 
those points where the statements or the methods 

differ essentially from what one is used to in the complex 
case and referring the reader for the rest to the litera
ture. We state the spectral theorems for bounded 
Hermitian, anti-Hermitian, and, finally, normal op
erators. These theorems then will easily be extended to 
unbounded operators. 

We begin with some general theorems. 
We state without proof: The eigenvalues of a Hermi

tian, anti-Hermitian, or unitary operator are real, pure 
imaginary, or have norm 1, respectively. Whereas 
in a e space, eigenvectors belonging to different eigen
values are orthogonal, here we can assert only the 
following theorem: eigenvectors of normal operators be
longing to different eigenclasses are orthogonal. 

Proof: If N cp= cpn and N cp'= cpn'(n, n' quaternions) 
and N is normal then Ntcp= cpn* and Ntcp' = cp'n*. Thus 

n*cpt(cp'n') = (cpn)t(cp'n') = cptNtN cp'= cptNNtcp' 
=ncptcp'n'. 

Thus n*qn'=nqn/* where q= cptcp'. It follows that if 
q~O, then nand n' (which can only vanish together 
then) belong to the same class. And on the other hand, 
from 

Lcp= cpa (L any linear operator) 
follows: 

Lcpq= cpaq= (cpq)q-1aq. 

Together with cp, cpr (where r is a real number) is an 
eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue a; but cpq 
belongs to the eigenvalue q-1aq. In contrast to the 
complex case in general q-laq~a, but belongs to the 
same class. One expects, therefore, that only the class 
(i.e., the norm and the real part) of an eigenvalue might 
have an invariant meaning. We term the class of an 
eigenvalue an eigenclass. Every number in an eigenclass 
is an eigenvalue. 

If the eigenvectors belonging to the eigenclass {a} 
span a subspace ;m of dimension n, we call n the 
degeneracy of the eigenclass. It is always possible to 
span ;m with an orthogonal system of eigenvectors 
belonging to the same eigenvalue. Thi5 can be done with 
a construction analogous to the Schmidt orthogonaliza
tion process. The choice of the orthogonal eigenvectors 
can even be made in such a way that their common 
eigenvalue involves only one arbitrarily selected 
imaginary quaternion, say ia: 

Lcpr= CP,(Xr 

(CPrtcp.)=5rs , ar=ar+bria 

ar and br real. br can even be made ;::: O. 
We now are able to state the needed spectral theorems, 

and to prove them where new features might appear. 

Hermitian Operators 

Theorem: If H is a bounded Hermitian operator, 
[that is, cptHy,=(Hcp)ty" I/Hy,I/:::;MIIy,I/J then 
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there exists a unique spectral family E>. such that 

This theorem is generalized to the quaternion case 
without any change in wording whatsoever. Even the 
proof can be literally transferred to the quaternion case. 
The numbers>.. occurring in the spectral resolution are 

. real and they commute with all quaternions. The 
essential noncommutative property of the quaternions 
has therefore no chance to make itself felt in this case. 
This is why the analogy to the case of complex spaces 
is complete. 

Anti-Hermitian Operators 

An anti-Hermitian operator A = - A t admits a 
unique spectral resolution: 

where E>. is a (unique) spectral family over the interval 
o ~>.., and J a unique operator with the properties: 

J+=-J, ]2=-E, [J,E>.] = [J,A]=O. 

In contrast to the complex case, the operator J, 
which is the appropriate generalization of i, appears 
and the integral is extended only from 0 to + 00 • 

[J,E(8)J=O, and ]2= -1 on its domain, and E(8) is 
a spectral family over the interval 0~8~1I'. 

APPENDIX C. STONE'S THEOREM IN A 
~ HILBERT SPACE 

A one-parameter group of unitary ~ operators U(t) 
can be written in the form: 

U(t)=eAt where A= lim [U(t)-EJ/t= -At. 
t-+O 

Furthermore (and here it is possible to go a step further 
than in a e Hilbert space) : 

A=7]H where [7],HJ=O, 7]2= -1, 7]t= -7], 

Ht=H, H ~O. 

This theorem can be proved with help of the symplectic 
representation. To every U (t) we can associate a 
symplectic representative U.(t) acting on JC(e), such 
that all group-relations are preserved. Stone's theorem 
(proved for e Hilbert spaces) then asserts the existence 
of 

such that 

But from 

follows 

A.= lim [U.(t)-EJlt= -A.t, 

[U.(t), K.]=O 

[A.,K.]=O. 

Therefore by (1) of Appendix A, there is an A of which 
Unitary Operators A. is the symplectic representative, and 

Every unitary transformation U in the quaternion A= lim [U(t)-E]lt. 
space admits a unique spectral resolution t-+O 

where J is a uniquely determined linear operator on 
E(1I')[1-E(+0)]V with the properties Jt= -J, 

Now: 

(Of course it is desirable to have a direct proof avoiding 
the complex.) 
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Analyticity Properties of the Momentum-Space Vertex Function*t 
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The problem of finding the maximal domain of analyticity of the momentum-space vertex function 
implied solely by Lorentz covariance, local commutativity, and mass spectrum with thresholds not all 
zero, is restated as a holomorphy envelope problem. If only one of the threshold masses is nonzero, the 
problem can be divided into two simpler problems. The triangle diagram suggests the holomorphy envelope 
of one, but only gives an upper bound on the holomorphy envelope of the other. It is shown that the boundary 
of the latter most probably consists of the three cuts and a single quasi-analytic hypersurface with certain 
specified properties. If two of the threshold masses are equal and the third vanishes, an appealing conjecture 
suggested by the triangle diagram is shown to contradict a generalization of Jost's example. In the general 
case some upper and lower bounds are obtained. The Kallen-Toll representation and conjecture are briefly 
discussed. The relation of the first three terms in the representation of the position-space vertex function 
to the Mercedes diagram in perturbation theory is displayed, and it is shown that there is no analogous 
relation for the fourth term. In the single threshold case this fourth term must account for the singularities 
of the momentum-space vertex function on the quasi-analytic hypersurface which bounds the holomorphy 
envelope. The motivation for studying the analyticity properties of vertex diagrams is discussed, and the 
simplest totally symmetric ones are investigated. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HIS paper is a summary of the results of an earlier 
unpublished report, which we shall refer to as 1.1 

The problem under investigation is to find the enlarge
ment of the analyticity domain of the momentum-space 
vertex function which is implied by the imposition of 
mass spectral conditions. The maximal domain which 
is implied solely by Lorentz covariance, local commuta
tivity, and positiveness of energy was first found by 
Kallen and Wightman2 in a paper which we shall refer 
to as KW. A simplified proof (due to Ruelle)3 of their 
result is given in I. 

This paper is divided into four major sections as 
follows: Section 1 is devoted to general theory including 
a precise formulation of the problem to be investigated. 
In Sec. 2 an upper bound on the enlarged domain, which 
can be deduced with the aid of the triangle diagram, is 
presented. The single-threshold problem is discussed in 
Sec. 3. It can be divided into two simpler problems, one 
of which is completely solved. For the other, the qualita
tive form of the solution and several upper and lower 
bounds are given. Section 4 consists of five subsections 
on "Other Topics"; namely, the Kallen-Toll representa-

* This work was supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation and in part by the U. S. Air Force, Air Office of 
Scientific Research. 

t Based on a dissertation submitted to Princeton University 
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy. 

t Present address: Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
New Jersey. 

1 W. S. Brown, "On the Analytic Properties of the Vertex 
Function with Mass Spectral Conditions," Princeton University 
Report (1961). (This report contains a chapter on perturbation 
theory examples written in collaboration with Dr. D. B. Fairlie.) 
Copies may be obtained, while the supply lasts, from the secretary 
of the Physics Department, Princeton University, Princeton, 
New Jersey. 

2 G. Kiillen and A. Wightman, Mat. fys. Skrifter Danske 
Videnskab. Selsk. 1, No.6 (1958). 

3 D. Ruelle, Thesis (Bruxelles, 1959). 

tion, some perturbation theory examples, a generaliza
tion of Jost's example, the double-threshold problem, 
and the outlook for further progress. The subsection on 
perturbation theory examples was written in collabora
tion with Dr. D. B. Fairlie. 

1. GENERAL 'rHEORY 

In order to establish our notation, we shall begin by 
defining the position-space and momentum-space vertex 
functions corresponding to a set of three local scalar 
fields Ai(X), i= 1, 2, 3. Let (ijk) denote any permutation 
of the indices (123). The threefold vacuum expectation 
values are defined by 

W ijk (Xl,X2,Xa) = (0 I A i(Xi)Aj(xj)Ak(Xk) 10). (Ll) 

By translational invariance, the Fourier transform in
volves a 8 function, which we factor off for convenience: 

(27r)128(Pr+ P2+Ps) W ijk (Pl,p2,pa) = f dx1dx'lIixa 

Xexp[i(PrXI+P2X2+PaXa)]Wijk(Xl,X2,Xa). (1.2) 

If we substitute (1.1) into the right side and insert a sum 
over intermediate states, we find the support property 

Wiik(Pl,P2,P3)=0; unless piEV+i and PkEV_k 

where the V ±i are defined by 

V ±i= {p: p2"2.M;, po<}, 

with mass thresholds Mi defined by 

M;=min(p2) such that 

(0 I A ;(0) I p)(pl Ai(~)A k(O) 10);eO 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

for some momentum eigenstate Ip) and some four
vector ~. It follows that Wijk(Xl,X2,~3) is the boundary 

221 
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value of the analytic function 

W i;k(Sl,!2,!a) = f dp 1dp2flpafJ(Pl+P2+pa) 

XWi;k(h,P2,Pa) exp[ -i(PlSl+p2S2+paSa)] (1.6) 

from the tube 

{
Yi-Y;EV

Y;-YkEV- , 
(1.7) 

where Si=Xi+iYi and V ± is the open cone p2>0, po~O. 
By complex Lorentz invariance, Wi;k can be continued 
throughout the extended tube Ti;k', which is defined as 
the set of all S such that As is in Ti;k for some complex 
Lorentz transformation A. It now follows from local 
commutativity that all six of the analytic functions 
Wi;k(n are the same and continue each other. Thus 
there is a single position-space analytic function 
W(SI,!2la) analytic in the union of the extended tubes 
T ijk'. However, the six vacuum expectation values 
Wi;k(X) are not the same, since they are boundary 
values of W (s) from different tubes. Because of its 
complex Lorentz invariance W(s) depends only on the 
scalar products4 

Zi= (Sj- Sk)2 i i= 1, 2, 3, (1.8) 
so we define 

(1.9) 

Clearly W(z) is analytic in the domain U in z space 
which is obtained from the union of the extended tubes 
Ti;/ in S space by the mapping (1.9). This domain is 
not a holomorphy domain.o Its holomorphy envelope 
was first found by Kallen and Wightman in KW, so we 
shall call it the KW domain or simply D KW • 

Before investigating D KW in more detail we want to 
prove that it is also relevant for the momentum-space 
vertex function H(z). We begin by introducing the 
retarded functions6 

, i(Xl,X2,Xa) = 8(Xi- xj)8(xj- Xk) 
X (01 [[Ai(Xi),Aj(xj) ],Ak(Xk)] 1 0) 
+8(Xi- Xk)8(Xk- Xj) 
X (0 1 [[Ai(Xi),A k(Xk) ],Aj(xj)] 1 0), (1.10) 

4 This follows from the Hall-Wightman theorem. See D. Hall 
and A. Wightman, Kg!. Danske Videnskab. Selsk. Mat.-fys. Medd 
31, No.5 (1957). 

Ii In other words every function analytic in it can be continued 
into a larger domain called the holomorphy envelope. For an 
introduction to the theory of functions of several complex variables 
see any of the following: A. S. Wightman, in Relations des disper
sions et particules etementaires, edited by C. De Witt and R. 
Oehme (Hermann & Cie, Paris, France, 1960). S. Bochner and 
W. T. Martin, Several Complex Variables (Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1948). H. Behnke and P. Thullen, 
Theorie der Funktionen Mehrerer Komplexer Veriinderlichen 
(Chelsea Publishing Company, New York, 1934). For a "physicists 
summary" see I (Chapter ~) or KW (pages 23-25). 

6 We use the notation of Burgoyne. See N. Burgoyne, Thesis 
(Princeton, 1961) and H. Araki and N. Burgoyne, Nuovo cimento 
18, 342 (1960). This is related to the more familiar notation of 
Lehmann, Symanzik, and Zimmermann by the formula 

ri(xl, "', xn)=in-1r(Xi; Xl, "', Xi_I, Xi+l, "', Xn). 

where 8(x) is the step function 

{
Ii xo>O 

8(x)= 
0; xo<O. 

(1.11) 

It is easily shown that ,;(x) is invariant under the in
homogeneous Lorentz group and has the support 
property 

'i(Xl,X2,Xa) =0, unless xi-xjEV+ 
and Xi- xkE V +. (1.12) 

Its Fourier transform is defined by 

(27r)12fJ (h+P2+PaYfi(PI,P2,Pa) = f dx1dx2flxa 

Xexp[i(hxl+P2x2+Paxa)]'i(xl,x2,xa). (1.13) 

By translation invariance ri(x) depends only on the 
difference vectors 

~j=Xi-Xj 

~k=Xi-Xk. 

Therefore (1.13) can be rewritten 

(27r)8'i(PI,P2,Pa) = f d~jdh 

(1.14) 

Xexp[ -i(Pj~j+pk~k)]ri(xl,X2,Xa). (1.15) 

Using (1.12) we see that this is the boundary value of 
the analytic function 

(27r) 8Hi+ (Sl,S2,Sa) = f d~jdh 
Xexp[ -i(Sj~j+skh)]ri(xl,X2,Xa) (1.16) 

from the tube 

(1.17) 

where Si= pi+iqi and of course SI+S2+Sa=0. Similarly, 
we introduce the advanced functions 

ai(Xl,X2,Xa) = 8_(Xi-Xj)8_(x;-Xk) 

X (01 [[Ai(Xi),Aj(xj) ],A k(Xk) J 
+8_(Xi- Xk)8_(Xk-xj) 
X (01 [[Ai(xi),Ak(xk)],Aj(xj)]IO) (1.18) 

where 8_(x) = 8( -x). By the same reasoning we find 
that iii(pl,p2,pa) is the boundary value of an analytic 
function Hi_(SI,S2,Sa) from the tube 

Ti_: {q;EV+ 

qkEV+ . 
(1.19) 
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It follows directly from the definitions that 

ri(xI,X2,Xa) -aj(xI,x2,X3) = 8(Xi-Xj)Kijk(XI,X2,Xa), (1.20) 

where Kijk(X) is the double commutator 

K ijk(XI,X2,Xa) 
= (01 [[A;(Xi),Aj(Xj)],Ak(Xk)] 1 0) 
= Wijk(X) - Wjik(X)- W kij(X) + W kji(X), (1.21) 

By (1.3), its Fourier transform has the support property 

K ijk (PI,p2,pa) =0; unless pkEV±k 
and [piEV=F i or pjEV=FiJ. (1.22) 

Taking the Fourier transform of (1.20) (with i= 1 and 
j=2), we find 

Y 1 (p) - ii2 (p) 

1
00 K123(PI+k, P2-k, pa) 

= (271'i)-1 lim dko,--------
• _0 -00 ko- iE 

(1.23) 

where k= (ko; 0,0,0), and using (1.22) we conclude that 

Yi(p)-iij(p) =0; unless pF~.Mk2. (1.24) 

By complex Lorentz invariance, each of the functions 
H i ± can be continued throughout its extended tube 
T i±', and (1.24) implies that all six are the same and 
continue each other. Thus there is a single momentum
space analytic function H (SI,S2,Sa) analytic in the union 
of the extended tubes T i ±'. However, the Fourier trans
formed retarded and advanced functions are not the 
same, since they are boundary values of H (s) from 
different tubes. Because of its complex Lorentz in
variance, H(s) depends only on the scalar products 

zi=sl; i= 1,2,3 (1.25) 
so we define 

(1.26) 

Clearly H(z) is analytic in U and hence also in D KW • 

Manifolds and Hypersurfaces in en 
N ext let us introduce a few definitions which are 

helpful for the description of domains in en, the space 
of n complex variables. 

An analytic variety in a domain D in en is a relatively 
dosed set in D which is locally definable by the zeros 
of a finite number k of analytic functions. A point P in 
an analytic variety V is a regular point if the Jacobian 
of these functions with respect to some subset of k of the 
z's is nonzero at P. The complex dimension of an analytic 
variety V in the neighborhood of a regular point P is 
n- k. An analytic manifold in D is an analytic variety 
in D, every point of which is a regular point. 

A hypersurface in a domain D in en is a relatively 
closed set H in D, such that for each point P in H there 
is a neighborhood N in which a coordinate system can 
be defined so that HnN is a (2n-1)-real-dimensional 

coordinate plane. An analytic hypersurface of type t 
(analytic type) in D is a hypersurface H in D which is 
locally definable in the form 

H={z: j(z,p)=O for some real p}, (1.27) 

where j is analytic in z, and t-times continuously differ
entiable (analytic) in p, and a j / aZi is nonzero for some i. 
A quasi-analytic hypersurface of rank r and type t 
(analytic type) in D, is a hypersurface H in D which is 
locally definable in the form 

H={z: ji(Z,p) =0, i=l, "',n-r, 
for some pER2n-I-2T}, (1.28) 

where ji is analytic in z, and t times continuously 
differentiable in p, and where the Jacobian (If the 1's 
with respect to some subset of n-r of the z's is nonzero. 

The KW Domain 

We are now prepared to describe the KW domain, in 
which both W (z) and H (z) are analytic. It is bounded by 
pieces of the following seven analytic hypersurfaces: 

C;: Zi=P; i= 1,2,3 

F jk': p2+p(Zi-Zj-Zk)+ZjZk=0; i=1, 2,3 

;J: p2_p(ZI+Z2+Za)+ (ZIZ2+ZIZa+Z2Za) =0 

p;:::O. (1.29) 

Let Zl be chosen anywhere in its cut plane. Then divide 
the Z2 plane into three sectors as shown in Fig. 1. If 
Z2 is chosen in Sector III, then D KW is the entire cut Za 

plane. For Z2 in Sector I or II, D KW is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. Clearly, the exterior of 
D KW is the union of the three cuts C; and a six-real
dimensional region, bounded by pieces of the Fi/ and if, 
which we shall call the singularity solid. It will be con
venient to subdivide the singularity solid into regions 

__ ~~rr 

I 
I , 

/ 
/ 

Z2- PLANE 

FIG. 1. Three sectors in the z2-plane for fixed Z!. If Z2 is chosen 
in Sector III, then Ihw is the entire cut z. plane. For Z2 in Sector 
lor II, Ihw is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. 
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FIG. 2. This figure illustrates the KW domain (exterior shaded) 
for Z2 in Sector I of Fig. 1. (The wiggly line is to be understood 
as shading.) 

in the following way: 

Region (i): YiYi<O, YiYk<O 

Region (4): Y1Y2>O, Ylya>O 

Zi=Xi+iYi 

i= 1,2,3. (1.30) 

The relevant portions of F jk' and 5 are exactly those 
portions in Region (i) and Region (4), respectively. 

Spectral Conditions 

If the threshold masses [see (1.5)J are all zero, then 
the only restrictions7 on W(z) andH(z) are analyticity 
in the KW domain and certain boundedness require
ments8 of polynomial type. If one or more of the thresh
old masses is nonzero, then W(z) is further restricted 
by (1.3), which implies that H(z) is restricted by (1.24).9 

FIG. 3. This figure illustrates the KW domain (exterior 
shaded) for Z2 in Sector II of Fig. 1. 

1 The unitarity of the S matrix and the positive definiteness of 
the metric in Hilbert space both imply restrictions which mix the 
vacuum expectation values of different orders. It is conceivable 
that they imply some restriction on the three point functions 
alone, but this does not seem likely. 

8 These are equivalent to the temperateness of the distribution 
boundary values. See L. Schwartz, Transformations de Laplace des 
distribtttitlns, Seminar Math. Lund. (Sweden), 196 (1952), and 
J. McKenna, Thesis (Princeton, 1960). 

I It is easily shown that (1.3) is equivalent to the four-term 
·identity 

ri+1i;-ri-i'ii=Oj unless PkEV ±k and [PiEV",i or PiEV",iJ. 
"If the triam~e inequalities, Mi~Mi+Ml:, i=l, 2, 3, are satisfied, 

Using the edge-of-the-wedge theoremlo and the strong 
continuity theorem,ll it can be shown that (1.24) holds 
if and only if H(z) is analytic at all points satisfying12- l4 

Zl not positive real, 

Z2 not positive real, 

O:S;zk<Mk2 (real), 

(Zl,Z2,Za)EDKw. 

(1.31) 

This result is illustrated in Fig. 4. H(z) is analytic not 
only in D KW but also at the points indicated by the 
dashed lines. 

Our problem is to find the holomorphy envelope oj the 
enlarged domain which is obtained by adding the points 
(1.31), for k= 1, 2, 3, to DKW. The exterior of this 
domain is the union of the cuts C i (now defined as 
zi~M.r) and the singularity solid. Unfortunately there 
is no known practicable procedure for finding holo
morphy envelopes, but once found or guessed their 
verification is relatively straightforward (see KWand I). 

2. IMPLICATIONS OF THE TRIANGLE DIAGRAM 

In this section we shall deduce an upper boundl5 on 
the holomorphy envelope by studying the analytic 
function which is associated with the momentum-space 
triangle diagram16 (see Fig. 5). This function, which 
depends on the squared internal masses ai (i= 1, 2, 3), 
is given by 

3 ( (11 dalda~35(1- ~ Q!i) 
H(a,z) = Je Je 3 .-1, 

o 0 0 L [z,a,ak-a,a;J 
;=1 

(2.1) 

where the integration variables (li are the usual one
dimensional Feynman parameters. By the general 
theory, H is represented by this formula in the domain 
U, and has an analytic continuation throughout DKW • 

Actually it is easily shown that H, considered as a 
function of six complex variables, is analytic everywhere 

this is equivalent to (1.24). Otherwise this contains additional 
information which does not imply any further enlargement of the 
domain of analyticity of H(z). 

10 For a simple proof and references to earlier work see F. J. 
Dyson, Phys. Rev. 110, 580 (1958). 

II This theorem is a generalization to n variables (see I) of a 
theorem of Bremermann which is proved in Math. Ann. 127, 
406 (1954). 

12 fj means the closure of D. 
13 This result was first stated by R. Jost, Relv. Phys. Acta 31, 

263 (1958). A rigorous proof is given in I. 
14 It is shown by Kallen and Toll, Relv. Phys. Acta 33, 753 

(1960), that (1.3) does not imply any enlargement of the domain 
of analyticity of W(z). 

16 Our upper bound E' will be schlicht, but it is conceivable 
that the holomorphy envelope E may not be. If E is schlicht, it is 
a subdomain of E'. Otherwise E lies over a subdomain of E'. The 
meaning of this is explained in the review by A. S. Wightman 
cited in reference 5. 

18 It is worth noting that H can also be obtained as the exact 
momentum-space vertex function corresponding to the three local 
scalar fields, Ai= 'Pi'Pk, where 'Pi is a free field of squared mass ai. 
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except possibly on the manifolds 

where 
3 

Z;= [(aj)i± (ak)i]2; i= 1, 2, 3 

cI>(a,z) =0 

a;=O; i= 1,2,3, 

cI>(a,z) = L [arZi+ajak(Z;-Zj-Zk) 
i-I 

(2.2) 

+aiZi(Z;- Zj- Zk) ]+ZlZ2Za. (2.3) 

If the a integrations were carried out explicitly, they 
would lead to Spence functions, which have singularities 
of logarithmic type. Therefore we must introduce branch 
cuts if we want H to be single valued. These must be 
located in such a way that H is represented17 by (2.1) 
throughout the domain U. If Z is in Region (4) [see 
(1.30)J, then the denominator of (2.1) never vanishes, 
so the integral itself continues H from U to all points 
of Region (4). If Zi is real while Zj and Zk are both in the 
same half-plane, then the denominator can only vanish 
if ai=O and 

(2.4) 

We conclude that the singularity Z;= [(aj)i+ (ak)i]2 is a 
branch point whose branch cut must be given by (2.4) 

Zk - PLANE 

Zk - PLANE 

ltI- PLANE 

Z\. 

FIG. 5. The triangle diagram. 

if it is to be independent of Zj and Zk and outside of 
DKW• It can be interpreted as the "threshold" for the 
creation of a pair of particles with masses (aj)l and 
(ak)!,respectively. We also conclude that the singularity 
Zi= [(aj)t- (ak)l]2 does not appear on the physical 
sheet. 

Let us now turn our attention to the manifold, 
cI>(a,z) = 0, which we shall call the cI> manifold. Solving 
for Zi we find 

(cI>=0): zi=aj+ak- (1/2a;) 

where 

with 

X[(Zj-ai-ak) (zk-ai-aj)± (Rj ) I (Rk ) !], (2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

On the physical sheet the cI> manifold is never relevant 
in Region (4), and it is rel evan t in Region (i) if and 
only if (2.5) holds with the (+) sign and with each of 
the square roots in the upper half-plane. 

In summary, H(a,z) is analytic in the product of the 
cut planes, with cuts given by (2.4), except for a 
logarithmic singularity on the portion of the cI> manifold 
which we have just described.18 Furthermore, it satisfies 
the spectral conditions for thresholds 

Mi= (aj)!+ (ak)!; i= 1, 2, 3, (2.8) 

as is apparent from Fig. 4.19 

For a given set of threshold masses, it follows that 
the function 

1l[cp(a),zJ= la'" J3acp(a)H(a,z) (2.9) 

is analytic in the KW domain and satisfies the spectral 
conditions provided cp is chosen so that 

cp(al,a2,aa) = 0; unless (aj)i+ (ak)i~ M;, i= 1, 2, 3 (2.10) 

FIG. 4. In this figure the dashed lines indicate the points (1.31) .18 The branch cut which connects this portion of the 4> manifold 
to which H(z) can be continued when Mk¢O. to infinity may be located wherever is most convenient provided 

---- it does not pass into lhw or Region (4). 
17 From now on we consider H as a function of three complex IV The relevant portion of the 4> manifold is contained in the 

variables !il; with fixed positive real a;. singularity solid. 
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r---7-"------ '\(a; 

FIG. 6. The support of rp(a) in the single-threshold case, M 3 ;o"O. 

and -so that the integral is sufficiently convergent. 
Clearly this is not a representation of the most general 
function analytic in the KW domain and satisfying the 
spectral conditions, since it has no singularities in 
Region (4) even in the case of zero threshold masses. In 
this case, however, 1l can have singularities anywhere 
outside of the KW domain except in Region (4), and 
it is this fact which enabled Kallen and Wightman to 
guess (and then verify) that F jk' is the boundary of 
DKw in Region (i). 

In the general case, (2.10) restricts the region of 
possible singularities and provides an upper bound on 
the holomorphy envelopes. In the single-threshold case 
M i;;e 0, M j = M k= 0, this upper bound coincides with the 
holomorphy envelope in Regions (j) and (k), but not in 
Region (i). In all cases with two or more nonzero 
threshold masses there is no coincidence. 

The Single-Threshold Case 

Let us consider the single-threshold case, Ma=M>O, 
M 1 = M 2= 0. Then the support region of 'P(a) is given by 

Zt 

FIG. 7. The shading indicates the possible singularities of Ii 
in Region (3) in the single-threshold case, M.;o"O. 

Zt Z3 -PLANE 

FIG. 8. The shading indicates the possible singularities of 11 
in Regions (1) and (2) in the single threshold case, M3 ;o"O, for 
three different values of M3=M. It is shown in Sec. 3 that the 
holomorphy envelope of D3+_ coincides with the unshaded region. 

ai~O; i= 1,2,3 

(al)l+ (a2)!~ M 
(2.11) 

and is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
First let us determme the possible singularities of fJ 

in Region (3). Let Zl and Z2 qe fixed in the upper half
plane. Then (2.5) [with i=3 and with the (+) sign] 
defines a many-one mapping from a space into the 
Za plane. If the image point, corresponding to a given 
point (al,a2,aa) in the support region of 'P, is in the 

~------+-----va; 

FIG. 9. The support of rp(a) in the double-threshold 
case M 1=M2;o"O. 
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lower half-plane, then it is in Region (3) and is a possible 
singularity of fl. If it is in the upper half-plane, then 
it is in Region (4) and is irrelevant. We want to find the 
image of the support region [Eq. (2.11)]' In the limit 
as M approaches zero, the plane (al)I+(a2)I=M ap
proaches the aa axis whose image is F12'. For M>O the 
boundary of the image region is an envelope Ea, which 
is the image of some curve in the plane (al)t+ (a2)1= M, 
whose equation depends on Zl and Z2. It can be shown 
that Ea crosses the real axis above threshold as illus
trated in Fig. 7, or else lies entirely in the upper half
plane. It is fairly easy to display Ea as a quasi-analytic 
hypersurface of rank one and of analytic type. Further
more, it can be shown that the rank is no more than one; 
i.e:, that E3 is not an analytic hypersurface. 

To find the possible singularities of fl in Regions (1) 
and (2) we carry out similar procedures in the Zl plane 
and in the Z2 plane. The portion of F 23' in Region (1) 
with O:::;p<M2 and the portion of Fl3' in Region (2) 
wi th 0:::; p < M2 are replaced by the analytic hypersurface 
La' as illustrated in Fig. 8. The pre-image of La' is indi
cated in Fig. 6. Thus La' is given by 

{

<I> (a,z) =0 
al =rn2 

La': a2= (M -m)2 
aa=O 

,O:::;m:::::M. 

z, 

(2.12) 

FIG. 10. The shading indicates the possible singularities· of fj in 
Region (3) in the double-threshold case, M,=M2¢0. 

z~- PLANE 

FIG. 11. The shading indicates the possible singularities of Ii in 
Regions (1) and (2) in the double-threshold case, Ml ""M2 r<!O. 

FIG. 12. The support of ",,(a) in the triple-threshold 
case, M,=M2=Ma. 

Z:i-PLANE 
Z, 

FIG. 13. The shading indicates the possible singularities of Ii in 
Region (3) in the triple-threshold case, M, =M2 =M,. 

As we shall see in the next section, this is the boundary 
of the holomorphy envelope in Regions (1) and (2), 
but Ea is not the boundary in Region (3). 

Other Cases 

In the "double-threshold case" M 1=M2=M>O, 
Ma=O, the support region of ({J is illustrated III Fig. 9, 
and the region of possible singularities is illustrated in 
Figs. 10 and 11. 

In the "triple-threshold case" M 1=M2=M3=M>O, 
the support region of ({J is illustrated in Fig. 12 and the 
region of possible singularities is illustrated in 
Figs. 13 and 14. 

In every case the most complicated parts of the 
boundary of the singular region are the envelopes. Now 
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FIG. 14. The shading indicates the possible singularities of fi in 
Regions (1) and (2) in the triple threshold case, M 1=M2 =Ma• 

Ei appears already in the single-threshold case, and it 
depends on Mi alone. We therefore conjecture that 
whatever hypersurface replaces Fji/ in the single
threshold case Mi~O will be involved in the boundary 
of the holomorphy envelope in the general case, except 
that a portion of it near p=O will be irrelevant. 

Nambu's Theorem 

For real ZI and Z2 with 0~Z(:::;MI2 and 0~z2~Ml, 
the function H(a,z) is analytic in the cut Za plane. The 
cut may begin at the normal threshold, za=Ma2 or at 
an "anomalous threshold" 0<Za<M2, depending on ZI 
and Z2. This can be seen by studying the limiting form 
of Fig. 10 (or its analog with Ml~M2) as ZI and Z2 
approach the real axis. Nambu has shown20 that the 
momentum-space vertex function has this analyticity 
property to all orders in perturbation theory, but Jost's 
example (see Sec. 4) shows that it does not have it in 
general. The failure may be due to the special inter
actions which are assumed in perturbation theory, or 
perhaps to nonconvergence of the perturbation series. 

3. THE SINGLE-THRESHOLD PROBLEM (Mar£O) 

In this section we shall discuss the single-threshold 
problem, Ma=M>O, M 1=M2=0. The problem is to 
find the holomorphy envelope of the domain Da whose 
exterior is the union of the singularity solid and the 
three cuts 

C1 : ZI~O 

C2: Z2~0 

Ca: z3~M2. 

Consider the subdomains 

D3++=D3n (Yl>O)n (Y2> 0) 

D3+-=Dan (Yl>O)n (Y2<0), 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where Z;= X;+Yi. It is shown in I that the holomorphy 
envelope of D3 is the union21 of the holomorphy en-

20 Y. Nambu, Nuovo cimento 6, 1064 (1957)' see also K. 
Symanzik, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 20,690 (1958). 

21 In the event that one or more of the latter holomorphy 
envelopes is nonschlicht, the definition of this union requires some 
discussion, which is given in detail in I. 

velopes of D3++ and D3+- and their conjugate domains 
D'/y-_ and D'/y-+, together with the negative extensions 
of C1 and C2.22 It is sufficient to find the holomorphy 
envelopes of D3+- and D3++.2a For reasons which will 
become apparent we shall refer to these as the P a 
problem and the Pa' problem, respectively. 

The Pa Problem 

First let us consider the P a problem. The domain 
D3+- is bounded by the analytic hypersurfaces 

C1 : Yl=O 

C2 : Y2=0 

Ca: z3~M2 

F 13': p2+p(Z2- Z1-Za)+ZIZa=O 

F 23': p2+ p(Zt- Z2- Za)+Z2Za=0 

p~O, 

(3.3) 

and is illustrated in Fig. 15. It is locally a holomorphy 
domain at every boundary point except along the por
tion of the edge P a which lies below threshold.24 By the 
Kantensatz2S a completion26 through this "indented 
edge" is possible. In fact by an almost trivial application 
of the completion technique used in KW aI?-d in I, the 
"bulb" in the Z3 plane can be "removed" whenever the 
point P 3 (which depends on ZI and 22) lies below 
threshold as in Fig. 15 (b). This partial completion yields 
an enlarged domain whose boundary involves a new 
analytic hypersurface Ba given by 

B3: (M2_p)ZI+pZ2=p(M2_p); p~O, (3.4) 

the indented portion of the edge P a has now been re
placed by two new indented edges, F 1a'nB 3 and 
F2a'nBa, through which further completion is possible. 

In the preceding section we found an upper bound on 
the holomorphy envelope involving a new analytic 
hypersurface La' [see Eq. (2.12) and Fig. 8J, and we 
conjectured that this upper bound would in fact coincide 
with the holomorphy envelope. An appropriate change 
of variables and a further application of the completion 
technique27 verifies this conjecture. We find that the 

22 By the negative extension of a cut, z~O, we mean the hyper
surface z <0. 

23 The holomorphy envelopes of Da_+ and Da __ are the complex 
conjugates of the holomorphy envelopes of DH - and Ds++ re
spectively. This follows from the remark that for every function 
j(z) analytic in a given domain D the function j(z*)* is analytic 
in D*. 

24 See Fig. 15(b). By definition P s is the four-real-dimensional 
intersection Fu 'nF2S'. The intersection of P s with the Zs plane 
for fixed Zl and Z2 is always a single point on the real axis. 

26 This theorem was first proved by H. Kneser in Math. Ann. 
106,656 (1932). An exposition of it is given in the review by A. S. 
Wightman cited in reference 5. 

26 We use the terminology of Bochner and Martin (see reference 
5). Analytic continuation refers to functions and analytic com
pletion to domains. 

17 The method is elementary, purely geometrical, and com
pletely rigorous. The proof in this case (see Chapter 9 of I) reflects 
the complexity of the geometry. 
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(a) 

( b) 

(c) 

FIG. 15. This figure illustrates the domain D,+_ (exterior shaded) 
in the :ils plane for several choices of :ill and Z2. 

holomorphy envelope of Da+- is the domain bounded 
by the analytic hypersurfaces 

and 

(;1: Y1=0 

(;2: Y2=0 

Ca: Za=p 

F 13': p2+ p(Z2- Z1-Za)+Z1Za=0 

F 2a': p2+ p(Zl-Z2- Za)+Z2Za=0 

p?M2 

(3.5) 

The formula for La' can be solved for Za with the result 

La': Za= 
[m2zl- (M -m)2z2J[nr- (M -m)2+z1-z2J 

[m2-z2J[(M -m)2-zlJ 

O~m~M. (3.7) 

The following theorems provide some insight into the 
geometry of Fig. 8. 

Theorem 3.1. The manifolds m=O of La' and p=M2 
of F la' are identical. 

Theorem 3.2. The manifolds m=M of La' and p=M2 
of F23' are identical. 

Theorem 3.3. In the Z3 plane, La' is tangent to F la' at 
the point p=M2 of F la'. 

Theorem 3.4. In the Za plane, La' is tangent to F 2a' at 
the point p=M2 of F 23'. 

Theorem 3.5. In the Za plane, if P3 is above threshold, 
L 3' passes through it twice. If P 3 is below threshold, 
La' does not intersect it. 

Theorem 3.6. L 3' does not intersect F 13' in the closure 
of Region (2) or F 23' in the closure of Region (1) except 
at the points cited in the preceding theorems. 

Theorem 3.7. L/ never intersects (;a outside of the 
interval O<z3<M2 except at P a. 

Theorem 3.8. Let 
Zl=Xl+iEl 

z2=x2-iE2 

Za= Z3(°l, 

(3.8) 

where Xl, X2, El, E2 are positive and Za(O) is in the cut 
plane (with cut za?M2). If (xl)i+(X2)1<M, then the 
point (Zl,Z2,Za) is in the holomorphy envelope for all 
sufficiently small El and E2. If (Xl)t+ (X2)!> M, then the 
point (Zl,Z2,Z3) is outside of the holomorphy envelope 
for all sufficiently small El and E2. 

The Intersection ClnC2nL3' 

It is clear from Theorem 3.8 that the intersection 
Cl nC2nLa' is given by 

Zl?'O 

Z2?'0 (3.9) 

(3.6) (Zl)!+ (Z2)!= M, 

and illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Clearly the holomorphy envelope of Da in Regions (1) 

and (2) is also bounded by the hypersurfaces (3.5) and 
(3.6) and illustrated in Fig. 8. This follows from the 
theorem stated below (3.2). Alternatively, since D3+- is 
contained in D a, its holomorphy envelope gives a lower 
bound on the holomorphy envelope of Da, which coin
cides [in Regions (1) and (2)J with the upper bound 
obtained in Sec. 2. 

which can be rewritten in the form 

zl=(M-m)2 

O~m~M. 

(3.10) 

By d >iinition this intersection belongs to the distin
guished boundary of the holomorphy envelope of Da, but 
only its "boundary points" [za real and A (Zl,Z2,Za)?' OJ 
belong to the boundary of Da. This is somewhat sur
prising, since ordinarily the distinguished boundary of a 
domain is the same as the distinguished boundary of its 
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holomorphy envelope.28 However, it is the Silov 
boundary that is always conserved, and since the inter
section C1nC2nLa' is a one-parameter family of one
complex-dimensional analytic manifolds on which the 
maximum principle holds, its "interior points" cannot 
be in the Silov boundary of the holomorphy envelope 
even though they are in its distinguished boundary.29 

The Pa' Problem 

Next let us consider the Pa' problem. This problem 
has not been solved, but several interesting results have 
been obtained. The problem is to find the holomorphy 
envelope of the domain D3-t+ which is bounded by the 
analytic hypersurfaces 

C1 : Yl=O 

C2: Y2=0 

Ca : z3;:::M2 

F 12': p2+ p(Za- Zl- Z2)+ZlZ2=0 

5': p2_p(ZI+Z2+Za)+ (ZIZ2+Z1Za+Z2Za) =0 

p;:::O 

(3.11) 

and is illustrated in Fig. 16. It is locally a holomorphy 
domain at every boundary point except along the por-

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

FIG. 16. This figure illustrates the domain D3++ (exterior shaded) 
in the z. plane for several choices of ZI and Zo. 

28 The author is indebted to Dr. H. Rossi for several helpful 
discussions on this and related topics. 

29 For further discussion and references see I. 

tion of the edge Pa' which lies below threshold.30 By the 
Kantensatz a completion through this "indented edge" 
is possible. By the strong continuity theorem (see 
footnote 11) it can be shown that every point of F 12' in 
Region (3) and every point of 5' in Region (4), as well 
as every point of this indented edge, is in the holo
morphy envelope of D3++-

We have already found an upper bound on the holo
morphy envelope in Region (3); namely, the quasi
analytic hypersurface Ea (see Figs. 6 and 7). A number 
of comparable upper bounds can be obtained by purely 
geometrical arguments. The simplest of these in Region 
(3) is the analytic hypersurface F12'(M2) defined by 

Fl2'(M2): p2+p(za-M2-Z1-Z2)+ZlZ2=0, p;:::O, (3.12) 

which is obtained by translating F12' to the right 
through the distance M2 in the Za plane. This is illus
strated in Fig. 17. In the special case ZI =Z2=Z, E. can be 
obtained from Fl2' (M2) by the substitution Z -+ z-iM2. 
Therefore E3 is a weaker upper bound than F12'(M2) in 
this case31 (see Fig. 18). This means that Ea is not the 
boundary of the holomorphy envelope in Re!!;ion (3). 
In the limit as Zl and Z2 approach the real axis in Fig. 17 
the entire lower half-plane is outside of the upper 
bound F12'(M2). It follows with the aid of a rather com
plicated Silov boundary argument that the entire upper 
half-plane is also outside of the holomorphy envelope in 
this limit. In other words every point of C1nC2, except 
for the "physical real points" (see footnote 46) has a 
full complex neighborhood in the exterior of the holo
morphy envelope of D3++. 

There is a simple partial completion which can be 
performed with the aid of Ruelle's lemma.3 This leads 
to two new analytic hypersurfaces, G1 and G2, given by 

{

P2[M4+ M2(ZI- Z2- Za)+Z2Z.] 

G1 : . -pzl[2M2+(Zl-Z2-Z3)]+Z12=0 (3.13) 
O::S;p::S;1 

Z3 - PLANE 

FIG. 18. This figure illustrates the upper bounds FI2 (M2) 
and E. in the special case ZI=Z,==Z. 

30 See Fig. 16(a). By definition P.' is the four-real-dimensional 
intersection F 12'nff. The intersection of P.' with the Z3 plane for 
fixed ZI and Z2 is always a single point on the real axis. 

31 In some other special cases the opposite is true. 
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and 

{

P2[M4+ M 2(Z2- Z1-Za)+ZlZa] 

GZ : - pZz[2M2+ (Z2-Z1-Za) ]+Z22= 0 
0:::;p:::;1, 

(3.14) 

respectively. The reader will note that both of these 
hypersurfaces end (when p= 1) on the manifold p= M2 
of 5'. Clearly they provide a lower bound on the holo
morphy envelope, but it is a very weak one. 

The hypersurfaces (3.11) which bound Da++ intersect 
in the following edges, among others: 

P l =Cl nF12' 

P2=CznF12' 

Pt'=C1n:J 

P 2'=C2n:J 
p/=CanFlz'n5'· 

(3.15) 

We have already seen that the portion of Pa' which lies 
below threshold is in the holomorphy envelope. Using 
an upper bound constructed especially for the purpose 
it can be shown that the portion of Pa' which lies above 
threshold is an edge in the boundary of the holomorphy 
envelopes. In fact, when Zl and Zz are in the same half
plane, every point in the singularity solid and sufficiently 
close to C 3 above threshold is in the exterior of the 
holomorphy envelope. This result is illustrated in 
Figs. 19 and 20. Similarly it can be shown that certain 
portions of the edges, PI, P2, PI" Pl, are also edges 
in the boundary of the holomorphy envelope. 

The hypersurface (hypersurfaces) which replaces 
( replace) F 12' and :J is ( are) severely restricted by the 
requirement that it (they) contain the required portions 
of these edges. If it is assumed that dye holomorphy 
envelope is bounded piecewise by analytic hypersurfaces 
of analytic type,32 then at least three are needed to 
replace F 1z' and at least three more to replace :J. The 
idea of such a complicated boundary is extremely un-

Z:s-PLANE 

FIG. 17. This figure illustrates the upper bound F12'(M2), 
which is obtained by translating F12' to the right through the 
distance M2. 

a2 The hypotheses of Theorem 12.5 in I are slightly stronger 
than this clause would require but the differences do not appear 
to be significant. 

z,- PLANE 

FIG. 19. When P/ is above threshold, the boundary, H a, of 
the holomorphy envelope of D3++ must pass through it as illu
strated in this figure. The shaded strip indicates known exterior 
points. 

inviting. Furthermore it is difficult to imagine the Silov 
boundary of such a domain being the same as the Silov 
boundary of D3++ 

If the boundary of the holomorphy envelope is as
sumed to be piecewise four-times continously differ
entiable, then it must be piecewise analytic or quasi
analytic. Since it is probably not piecewise analytic, the 
simplest remaining possibility is that F 12' and :J are 
replaced by a singltfla quasi-analytic hypersurface H 3, 

which reduces to the product of F 12' and :J when M is 
set equal to zero. The qualitative form of H a is illus
trated in Figs. 19 and 20. In the borderline case where 
P a and M2 coincide, the p values on the two branches 
of Ha at P a' must be the same. For slightly larger M2, 
they must turn complex, perhaps because of a change of 
sign in some square root.a4 

It is reasonable to assume that Ha can be globally 

FIG. 20. When Pa' is below threshold, the boundary, Ha, of 
the holomorphy envelope of Da++ must cross the real axis between 
Ps' and the threshold (by the Kantensatz and lost's example) 
as illustrated in this figure. The shaded strip indicates known 
exterior points. 

33 If there were two, one to replace F l2 ' and one to replace 5', 
then the intersection of the two in Fig. 20 would almost certainly 
violate the Kantensatz. For further discussion see Chapter 12 in I. 

3' In the Pa problem precisely such a phenomenon occurs. As a 
result La' (or its extension obtained by increasing the range of the 
parameter) contains all of the portion of Pa with za~M2 but none 
of the portion with Za <M2. 
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defined in the form 

{

f(Z'P,M2) =0 
g (Z,p,M2) = 0 

pER3 
zEC3, 

(3.16) 

where the analytic functions f and g are as yet unknown. 
The problem of finding f and g, given that H s contains 

the required portions of the edges (3.15), might be con
sidered as a boundary value problem, but no serious 
attempt has yet been made to explore this approach. A 
more helpful approach, suggested by Kallen and Toll, is 
discussed briefly in the following section. 

4. OTHER TOPICS 

In this sertion we shall discuss the Kallen-Toll repre
sentation, some perturbation theory examples, a gener
alization of lost's example, the double threshold prob
lem, and the outlook for further progress. 

The Kallen-Toll Representation 

U sing the Bergmann-W eil formula, Kallen and Toll 
have shown35 that every function W (z) analytic in the 
KW domain [and sufficiently bounded at infinity] can 
be represented in the form 

where the 1/1" are weight functions and the f" are given by 

f;(z,p) 

with 

In ( - PZi) -In (p- Zj) -In (p- Zk) 

pZi+ (p- Zj) (p- Zk) 

3 

L [In(p-zi)-In(-zi)] 
;=1 

i=1, 2, 3 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

The denominators in (4.2) are the defining polynomials 
of F;k' and 5', respectively. The numerators are zero on 
the irrelevant parts of these manifolds, but nonzero on 
the relevant parts. 

Let the bracketed expressions in (4.1) be called A 
and B, respectively. Both are analytic in the KW domain. 
Replacing Zi by (S;-Sk)2, where ti=Xi+iYi as in 
Eqs. (1.6)-(1.8), we see that B is analytic in all six of 
the tubes Tijk defined in (1.7). Therefore B is the 
Fourier-Laplace transform of a set of temperature 
distributions B;;k having the support property (1.3) 

34 G. Klillen and J. Toll, Helv. Phys. Acta 33, 753 (1960). 

XI 

~~--------------~--------------~X3 

FIG. 21. The position-space Mercedes diagram. The corre
sponding analytic function is called M(a,b,z). 

with zero mass thresholds. An identical argument 
holds for A except that the A;jk satisfy (1.3) with 
mass thresholds 

By the convolution theorem, AB is the Fourier-Laplace 
transform of the set of convolution products .4.;jk*Bijk, 
and these have the support property (1.3) with mass 
thresholds (4.4). Therefore if the weights 1/1" in (4.1) 
have the support property 

1/1,,= (al,a2,a3; p)=O, unless (aj)l+ (ak)l;::: Mi 
for i= 1, 2, 3, (4.5) 

then the temperature distributions Wijk satisfy (1.3). 
Kallen and Toll have conjectured that the converse 

is true; in other words that (1.3) implies (4.5).36 If the 
conjecture is true, then our problem can be solved in 
full generality by finding the enlargement of the domain 
of analyticity of H which is implied by the restriction 
(4.5) on the weight functions 1/1" in the Kallen-Toll 
representation of W. 

Let W p be the ",th term in the representation (4.1), 
and let H p be the corresponding momentum-space 
vertex function.37 It is shown by Kallen and Toll that 

where rpi is a new weight function 

36 For a given W the weights y,,, are not unique. The conjecture 
is that at least one set of weights satisfying (4.5) can be found if 
lhe spectral conditions are satisfied. 

4 

37 Clearly B= ~ B., but B. is not necessarily the I'th term .-1 
in the KliII~n-Toll representation of H. 
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k being a numerical constant, and where M is the 
analytic function corresponding to the position-space 
Mercedes diagram, which is illustrated in Fig. 21. It 
follows that 

Hi(z)= C (' tFafJ3bcpi(a,b)M(a,b,z); i= 1,2,3 (4.8) 
",oJ 0 

where M is the analytic function corresponding to the 
momentum-space Mercedes diagram (which is illus
trated in Fig. 23). 

It can be shown38 that the analytic function corre
sponding to any momentum-space vertex diagram is 
analytic throughout Region (4). Therefore39 Hi(z) is 
analytic throughout Region (4), for i= 1, 2, 3, and 
H4(z) must account for the singUlarities of H(z) in 
Region (4). It follows that H4(Z) cannot be represented 
as an integral over perturbation theory examples, 
analogous to (4.8). Finally it can be shown that H 4(z) 
must account for the singularities of H (z) on the hyper
surface H3 in the P3' problem. It seems hopeful that 
the hypersurface H 3 could be found by computing the 
Fourier transform of the time-ordered boundary value 
of W 4(z) and investigating the analytic properties of the 
resulting momentum-space function, H 4(z). 

Many physicists feel that the singularities in Region 
(4) are unphysical because they do not occur in per
turbation theory. If this feeling could be supported 
(for example by an argument from unitarity), then it 
might turn out that all the singularities allowed by the 
general theory could be related to perturbation theory 
diagrams. This hope has led the author to a study, in 
collaboration with Fairlie, of the analyticity properties 
of several vertex diagrams, which we shall now discuss. 

Some Examples from Perturbation Theory 

(By W. S. Brown and D. B. Fairlie) 

The three simplest totally symmetric vertex diagrams 
are the triangle (Fig. 5), the triskelion (Fig. 22), and 
the Mercedes (Fig. 23). We have already emphasized 
the importance of the triangle diagram in Sec. 2. Our 
ob ject here is to determine the singular manifolds for 
the triskelion and the Mercedes, which are analogous 
to the <I> manifold for the triangle [see (2.2) and (2.3)]' 
In applying the Landau conditions40-42 we shall not 
consider the "end-point singularities," which lead to the 
expected threshold manifolds and some other complex 
manifolds, since these can also be obtained from the 

38 This follows easily from the formula for the analytic function 
corresponding to an arbitrary diagram, which is given by Symanzik 
in Progr. Theor. Phys. (Kyoto) 20, 690 (1958). 

39 Here we proceed formally, assuming that the analyticity is 
determined by the kernel and not by the integrations. However it 
is entirely possible that the opposite is the case. For further dis
cussion see I. 

40 L. D. Landau, Nuclear Phys. 13, 181 (1959). 
41 J. Tarski, ]. Math. Phys. 1, 154 (1960). 
42]. C. Polkinghorne and G. R. Screaton, Nuovo cimento 15, 

289 (1960). 

PI 

FIG. 22. The triskelion diagram. 

lower order diagrams which are "contractions" of the 
given diagrams. 

For the triskelion diagram the desired singular 
manifold is given by 

'JF(a,b,z) = 4D2 (4D+A2) 
+4AB2(9D+2A2)-27B4=0 (4.9) 

where 

A=iX(z+a+b)-t[X(z)+X(a)+X(b)] 

B= -t det(z,a,b) 

3 

D= -iL: (zi2(ah+akbj) +zjzk(a;B;+biAi) 
i ... l 

with 

+zi[2aibjbk+ajbkBk+akbjBj 

+ 2b;ajak+bjakA k+bkajAj]} , 

Ai=ai-aj-ak 

B;=b;-bj-bk 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

and with X(Z)=X(Zl,Z2,Z3) defined by (2.7). It can be 
shown that 'JF is a homogeneous twelfth-degree poly
nomial in its nine arguments, and is irreducible over the 
rationals. Furthermore it is invariant under permuta
tions of the indices, 1, 2, 3, permutation of the vectors, 
Z, a, b, and transposition of the matrix of these vectors. 

For the Mercedes diagram we have not succeeded in 
writing down an explicit formula for the desired singular 

FIG. 23. The Mercedes diagram. 

pz 
Zz 
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FIG. 24. The dual of the Mercedes diagram. 

manifold. However, the equations which determine it 
can be given a very simple geometrical interpretation by 
means of the dual diagram43 (see Fig. 24), which in this 
case is two dimensional. Given eight of the nine sides, 
the ninth is determined, and the polynomial equation, 
P(a,b,z) =0, which determines it is the equation of the 
singular manifold. 

The Generalized Jost Example 

Jost's example44 was originally introduced in order to 
prove that the dispersion relation for the pion-nucleon 
vertex does not follow for the observed masses from the 
general requirements of Lorentz covariance, local com
mutativity, and mass spectrum. It can also be used to 
disprove the conjecture46 that H(z) must be analytic in 
the cut Za plane for fixed real Zl <Ml2 and z2<M22. We 
shall now discuss a generalization of Jost's example, 
which will permit us to disprove a very appealing con
jecture for the double threshold problem, and which 
has a simple interpretation. 

In Sec. 1 it is shown that every momentum-space 
vertex function is analytic in the enlarged KW domain, 
and that the general requirements mentioned above 
imply no further restrictions except those mentioned 
in footnotes 7-9. Consider the function 

H(C,~V,Z) = [(N l2_ Z1)i+ (N22_Z2)i 
+ (Na2-za)LCJ-\ (4.12) 

4. A general discussion of dual diagrams is given by Landau in 
the work cited in reference 40. The dual diagram of the Mercedes 
diagram is discussed by L. B. Okun and A. P. Rudik in Nuclear 
Phys. 14, 271 (1960). 

44 R. lost, Relv. Phys. Acta. 31, 263 (1958). 
45 See the discussion of Nambu's Theorem at the end of Sec. 2. 

where the N's are positive real numbers such that 

Nic..Mi 

Nj+Nk>l{i, 

where C is any complex number in the triangle 

O~ReC~N 

O~ j ImCj ~N - ReC 
with 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

and where the square-root function is defined so that 

ReVc.. O. (4.16) 

It can be shown that this function has the required 
analyticity, and is therefore a possible momentum-space 
vertex function. The region of possible singularities of 
H as C varies over the triangle (4.14) is discussed in 
detail in I. In particular, H may have singularities any
where in the polycylinder 

j zi-Nlj ~N2/18; i= 1,2,3. (4.17) 

In other words H may have singularities anywhere in a 
full complex neighborhood of any unphysical real point46 
on the intersection of the three cuts, Zic.. M ;2. 

The Double-Threshold Problem (Ml = M 2) 

We shall now discuss an appealing conjecture for the 
double-threshold problem (Ml=M2=M, Ma=O), and 
we shall prove that the conjecture is contradicted by 
the generalized Jost example. The problem is to find 
the holomorphy envelope of the domain D12 whose 

FIG. 25. In Region (3) the domain DI2 can be completed at least 
up to L 1' and at least up to L2', but not beyond La. 

----
46 A real point (ZI,Z2,Z.) is called physical if there exist real four

vectors (h,P2,P.) such that Pi2=Zi fori = 1,2,3 and h+P2+P.=0. 
Otherwise it is called unphysical. A real point (ZI,Z2,Z.) is unphysical 
if and only if Zi >0 for i= 1, 2, 3 and X(z) <0. Now the inequalities 
N;+Nk>Ni imply that X(N')<O, so the point (N12,N22,N.2) is 
an unphysical real point. 
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exterior is the union of the cuts 

lh;:::M2 

z2;:::M2 

Za;:::O 

(4.18) 

and the singularity solid. This domain has four indented 
edges; P l , P 2,P l ', P 2'. From our study of thePiproblem 
(see Sec. 3) we know that D12 can be completed through 
the P l edge up to Ll' in Regions (2) and (3) and through 
the P 2 edge up to L 2' in Regions (1) and (3). Even if we 
knew the solution of the P;' problem, we would not 
thereby have any further information in Region (3). 
The hypersurfaces Lt' and L 2' are illustrated in Fig. 25. 
In Region (3), where both are relevant, they intersect 
in an indented edge (for example when Zl = Z2) through 
which further completion is possible. 

In Sec. 2 we obtained a simple upper bound on the 
completion into Region (3); namely, the analytic hyper
surface La (see Figs. 9,10, and 25). It is not unreasonable 
to conjecture that La is in fact the boundary of the 
holomorphy envelope of D12 in Region (3). In the special 
case Zl=Z2=Z, La dips into the lower half-plane if and 
only if Rez>tM2. In the same special case Oehme has 
shown47 that H(z) must be analytic in the cut Z3 plane 
if RezS!M2. These remarks make our conjecture 
especially appealing. However, in the subcase 
z= M2_~M +it2, where t is sufficiently small compared 
to M, L3 lies entirely outside of the upper bound pro
vided by the generalized Jost example (see Fig. 26), 
so our conjecture is false. 

Outlook 

In the single threshold case Mi~O, we have seen that 
for Zj and Zk in opposite half-planes the holomorphy 
envelope is bounded by portions of Fi/, Fik', C; and a 
new analytic hypersurface L/ ; while for Zj and Zk in the 
same half-plane it is most probably bounded by portions 
of Ci and a single quasi-analytic hypersurface Hi, whose 
explicit formula is not known. 

There is reason to hope that portions of all three of 
the Hi are relevant when all three threshold masses are 
nonzero, and this hope adds interest to the problem of 
finding the formula for Hi. This problem might be 
treated as a boundary value problem (as suggested near 
the end of Sec. 3) or by way of the Kallen-Toll con
jecture (which is discussed in this section). 

Aside from these ideas the outlook is not very bright. 
The conventional method48 for finding holomorphy 

47 R. Oehme, Phys. Rev. 117, 1151 (1960). 
48 Another common procedure is to construct integral repre

sentations and show that they can be continued. This is the method 
used by Oehme in the work cited in reference 47. 

FIG. 26. In the special case ZI =Z2 =M'-.M +i.', L3 lies entirely 
outside of the upper bound (dashed lines) provided by the 
generalized Jost Example. 

envelopes is to guess the boundary by studying examples 
of functions analytic in the given domain, and then to 
change to a new set of variables in which the completion 
method of KW and I can be applied. For our problem 
the only known source of examples is perturbation 
theory, and as we have seen in our study of the Kallen
Toll representation we cannot expect to find Hi by 
studying the singular manifolds from perturbation 
theory diagrams. A study of these diagrams might, 
however, lead to the solution of the problem in which 
Region (4) is added to the enlarged KW domain, and 
this would be of considerable interest. The triangle 
diagram does not solve this problem, and the Mercedes 
and the triskelion seem to be too complicated to deal 
with. However, there is no reason to consider only 
totally symmetric diagrams, and the author feels that 
it would be worthwhile to undertake a systematic study 
of the simplest vertex diagrams in which one of the 
three indices is singled out. 

Another question which deserves investigation is 
whether the positive definiteness inequalities and/or the 
unitarity of the S matrix imply any enlargement of the 
analyticity domain of H(z) and/or W(z). Although it 
seems unlikely, it is not inconceivable. 
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The terms of a perturb4~on ~xpansion of ~e vacuum expectation value of the time ordered product of 
three scalar fiel?s are ex~mmed ~n x space. It 1S shown that these terms can be considered as the boundary 
values of certam ana~ytlc fu~ctlons, where the variables of these f.unctions include complex convergence 
parameters. Several d1fferent mtegral representations for these analytic functions are obtained which exhibit 
part of the domain of a~aly?city. The s~~lar b~havior of these functions as the complex convergence 
para~eter.s ten~ to zero 15 d1scuss~d, ~nd 1t 15 conjectured that the removal of the singular part of these 
functlons 1S equlValent to renormahzabon. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HIS paper is a report on an investigation of 
certain properties of the vacuum expectation 

value of the time-ordered product of three scalar fields. 
The purpose of the paper is to show that we can consider 
the terms of a perturbation expansion of this expectation 
value as boundary values of analytic functions if we 
introduce certain complex regularizing parameters into 
the divergent integrals defining the terms of the 
expansion. 

Our reasons for wishing to do this are twofold. On the 
one hand we hope to be able to show that by performing 
certain analytic or limiting operations on these analytic 
functions, the result will be the renormalized series in 
the sense of Dyson and Salam. Recent work of Caianiello 
gives considerable hope that this can be done} Since 
the regularized terms of the perturbation expansion are 
in a considerably more tractable condition than are the 
corresponding terms when renormalized by the tech
niques of Dyson and Salam, we feel that the regularized 
form of the expansion may more easily yield information 
about the possible convergence of the expansion, and, 
especially since we work exclusively in x space, about 
analyticity properties of the individual terms. 

On the other hand this work shows promise as a way 
of fitting some of the results of covariant perturbation 
theory into the framework of the axiomatic approach to 
relativistic quantum field theory. Wightman2 has shown 
that the content of the theory of a single scalar field 
<I>(x), which satisfies certain basic axioms, is completely 
contained in a knowledge of all the vacuum expectation 
values: 

F n(X1' .. ,Xn) = ('lto,<I> (Xl)<I> (X2) •• ·<I>(x,.)'lto), 

n=1,2, (Ll) 

Furthermore, Fn(X1,· •• ,xn) is completely determined as 
the boundary value of an analytic function. This theory 

* This paper is based on the author's thesis submitted to the 
faculty of Princeton University in partial fulfillment of the re
quirements of the Ph.D. degree. 

t Now at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
New Jersey. 

1 E. R. Caianiello, Nuovo cimento 13, 637 (1959)' 14 185 
(1959). ' , 

2 A. S. Wightman, Phys. Rev. 101, 860 (1956). 

must be Lorentz covariant; there can be no states of 
negative energy, and there must exist a vacuum state 
'Ito whose energy is zero; and finally local commutativity 
must be satisfied. In view of these results of Wightman, 
any knowledge of the analytic functions whose boundary 
values are the vacuum expectation values is most useful. 
In particular, since at present perturbation theory is the 
most practical method for studying realistic field 
theories, we feel that the study of the analytic functions 
arising from the perturbation expansion may provide 
useful links between perturbation theory and questions 
of existence studied by the axiomatic method. 

It should be remarked at this point that Bogoliubov 
and Parasiuk3 have used a somewhat similar regulariza
tion technique in their elegant version of renormaliza
tion theory, and in certain respects our approach is 
similar to theirs. However, there are substantial differ
ences in the two approaches; mainly involving our use 
of analytic functions of complex variables and a new 
representatation of the terms of the perturbation series. 
Also, our emphasis on the nature of the singularities of 
the regularized integrals differs considerably in outlook 
from their approach to the problem. 

We have chosen to use three local scalar fields, which 
we represent in the Heisenberg picture by <I>l(X), <I>2(X), 
and <I>3(X). The fields describe particles of masses m1, 
m2, and m3, respectively. We demand that m;>O 
1~j~3, but there are no other restrictions on th~ 
masses. The interaction between the particles is de
scribed by the interaction Lagrangian density 

(1.2) 

We have chosen this model because it seems to be the 
simplest theory which at the same time has an inter
action consisting of the product of three different fields. 
We feel that once the basic technique has been worked 
out, it can be applied to more realistic theories involving 
spinor fields. 

The particular vacuum expectation value studied is 

T(X1,X2,X3) = ('ltO,T{<I>1(Xl)<I>2(X2)<I>3(X3) }.yo). (1.3) 
----

8 N. N. Bogoliubov and O. S. Parasiuk, Doklady Akad. Nauk. 
S. S. ? R. 100, 25 (1955); Acta Math. 97, 227 (1957); N. N. 
Bogohubov and D. V. Shirkov, Introduction to the Theory of 
Quantized Fields (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1959). 

236 
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With the aid of well-known transformations4 this can be written as 

(I/Io,T{S I{JI (Xl) 1{J2(X2) l{Ja(Xa) } 1/10) 

(I/Io,sl/lo) 
(1.4) 

In (1.4), all quantities are written in the interaction picture, and S is the S matrix. The numerator of (1.4) 
can be expanded, using standard techniques, to give 

In (1.5), 
(1.5) 

n 

[UI," ',U2n+l,Xk]k= L {II .1Fk(Uhp_l-Uhp)}.1Fk(UilIp_I-Xk). 
it· .. i2n+1 p=l 

(1.6) 

In (1.6), the sum is over all permutations jl, .. " j2n+l of 
the integers 1, "', 2n+ 1, which satisfy the restrictions 

j2p-1 <j2P' p= 1, .. " 2n, jl <ja < ... <j2n-1 

and .1Pk(Xk) is the standard Feynman propagator, where 
the subscript k reminds us that it is formed with mass mk. 

The denominator in (1.4) can be expanded in a similar 
fashion, and it is well known that the result of formally 
dividing the series for the numerator in (1.4) by the 
series for the denominator has the effect of removing 
all the vacuum-vacuum terms.4 In terms of Feynman 
graphs, this means that after this formal division, onl)l 
integrals corresponding to connected Feynman graphs 
remain. 

It must be emphasized, of course, that all these 
manipulations are completely formal, because most of 
the integrals comprising the terms of (1.5) are divergent, 
even after the formal division by the denominator. This 
paper is concerned with those individual integrals in the 
terms of (1.5) which remain after the formal division by 
the denominator, that is, with those integrals which 
have connected Feynman graphs. We will show that 
each such integral in the term of order 2n+ 1 of series 
(1.4) can be made convergent by introducing 3n com
plex convergence parameters, Wi, j= 1,2, .. " 3n. From 
this point on, all calculations can be done in a completely 
rigorous fashion. However, since most of the calculations 
and proofs are long and involved, and furthermore since 
all the proofs and calculations are given in complete 
detail in the author's thesis which is available on micro
film, for the most part only the results will be given here, 
with an occasional outline of the calculations involved. 

In Sec. II, by introducing complex convergence 
parameters into a suitable integral representation for 
.1 F(x), we give a well-defined mathematical meaning to 
the individual integrals which remain after the formal 
division in (1.4) is carried out. From this point on, the 
emphasis is on mathematical rigor. In the last part of 

·S. S. Schweber, H. A. Bethe, and F. de Hoffmann, Mesons 
and Fields (Row, Peterson & Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1956), 
Vol. 1, p. 384. 

this section an extension of the domain of analyticity is 
demonstrated. 

Section III is devoted to discussing the existence of a 
modified Schwinger representation for each of these 
regularized integrals and drawing several important 
conclusions from this representation. In the first place, 
this representation demonstrates a considerable enlarge
ment of the domain of analyticity of the analytic func
tions being studied. In the second place, the Schwinger 
representation enables us to derive a very useful integral 
representation for these functions. 

Section IV is devoted to a discussion of the singular 
behavior of these regularized integrals as the complex 
regularizing parameters tend to zero. The chief tool used 
in this study is the integral representation derived in 
Sec. III. This study is not yet complete, and it is on the 
completion of this investigation of the singularities of 
the regularized integrals that our version of the re
normalization program depends. 

SECTION II 

A. Definition of Integrals to be Regularized 
and Their Feynman Diagrams 

Our starting point will be a formal integral of the type 

F n' = { (ig)2n+! } 100 

d4ul' .. d4U2n+l 

23n+3(2n+ I)! -00 

X {.1FI (Uil- Uh).1FI (Uja - uj,)' .. .1Fl (Uhn+l - Xl)} 

X {.1F2(Ukl-Uk2).1F2(Uka-Uk4)· .. .1F2(Uk2n+l-X2)} 

X (.1F3(U/t -UI2).1F3(UI,-UI.)· .. .1P3(UI2n+1 - Xa)}. 

(2.1) 

{jt,' .. ,j2n+l}, {k1,'" ,k2n+l}, and {ft,··· ,12n+l} are 
three permutations of the integers 1, "', 2n+ 1. 

Since we have assumed that the indicated division in 
(1.4) has been carried out, (2.1) has a connected Feyn
man diagram. The Feynman diagram corresponding to 
(2.1) is constructed in the usual fashion. The points 
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corresponding to the vectors UI, ... , U2n+l are called 
internal points and the three points corresponding to 
Xl, X2, and X3 are called external points. Likewise, lines 
corresponding to propagators connecting internal points 
are called internal lines, while the three remaining hnes 
connected to Xl, X2, and X3, respectively, are called 
external lines. Each internal line carries the label 1 2 
or 3, according to whether it corresponds to the Fe~n~ 
man propagator constructed with mass mI, m2, or m3. 
The external line into the external point Xj necessarily 
carries the label j. Two points are called linked if they 
are connected by a line in the diagram in which there 
are no intervening points. Two points are said to be 
connected by an arc if there is a sequence of points 
starting with the first of the given points and ending 
with the second point, and such that any two consecu
tive points in the sequence are linked. The order of a 
diagram is just the number of its internal points. Any 
two points in the diagram corresponding to (2.1) are 
connected by an arc. This plays an important role in the 
proofs of many of the properties of the regularized 
integrals. Since the single integral corresponding to the 
diagram of order one'is well defined as it stands, only 
integrals corresponding to diagrams of order greater 
than one will be considered here. 

The next step in giving a well-defined meaning to 
(2.1) is to introduce an integral representation of the 
Feynman propagator": 

i foo [{mk2 }] ~Fk(X)= -- exp -i -+tr dt. 
211'2 0 4t 

(2.2) 

This. integral does not converge in the ordinary sense, 
but IS rather to be considered as a distribution in the 
sense of Schwartz. If this expression for ~Fk were to be 
substituted into (2.1), the result would still be a di
vergent integral. Therefore, we start by regularizing 
(2.2) ; that is, we consider instead the expression 

i 
~Fk'(X)= --

211'2 

In (2.3) we assume ,u>0 and Imw<O. Integral (2.3) is 
absolutely convergent and is easily handled. Also, this 
is a Lorentz invariant method of regularization. Un
fortunately, even after replacing each ~F in (2.1) by the 
regularized integral (2.3), the resulting integral still 
does not converge absolutely. This is because of the 
integrations over the four vectors Uj. To get around 
this difficulty we insert the factor 

d(U,o)=exp(-o 2~I t (Uj.k)2), 0>0 (2.4) 
____ i-I k-O 

; J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 75, 651 (1949). 

under the integral sign in (2.1), perform the U integra
tions, and then let 0 --t 0+. In (2.4), Uj,k is the kth com
ponent of the four-vector Uj. This operation, which is 
essentially the same as symmetric integration,6 turns 
out to be Lorentz invariant. Therefore, this method of 
regularizing integral (2.1) is Lorentz invariant. 

B. Mathematical Conventions 

Before going on to a more detailed examination of the 
regularized integral, it will be helpful to list a few 
mathematical conventions. We first discuss the labeling 
of the Feynman parameters appearing in the integrals 
for ~Fk'(X). In a diagram having 2n+l internal points 
there are 3n+3 lines. Corresponding to each such line 
there is an integral (2.3). Index the integration variables 
in the following way: The variable corresponding to the 
line going into Xj will be Ai> j= 1, 2, 3. The variables 
til j= 1, ... , n, will be assigned to the lines labeled 1, 
the variables t;, j = n+ 1, ... , 2n, will be assigned to the 
lines labeled 2, and the variables t;, j = 2n+ 1, ... , 3n, 
will be assigned to the lines labeled 3. The remaining 
parameters in the integrals with the variables Aj will be 
m,-iEj and t;, j= 1, 2, 3. In the integral which has the 
variable of integration t;, the corresponding mass 
~arameter will be Mj-ilJ.j. This means that Mj=mI, 
J=l, "',n, M j=m2, j=n+l, .. ·,2n, and Mj=m3, 
j= 2n+ 1, .. " 3n. The complex convergence parameter 
for each internal line will be W;, j = 1, .. " 3n. 

Since we will be dealing extensively with multiple 
integrals in the sequel, it will be useful to adopt a con
venient notation for n-tuple integrals and vectors in en. 
In general the notation x= (Xl,' .. ,Xn ) will be used, and 
the corresponding column vector is XT. Define 

" 
X· y= L: XjYj· 

i=I 

Unless express mention is made to the contrary it 
will always be assumed that the above Euclidian metric 
is being used. As is usually the case, x+y is the vector 
with components Xj+Yh and if a is a complex number, 
ax is the vector with components aXj. In general, those 
vectors determined by the three lines of a diagram which 
end in the three external points are of dimension three, 
while those determined by the remaining lines will be of 
dimension 3n. Statements made about vectors, such as 
x2::0, Imy<O, etc., mean that the statement holds for 
each component of the vector. Thus in the product 
space of n complex variables Z;, the direct product of the 
closed lower half planes is conveniently described as the 
region Imz:S;O. There is another notation which will be 
frequently used. If t= (t I ,' •• ,tn ), then the vector 1/ t has 
components (l/t l ,'" ,1/t,,). As long as no confusion 
results, we will write scalar valued functions of vector 
arguments, f(XI,' .. ,xn ), as f(x). Also, when there is no 

6 J. M. Jauch and F. Rohrlich, The Theory of Photons and 
Electrons (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, 
Massachusetts, 1955), p. 455. 
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risk of confusion, multiple integrals in which the range 
of integration for each variable is the same will be 
written as single integrals, e.g., 

Integrals of functions g(UI,'" ,Un) have already ap
peared where each variable U; stands for a four vector, 
(UjO,Ujl,Uj2,Uja), and the range of integration is from 
- 00 to 00 for each component, and the standard nota
tion d4uj= dUjoduj1duj~U;3 has been used. Again when 
there is no risk of confusion such integrals will be written 

f~ d4
ug(u). 

There is one last convention we want to mention. The 
amplitude of any complex variable will be assumed to be 
between ° and 271'. Thus the stament Imz<O means 
71'<ampz<271', and it does not mean 371'<ampz<41r. 

C. The Definition of Fn(z,w; l') 

If we now replace Ark by Ark' in (2.1), insert (2.4) 
under the integral sign, and take the limit as ° ~ 0+, 
we get 

{ 
(ig)2n+1 ( i )3n+3 1 

Fn= l~- (2n+l)! - 2r2 23n+3 

x f~ d4.ud(u,o) 10
00 

dXdtM n(X,t) 

XexP(-iKn(/-l,X,t»Hn(X,t)}. (2.S) 

In this equation we have set 

( 
.{ a m;-iEj 3n M;-i/-l j }) 

M ... (X,t)=exp -t L: +L: ---
i~1 4Aj i=1 4tj 

=exp[ -ii{ (m2-iE) ·1/X 

+(M2-i/-l)·I/t}], (2.6) 

A= 

2n+1 

L: alj+EI -al2 
1'=2 

2n+1 

L: a2;+E2 
j .. 2 
j=1 

a 3n 
Hn(A,t)=exp(-i{L: Airi+L: l,Wi}) 

i-I i-I 

=exp[ -i(X·r+t·w)], (2.7) 

= L: tp(u;,p_I-Uhp)2+AI(Uhn+I-XI)2 
p-I 

n 

+ L: tn+p(UklP_I-Ukzp)2+A2(Ukzn+I-X2)2 
p-I 

n 

+ L: t2nH(UlZP_I-Ulzp)2+Aa(Ulzn+I-Xa)2. (2.8) 
_I 

In (2.8) the Lorentz metric is used, and the integral 
(2.S) converges absolutely as long as E>O, /-l>0, 0>0, 
Imr<O, and Imw<O. 

Because of our choice of integration variables X and 
t, the factors M nand H n are the same for all diagrams 
of the same order, and it is the factor Kn which changes 
from diagram to diagram and dictates the changes in the 
structure of the integral. Kn can be expanded in the 
following fashion. Let gik, j, k=O, 1,2,3, be the Lorentz 
metric tensor, i.e., goo=_gll=_g22=_g33=1, gik=O, 
I;;r!=k. Then (2.8) can be expanded to give 

a 2n+1 2n+1 3 

K,..= L: gll{ L: aikUj.IUk.I-2 L: L: bikUi.IXk,1 
l~ i,k-I i=1 k=1 

a 
+ L Cjj(Xi,I)2}. (2.9) 

i=1 

We can define the matrices 

(2.10) 

Cis a 3X3 matrix, whose elements areCjj=Xj, j= 1, 2, 3. 
B is a (2n+ 1)X3 matrix which has only 3 elements not 
identically zero. These are bpl=AI, bq2 =A2, and bra=Xa. 
A is a (2n+ 1) X (2n+ 1) symmetric matrix of the form 

2n 

L a(2n+l)j+E(2n+I) 
i=1 

(2.11) 
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The elements ajk are either identically zero or are of the 
form tl or tl+lm • The quantities Ej are equal to the sum 
of the elements in the corresponding row of B. Thus at 
most, three of the Ej do not vanish identically. If there 
were only one nonvanishing element Ej, it would imply 
that the corresponding Feynman diagram was not con
nected, so this possibility is excluded. A has the further 
properties that if 1>0, X>O, then detA>O, and every 
cofactor of det A is positive. Consequently A-I exists 
and every element of A-I is positive. These statements 
depend on the fact that the corresponding Feynman 
diagram is connected. 

If we define the vectors 

(2.12) 

then the result of performing the u integrations and 
carrying out the limiting process 5 ---? 0+ in (2.S) is 

F n=Gn 1'" dtdJl.D-2M .. (A,t)H n(A,/) 

3 

Xexp( -i L gIlXI(C-BTA-IB)XIT). (2.13) 
1-0 

In (2.13) we have set 

D=detA, Gn 

(ig)2n+l (_~)an~ (r)2n+l. 

(2n+ 1)! 2r 23n+3 
(2.14) 

In order to show explicitly that (2.13) is a Lorentz 
invariant expression, the argument of the exponential 
in the last factor of (2.13) can be expanded to give 

g 

L gIlXI(C-BTA-IB)XIT 

1-0 

= D-l{ el(xl- X2)2+ e2(X2- xa)2+eg(xg- Xl)2}, (2.1S) 

el=AIA2D(qp), e2=X2AaD(rq), ea=AgX1D(pr)' (2.16) 

where D(tl) is the co-factor of the (ts) element in 
D=detA. (X,-X;)2 is the Lorentz square of the differ
ence of the two four-vectors Xj and Xk. 

If we write 

ZI= (XI-X2)2, Z2= (X2-Xg)2, Zg= (Xg-Xl)2, (2.17) 

then the modified integral F .. can be written in a form 
explicitly showing its Lorentz invariance 

F .. =G .. 1'" dldAD-2M .. (X,t)Hn(A,/) 

Xexp( -iD-1e· z). (2.18) 

At this point it should be remarked that Symanzik7 and 
Nambu8 have previously obtained the result (2.18) in a 
slightly different form. The aims of both Symanzik and 

Nambu in their papers were quite different from ours, 
and all our subsequent results bear no resemblance to 
their results. 

As we remarked earlier, the elements of A-I are all 
non-negative when t2::0, A2::0, so that e2::0 over the 
range of integration. As a consequence, the integral 
(2.18) still converges if ZI, Z2, and Z3 are complex numbers 
with negative imaginary parts. At this stage, the integral 
(2.18) is over regularized. It is readily seen that as long 
as Imz<O, the integral F .. still converges if E=O, r=O. 
We assume from now on that E=O, r=O, and call the 
resulting function F .. (z,w; p.). It will shortly be shown 
that the regularizing parameter p. is also unessential and 
can be set equal to zero. The resulting function, F " (z,W) , 
will be called the regularized integral. The original 
integral F,,' can now be considered as the limit of F .. (z,w) 
as Imz ---? 0- and W ---? O. In general, F " (z,w) is highly 
singular at w=O, and it is believed that the standard 
renormalization of F .. ' is, in some yet undetermined 
fashion, equivalent to removing the singular portion of 
the function F,,(z,w) and then setting w=o. 

D. Definition of F .. (z,w) 

In order to show the possibility of setting p.=O, and 
to determine a portion of the domain of analyticity of 
F ,.(z,w), we make a change of variables in the integral 
defining F .. (z,wjp.): 

F .. (Z,Wjp.)=G .. 1'" dXdtD-2 

Xexp[ -iU(MLip.)· (l/t)+w·t 

+im2 • (l/X)+D-Ie·z}]. (2.19) 

Make the change of variables 

Xj=rl1j; j= 1,2,3; Ij=rsj; 

3,,-1 

j= 1,2, ... , 3n-1; t3,,=r(1- L Sj). 
j-l 

(2.20) 

The resulting integral over r can be performed, and 
introducing the redundant variable 

the final result is 

F,,(z,w; p.) 

3n-l 

S3n=1- L S;, 
i~1 

= 2n- l1re-(n-2)jriG .. r dsd7j5(l-:E Sj) 

} 0 i-I 

x.D-2Bl(n-l)a-!(n-l) H-n+l (I) (e-.. iYaYB). (2.21) 

In (2.21) 

a= (M2_ip.)· (1/s)+m2 • (1/7]), 
B=s·w+.D-1(l·z), (2.22) 

7 K. Symanzik, Prog. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto), 20, 690 (1958). . 
8 Y. Nambu, Nuovo cimento 6, 1064 (1957). .D and l are the functions D and e with X and t replaced 
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by f1 and sand H .. (1) denotes a Hankel function of the 
first kind. 

Using standard properties of the Hankel function, it 
follows that integral (2.21) converges when p.=0 and 
defines an analytic function of z and w in a domain 
including the region Imz<O, Imw<O. A portion of this 
domain can be described as follows: Let l be any 
straight line through the origin of the complex plane. 
Then l divides the complex plane into two open sets, of 
which at least one, say L, does not contain the positive 
real axis. Then F .. (z,w) is analytic for all z and w in L. 

There is one case of particular interest. Let Imw=O, 
Rew<O. Then considered as a function of z alone, 
F .. (z,w) is analytic as long as z lies on the opposite side 
from the positive real axis of any straight line through 
the origin. This result is independent of where w lies on 
the negative real axis. Since the eventual hope is to 
separate F .. (z,w) into a part which is analytic at w=O 
and a part which is singular at w=O, this last result 
suggests that after setting w=o in the regular part, the 
resulting function of Z will be analytic at least in the 
region just described. 

Summary of Sec. II 

In Sec. II it was shown that the integrals which make 
up the individual terms of the perturbation series can 
be regularized in a Lorentz invariant fashion. The origi
nal integrals are the boundary values of a function 
F .. (z,w) of the 3n complex convergence parameters Wi! 

and the three complex variables Zi. This boundary value 
is taken as w~o and 1m z~O-. A new integral 
representation of F .. (z,w) was exhibited from which an 
enlargement of the original domain of analyticity could 
be obtained. 

SECTION III 

A. New Representation for F .. (z,wj t') 

In this section a new representation of F ,.(z,w) will 
be discussed. It will be restricted to values of Z lying on 
the negative real axis and satisfying another condition 
to be specified later. This representation will exhibit a 
further enlargement of the domain of analyticity, and 
most important, it will lend itself to the derivation of a 
third representation of F .. (z,w) which will be very 
useful in the study of the singularities of F .. (z,w) 
near w=O. 

The initial representation we shall exhibit is based on 
an idea of Schwinger's.9 It is well known that the singu
lar function ~+(m2,x2) is the boundary value of an 
analytic function which we write as ~+(m2,z).10 In fact 

~+(m2,z)= __ 1_ r dt exp(_i{m2+tz}). (3.1) 
(211')2 J 0 41 

8 J. Schwinger, Proceedings of the Seventh Conference on High
Energy Nuclear Physics, 1957 (Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1957). 

10 W. E. Thirring, Principles of Quantum Electrodynamics 
(Academic Press Inc., New York, 1958). 

It is well known that (3.1) can also be written as 

(
m2)Hl(l) (mvz) 

~+(m2,z) = - - . 
8r mVz 

(3.2) 

Equation (3.2) shows that ~+(m2,z) is a single-valued 
analytic function of z in the plane cut from 0 to 00 

along the positive real axis. 
We now propose to write 

and we must show that such a representation does exist. 
It will tum out that <I> is really a temperature distribu
tion in the sense of Schwartz.l1 In order to prove the 
existence of <1>, strong restrictions must be placed on z. 
Once this is done, we can set p.=0, giving a new repre
sentation for F .. (z,w), which for fixed z will be a function 
of w, analytic in the direct product of the w planes, 
each cut from 0 to 00 along the positive real axis. 

B. Discussion of the Proof of the 
Existence of .., 

We now give an outline of a proof that representa
tion (3.3) for F .. (z,w; p.) does exist. First replace 
~+(fJi-iJJ.j,wj) in (3.3) by its integral expression (3.1). 
Formally changing orders of integration, this gives 

F .. (z,w;p.) 

=( -~Y"i"" dt exp( -it -iiI-" (l/t)+w·t}) 

X i"" d(3<1>(z,(3) exp( -ii(3·1/t). (3.4) 

If we compare this with expression (2.19) for F .. (z,w; p,), 
we see that both look like Laplace transforms when w is 
taken to be the variable of the transform. We formally 
take the inverse transforms of both sides and equate the 
results to get 

G .. exp( -iiW·l/t) 

xi"" d}t.Ir2 exp( -ilm2 • (lj;\.)-iD-1e·z) 

( 
1 )3" fCC 

= -4r Jo d(3<l>(z,(3)exp(-!i(3·I/t). (3.5) 

Again, if we set Pi= 1/4t;, j= 1, .. " 3n, the right-hand 
side looks just like the Laplace transform of <1>. The 
problem is then to show that the left-hand side of (3.5) 
has just the necessary analyticity and boundedness 

11 L. Schwartz, Theorie des distributions (Herman et Cie, Paris, 
France, 1951), Vols. 1 and 2. 
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properties to be the Laplace transform of a temperate 
distribution. 

At this point we quote several results from the theory 
of distributions. The first theorem is due to Schwartz.12 

Theorem: A distribution T is temperate (TES') if 
and only if T can be written as the derivative of a 
continuous function of slow growth. More explicitly, 
if and only if 

" T= D8[UI (1 +xl)r;}f(x)J= D8g(X). (3.6) 
;-1 

In (3.6) f(x) is a continuous, bounded function; 
Sf, j=l,···, n, are non-negative integers, D8=a8/ 
aX181aX282 . . ·ax,,8,,; and SI+··· +s,,=s. The derivatives 
are taken in the sense of distributions, of course. 

The second result is theorem due to Garding.13 

Theorem: Let L(p) be a function of the n complex 
variables pj= ~j+il1;, j= 1,2, ... , n. Then in order that 
L(p) be the Laplace transform of a temperate dis
tribution, where e~·xT is also a temperate distribution 
for all 11<0, it is necessary and sufficient that 

(a) L(p) is analytic in the direct product of the lower 
half-planes, i.e., in the region 11<0. 

(b) In any strip - 00 <bj<l1j<aj<O, j= 1,2, ... , n, 

where P is a polynomial which may depend on the strip. 
(c) In any strip - 00 <bj<l1j<O, j=l, 2,···, nthere 

exist non-negative integers mj and r;, and positive con
stants Aj and B;, j = 1, 2, ... , n (which are all inde
pendent of ~, but which may depend on the strip) such 
that the following inequality holds 

n 

I L(Pt,. .. ,Pn) I ::;II { I ~j+il1j I m;(A j+ Bjll1jl-r;)}. (3.8) 
j=1 

Furthermore, a function of slow growth whose deriva
tive gives T [d. Eq. (3.6)J is given in terms of L(p) by 

(i) 8g (x) 

= (27r)-nL~ d~ei(Hi~).xL(~+il1) f!. (~j+il1j)-8;. (3.9) 

The final theorem which we quote is due to Lions and 
it gives information about the support of a distribution 
from a knowledge 'of its Laplace transform.14 

Theorem: Let T be a distribution such that e~·xT is a 
temperate distribution for all 11<0. Then in order that 
the support of T be contained in the semi-space X· A2': A, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the Laplace transform 
of T, L(~+il1), be such that for every B <A, and for 11 <0, 

exp(tB) I L[~+i(l1-tA)J I ::;P( I ~+il1l), (3.10) 

12 Reference 11, Vol. 2, p. 95. 
13 L. Garding (unpublished). 
14 J. L. Lions, J. D'Analyse Math., 2, 369 (1952). 

for all positive values of the scalar parameter t, where 
P is a polynomial which can depend on 11. 

From Garding's theorem we see that a temperate dis
tribution 4> (z,{3) satisfying (3.4) will exist if the left-hand 
side of (3.5) is analytic in the direct product of the 
lower half pj planes, and if in that region it satisfies 
inequalities (3.7) and (3.8). 

In order to prove the necessary analyticity, essentially 
it is necessary only to show that D(A,l/p) has no zeros 
in the region Imp<O, A>O. This is true, and its proof 
depends strongly on the fact that D corresponds to a 
connected Feynman diagram. 

In order to prove that the left-hand side of (3.5) 
satisfies the necessary boundedness conditions, a some
what circuitous argument is used. First simple contour 
integration is used to show that A can be replaced by iA 
in (3.5). Then the assumption is made that the complex 
numbers Zj satisfy condition R 

Zj<O, j=l, 2, 3; (-Zj)!«-Zk)!+(-Zl)~, (R) 

(where (j,k,l) = (1,2,3) in cyclic order. When z satisfies 
condition R it is possible to find three real, Euclidian, 
four-vectors a, b, and C such that 

-ZI= (a-b)2, -Z2= (b-C)2, -Z3= (c-a)2. (3.11) 

Let j;= (aj,bj,cj), j = 1, 2, 3, 4 where aj is the jth 
component of the four-vector a, etc. Then with the aid 
of a well-known integral relationship we can write 

D-2 exp[iD-1e· (-z)J 

4 

=D-2 exp[i:E j;(C-BTA-IB)flJ 
;=1 

4 

Xexp(i:E {ujAul-2ujBfl+f1Cfll). (3.12) 
j=1 

In (3.12), Uj= (VI.;,· .. ,V2n+1.j) where VI.j is the jth com
ponent of the real, Euclidian, four-vector VI, j; has just 
been defined above; and A, B, and C are the matrices 
defined in (2.10) except that A has been replaced by iA 
and t by 1/4p, where Imp<O. The integral on the right 
of (3.12) is readily seen to converge absolutely, and it is 
important to notice that we deal with a Euclidian 
metric and not with a Lorentz metric. If the expression 
(3.12) for D-2 exp( -iD-Ie· z) is substituted into the 
left-hand side of (3.5), it becomes a straightforward 
matter to show that the desired boundedness conditions 
are indeed satisfied. 

Using the form of the left-hand side of (3.5) just 
obtained, it can readily be shown with the aid of Lion's 
theorem that the support of 4> lies in the region (3i2': M!. 
This completes the outline of a proof that a temperate 
distribution 4>(z,{3) exists such that representation (3.3) 
holds as long as z satisfies condition R, Imw<O, J.L<O. 
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Furthermore, the support of <P lies in the region 
(he.MI, j= 1, "', 3n. 

c. A New Representation for Fn(z,w) 

If we now employ the canonical form for a temperate 
distribution given in Schwartz's theorem, we can write 

3.. ij'i 

xII -t:,.+«(3i-ip.h Wi), (3.13) 
i-I iJf3/ i 

where x= Li_13 .. Si' In this expression, neither the func
tion g .. (z,f3) nor the integers Si are unique, but the final 
integral (3.13) is unique, as it must be. This will soon 
be seen explicitly. The first important use to be made of 
(3.13) is to show that we can set p.=0 and that the 
resulting function, the regularized integral F .. (z,w), is 
for fixed z satisfying condition R, a function of w analytic 
in the direct product of the w planes, each cut from zero 
to infinity along the positive real axis. These statements 
can be proved in a straightforward fashion from (3.13), 
making use of the properties of g .. (z,f3) given in 
Schwartz's theorem, and the well-known properties of 
t:,.+(f3,w). 

This new representation for F n(Z,W) has given us new 
and important information about the domain of ana
lyticity. The restriction on z is severe, and was imposed 
in order to prove the validity of representation (3.3). 
While this restriction is sufficient to insure the validity 
of (3.3), it is unknown whether it is necessary. It should 
also be remarked that no new information about the 
domain of analyticity of F n(z,W) can be obtained from 
this representation. Because of well-known properties 
of the Hankel function, if any Wi is put on the positive 

real axis, D,+({3j,Wi) no longer damps exponentially as 
(3j ~ + ell, and our integral need no longer converge. If 
we let Wj wind once around the origin, say, then 
D,+(f3j,Wj) grows exponentially as f3j ~ ell and the inte
gral then certainly diverges. This of course does not 
prove that F .. (z,w) is not analytic in a larger domain, in 
fact it is a very attractive conjecture that w=O is a 
branch point of a complicated' Riemann surface on 
which F n(Z,W) is analytic. The results of Sec. IV will 
lend further credence to this conjecture. 

We now use the relationship (3.9) between the 
generating function gn(z,f3) and the corresponding 
Laplace transform L(z,p), given in the last part of 
Garding's theorem, to derive our final form of the 
regularized integral. For the purposes of this paper, this 
will be the most useful expression for Fn(z,w). The 
quantity L(z,p) to be used in computing g,,(z,f3) is just 
(_4n-2)3n times the left-hand side of (3.5), namely, 

L (z,p) = - i ( _1r2)3nG" exp ( - iM2. p) 10
00 

tIATJ-2 

Xexp[ -tM2· (1/>.)-iD-Ie·z]. (3.14) 

In (3.14) D and e are as defined in (2.14) and (2.16) 
except that>. has been replaced by i>. and t by 1/4p, 
Imp<O. Now the expression for D-2 exp( -iD-Ie·z) 
which is given in (3.12) can be inserted into (3.14). If 
this result is substituted into (3.9), the integrations over 
>. and ~ can be performed explicitly, leaving an integra
tion over the 2n+ 1 Euclidian four-vectors Vi' 

If this expression for g,,(z,{3) is substituted into inte
gral (3.13), (withp.=O), and if we express the derivatives 
of the t:,.+ functions in terms of Hankel functions, then 
the integrations over {3 can be performed explicitly, and 
the result is 

x IT [HI(Il[mI{WP- (Vhp_,-Vi2p)2}l] H I(ll[m2{Wp+n- (Vkzp_,-Vk2P)2)!] 

p=I {wp - (Vi2p_,-Vizp)2}i {Wp+n- (Vk2P_I-Vk2P)2}l 
(3.15) 

In (3.15) KI is a modified Bessel function of the second 
kind, HI (1) is a Hankel function, and the integration 
four vectors are real and Euclidian. It is most important 
to note that all squares such as (v-a)2 or (Vj-Vk)2 are 
taken with respect to a Euclidian metric. 

Although integral (3.15) looks quite formidable, it is 

a straightforward matter to write it down if the Feyn
man diagram to which it corresponds is given. First 
assign the integration four vectors VI, "', V2n+1 to the 
internal points, and the vectors a, b, and c to the external 
points. Then assign to each line its mass m, and to each 
internal line its convergence parameter w. There is first 
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FIG. 1. Situation of intemalline 
with convergence parameter ~. 

the constant i(r),HG" which depends only on the order 
of the diagram. Second, for each of the three eXi.ernal 

In writing down (3.18), the variables p have been labeled 
in the following fashion. The variables pan+l, P3n+2, and 
Pan+a have been assigned to the external lines ending in 
Xl, X2, and Xa, respectively. The variable pj has been 
assigned to the line with convergence parameter Wj. 

There is one delta function at each internal point, 
and the signs before the p's are chosen to conserve 
momentum. 

Using the properties of Hankel functions, it is easy 
to show that 

lim wtH1(l)[{ w(p2+m2)}t]= - (2if,r) {p2+m2}-t. (3.19) 
w-+O 

Now formally let Wi -t 0, j = 1, 2, ., " 3n, in (3.18) and 
make use of (3.19). The result, which is a highly di
vergent integral, is, up to a factor of (_1)3n+3(i)n+2, 
what one would get by writing down integral (2.1), 
expressing each Feynman propagator in terms of its 
Laplace transform, and then performing the u integra
tions. It is the same, that is, with the important excep-

lines write down a factor of the form 

mK{m{ (v-a)2}t] 

{(v-a)2}t 
(3.16) 

Third, for each of the remaining lines there is a term. of 
the form 

mHl(l)[m{w- (Vi-Vk)2}t] 

21r{w- (Vj-Vk)2}l 

Finally, integrate over all four vectors. 

(3.17) 

D. The Euclidian p-Space Representation 
of Fn(z,w) 

We conclude Sec. III by deriving the Euclidian 
p-space representation of F n(z,W) from (3.1S). To do 
this we write the expressions (3.16) and (3.17) in terms 
of their Laplace transforms, substitute the result into 
(3.1S), and carry out the v integrations. The result is 

(3.18) 

tion that in integral (3.18) the propagator appears as 
(p2+m2)-1 where p2 is the Euclidian square, while in 
(2.1) the propagator would appear as (p2-m2)-1, and 
here p2 is the Lorentz square. In other words, in the 
integral (3.18) Feynman's method16 of rotating the path 
of the po integration through 90° has already been 
performed. This can be regarded as a justification of 
one of the previously slightly dubious manipulations of 
renormalization theory. 

This concludes Sec. III. In this section we have indi
cated the existence of a Schwinger type representation 
for the regularized integral F .. (z,w) for any given 
diagram when the variables Z are properly restricted, 
and Fn(z,w) is considered as a function of w. This 
representation is exhibited in (3.13) (after p. has been 
set equal to zero). With the aid of this representation, 
a further important representation of F,. (z,w) was ex
hibited in (3.1S). Finally, (3.1S) was used to examine 
the form of F ,.(z,w) as a p-space integral. 

15 R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 76, 769 (1949). 
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SECTION IV 

A. The Singularity Corresponding to a 
Single Internal Line 

In Sec. IV we will indicate how (3.15) can be used to 
determine the behavior of F flo (z ,w) as certain groups of 
convergence parameters Wj vary in neighborhoods of the 
origin, while the remaining parameters are held fixed. 
It is assumed throughout Sec. IV that z satisfies con
dition R. 

We first discuss in some detail the case where the 
convergence parameter.of a single internal line varies, 
while the remaining convergence parameters are held 
fixed in the cut planes. We call the convergence param
eter under consideration ~, to distinguish it from the 
remaining parameters Wi> and we write Fn(z,w)=Fn(~)' 
We assume that this line is not one half of a self-energy 
loop, where by a self-energy loop we mean two lines 
which have the same end points. We assume further 
that at least one endpoint of this line is not also the 
endpoint of an external line. This portion of the Feyn
man diagram under consideration, labeled with the 
proper variables, is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that 
neither Va nor V4 are external points. 

<p(1') = f~ d4U2" ·d4U2n+lG(U2,·· ',U2n+l) 

Now in integral (3.15) make the change of variables 

After this change of variables, the three terms in the 
integral containing UI are 

H1(1) (m{~-uI2}1) H1<ll[Mj{wj- (UI+U2-Ua)2}lJ 

U-UI2}i {Wj- (UI+U2-Ua)2}, 

H1(1l[Mk{Wk- (UI+U2- U4)2}i] 
X--------------------

We next transform Ul to polar coordinates 

Let 

Un =" sinOI sin02 sinOa 

U12=" sin01 sin02 cosOs 

Ul3=" sin9l COs02 

U14=" COsOl 

d,4Ul = r3 sin201 sin9if,,,d81d82filJa = r3d"dvJ. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

f 
Hl(l)[Mj{wj- (Ul+U2- Ua)2},] H1(l>[Mk{Wk- (UI+U2- U4)2}l] 

X dvJ . 
{Wj- (Ul+U2-Us)2}i {Wk- (Ul+Ui- U4)2} , 

(4.4) 

• In (4.4) G(U2,' .. ,U2n+l) is the product of all those terms 
in integral (3.15) representing F .. W which do not have 
UI as an argument. The function <p(,,) is, of course, also 
a function of z and the remaining WI, which remain fixed 
throughout our discussion. It can also be shown that 
there is an E>O such that <p(,,) is an analytic function 
of " when 1"1 < E, and furthermore, only even powers of 
" appear in the Taylor series expansion of <p(,,). The 
analyticity of <p(,,) depends on the fact that Wj and Wk 
are held fixed in the cut plane. 

We can then write 

(4.5) 

If we pick a so that O<a<!E2, the integral appearing 
in (4.5) can be split into two integrals, 

(' = ('G+j"". 
J 0 J 0 va 

(4.6) 

The function of ~ corresponding to the integral from va 
to 00 is readily seen to be a single-valued analytic func
tion of ~ for all ~ satisfying 1 ~I <lao To determine the 
nature of the function defined by the integral from 0 to 

va, we can replace <p(,,) by its Taylor series expansion, 
and the Hankel function can be replaced by its well
known expression in terms of infinite series and loga
rithmS.I6 Upon interchanging summation and integration, 
the resulting elementary integrals can be performed. 
The net result of these calculations is that we can write 

Fn(~)=~ ln~SW+R(~), (4.7) 

where SW and R(~) are both single-valued analytic 
functions of ~ when I ~I <!a<h2. From (4.7) it is 
readily seen that ~SW is just -1j211'i times the "jump" 
of F .. W across the positive real axis. That is, if ~>O, 
then 

~SW= - (1j211'i)[Fn(~+Oi)-Fn(~-Oi)]. (4.8) 

We see that at ~=O, F .. W has a branch point of infinite 
order. Furthermore, since ~ ln~ ~ 0 as ~ ~ 0, there is no 
"infinity" in the singular part of F .. W at ~=O. 

It should be remarked, that if the condition does not 
hold that at least one endpoint of the line under con
sideration is not also the endpoint of an external line, 
it can still be shown that ~=O is a branch point of 

16 W. Magnus and F. Oberhetinger, Formulas and Theorems for 
the Functions of Mathematical Physics (Chelsea Publishing Com
pany, New York, 1954), p. 11. 
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1} 
FIG. 2. A self-energy loop shown 

with corresponding parameters. 

infinite order and that there is no "infinity" in the 
singular part of F nW at ~=o. This is done by integrat
ing several times by parts. 

B. The Singularity Corresponding to 
a Self-Energy Loop 

The same techniques which were outlined in part A 
of Sec. IV can be used to study the singularity corre
sponding to a self-energy loop. The convergence param
eters corresponding to the two sides of the loop [shown 
in Fig. 2J will be called ~ and 'I) to distinguish them from 
the remaining Wi> which of course will be held fixed in 
the cut plane. We will write F,,(z,w)=F,,(~,'I). The 
results in this case are more complex in that the func
tions exhibting the multiple valuedness of F ,,(~,'I) are 
not elementary functions, but are Spence functions or 
dilogarithmsP The dilogarithm is defined as 

t In(l-t) 
Li2(z) = - L dt. 

Jot 
(4.9) 

Li2 (z) has branch points at Z= 1 and Z= 00, Li2(O)=O, 
and it satisfies the two identities: 

Li2(z)+ Li2(1-z) = h·2-lnz In(l- z). (4.11) 

Now proceeding as in the case of a single internal 
line, we get 

Fn(~,71)= ~{~ In2~+Li{~~'I)) }Sl(~''I) 

+'1) { ~ In2'1)+Li{7)~~) }S2(~''I) 

+~ In~S3(~,'I))+'I) In'l)S4('I),~) 

~ In~S5m -7) In'l)S5('I) 
+ +R(~,71). (4.12) 

~-'I) 

17 L. Lewin, Dilogarithms and Associated Functions (Macdonald, 
London, England, 1958). 

In (4.12), the functions Sj(~,1}), j= 1,2,3,4, are single 
valued and analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, and 
in general Sj(O,O)¢O. S5(Z) is a single-valued analytic 
function of z in a neighborhood of the origin, and 
S5(O)¢O, and R(~,'I) is also single valued and analytic 
in a neighborhood of the origin. The behavior of the 
two terms involving dilogarithms can be determined 
with the aid of identities (4.10) and (4.11). The be
havior of F,,(~,'I) near the origin is seen to be quite 
complex. It is multiple valued, and has a logarithmic 
"infinity" at the origin. This infinity arises from the term 

~ ln~S5m-'I) In'l)S5('I) 

~-1} 
(4.13) 

This can be seen quite readily by setting '1)=0, and 
then letting ~ -t O. The rather mild infinity encountered 
here undoubtedly reflects the fact that the model we 
are using is a super-renormalizable one. In fact, if 
we treated this three-field theory with standard 
techniques, we would find that there is only one 
primitively divergent integral. This is the p-space 
integral corresponding to the self-energy loop, and it 
diverges logarithmically. 

C. Behavior of F,,(z,w) as a Function of the Con
vergence Parameters of More Complex 

Groups of Internal Lines 

We will now briefly indicate the conditions under 
which the techniques used in discussing the case of a 

tsingle internal line and a self-energy loop can be ex
tended to the case of larger groups of internal lines and 
self-energy loops. Let us consider a collection of g 
internal lines, which we denote by G. We assume that 
G consists of s single lines and t self-energy loops, so 
that s+2t=g. We want to know the behavior of the 
singular portion of F n(Z,W) as the convergence param
eters corresponding to the lines of G vary in a neighbor
hood of the origin. 

There are two main features of our procedure. The 
first is that it is necessary to be able to perform a change 
of variables [as in (4.1)J so that the argument of each 
Hankel function corresponding to a line of G is of the 
form wj-1'2• That is, it depends only on the radius of a 
single integration variable, and is independent of angles. 
The second feature is that the integral over all the terms 
not corresponding to lines of G is an analytic function of 
the integration variables 1'2, corresponding to lines of G. 

Let P be the collection of end points of the lines in G. 
Then any collection of internal lines for which the above 
two features hold can be exactly characterized by the 
following two conditions. 

Condition I: Of all the lines in the Feynman diagram 
which are not in G but which have one end point in P, 
only the lines connected to at most one point of P can 
be external lines, and the rest must be internal lines. 
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Condition II: There can be no closed loops in G aside 
from self-energy loops. 

Given any collection of lines G satisfying conditions I 
and II, the form of the singular part of F n(z,W) corre
sponding to the convergence parameters of these lines 
can be determined. The result is that each single interior 
line will contribute singularities of the form win w, while 
each self-energy loop will additionally contribute singu
larities of the form 

Wj InwiS(wJ-wk InwkS(wk) 
and . 

Wj-Wk 

These singularities will appear both by themselves and 
multiplied together in various combinations. In fact,the 
general form in which the singularities will appear can 
be obtained by writing down a factor (4.7) for each of 
the s single-internal lines, and a factor (4.12) for each 
of the t self-energy loops, and then by multiplying them 
all together. This will not give the coefficients correctly, 
but it will show the correct form in which the singular 
functions occur. It should be noticed that no new types 
of singularities have appeared so far. The worst infinities 
so far encountered are logarithmic. 

In Sec. IV we have been able to exploit (3.15) in order 
to determine a good deal of information about the 
singular behavior of F n(z,W) near w=o. Although it is 
clear that we have not completely determined this 
singular behavior of F n(Z,W), we are hopeful that the 
main features have been mapped out, and in particular 
we believe that no infinities worse than logarithmic 
will appear. 

v. CONCLUSION 

In Secs. I through IV we have indicated that by 
introducing the complex regularizing parameter w, each 

term in the formal perturbation series for T(Xl,X2,X3) 
can be regarded as the boundary value of an analytic 
function. We have also examined a number of the ana
lytic properties of these regularized integrals F n(Z,W). 

We believe that one possible way of relating our 
regularized integrals F n (z,w) to the finally desired re
normalized integrals F n(z) lies in the recent work of 
Caianiello.1 

Caianiello has shown that any scheme for taking the 
finite part of integrals such as (2.1), provided that it 
satisfies certain conditions, is equivalent to renormaliza
tion. A final finite renormalization may be necessary to 
get complete equivalence with the Dyson-Salam method. 
Once we have completely determined the singular be
havior of Fn(z,w) at w=O, the natural procedure will be 
to remove the singular part, and then set w=O in the 
remainder. With the aid of Caianiello's criteria, it may 
be possible to prove that this is a renormalization. 

From the remarks concluding part D of Sec. II, we 
saw that if the variable w were set on the negative real 
axis, there was a domain in Z space in which each 
F n(Z,W), regarded as a function of z, was analytic, re
gardless of the position of the Wj on the negative real 
axis. This domain in Z space included the product of the 
negative real axes. Therefore, even though in our study 
of the singularities of F n(Z,W) we have required that z: 
satisfy condition R, it seems reasonable to expect that 
this restriction will not turn out to be a serious 
hindrance. 

We feel that this road to renormalization is a natural 
one in the light of the remarks made in the introduction. 
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We give a survey of the postulates which provide the framework of quantum field theory. Particular 
attention is given to the lesser known ones, namely, completeness requirements and "primitive causality." 
Three field theoretical models are analyzed. These examples show that "primitive causality" is not a con
sequence of the commonly used postulates (which include the "causal commutation relations"). "Asymptotic 
completeness" is not assured by any of the other postulates listed. In the formulation and analysis the 
concept of operator rings associated with space-time regions is used extensively. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A LARGE part of recent work in quantum field 
theory has been devoted to a scrutiny of a few 

basic postulates, sometimes called "axioms." Three of 
these postulates, namely Lorentz covariance, local 
(causal) commutation relations, and statements con
cerning the structure of the energy-momentum spec
trum are adopted by practically all authors. Beyond this 
it has been recognized that the theory should possess a 
number of other properties in order to be physically 
reasonable. Among these are completeness requirements, 
the "asymptotic condition," and a property which we 
shall call "primitive causality." We shall show here by 
a discussion of explicit models that the completeness 
requirements. and "primitive causality" are independent 
of the earlier mentioned postulates. The asymptotic 
condition on the other hand combines two distinct 
statements, one of which is a consequence of the three 
commonly used postulates and the other one is a com
pleteness requirement. 

In Sec. II we list all the relevant postulates, give some 
brief comment on their significance, and describe the 
main concepts which will be used in the analysis: the 
polynomial algebra and the von Neumann ring asso
ciated with a space-time region. Section III gives a 
formulation of the completeness requirement in terms 
of Wightman functions and shows that models recently 
discussed by Sudarshan and Bardakci1 violate this 
postulate. In Sec. IV we analyze Greenberg's "general
ized free field."2 It is found to satisfy the completeness 
requirement but to violate the "primitive causality." 
It shows therefore that the latter property is independ
ent of Postulates 1 through 7. In Sec. V another model, 
which was probably invented by Wightman, is analyzed. 
It satisfies all the postulates except the one of asymp
totic completeness. 

>I< Supported in part by the joint program of the Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

t Part of this work was done while the authors were guests at 
the Summer Institute for Theoretical Physics in Madison, Wis
consin in July, 1961. 

1 E. C. G. Sudarshan and K. Bardakci, J. Math. Phys. 2, 767 
(1961). 

2 O. W. Greenberg, "Generalized free fields and models of local 
field theory" (to be published). See also, A. L. Licht and J. S. 
Toll, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 6, 59 (1961). A similar model has been 
proposed by M. Wellner (unpublished preprint, 1959). 

II. THE POSTULATES 

For the sake of completeness we list all the postulates 
of a sufficiently reasonable nature which have been 
proposed by various authors.3-8 In the case of Postulates 
2, 5, and 8 two versions are given. In each case the 
statement labeled (a) is weaker than the one labeled 
(b). In the formulation of the postulates and in later 
discussions we aim to maintain a certain amount of 
mathematical conciseness, but a completely rigorous 
treatment is beyond our ability and beyond the scope 
of this paper. For simplicity, we consider only theories 
of a single, scalar field. The generalization to the case 
of several fields (of scalar, spinor, vector type, etc.) is 
probably obvious. The read~r who is unfamiliar with 
some of the mathematical concepts used may find some 
help in the Appendix where the less usual terms are 
defined. 

The Manifold of States 

Postulate 1. The states of the system correspond to 
the vectors of a (separable) Hilbert space X with posi
tive definite metric. 9 

Definition of the Field 

The "field" is introduced in the following way: 
Postulate 2(a). For every point x in space time we 

have a bilinear form A (x) in the Hilbert space. 
This means that if -.J! and 1? are two vectors of X which 

lie in a certain dense domain Do, then the matrix element 

3 Postulates 1 through 5 and Postulate 7 have been most 
thoroughly discussed in references 4 and 5. See also references 6 
and 7. The completeness postulate 6 is mentioned in references 6 
and 7 but has so far never been used. Primitive causality waS 
postulated in reference 8. The first correct description of the 
asymptotic condition is given in reference 7. 

4 A. S. Wightman, Phys. Rev. 101,860 (1956). 
5 A. S. Wightman, in Colloque international sur les problemes 

mathematiques de la theorie quantique des champs, Lille, 1957 
(Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, 1959). 

6 R. Haag, Kg!. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, MatAys. Medd. 
29, No. 12 (1955). 

7 H. Lehmann, K. Symansik, and W. Zimmermann, Nuovo 
cimento 1, 205 (1955). 

8 R. Haag in reference 5. 
9 The case of a Hilbert space with indefinite metric is of some 

interest (Gupta-Bleuler formulation of quantum electrodynamics, 
Heisenberg's approach to a theory of elementary particles). We 
have no comments on that case in this paper. 
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(<I>IA(x) I 'It) should be a finite number and it shall, of 
course, depend linearly on 'It, antilinearly on <1>. 

Postulate 2(b). If f(x) is any real function (in space 
time) which belongs to class S, i.e., which is infinitely 
often differentiable and vanishes stronger than any 
power for large I XI' I, then 

A(f)= f A (x)f(x)d4x (1) 

shall be an (unbounded) self-adjoint operator in JC. The 
same shall be true of the "polynomials" in the field 

f f(x)A (x)d4x+ f r)(XIX2)A (xI)A (X2)d4Xld4X2+' .. 

X f j<n) (Xl' .. xn)A (Xl) ... A (Xn)d4xI ••• d4xn, (2) 

provided that the coefficient functions j<n) are functions 
of class S in the 4 n-dimensional configuration space and 
that they possess the reality property 

(3) 

There shall be a common dense domain Dl in JC on 
which all these polynomials are applicable. If we do not 
insist on self-adjoint operators we can use polynomials 
whose coefficient functions j<n) are not restricted by (3). 

It is convenient, at this point, to introduce two 
algebraic objects which may be associated with any 
space-time region 03. Consider the subclass of complex 
functions j<n) (Xl' .. X,.) in S, which vanish if any argu
ment Xi lies outside the region 03. The collection of all 
polynomials of the field with such restricted coefficient 
functions, forms an algebra. It will be called the poly
nomial algebra of the region 03 and denoted by <Pm.lO Its 
elements are unbounded operators in JC. Since the 
mathematical theory of algebras of unbounded operators 
is barely existent, it is useful to consider along with {Pm 
the algebra of bounded opertors (von Neumann ring) 
which is associated with {PmY This ring will be denoted 
by Rm. Practically speaking, Rm consists of all bounded 
operators which are functions of the operators of {Pm. If 
the region 03 is the whole of space-time, then we write 
(P." R., for the corresponding algebras. 

One remark of caution may be added regarding 
Postulate 2(b). Although the functions of class S are 

10 If X and Y belong to Pm and e is a complex number, then 
clearly also XV, X+Y, eX, and the adjoint X+ belong to Pm. 
The coefficient functions of X+ are obtained from those of X by 
forming the complex conjugate and reversing the order of the 
arguments Xl" ·X,.. 

11 An exact definition and a description of a few basic properties 
of von Neumann rings is given in the Appendix. For the mathe
matical theory of von Neumann rings see e.g., M. A. Naimark, 
Normed Rings; translated from 1st Russian edition by L. F. Boron 
(P. Noordhoff, Groningen, 1959). We say that an unbounded self
adjoint operator T is "associated" with the von Neumann ring R 
if all the spectral projectors of T belong to R. 

very decent indeed (namely, infinitely often differenti
able) there are several known field theoretic models in 
which the functions are not decent enough to make 
A (f) an operator. In these models one has to restrict 
oneself to test functions f(x) whose Fourier transform 
differs from zero only in a finite region of momentum 
space (integer analytic functions in x space). In the 
Lagrangian approach these models would be classified 
as "unrenormalizable." This suggests that one might 
regard 2(b) as a postulate which excludes "nonre
normalizable" theories. Of course also the possibility of 
defining {Pm and Rm (physically speaking, of defining 
observables which relate to exactly specified space-time 
regions) depends crucially on 2(b). 

Lorentz Invariance 

Postulate 3. To every inhomogeneous Lorentz trans
formation12 (a,A), there is a unitary operator U(a,A) in 
JC. These operators form a representation of the inhomo
geneous Lorentz group in JC. 

Covariance of the Field 

Postulate 4. 

U (a,A)A (X)U-I (a,A) = A (Ax+a). (4} 

Structure of Energy-Momentum. Spectrum 

The energy-momentum operators PJI. are the infini
tesimal generators of the translation operators U(a): 

U(a)=e- iPa• Pa= Pa-Poao. (5) 

The mass operator is 

(6) 

We state the spectral postulate first in its weakest form: 
Postulate 5(a). The four-vector formed by the simul

taneous eigenvalues of the four components of Pp. never 
lies outside of the forward light cone (Le., the energy is 
always non-negative, the mass is real). 

A much stronger statement can be made which relates 
the representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group 
uniquely (up to equivalence) to the mass and spin values 
of the stable particles which are described by the theory. 
The details of this connection are irrelevant to our 
present purpose. (See references 5 and 6.) The following 
slightly stronger version of the spectral postulate will, 
however, be useful. 

Postulate 5(b). There is exactly one state in JC which 
has zero energy momentum (and is invariant under all 
Lorentz transformations). This is the vacuum state 10). 
There are one or several discrete eigenvalues mI, m2, ... 
of the mass operator, corresponding to the states of a 
single stable particle and there is a continuum of mass 
values above 2ml. 

12 Here A stands for a homogeneous Lorentz transformation;. 
a is a translation 4-vector. 
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Completeness (Irreducibility) 

Let R(X) be the von Neumann ring which consists of 
all bounded operators in X. We call a collection of 
0I?erators complete if the von Neumann ring associated 
wIth .t~em is identical with R(X). Another equivalent 
defimtIOn of completeness of a set a of operators is that 
there exists no bounded operator (apart from mUltiples 
?f the identity) whi~h commutes with all the operators 
m a and G,t. The HIlbert space is then irreducible with 
respect to the algebra generated by a, at, i.e., it does 
not contain any invariant subspace. The two terms 
"completeness of a collection of operators" and "irre
ducibility of X" with respect to that collection are 
used synonymously. 

Postulate 6. (See note added in proof). The set of 
operators consisting of all the A (j) with fES shall be 
complete: 

R",=R(X). (7) 

Causality Postulates 

Th~ usual causality postulate which is adopted by 
practIcally all authors may be expressed in the following 
way: 

Postulate 7. (Einstein causality) If <Ih and ill2 are 
t~o space-time regions which are completely space-like 
wIth respect to each other then ReBl and ReB2 commute. 

This is an expression of the principle that no physical 
effect can travel faster than the velocity of light and 
hence measurements in the two regions illl and ill2 cannot 
disturb each other. To distinguish this principle from 
another causality condition (Postulate 8) we shall call 
it "Einstein causality." 

Obviously there is no remnant of principle 7 in a 
nonrelativistic theory. Yet the concept of causality is 
also relevant there. We formulate therefore another 
causality principle which should hold both in relativistic 
and nonrelativistic theories. 

Postulate 8(a). ("Primitive causality") Let '1 be a 
"time slice," i.e., a region in space-time, infinitelyex
tended in space but restricted in the time coordinate 
to an interval 

t-7"<xo<t+7"; Ixl arbitrary. (8) 

Then we require 
(9) 

This, together with Postulate 6, means that we can 
uniquely determine a state of the system by observa
tions made in an arbitrarily small time interval. If 
Postulate 6 holds but 8 is violated, then we need ob
servations at all times to determine a state, and hence 
statistical predictions from observations at one time t~ 
those at another time would not in general be possible. 

One can sharpen Postulate 8(a) by including the 
special features of relativistic dynamics. Let us call a 

~egion ill2 causally dependent on region illl if every ray 
m. ~he .backward cone (or the forward light cone) 
orIgmatmg from any point in ill2 passes through ill1. 
Then we want 

p'ostulate 8(b). ReB2 is contained in ReBl(ReB2CReBl) if 
ill2 IS causally dependent on ill1. 

Loosely speaking, Postulate 8(a) stipulates that there 
should be a field equation which determines the field at 
an arbitrary time from that in a time slice. Postulate 
8(b) then says that this field equation should have a 
hyperbolic propagation character. We shall show that 
Postulate 8 (a) is independent of Postulate 7 and all the 
previously mentioned postulates. We can derive 8(b), 
however, from 8(a) and 7 if we add one technical as
sumption about the nature of the rings R(J!,. (See 
Sec. VI.) 

Asymptotic Condition 

Originally the asymptotic condition served a dual 
purpose. On the one hand, it was a definition of how the 
mathematical objects discussed above should be related 
to quantities of physical interest, namely the cross sec
tions for collision processes of particles. On the other 
hand, it imposed further restrictions on the mathe
matical scheme which have to be met in order to make a 
particle interpretation possible at all. In recent years it 
was recognized that a large fraction of the statements 
which had been combined into the "asymptotic condi
tion" was, in fact, already implied by the earlier men
tioned postulates and their physical interpretation. 
While talking about the causality postulates we had 
tacitly assumed that the "observables" (= Hermitian 
operators) in R(J!, correspond to physical measurements 
which can be performed within the region ill. Otherwise 
neither Postulate 7 nor 8 would make sense. This tacit 
assumption provides, however, a sufficient amount of 
physical interpretation of the theory to uniquely de
termine which states in X (if any) correspond to a given 
configuration of incoming or outgoing particles. Thus 
the asymptotic condition is not necessary for the pur
pose of physical interpretation.13 •t4 Also it was found 
that one part of it (Postulate 9) is a consequence of the 
earlier mentioned postulates. There remains, however, a 
part (Postulate 10) which does impose a further restric
tion on the theory. For clarity we separate the asymp
totic condition into two distinct statements. 

Postulate 9.15 Let g(x) be a normalizable solution of 
the Klein-Gordon equation16 to the mass m, and 'It, <I> a 

13 R. Haag, Phys. Rev. 112, 669 (1958). 
14 ~n reference 1~ the state!l1ents in Postulate 9 were proved 

starting from certam assumptions about the behavior of vacuum 
expectation values (0 I A (XI)' .. A (xn) I 0) when all times are equal 
and the space distances large. Recently D. Ruelle (to be pub
lished) succeeded in proving these assumptions ftom the Postulates 
1 through 5 and 7, provided that thete is no particle with vanish
ing rest mass in the theory. 

U As mentioned above, this is not an independent postulate. 
U i.e., (g,g) = if[g* (x) (ag/axo)- (ag*/aXo}g(x)]d3x< 00. 
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pair of states from a certain dense domain of X. Then 

lim (of> Ii! [A (x) ag _ aA g(X)]d3x l'l1) (10) 
H±«: xo=l axo axo , 

exists. We have adopted the convention (OIA(x) 10)=0 
which can always be achieved by subtracting a suitable 
constant from A. The limit is zero if m is not one of the 
masses of the stable particles which are described by the 
theory or if the matrix elements of A (x) between the 
vacuum and the states of a single particle of that 
particular mass happen to vanish. To avoid burdening 
the discussion by unessential detail let us assume that 
the latter case does not arise, i.e., 

(p,il A (0) I O)=Ci~O (11) 

for all i.J7-19 Here I p,i) denotes a state of a single particle 
of type i and with momentum p. If the particle has no 
spin then Ci is, of course, independent of p due to 
Lorentz invariance. 

If we make the simplifying assumption (11) then the 
limits (to) differ from zero exactly if m is chosen to be 
one of the masses mi. For each mi and each g the limit of 
(to) for t ---+ 00 defines an operator (since we can let of> 
and 'Ir vary through a dense domain). These limit 
operators will be denoted by ciAi."int. Similarly the limit 
t ---+ + 00 defines the operators C;Ai.goutt. 

The operators Ai,,,int, Ai.goutt are interpreted as the 
creation operators of incoming (outgoing) particles of 
type i and wave function g. Let X(in) be the subspace 
of X (hopefully the whole space) which is generated by 
repeated application of the Ai.gint on the vacuum. Then 
within X(in) the Ai."int have all the properties of a 
system of creation operators of noninteracting particles, 
in particular 

(12) 

Here Agin means the adjoint of Agint and (g,g') is the 
scalar product of Klein-Gordon wave functions as de
fined in footnote 16. 

As mentioned above, all the statements contained in 
Postulate 9 may be derived from the earlier postulates. 
In order to have a reasonable particle theory we need, 
however, still one more property: 

Postulate 10. (Asymptotic completeness) 

(13) 

We shall see that this requirement does not follow 
from the other postulates. If it holds, then the state
ments 9 imply that the S matrix is unitary. In fact the 
slightly weaker requirement xin=xout would suffice for 
that purpose. If it does not hold then there are states 
in the theory which cannot be described in terms of 
asymptotic particle configurations. 

17 The treatment of the case where some C; vanish is given in 
references 13, 18, and 19. 

18 W. Zimmermann, Nuovo cimento 4, 597 (1958). 
19 K. Nishijima, Phys. Rev. 111, 995 (1958). 

III. COMPLETENESS 

Wightman4 has shown that if the set of functions 

W(n)(XI' .. x ... ) = (Ol A (Xl)' .. A (x,,) 10) (14) 

is known, then the theory is completely determined. 
The Hilbert space X and the opera tors A (j) and U (a, A) 
in it, can be easily constructed with the help of the 
Wen). The restrictions which the Postulates 1-5 and 
7 impose on the functions Wen) have been given in 
reference 4. 

Let us formulate the completeness postulate 6 in 
terms of the Wightman functions W(n). For this purpose 
it is useful to realize that the construction of the field 
theory from the vacuum expectation values reduces to a 
standard technique in mathematics if one uses a slightly 
more abstract terminology: The Wen) may be regarded 
as defining a positive linear form over the polynomial 
algebra <P.,. This means the following. If the Wen) are 
known, then we can, by virtue of (14), assign to every 
element Y of <P., [i.e., every operator of the form (2) J 
a number F(Y) which shall be the vacuum expectation 
value of Y: 

F(Y)={OI YIO). (15) 

The dependence on Y is linear, i.e., 

F(aY1+bY2)=aF(YI )+bF(Y2). (16) 

Furthermore, for positive operators this number must 
be positive (or rather non-negative). 

F(yty)~O for any Yin <P.,. (17) 

If a positive linear form over an algebra is given, then 
we also have a representation of that algebra by opera
tors in a Hilbert space. What one does essentially is to 
consider the elements of the algebra as the vectors of 
the Hilbert space. Let 'l1y denote the vector which 
corresponds to the element Y of the algebra. The scalar 
product is then defined by 

(18) 

The operator corresponding to Y in the Hilbert space 
is defined by 

(19) 

This method will be called the Gelfand construction.20 
The crucial point is, of course, the positive definiteness 
condition (17) which is easily expressed in terms of the 
Wen) [see reference 4, Eq. (21)J, but not as easily 
satisfied. A similar situation pertains with respect to the 
completeness of the operator algebra <P., in the repre
sentation space. According to the general theory,20 <P""is 
complete if and only if the positive linear form F cannot 
be decomposed into a sum of two other distinct positive 
linear forms. In a formula, if 

(20) 

20 See, e.g., Naimark.ll Actually the construction there is carried 
out for normed algebras but if one is not afraid of unbounded 
operators, the norm is not needed in this specific context. 
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where W1(n)¢XW(n) and both WI and W 2 satisfy the 
positivity condition, then <Poo is not complete in the 
representation space constructed with the help of W. 
Therefore Postulate 6 requires that W be indecom
posable in the sense of Eq. (20). Recently Sudarshan 
and Bardakci1 discussed field theoretical models which 
are obtained just by taking Wightman functions of the 
type (20) where WI and W 2 are the Wightman functions 
of two other theories. From what has been said it is 
clear that these models necessarily violate the com
pleteness postulate. (See note added in proof). 

IV. PRIMITIVE CAUSALITY 

Another recently described model is the "generalized 
free field" of Greenberg.2 It satisfied Postulates 1-5 as 
well as 7 in an obvious manner. We shall show that it 
also satisfies the completeness condition 6, but not the 
primitive causality 8. It serves therefore to show that 
the primitive causality is not a consequence of the 
earlier postulates. 

The model is defined by prescribing the commutation 
relations 

[A (x),A (y)J=il'" p(K2).1(X_y, K)d~ (21) 

where p(K2) is a non-negative weight function and 
.1(X-y,K) the usual commutator function of a free 
Klein-Gordon field with mass K. We shall take 

(22) 

where U(K2) vanishes below K= 2m and is a smooth, non
vanishing function above this threshold. In addition we 
assume a unique vacuum state 10) from which the 
Hilbert space is generated by application of polynomials 
of A and we adopt the convention (OIA (x) 10)=0. Then 
it follows immediately that, as in the case of a free field, 
A has no Fourier components for space-like momenta. 
Therefore it can be uniquely decomposed into a creation 
part (negative frequency part) A (-) and a destruction 
part A (+). The Hilbert space may then be constructed in 
exactly the same manner which is used for a free field. 
One easily sees that X is separable. 

We first prove the completeness of Roo in this model 
using the lemma: 

Lemma: If the representation space X of the ring R 
contains a cyclic vector21 <I>, and if R contains also the 
projection operator on that vector, then R is complete. 

Proof of the lemma: Let 'l' be an arbitrary vector in 
X, <I> the cyclic vector, and P 4> the projection operator 
on <I>. In Dirac's notation P 4>= I <I»(<I> I. There exists an 
operator TER such that 

(<I>,T'lr)¢0. 

Otherwise (Rt<I>,'l') = (R<I>,'l') = 0 which would imply 
'l'=0 due to the cyclicity of <I>. Therefore, given any two 

11 eI> is called cyclic if Rei> is a dense set of vectors in the whole 
space. 

vectors 'l' and 'l" we can find operators T and T' in R 
such that T' P 4>T'lr is arbitrarily close to 'l". Here again 
the cyclicity of <I> is used. If P 4>ER then T' P 4>TER and 
hence there can be no invariant subspace. 

A pplication to our case: It is easily seen that the 
vacuum is a cyclic vector with respect to Roo. In the 
first place, by the very construction of X, <pool 0) and 
even (<Poo)HIO) is a dense set.22 On the other hand, if C 
is an Hermitian operator in <P"" Ex its spectral projec
tion corresponding to eigenvalues less than X, then 
CExER",. The state w=C I 0) is arbitrarily well approxi
mated by 'l'x=CE).IO) as X _ <Xl. 

We have to show now that the projector on the 
vacuum (denoted by Po) is contained in R",. For this 
purpose we construct a countable collection of Her
mitean operators in <Poo with the common property of 
having the vacuum as an eigenstate to the eigenvalue O. 
If one such operator is N k, then the projector Po(k) 
which projects into the subspace belonging to the eigen
value 0 of N k is an element of Roo. If, besides the vacuum, 
there is no other simultaneous eigenstate of all the N k 

to the eigenvalue zero, then, 

(23) 

The infinite product on the right-hand side still belongs 
to Roo since it is the strong limit of a sequence of opera
tors in Roo. The collection N k is formed in complete 
analogy to the occupation number operators of free 
field theory. Consider a set of functions fk(p) which 
vanish for momenta outside the forward light cone, 
satisfy the orthogonality conditions 

and are a complete basis in the Hilbert space formed by 
the square integrable functions cp(p) with respect to 
the measure dJ.l. (p) = p (- p2)d4p. Take 

One shows exactly, as for a free field, that the N k have 
the desired properties. 

We have seen thus that the completeness postulate 6 
is satisfied. Now we show that the "primitive cau
sality" (Postulate 8) is violated. Consider the time slice 
<{ consisting of all points with the time coordinate 
I Xo I < T and let <p. and R. be the corresponding poly
nomial and von Neumann algebras. We construct an 
Hermitian operator 

C= jC(X)A(X)d4X; CE<Poo (27) 

!2 (<l' .. )H means the collection of Hermitian operators in JC. 
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which commutes will all elements of CP~ (in the common 
dense domain). It will then also commute with R~ and 
since C is not a mUltiple of the identity, R~ is not com
plete. The formal expression for the commutator be
tween C as given by (27) and A (x) is the c-number 
function 

f(x) = [A (x),C]=i f 1l(x-x',K)p(~)dK2c(x')d4x'. (28) 

Its Fourier transform 

](p) = E(P)p( - p2)c(p) (29) 

vanishes where p vanishes and has the symmetry 
property 

j*( -p)= - ](p) (30) 

if C is Hermitian. If we can find a function f(x) in 
class S with the properties 

f(x)=O for l:rol<T 
](p)=O for -p2<4m2 

and the symmetry (30) then we can define 

{ 

0 

c(p) = j(p) 

E(P)p(_p2) 

for -p2<4m2 

(31) 

(32) 

In this manner we get an Hermitian operator C which 
commutes with all A (x) for 1 Xo 1 < T. The construction 
of such a function f(x) is easily done with the help of 
the Jost-Lehmann-Dyson method.23 Consider a solution 
of the 5-dimensional wave equation 

( 
a2 a

2 
) 

1l--+--4m2 cp(x,~)=O 
aX02 ae 

. where ~ is a single 5th variable and put 

f(x) = lim cp(x,~). 
~->O 

(33) 

(34) 

This function automatically possesses the support prop
erties demanded for j(p) in momentum space. The 
function cp(x,~) is determined by its values and the 
values of its time derivative in the 4-dimensional plane 
xo=O. Due to the hyperbolic propagtion character, the 
values of cp at a point (x,~) are influenced only by the 
initial values in the region 

1 x-x' 12+ 1 ~-~' 1 2 <XO'2 

In particular, if we chose 

cp/ =0; acpl =0 for ~<T 
"'0=0 axo I "'0=0 

then 

(35) 

(36) 

f(X)=cp(x,~)/ =0 for Ixol<T (37) 
____ t-o 

23 R. Jost and H. Lehmann, Nuovo cimento 5, 1460 (1957); 
F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 110, 1460 (1958). 

so that (31) is satisfied. Condition (30) just means that 
f(x) shall be chosen real. 

We see therefore that the Greenberg model violates 
the "primitive causality" (Postulate 8) but satisfies 
Postulates 1-7. Greenberg2 has proved that the model 
also violates asymptotic completeness. Postulate 9 is 
satisfied in a trivial fashion. 

V. ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS 

N ext we give an example which violates the asymp
totic completeness while satisfying all other mentioned 
postulates. The model in question is also an old friend. 
The field is defined by 

A(x)= :A02(X): . (38) 

The double dots denote the Wick product. A 0 is a free 
Klein-Gordon field. The Hilbert space is that subspace 
of the free-field Hilbert space which results if one applies 
only polynomials of A (instead of Ao) on the vacuum. 
Obviously :re contains then only states with an even 
number of particles. There is no discrete eigenstate of 
the mass operator (apart from the vacuum state) in:re. 
Postulates 1-5 and Einstein causality (Postulate 7) are 
satisfied.24 The only nontrivial problem in this connec
tion is to check Postulate 2(b) which has been done by 
Wightman.26 The first part of the asymptotic condition 
(Postulate 9) is trivially satisfied; there are no incoming 
fields, the limits of (10) vanish. Hence asymptotic com
pleteness is flagrantly violated. We shall show now that 
the completeness postulate 6 and the "primitive cau
sality" (Postulate 8) are satisfied in this model. 

The validity of Postulate 6 is demonstrated in much 
the same way as in the case of the Greenberg model. 
Instead of the N k, we use here operators 

A (f) = f A (x)j(x)d4x (39) 

with functions f whose Fourier transforms are nonzero 
only for space-like momenta. These operators all have 
the vacuum as an eigenstate to eigenvalue zero and one 
shows that there is no other vector in :re which is 
annihilated by all these A (f). We omit the details of 
the calculation. 

To demonstrate that primitive causality holds in this 
model we construct the Hamiltonian operator using 
only the field A and its derivatives in a small time 
interval T. The Hamiltonian density expressed in terms 
of Ao is 

h= H: (gradAo)2: + :A02: +m2:A 02:}. (40) 

On the other hand we have 

B(x)=tOA(x)=: (gradA02): - :A02: +m2:A02: (41) 

24 The strong form of Postulate 5 is not satisfied since there 
are no discrete eigenvalues (besides 0) of the mass operator in the 
model. This default can, however, be easily amended. 

26 A. S. Wightman, Paris lectures, 1956 (unpublished). 
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and we shall show that 

C(x) =i: (gradAo)2: + :A02: 

is also a local function26 of A. Clearly then 

h(x)=i[m2A (x)+B(x)+3C(x)]' 

To obtain C consider the following expression 

f 
t' t 

CA(j,g)= j(t){ ~ ] 

(42) 

(43) 

X[B(x,t)B(x,t')- (01 B(x,t)B(x',t') 10)]dtdt' (44) 

where B=tDA and where j(l), get) are smooth test 
functions whose support is inside the interval 
- (r-o) <t< (r-o). The averaging over the times t, t' 
is sufficient to make CA(j,g) a good operator. For this 
reason we have not introduced any averaging over the 
space coordinates x in (44). If 1\ is sufficiently small 
then C}..(j,g) is associated with the ring RT of the time 
slice. We want to look at the behavior of C}.. for 1\ -7 o. 
The Wick ordering of the bracket in (44) gives 

B(x)B(y)-(OI B(x)B(y) 10) 
= :B(x)B(y): -4i: [oI'Ao(x)][a.Ao(y)]: 

xol'a·~(+l (x-y)+4im2: [o"Ao(x)]Ao(y): 

Xo"~ (+) (x-y)-4im2 : Ao(x)[o"Ao(y)]: 
xal'~<+)(x-y)+4im4:Ao(x)Ao(y):~(+)(x-y). (45) 

Imagine this inserted in (44) and then C)..(j,g) applied 
to a typical m-particle state IlF with a momentum space 
wave function which decreases rapidly for large mo
menta. As 1\ gets smaller the contributions from the 
different terms in (45) to IIC)..(j,g)!Jt1l will behave quite 
differently. The first one vanishes proportional to 1\, 
the others become singular at 1\=0, the strength of the 
singularity depending on the number of derivatives of 
the ~ (+) function. Let us evaluate the term with the 
strongest singularity (i.e., the one which contains two 
differentiations of the ~ (+) function). For simplicity 
we put x=O. The contribution is then, apart from irrele
vant numerical constants 

1\ f PIA (!)p,<2)ql'q' :Ao(p(I)A O(p(2» :j(Po(I)+PO(2l) 

Xg[1\ (qo- pO(2l) ]0 (q2+m2)8(q)d4qd4p (I Wp (2lllF . (46) 

Here, ], g, Au are the Fourier transforms of j. g, Ao, 
respectively. The integration over p(l) and p(2} gives 
no trouble. If pori) is positive, Le., if A (p(i) represents 
a destruction operator, then a cutoff is provided by 
the wave function of the state 1lF. If one or both of the 
pori) are negative then] provides the cutoff for one or 
for both those momenta. Thus the integration volume 

26 The statement HC is a local function of A" shall mean that 
the von Neumann ring generated by the field C in any region <B 
is contained in the von Neumann ring generated by A in the 
same region. 

with respect to p(l), p(2) may be considered as essentially 
a finite one. The q integration, on the other hand, 
diverges for 1\=0. For small 1\ the cutoff introduced by 
g becomes effective only at very high momenta. There
fore we can neglect po(2) in the argument of g if 1\ -7 0 
and write (46) as 

1\ f q"q'o(q2+m2)fJ(q)g(l\qo)d4q f ](PoO)+PO(2l)P!J.(I)p.(2) 

:A o(p(ll)A O(P(2l): d4p(!)d4p{2hl' 

=1\·/1"1· jet) :oI'Au(x)a,Ao(x) :dtllF (47) 
Ixl-O 

where /1" stands for the first integral. We have 

/1/.'=0 if J,L¢V for symmetry reasons. (48) 

/ii=l f q20 (q2+ m2)O (q)g (l\qo)d4q 

(49) 

Since the last term in (49) is less singular than /00 we 
have in the limit 1\ -7 0 

(50) 
Finally 

Thus we get 

lim [1\/00(1\) ]-IC x (J,g)1lF 
).->Q 

We see that in a dense domain of states the Hermitian 
operator C(J)=fC(x)j(x)d4x with C defined by (42) 
and j vanishing outside a region cR, is obtainable as the 
strong limit of a sequence of Hermitian operators from 
CPmP To prove that C is a local function of A we still 
have to go over from the unbounded operators to the 
von Neumann rings with which they are associated. 
This may be done by means of the following theorem2s : 

07 Actually, we have used <Pm' with <B' slightly larger than <B in 
our construction, but this could be avoided by a more refined 
argument. 

28 F. Riesz and B. Sz.-Nagy, Vorlesungen iiber Funktionalanalysis 
(Deutscher Verlag derWissen., Berlin, Germany, 1956), Chap. IX. 
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FIG. 1. 

Let Tn be a sequence of unbounded self adjoint operators 
and let 

(53) 
n-+OO 

for a dense domain of states 'l1; the limit T shall again 
be a self-adjoint operator. Then the spectral projections 
of Tn converge strongly toward those of T. 

In our case we consider the sequence 

CA= [HOO(X)]-lCA(j,g) 

as X -7 O. The spectral projections of the CA are in R(Jl . 
and their strong limits (as X -7 0) are still in R(Jl since a 
von Neumann ring is strongly closed. Therefore the 
spectral projections of the limit operator C(j) are in 
R(Jl, i.e., the operator C(j) is also associated with R(Jl. 

VI. HYPERBOLIC PROPAGATION CHARACTER 

In this section we want to show how the strong form 
[Postulate 8(b)] of the primitive causality postulate 
may be derived from the weak form [Postulate 8(a)] 
and the other postulates. Let us consider some cylindric 
region in space time, e.g., the collection of all points with 

I xl <a; Ixol < T. 

This region will be denoted by C. Consider next the 
double light cone which is tangent to C (see Fig. 1.). It 
divides space-time into various regions. The caps which 
lie in the time direction of C will be denoted by C t , 

those in space direction by Cr. The region which is 
totally space like to C is called C'. Borchers29 has proved 
the interesting theorem 

(54) 

In other words the field operators in C r are functions of 
those in C. This result follows essentially from the 
spectral postulate (Postulate 5). 

On the other hand, the primitive causality postulate 
[Postulate 8(a)] implies that Rc' and Rcvcr together 
are complete since the region C'vCrvC' contains a 
full time-slice apart from the neighborhood of the 
points of contact between Cr and C'. We shall show 
in a separate paper that the effects from the points of 
contact may be ignored. Thus 

{Rc,Rc-}"=R(JC). (55) 

29 H. J. Borchers, Nuovo cimento 19, 797 (1961). 

Further we observe that due to Einstein causality 
Rc' is contained in the commutant (Rc)' of Rc: 

Rc'CCRc)'. (56) 

From (55) and (56) it follows immediately that the 
center of Rc consists only of multiples of the identity, 
i.e., that Rc is a "factor" (see Appendix). Beyond this 
if one makes certain assumptions about the type of the 
factor in von Neumann's classification, then one gets30 

from Eqs. (55) and (56) the following theorem. 
Duanty Theorem 

Rc'= (Rc)'. (57) 

Let us denote the interior of the double cone in the 
figure by (J: 

(58) 

By the same line of argument as above we also get the 
duality relation 

Rc= (Rc')'. (59) 

Taking the commutant of (57) and comparing with 
(59) we have 

Rc=Rc. 

This implies in particular 

Rc,CRc 

(60) 

(61) 

which is the expression of the hyperbolic propagation 
character [Postulate 8(b)]. 
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APPENDIX 

For the convenience of the reader we collect here the 
few definitions concerning von Neumann rings which 
are used in this paper. 

Definition 1 : A von Neumann ring R is a collection of 
bounded operators in a Hilbert space with the following 
properties: 

(a) With X and Y, R contains also a1X +a2Y, 
XY,Xt . 

(b) R contains the unit operator. 
(c) R is weakly (and strongly) closed. In other words, 

if X n is a sequence of operators from R which converges 
weakly (or strongly) then also the limit belongs to R. 

Definition 2: Let T be any self-adjoint set of bounded 
operators, i.e., a set which contains with every operator 
also its adjoint. Then the collection of all bounded 

30 J. von Neumann, Ann. Math. 41, 94 (1940). We intend to 
discuss the questions relating to the "type" of the factors R(Jl in 
a separate paper. 
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operators which commute with the elements of T is 
called the commutant of T and denoted by T'. 

Theorem: If T is any self-adjoint set of bounded 
operators then T' is a von Neumann ring. T" is the 
smallest von Neumann ring which contains the set T. 

Definition 3: A ring R is called a factor if its center 
consists only of multiples of the identity, i.e., if 

RnR'={h1}. 

Definition 4: An unbounded operator is said to be 
"associated with a von Neumann ring" if all its spectral 
projections (and hence all its bounded functions) belong 
to the ring. Conversely, if we are given a collection of 
self-adjoint unbounded operators we speak of the 
associated von Neumann ring. It is the ring which is 
generated by the spectral projections of the unbounded 
operators. 

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

Note added in proof. In connection with the complete
ness postulate 6 the following interesting fact has been 
found recently by D. Ruelle and by H. Borchers 
(private communications): 

If the theory satisfies Postulates 1 through 5(b), then 
Postulate 6 is implied already if we require that the 
(unique) vacuum is a cyclic vector of <Pao.21 In other 
words, if one starts with the Wightman functions, then 
Postulate 6 is already implied by the requirement that 
the vacuum state shall be unique. 

For the Sudarshan-Bardakci models Jost and co
workers have shown in a very simple way the existence 
of several vacua. It may be noted that these degenerate 
vacua also modify the linked-cluster decomposition of 
the Wightman functions W(Xl'" x,,) at equal times 
for large spatial separation and hence the asymptotic 
condition.13 •14 
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It is shown that any function of n-1 four-vectors which is analytic in the forward tube, the backward 
tube, and some neighborhood of the Jost points has a one-valued continuation into the extended tube. The 
theorem is applied to products of field operators between arbitrary states. It is shown that each matrix 
element of the product is analytic in the envelope of holomorphy of the union of the permuted extended 
tubes (the domain of analyticity of the most general causal vacuum expectation value). Thus the product 
of field operators may be regarded as having analytic properties. . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N a fundamental paperl in 1956, Wightman showed 
that a quantized field is determined by the vacuum 

·expectation values of products of field operators, now 
called W functions. They are defined by 

W 12 ..... (Xl,X2,· .. ,x .. ) 
= (0 I <Pl (Xl) <P2(X2) ... <p,,(x .. ) 10) (1.1) 

where <pj(x) are quantized fields. The W functions are 
boundary values of analytic functions of the relative 
coordinates ~j: 

~i=Xj-Xi+l' j= 1,2," ·,n-1. (1.2) 

The W function given by (1.1) is analytic in the forward 
tube T n-l(~j) consisting of those points for which 
Im~j= rj is a forward time-like vector: 

where rilL) is the J.l. component of the four-vector rj. 
If a vector r satisfies (1.3) we will sometimes write 
r>O. 

The W functions can be analyticaIIy continued 
beyond the domain T if two further properties are used. 
First, since the functions are Lorentz invariant they 
can be continued into the "extended tube" T' ....... 1 

obtained from T by all complex Lorentz transforma
tions.2 It should be stressed that this result is not 
.obvious; the difficult part is to show that the functions 
are one valued in T'. Now, Jost has shown3 that 
T' .. (Xj) contains the real point (Xl,'" ,x .. )ER4n, if and 
only if, 

n 

(L AiX i)2<0 (1.4) 
i-I 

3 

r/= (rp»)2- L (rP»2>0; rlO»O, 
i-l 

for all Ai> O. We call a set (Xl,'" ,x .. ) of real four
(1.3) vectors satisfying (1.4) a Jost point, shortened here to 

J point. 

.. Work supported by the U. S. Air Force, Office of Scientific 
Research, A. R. D. C. 

t Now at the Physics Department, Imperial College, London. 
1 A. S. Wightman, Phys. Rev. 101, 860 (1956). 

2 D. Hall and A. S. Wightman, Mat. Fys. Medd. Kg!. Dan. Vid. 
Selsk. 31, No.5 (1957). 

3 R. Jost, Helv. Phys. Acta. 30, 409 (1957). 
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On the other hand, Dyson4 defines weak local 
commutativity by the equation 

(0 I <PI (Xl) <P2(X2) ••• <P .. (x .. ) I 0) 
= (0 I <P .. (xn) .. • <P2(X2) <PI (Xl) 10) (1.5) 

and proves that the W functions are analytic at all 
points where (1.5) holds. In particular, if we assume 
the usual local property of the fields 

(1.6) 

if XI- X2 is space-like, then the W functions are analytic 
at J points. Since this same property of analyticity 
follows also from Lorentz invariance, we might ask 
whether there is any connection between Lorentz 
invariance and local commutativity; the axioms of 
quantum field theoryl.6 might not be logically independ
ent. As an example of this, it is possible to prove that 
the condition (1.6) is implied by the apparently weaker 
condition of commutativity at J points, using a result 
of D. Ruelle.6 This shows that the system of axioms 
contains redundant information, and can be replaced 
by a slightly weaker set leading to the same results. 

In the classical theory of special relativity no signal 
can travel faster than light, and so events separated by 
a space-like vector cannot interfere with one another. 
Thus a relativistic classical theory is necessarily local 
in this sense. In the quantized version we would expect 
that field operators should commute at space-like 
separated points, since then the two operators are 
simultaneously measurable. However it is possible to 
set up Lorentz invariant field theories7 not satisfying 
(1.6). The main result of this paper is the following 
theorem, which shows that there is a peculiar and 
surprising connection between commutativity and the 
Loren tz group. 

II. THE MAIN THEOREM 

Theorem: The envelope of holomorphy x{ a') of 
the set 

a'=T .. (x)UT n( -x)UJ-points 

is T',,(x). [By T,,(-x) we mean the set of points in 
C4

" such that - xjET '" j = 1,' .. ,no ] The meaning of 
the theorem is the following. The set a' is not a domain 
because, although connected, it is not open. The 
envelope of holomorphy x(a') is defined as the 
intersection of the domains of analyticity of all functions 
analytic on a' (and therefore in some neighborhood of 
a'). Now a function f analytic on a', satisfies the 
conditions of the edge-of-the-wedge theorem4,8-10 and 

4 F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 110, 579 (1958). 
6 W. Schmidt and K. Baumann, Nuovo cimento 4, 860 (1956). 
6 D. Ruelle, Helv. Phys. Acta 32, 135 (1959). 
7 V. Glaser, H. J~ehmann and W. Zimmermann Nuovo cimento 

6, 1122 (1957). ' 
8 H. J. Bremermann, R. Oehme, and J. G. Taylor Phys Rev 

109, 2178 (1958). ' . . 
9 L. G1rdin.g and A. Beurling (to be published). 
10 H. Epstein, J. Math. Phys. I, 524 (1960). 

so will be analytic in some neighborhood of the J points 
(of course), but where the neighborhood is characterized 
purely geometrically and does not depend on the 
function f. The class of functions analytic on a' is 
invariant under the real Lorentz group x - Xx, here
after denoted by Ar. Hence the intersection of the 
domains of analyticity of all functions analytic on a' 
is invariant under Ar and contains a certain neighbor
hood of the J points, which may therefore be taken to 
be invariant under Ar. In the following, a will denote 
the set a' enlarged in this way to include this neighbor
hood of the J points, and so a is open. Obviously 
3C(a')=X(a). The proof of the theorem is based on a 
few lemmas in the theory of many complex variables. 

Lemma 1: (Bremermannll). If {doT} is a set of analytic 
discs depending continuously on a parameter II, 
0<1I<1, such that every point inside and on the 
boundary of doT (II < 1) is in the domain D, and also 
such that at least one point in the interior of the 
limit disc d l (II = 1) is in D, then the envelope of 
holomorphy of D contains a neighborhood of the 
interior of d l • 

This is a strong form of the continuity theorem or 
protruding hom theorem,12·13 which essentially ;ays 
that singularities cannot suddenly start or stop; they 
must come in from the edge of a disc doT, or else all of 
d l is outside XeD). For the present paper it is sufficient 
to consider an "analytic disc" as the interior of a 
piece-wise analytic nonselfintersecting closed curve in 
an analytic manifold of complex dimension one. Unlike 
the usual protruding-hom theorem, the version of 
Bremermann is local; we cannot directly perform any 
finite analytic completion, since we are not told how 
large a neighborhood of the interior of the limit disc is 
in the envelope of homomorphy. In order to use the 
theorem to perform finite analytic completion we 
combine it with the Cartan-Thullen lemma.14 ' 

Lemma 2:14 If D is invariant under an analytic group 
A, the~ ~(D) is invariant under A. For suppose fez) is 
analytIC If zED [and therefore if zEX(D)]. Then f(Xz) is 
~nalytic in XD=D for all XeA. Hence f(Xz) is analytic 
In 3C~D), so f~z) ,is analytic in AX(D). Hence any 
functIOn analytIC In XeD) is also analytic in AX(D) 
~X(D). But XeD) is a natural domain for some 
function, so X(D)=AX(D), proving XCD) is invariant 
under A. 

Lemma 3: If a set D is invariant under the three 
abelian s~bgroups A~c of .the complex Lorentz group 
~Aic ~onsIsts of rotatIOns In the CO,i) plane] then it is 
Invanant under the complex Lorentz group A C. 

11 H. J. Bremermann, Math. Ann 127 406 (1954)' generalized 
by W. S. Brown, thesis (Ph.D.), Princet~n (1961). ' 

12 G. Kiillen and A. S. Wightman, Mat. Fys. Skr. Dan. Vid. 
Selsk I, No.6 (1958). 

1: A. S: Wightman in. Relations de Dispersion· et Particules 
ElementaJre (Hermann Cle, Paris, France, and John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., New York, 19(0), p. 229. 

14 H. Carthan and P. Thullen, Math. Ann. 106, 617 (1932). 
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Proof: Let M Oi be the generator of A,e. Since 

[MOi,MojJ=iM.;, 

D is invariant under the special rotations generated by 
Mij(i.j= 1,2,3) and so is invariant under A e. 

We will now prove that functions analytic in a have 
one-valued continuation into Alta. 

Proof of the Main Theorem 

We say (Xl,· .. ,xn)eR4n is a two-dimensional J point if 

n n 
{ L AjX/Ol)2_{ L AjXj(1))2<O (2.1) 

j=l j=l 

for all Aj>O. Clearly, a two-dimensional J point is also 
a J point [that is, satisfies (1.4)]. Define "light-cone 
coordinates" in the (0,1) space as follows: 

aj=x/O)-xPl; ~j=X/Ol+XP) (j= 1,2,·· ·,n). 

Then if x,i2), xPl are real (j=1,2,·· ·,n) the set a 
contains the set 

(Imaj>O, Im~j>O)U (Imaj<O, Im~j<O)U 
two-dimensional J points. (2.2) 

Define a new set of variables 

z=al~l 

Aj= al~;, j = 2,3,· .. ,n 

jJ.j= ail aI, j = 2,3,· .. ,n 

xpl, XPl, j=1,2,· ··,n 
a=al 

These are independent and so will do as analytic 
coordinates. The point al = 0 is the only singularity of 
the transformation. 

Lemma 4: The point (Xl,· .. ,xn )eR4n is a two-dimen
si~nal J point of T'n if and only if z<O, A,<O, jJ.j>O, 
a IS real, "cO, and xpJ, xP) are real. 

Proof: If xeR4n is a two-dimensional J point, we have 

(X/Ol+AXPl)2- (X/lJ+AXPl)2<0 

for all X>O. This can be written 

(ai+Aaj) (~i+Mj) <0 

for all A>O. Therefore aj~j<O and the solutions A of 

(ai+Aaj)(~i+Mj)=O 

are negative; this means a;{3j<O, which gives the 
conditions Z<O, Aj<O, jJ.j>O. Conversely, if Z<O, 
Aj<O, jJ.j>O we get a;{3j<O, and so any sum of such 
terms with positive coefficients, as in (2.1), is negative, 
as was to be shown. This proves Lemma 4. 

Suppose now Z<O, Aj<O, jJ.j>O, xp>, xpl real. The 
set (2.2) is then 

(Ima>O)U (Ima<O)U (a real, "cO) 

that is, the entire a plane except for a= O. In these 
coordinates the domain is not simply connected; a 
function could have a branch point at a=O. But we 
are considering functions which are given as being 
one valued and analytic in the domain (2.2), and hence 
are one valued in the a-plane (a"cO) if z <0, Aj<O, 
jJ.j> 0; xp>, Xj(3) real. 

The set (2.2) is invariant under the real Lorentz trans
formations in the (0,1) plane (the group AIr), which 
take the form a ~ pa, p>O in the new coordinates. 

Lemma 5: There exists a polycylinder P centered on 
a point z' <0, A'j<O, jJ.'j>O, x'pl, x'P1 real, say 

(Z,Aj,jJ.;'Xp>,xpl)eP(=) Iz-z'l <R, I Aj-A'; I <R, 

1jJ.;-jJ.'il <R, IxP>-x'}2ll <R, I xPl-x',(3) I <R, 

such that X( a) contains PX {a/a"cO}. 
Proof: Let z', A'j<O, jJ.j>O, x'pJ, X'Pl be real. Then 

a is the set {a/a"cO}. Let K be a compact annulus 
surrounding a=O. Then for each (itK the point 
(Z,A;'jJ.;,X}2> ,xpl ,a') lies in a provided 

where P a' is some polycylinder of radius R(a') (which 
may depend on a') about the point (Z',A'j,jJ.';,X'P> ,x'p». 

This is the statement that a is open. Let R be the 
lower bound of all the radii of P a' as a' varies over K. 
Since K is compact, a well-known argument assures us 
that R>O. For if R=O there would exist a point a"eK 
such that points arbitrarily close to (Z',A';,jJ.'j,X'pJ,x'P>, 
a") are outside a, a contradiction. Let P be the 
polycylinder about (Z',A';,fJ.'j,X'P>,x'Pl) with radius R. 
Then a contains the points PX {a/ aeK}. Since a is 
invariant under AIr, that is, a ~ pa, so is its holomorphy 
envelope (Lemma 2). Clearly AlrK={a/a"cO}. Hence 
x(a) contains the points {Z,Aj,jJ.j,xpleP; a"cO}. This 
proves Lemma 5. 

A transformation AeAlt leaves :?I, Aj, jJ.j, x/2>, xp> 
invariant, but changes a ~ Aa(A"cO). Therefore the set 
Alta contains {a/a"cO} if it contains any point in the 
a plane. We now show that x(a) contains At"a. 

Let N be the union of all connected open sets contain
ing the point z, Ail jJ.j, xPl, XPl (where Z<O, Aj<O, 
jJ.j>O and xPl, xpl are real) such that x(a) contains 
NX {a/a"cO}. By Lemma 5 N is nonempty. Suppose if 
possible that there is a point 7r on the boundary of N 
such that (7r,a')ea for some a'. We will now obtain a 
contradiction. With the hypothesis, there exists a 
neighborhood Nl of 7r and neighborhood N2 of a' such 
that a contains N I XN2, since a is open. Hence X(a) 
contains N l XN2• Since Alra= a, a also contains 
N l XA{N2, that is, a contains a sector containing N2 
as shown in Fig. 1. Now join 7r by an analytic arc 'Y 
with parameter 0'(0<0'<1) to a two-dimensional J 
point, such that if 0'<1 the arc lies in N. Then each 
disc d" in the a plane (each d" being the same curve as 
dl shown in Fig. 1, but associated with a point 0' of 'Y) 
lies in X(a) if 0'<1, by definition of N, since if 0'<1, 
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FIG. 1. Picture of T (unshaded) at 71'. 

x(a) contains {a/a~O}. Also the limit disc (7'=1 at 1r 
(shown in Fig. 1) contains at least one point of a. Hence 
(Lemma 1) the interior of dl in Fig. 1) contains at 
least one point of a. Hence (Lemma 1) the interior of 
al in Fig. 1 lies in X(a). Then just as in the proof of 
Lemma 5 there is a polycylinder P about 1r such that 
PXd1CX(a), and using the invariance of X(a) under 
AIr, x( a)~px {a/a~O}, contradicting the assumption 
that 1r lies on the boundary of the largest open set 
with this property. Hence if 1r is on the boundary of 
N, no point a' lies in a. So N contains all points 
1r= (z,'Aj,j.l.j,xP) ,xP) such that there exists a such 
that (1r,a)Ea, and X(a) contains the set NX{a/a~O}. 
But this is just the definition of Alea. Hence X(a) 
=X(Alea)::)Alea. 

We must show that the continuation is one valued. 
It is possible that if we continue from a to a point in 
Alea along two different paths in Alea we will arrive 
at two different answers. This is possible even if Alea 
is simply connected. So far we have shown that it is 
possible to continue to each point in Alea along some 
path in Alea; we have not shown that it is possible to 
continue along every path in Alea. It could be that 
x( a) is a many-sheeted domain over a subset in C4n 
(containing Alea) such that. while for any point in 
Alea there is a sheet on which it is a point of analyticity, 
there may be another sheet on which it is a ramification 
point. We now prove that the continuation into Alea 
is one valued. 

Let r l be a path of finite length in Alea joining a 
given point (1r,a) to a two-dimensional J point. Change 
to the coordinates (z,'Aj,j.l.j,x/2) ,xP) ,a). Then for fixed 
Z, 'An j.l.j, Xj 2 , x/3 , a point on r l is a point in the a plane, 
and a consists of two disjoint sectors. As we move 
along r l the sectors may move about, and open and 
dose, but never completely close, since rlCAlea. 
Define 1'1 to be the projection of r , onto the coordinates 
(Z,">"hj.l.hx/2) ,xP). Then 1'1 is a possibly self-intersecting 

path in the space of these variables. Starting from the 
two-dimensional J point we can continue to any point 
on 1'1, obtaining analyticity in {a/a~O}, by the method 
of the theorem. Of course we must show that given 
1r on 1'1 we have a one-valued function in the a plane, 
since two different paths around a=O could give 
different continuations, or the continuations out of the 
two different sectors might be different. Let fr and /2 
be two different branches of a function 1 analytic in 
A{a, defined in the domain {a/a~O} for any point on 
1'1 by continuation from a along paths in the a plane 
encircling the origin in two different directions, or as 
continuations from the different sectors which make up 
a. At the beginning of 1'1 we are given a one-valued 
function in {a/a~O}, and so fr= h. Hence fr= 12 at 
all points along 1'1, by continuation. Therefore the 
value of the function at (1r,a) can be defined by fixing 
1r and continuing from a along a fixed path, say r, 
in {a/a~O}. Clearly, if we had started with a different 
path r 2 instead of r l we could still continue along the 
same r, arriving at the same value for the function at 
(1r,a). This shows that there exists a one-valued 
continuation into Alea. 

In a similar manner we can show that there is a one
valued continuation into A2eAl ea. The proof is the same, 
except that we work in the coordinates 

(1.j=x/O)-xP), (3j=x/O)+xP) 

and form z, 'Aj, j.l.j with the new aj, (3j. Change to the 
coordinates (z,">"j,j.l.j,x/i),x}3), (1.=(1.1)' Then as we move 
along a path rl~A2eAlea joining a given point (1r,(1.) 
with a two-dimensional J point, the domain Alea is a 
nonempty region in the (1. plane; in general it will not 
be a sector since Alea is not invariant under A2T. But 
x(a) is invariant under A2r so we enlarge Alea to a 
sector in the (1. plane. If Alea (for 1r fixed) is a discon
nected set in the a plane, we might get several sheets 
when we do this part of the completion. But the proof 
that the continuation into A2eAle is one valued goes 
through as above. 

Similarly we can show that there is a one-valued 
continuation into an increasing sequence (a,A l ea, 
A2eA{a,AaeA2eAlea,' .. ). To show that this exhausts 
T'=Aea, we remark that the union R of all sets of the 
form (ITA;")a (where ITA;" is any finite product of 
Ale, A2e, Aac in any order) is invariant under Ale, A2e, 
Aae, and therefore (Lemma 3) is invariant under A e, and 
so contains Aea=T'. Since R is contained in Aea, it 
is T'. To show we can continue into R, we note that the 
set of products ITA/ is denumerable. Order them, say 
ITl=Ale, IT2=A2e, ITa=Aae, IT4=AleA2e, .... We have 
proved that we can continue into the sequence of sets 

III aCII211l aCllall211l a C1I411 all 211 1 ac ... 
whose limit is R, and the continuation is one-valued. 
This proves the main theorem. 

As a corollary, the following conjecture might be 
true. 
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Conjecture: Suppose fez) is analyticin {T .. (z)UT .. ( -z) 
UJ points}, (z=x+iy, zEC4 .. , XER4", yER4,,) and suppose 
limll .... of(z) = f(x) in the sense of distribution theory,!" 
where f(x) is tempered16 ; then fez) is a polynomial in 
the components of the four-vectors; the coefficients in 
the polynomial are Lorentz invariant functions analytic 
in T .. '(z). 

For n= 1 the conjecture has been proved by Bogo
liubov and Vladiminov.16 I am indebted to Wightman 
for this reference. 

III. ANALYTIC PROPERTmS OF PRODUCTS 
OF FIELD OPERATORS 

Consider the matrix element 

f(Xl,· .. ,x,,) =(PI <P1(X1) <P2(X2) ... <p,,(x,,) I Q) (3.1) 

where I P), I Q) are any states with momenta PI', Q" 
respectively. Change the coordinates to X=X1+X" and 
the n-1 relative coordinates ~i given by (1.2). Define 

(3.2) 

Then in the usual way we find 

f(x; PI, .. ,Pn-1) = exp[iHQ- P)x] (21r)4(,,-l) 

X L (P 11P1 (0) 1.81)(,811 ... 1.8n-1) 
f3; 

X (.Bn-111P,,(O) I Q) 

n-1 
X IT c54[p;-.8i+(P+Q/2)] (3.3) 

i-I 

where I (3i) is a complete set of states with momentum 
{3/. This shows that the spectrum of f is forward time
like from the point - (P+Q)/2, and we have f(X,P1,' . " 
Pn-1)=0 unless p;+(P+Q)/2>0, j=1, "', n-1. 
Then the inverse Laplace transform 

= (21r )4(1-,,) f f(x; PI,' .. ,Pn-1) 

n-1 
X IT eiE;[P;+(P+Q)l21d4p;e-'E;(P+Q)/2 

i-I 

converges if ~iET n-1(~i)' and defines an analyticfunction 
there. The variable x enters f(X,~1,· .. '~11-1) only in a 
simple exponential dependence, and so f(x,~I,' .. ,~n-1) 
is an entire function of x for fixed ~i' If we had smoothed 

11 L. Schwartz, Tlreorie des Distributions (Hermann & Cie, Paris, 
France, 1950-1951). 

11 N. N. Bogoliubov and V. S. Vladiminov, Phys. Math. 
Science 1958, No.3, pp. 26-35 (in Russian). 

the states I P), I Q) with a test function h(P,Q) with 
compact support, and instead of (3.1) had considered 

f h(P,Q)(PI <P1(X1) <P2(X2) ..• <p,,(x,,) I Q)d4Pd4Q 

= fk(X1, •. ,x,,) 

we should still obtain an entire function of x. In a similar 
manner 

is analytic in T 11-1 ( - ~i)' Then as a consequence of 
(1.6), f(x,~j) = g(x,~;) if (~1'" ,~n-1) is a J point. 
(Actually, since not every "completely space-like 
point," such that every difference Xi-X; is space-like, 
is a J point a slightly weaker assumption than (1.6) 
would lead to the same result.) By the edge-of-the-wedge 
theorem,4,8-10 f is analytic at J points. Hence f(x,~) is 
analytic if ~iET' n-1(~i) for all x (by the theorem of 
Sec. II) if we regard f as a function of the 4n variables 
(x",~;"). Similarly a permuted function (PI <P2(X2) <P1(Xl) 
lPa(xa)' .. <Pn(Xn) I Q) is analytic if ~; lie in the "permuted 
extended tube" T' n-l( -h,~I+~2,h," ,~n-l), and coin
cides with f at some common J points where they are 
both analytic. (Actually instead of x= (Xl+X,,) we first 
get (X2+Xn) as the nth independent vector, but a 
linear transformation back to x is possible, since the 
function is entire in these variables.) Hence the domain 
of analyticity of an arbitrary matrix element is 
{x,~;/ ~;lU1l-1}, where 'Un-I is the envelope of holo
morphy of the union of the permuted extended tubes 
corresponding to the n-point function. The domain 'U1 
is the cut plane {XI,X2/(XI-X2)2,ep2} , and 'U2 was 
found by Kiillen and Wightman.12 Of course, in any 
particular theory the actual domain of analyticity of 
(3.1) might be larger than 'Un-I, and might depend on 
the states I P) and I Q), but must always contain 
{X'~i/ ~iE'U1I-l}' 

The above result has an interesting physical meaning. 
We may say that the operator product <PI (Xl) <P2(X2) .•• 
<p,,(xn) is analytic in {X'~i/~iE'Un-1}, in the sense that 
every matrix element is analytic. Now the domain 
'Un-I has a natural kernel function Kn-l(~i,n), the 
Bergmann-W eil function, which is Lorentz invariant 
and analytic inside 'Un-I. Here n is a set of variables 
WI, ••• , Wk which parametrize a subset of the boundary 
of 'Un-I called the distinguished boundary. These 
notions are explained by Kiillen and Toll17 who compute 
K 2• Every function analytic in 'Un-I can be expressed as 
an integral, in terms of its boundary values on the 
distinguished boundary, using the kernel K .. _1• It may 
be possible to separate the kinematics from the dy
namics in the following way. The analytic properties 
can be proved using only general principles, and 
may be regarded as a consequence of the kinematics. 
Thus heuristically the function (3.1) will have the 

17 G. Klillen and J. S. Toll, Relv. Phys. Acta 33, 753 (1960). 
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represen ta tion 

j(x; ~i)= f drn>(XI," ·,xn ; WI," ·,W .. ) 

XK .. -I(h,· .. ,~n-l,n). (3.5) 

The singularities arise only from Kf>-l, which may be 
regarded as a sort of generalized propagator for the 
product IPI(XI)" ·IP,,(x .. ). The weight function .p 
contains the dynamics, that is, states the details of the 
particular theory within the general framework; it 
should be an entire function of the variables Xi (and 
therefore have a compact spectrum) since the kernel 
is supposed to take care of the singularities. Very often 
we can, by a transformation, find a kernel function for 
which the parameters n can be interpreted as mass 
variables, in which case we should expect that a 
representation (3.5) is possible in which only physical 
values of the mass variables enter the integral. 

These ideas generalize the well-known J ost-Lehmann
Dyson representationI3.18.19 for the case of one four
vector. In that case we have two fields, and the product 
in either order can be obtained from the commutator. 
This has the representation 

The parameters n are represented by the mass param
eter K . .p(XI,X2,K) is an entire function of Xl and X2. 
Only physical momenta enter the integral (this is the 
theorem concerning admissible hyperboloids.19 

18 R. Jost and H. Lehmann, Nuovo cimento 5, 1598 (1957). 
19 F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 110, 1460 (1958). 

The author20 has proposed that the generalized 
singular function21 

,,:1 (Xl,' .. ,X .. ; 111,112,' •• ,Inn) 

= !eiPiZid4Xi II 0 (PiPi- l;j) E(h (0) 

'.1 

should be the kernel for functions vanishing at J points, 
as a generalization of the Jost-Lehmann-Dyson kernel 
,,:1 (x,k). The connection with the main theorem is 
obvious. This leads to representations for multiple 
commutators22 

(P I [IPn(Xn), [ ... [IP2(X2), IPI(XI) J .. ]] I Q) 

in terms of a weight function and a kernel function. It 
has not yet been possible to prove the necessity of the 
condition that only physical momenta enter the integral 
with nonzero weight (the generalization of Dyson's 
admissible hyperboloid condition). If such a result 
could be proved for the representation (3.5) it would be 
possible to build in the details of the mass-threshold 
conditions once the kernel Kn has been found. 
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As a model for the various problems connected with domains of analyticity and dispersion relations, the 
concept of impedance (self-impedance) has been studied in general under the physical requirements of 
linearity, passivity, reproducibility, and causality. After identifying impedance functions with suitably 
defined positive functions, any impedance function may be decomposed to the sum of a minimum reactive 
part and two reactive parts, one of which is of unfamiliar nature. In the time domain, the convolution repre
sentation of the current in terms of the voltage and vice versa are obtained rigorously. As an example, a 
reactance obtained from the Cantor function is studied in detail. Its peculiar delta-function response is 
computed explicitly, and it is also used to construct a counter example to a representation by van Kampen 
of the S matrix of a Maxwellian field. The general results are also applied to study the Kronig-Kramers 
dispersion relations for dielectric constants. It is proved that one of the two relations is true under very 
general conditions, but the other is false in general. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N recent years, there has been a great deal of effort 
made in attempting to understand, through various 

forms of dispersion relations, the strong interactions 
of elementary particles. Because of the extreme com
plexity of this problem, many connections between the 
various concepts have not been rigorously clarified. For 
example, in getting a single dispersion relation for an 
analytic function, the contour of integration is some
times pushed to the boundary of the domain of ana
lyticity, which is mathematically not permitted without 
some assumption on continuity. Furthermore, there is 
always the problem of the number of subtractions, if 
finite; indeed, in connection with the Mandelstam con
jecture of double dispersion relations, no estimate seems 
to exist about the rate of growth of the scattering 
amplitude as a function of complex variables, at least in 
certain sectors. 

It is therefore the purpose here to study rigorously 
the simple model provided by an electric circuit. Here 
the causal function, whose properties need to be studied, 
arises from the linear connection between the current 
and the voltage. No space variable is considered, and 
both the current and the voltage are functions of time 
only. The precise assumptions to be used are stated in 
Sec. 2. 

For the clarity of analysis, let the terms, "impedance" 
and "impedance function" be used somewhat differ
ently. An impedance function is a complex function of 
one real variable, the frequency, with certain properties 
to be found later; while an impedance is a linear 
operator which operates on the current into a network to 
give the more or less arbitrarily defined voltage across 
the network. Thus, an impedance function is the 
frequency representation of an impedance. A most 
fundamental question is in what sense an impedance 
may be represented by an impedance function. This will 
be answered in Secs. 3 and 4. 

The fundamental attribute of an impedance is that 

* Based on a doctoral dissertation, Harvard University (1956). 
t Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow. 

of a causual operator between two quantltles whose 
product gives the rate of energy transfer. The adjective 
"causal" is used to describe the fact that the voltage is 
zero as long as the current remains zero. Since only this 
fundamental property of an impedance is going to be 
used, the results are by no means restricted to electric
circuit theory. For example, the results may be used to 
study the frequency dependence of magnetic permea
bilities and dielectric constants. In this connection, the 
Kronig-Kramers relations will be considered. 

Throughout this paper, the term "function" is used 
to mean a single-valued function of a small number of 
variables, excluding such pseudofunctions as the Dirac 
delta function. This is necessary in order to get integrals 
in the usual sense, not in the sense of distribution theory. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The following system of symbols is to be used. Let 
jet) be the current in the two terminals of a network as 
a function of the time, vet) be the voltage across the 
terminals, and F the impedance. Thus, 

v=Fj. (2.1) 

Corresponding lower case and capital letters are used to 
denote pairs of Fourier transforms in the sense of the 
Plancherel theorem; thus, for instance, 

l(x)= !.i.m. fA j(t)eiztdt, 
A .... "" -A 

and (2.2) 

j(t)= (1/211') !.i.m.lA 

1 (x)e-ixtdx, 
A .... "" -A 

provided jet) is Lebesgue square integrable (sym
bolically ED) over (- 00, 00). Here the symbol "l.i.m." 
stands for "limit in the mean," and the factor 1/211" is 
distributed such that the transforms of convolution 
integrals take a simple form. Finally, the complex 
conjugate of a function 1(t) is denoted by 1*(t). 

Since it is not permissible to have vet) = vcP(t), where 

262 
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~(t) is the Dirac delta function, there is some implicit 
restriction of the form of jet). For example, it is not 
admissible to use any step function as the current into 
a pure inductance. However, it is observed that a step 
function would be admissible if a pure resistance were 
connected in parallel with the inductance. Thus, a first 
step is to put this notion of parallel connection in a 
definite form. Consider two impedances Fl and F 2• It is 
natural to define the impedance F of their parallel con
nection, which is denoted symbolically by Fl®F2, as 
follows. The equation v=F j means that there exist 
unique functions jl(t) and j2(t) such that j= jl+ j2 and 
t'=Fl jl=F2j2. The domain of F is clearly the set of j 
for which the unique functions jl and j2 exist. 

Basically, the concept of an impedance function is 
associated only with a passive network. For the present 
purpose, this is considered to be a fundamentallimita
tion on the concept of impedance. In order to ascertain 
the properties of a given passive network, it is necessary 
to have available a sufficiently large collection of test 
inputs. In other words, it is necessary to know before
hand a sufficiently large set of admissible current-input 
functions. Since it is unsatisfactory physically to specify 
this set of functions by their local behavior such as 
continuity, it is perhaps simplest to describe the 
permissible input functions for the parallel combination 
of the given passive network with a pure resistance. To 
be realistic, all functions of the time under consideration 
should be zero before some time to, because of the im
possibility of operating on the past history. Beyond this, 
it is hereby postulated that, if a current-input function 
generates only a finite amount of heat when applied to 
a pure resistance, it can be applied to any parallel 
combination of a general impedance and a pure re
sistance, described by R®F with R>O. 

In any network problem in the usual sense, it is, of 
course, true that both of the functions jet) and vet) are 
real. However, most of the theory may be carried 
through for complex functions without any extra effort. 
To show that this not only of purely mathematical 
interest, consider the ideal frequency-independent gyra
tor. Voltages and currents are connected by the 
formulas 

where a is a real number. If v(t)=vl(t)+iv2(t), and 
jet) = jl (t)+ij2(t), then vet) = iaj(t). The constant ia 
may be considered to be the impedance function of this 
ideal gyrator. Actually, this simple function has a 
special place in the general representation of impedance 
functions, as developed in Sec. 6. 

Mathematically, the above idea may be formulated 
as follows. An impedance is defined to be an operator F 
which operates on the current function jet) to give the 
voltage function vet) = (F j) (t), where both j and v are 
measurable, such that: 

for any complex constant a; 

where Ta is the operator for time translation, i.e., 
(Taj) (t+a) = j(t) with a real; 

T 

(iii) Rei", j(t)v*(t)dt~O 
for all T; 

(iv) for any positive number R, the domain of R®F 
includes any function jet) such that j(t)EL2( - 00, 00) 

and j(t)=O if t<to for some to; and 
(v) if jet) satisfies the above conditions, then 

(Fj) (t)=O for t<to. 

In the next few sections, the general impedance as 
defined is studied under no further assumption. 

3. IMPEDANCE FUNCTION FOR R® F 

The first question to be answered is this: In what way 
can an impedance function be associated with R®F 
where R>O? This is actually not entirely trivial to 
answer. 

Let 
(R®F)j=v, 

where j satisfies the conditions of (iv), then 

F(j-v/R)=v. 

From (iii) and the equality 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

2 jT +- Re (j-v/R)*F(j-v/R)dt, (3.3) 
R -00 

it follows that each of the integrals on the right-hand 
side approaches a non-negative limit as T --'>00. In 
particular 

(3.4) 

It is natural to define the impedance function Z(x) by 
the relation Z(x)= V(x)/J(x). It remains to be proved 
that Z(x) is indeed independent of jet). In order to do 
this, let 

Zl(X)= Vl(X)/J1(x), 
where . {1 forO~t~l, 

J1 (I) = 
o otherwise, 

and 
Vl (t) = [(R®F)j1](t). 

By a suitable procedure, Z1(X) indeed satisfies 

Zl(X)= V(x)/J(x) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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provided jet) satisfies the conditions of (iv) and is also 
a step function with a finite number of steps at rational 
points of t. Then it follows from (3.4) that Zl(X) is 
essentially bounded by R. With this result, it follows 
that Zl(X)=Z(x). More precisely, 

V(x)=Z(x)l(x) (3.8) 

almost everywhere for any jet) that satisfies the condi
tions of (iv). 

Furthermore, since v(t)= j(t)=O for t<to, the func
tions V and 1 are also defined in the upper half of the 
w=x+iy plane. The term "upper half plane" refers to 
the set of y>O. In fact, there is a Z(w) such that 

V(w)=Z(w)l(w) (3.9) 

for Imw>O. In order to see this, it is sufficient to note 
that from Phragmen-LindelOf theorem it follows that 
Zl(W) = Vl(w)/ll(W) is bounded by R from a considera
tion of some y= constant lines, and further that a 
Paley-Wiener theoreml leads to the identity Z(w) 
=Zl(W). The relation between Z(w) and Z(x) is 

Z(x)=Z(x+iO) (3.10) 

for almost all x. By extension, the term "impedance 
function" is used to denote a complex function of one 
complex variable such as Z(w) defined everywhere in 
the upper half plane and almost everywhere on the real 
axis. 

It remains to show that the real part of Z(w) for the 
impedance R®F is never negative. This is intuitively 
obvious but not entirely trivial to prove. In order to 
show that ReZ(x) ~O almost everywhere, assume the 
contrary. That is, assume that there is a positive 
number E, such that 

ReZ(x)<-E (3.11) 

on a set P of positive measure. Without loss of 
generality, let P be of finite measure p.(P). Define a 
function C(x) by 

C(X)={1 EP.(P) 

4R(1+x2
) 

on P, 

otherwise. 
(3.12) 

It is clear that both of the integrals .1-00'" C(x)dx and 
f--«>'" [!logC(x)I/(1+x2)]dx are finite. Therefore, by 
another theorem of Paley and Wiener,2 there exists a 
function jet) defined over all t, such that j(t)=O for 
t<O, and such that 

I lex) 1= [C(x)]l. (3.13) 

Let vet) be the corresponding voltage function. On the 
one hand, by the Parseval theorem, (3.8), and (3.11)-

1 R. E. A. C. Paley and N. Wiener, Fourier Transforms in the 
Complex Domain (American Mathematical Society, Providence, 
Rhode Island, 1934), Theorem V. 

2 Reference 1, Theorem XII. 

(3.13), it follows that 

Rei~ j(t)v*(t)dt 

= (1/2'11') Rei~ l(x)V*(x)dx 

= (1/2'11') Rei~ C(x)Z(x)dx 

[1 1 EP.(P) ] = (1/2'11') ReZ(x)dx+ ReZ(x)dx 
P P' 4R(1 +x2) 

[ 1'" EP.(P) ] 
~ (1/2'11') -EP.(P)+ dx <0; 

--00 4(1 +x2
) 

and on the other hand, by the definition of ® and (iii), 

Ref~ j(t)V*(t)dt=Rei: (j-v/R)*F(j-v/R)dt 

+ (1/R) i: IvI2dt~0. 

This is a contradiction and therefore 

ReZ(x)~O (3.14) 

for almost all x. If the upper half plane is mapped onto 
the unit circle and the Poisson integral representation 
is applied, it can be seen that 

ReZ(w)~O (3.15) 

in the entire upper half plane. Finally, it should be 
remarked that (3.14) can be proved equally easily 
without using the theorem of Paley and Wiener. 

4. IMPEDANCE FUNCTION FOR F 

So far, an impedance function has been associated 
with R®F. In this section, such a function is associated 
with F itself. This is a new situation since as yet nothing 
is known about the domain of F. 

Consider the combination R'®[R®F]. Let 
v={R'®[R®F]}j, where j satisfies the conditions of 
(iv). Since the operation ® is clearly associative, this is 
the same as [R'®R]®F. Then it follows from (v) and 
(3.4) that v also satisfies the conditions of (iv). Let 
j= jl+ j2 and v=R'h=[R®F]j2, then jl and h must 
also satisfy the condition of (iv). This incidentally 
shows the consistency between the definition of ® and 
the assumption (iv). Since all Fourier transforms are 
well defined, it follows that 

R'Z(w) 
V(w)=---J(w). 

R'+Z(w) 
(4.1) 
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In particular, if 
RR' 

R"=--
R+R" 

(4.2) 

then 
R"=R®R'. (4.3) 

Note that (4.2) is a numerical equation, while (4.3) is an 
operator equation. In order to avoid confusion, let the 
impedance function associated with R®F be designated 
by ZR(W). Then, in view of (4.1) and (4.3), 

R'ZR(W) 
ZR"(W) . 

R'+ZR(W) 

And hence, by symmetry, 

(4.4) 

Since this quantity is independent of R, let it be called 
Z(w) as indicated. Note that pointwise 

Z(w) = lim ZR(W). 
R->oo 

(4.5) 

Physically, this means that Z(w) is the impedance 
function for the parallel combination of F with an 
infinite resistance, and hence should be that for F itself. 
Therefore, the function Z(w) is defined to be the 
impedance function for F. 

In what part of the w plane is Z defined? Clearly Z is 
defined in the upper half plane and on the real axis 
except the point set where ZR=R for all R. If this set 
contains the entire upper half plane, then, with 
[R®F]j=tJ, 

j=t/R= (1/R)F(j-v/R) = (1/R)F(0). 

This is impossible because jet) is quite arbitrary. 
Therefore ZRr!=R. Physically, this corresponds to the 
case of an open circuit which is not considered here. The 
function Z is thus defined in the upper half plane except 
possibly at a denumerable number of poles. However, it 
follows (3.14) that 

Re1/Z(w)~-1/R 

for all R>O. Hence, ReZ(w)~O. Accordingly, Z(w) 
cannot even have a pole. The conclusion is therefore 
that, everywhere in the upper half plane, and almost 
everywhere on the real axis, Z(w) is well defined and 

ReZ(w)~O. (4.6) 

Furthermore, it follows from (4.6) that either Z(w)=O 
or else Z(w)r!=O at all in the upper half plane. The former 
situation corresponds to the physical case of a short 
circuit. 

In order to justify calling Z(w) the impedance func
tion for F, it is necessary to prove the following. If 
v=Fj and both j and v satisfy the conditions of (iv), 

then 
yew) =Z(w)J(w). 

This can be shown as follows. From 

[R®FJ[j+v/RJ=v, 
it follows that 

RZ(w) 
--I[J(W)+ V (w)/R] = Yew), 
R+Z(w) 

and hence (4.7). 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

In the analysis of electric networks that consist of 
only a finite number of ideal resistances, ideal induct
ances, and ideal capacitances, it is well known that 
every admissible impedance function is a rational posi
tive real function, that is, a function few) which is a 
quotient of two polynomials such that Imf(iy) =0 and 
Ref(w)~O for Imw~O. In the present more general 
formulation, it can only be said that every admissible 
impedance function is a positive function, where a 
positive function is defined to be an analytic function 
of one complex variable in the upper half plane such 
that its real part is non-negative there. 

Since ZR(X) cannot equal R on a set of positive 
measure, it follows from Fatou's theorem that 

Z(x+iO)=Z(x) (4.9) 

almost everywhere. In this connection, the following 
remark may be worthwhile. In this paper, results are 
stated in terms of normal approach to the real axis, such 
as (4.9). Actually, however, all equations of this form 
are valid uniformly in any angular sector away from the 
real axis. For the present purpose, no elaboration of this 
sort is necessary. 

5. IMPEDANCE AS DETERMINED BY Z(w) 

It has been shown that with every impedance a 
function Z(w) may be associated. In this section a 
few remarks are made about the impedance when Z(w) 
is known. In the next sections, a general representation 
for Z(w) is given, with the purpose of getting the con
volution representation of impedance as given in Sec. 7. 

The specific questions to be considered here are as 
follows. Given jet) and Z(w), how can vet) be found? 
Furthermore, does every positive function represent an 
impedance? 

Unfortunately, these questions cannot be answered in 
complete generality. The reason is that some assump
tion must be made about the function jet). For the 
present purpose, jet) is assumed to satisfy the condition 
that .f-", T / j (t) /2dt exists for all finite T. Physically, this 
means that up to any given instant, a finite amount of 
heat is generated if jet) is applied to a pure resistance. 
This assumption is true in most physical situations. 
Mathematically, this means that only the restriction 
of an impedance to this class of functions jet) is being 
considered. 
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Given Z(w) and jet) in this class, let vet) be found as 
follows. Let 

. {jU) for t<T 
jT(t) = 

o for t~ T 
(5.1) 

and similarly for VT(t). Then by definition 

VT(t) = lim VT,R(t) for t< T (5.2) 
R-too 

where VT,R(t) is defined through Fourier transform by 

RZ(w) 
V T,R(W) J T(W), (5.3) 

R+Z(w) 

and the limit in the mean should be taken over the 
interval (- <Xl, T). 

Before showing that the function vet) found this way 
has all the desired properties, a few remarks are 
appropriate. Note first that, as defined by (5.2), 

VT(t) = VT' (t) (almost everywhere) 

for t<min(T,T'). Indeed, the procedure would be 
entirely nonsensical if this were not true. For simplicity, 
let VT(t) be chosen such that 

VT(t)=VT,(t) 

for t<minCT,T'). This can then give definite meaning 
to vet). The function vet) is then well defined if all VT(t) 
exist as a limit in the mean. Secondly, the limit in the 
mean is taken over the interval (- <Xl, T) instead of the 
interval (- <Xl, 00) because the limit in the mean may 
fail to exist due to resonance phenomena. Thirdly, to 
ascertain the voltage response for t< T, it is physically 
unreasonable to require a knowledge of the current for 
t~ T. Therefore, it is simplest to imagine that the 
current is zero for t~ T. 

It remains to show that the operator on jet) to give 
vet) as defined indeed satisfies all the conditions set forth 
in Sec. 2. The conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied 
trivially. To verify (iii), note first that the integral 
indeed exists because of (5.2). Moreover, 

This yields (iii) for all T. Any extension of the imped
ance is required to satisfy this condition also. Since the 
condition (v) is also trivially satisfied provided vet) is 
appropriately chosen, it only remains to verify (iv). 

Suppose j(t)eL2( - 00, 00). First, let it be verified that 
the voltage function corresponding to j - (11 R)F Rj 
is FRj, where the Fourier transform of FRj is 
{RZ(w)/[R+Z(w)]}J(w). To do this, it is sufficient to 

note that the function 

indeed approaches 0 in the limit in the mean as R' __ 00. 

It only remains to show that if the vet) corresponding to 
jet) is - Rj(t), then jet) =0 almost everywhere. This 
follows directly from (iii). Note that the fact jO) = 0 
for t < to is not used in this proof. 

6. PROPERTIES OF Z(w) 

In this section, a few simple properties of Z(w) are 
found. 

A theorem of Herglotz gives a representation of any 
analytic function in the unit circle with a non-negative 
real part. This theorem can be easily applied to the 
upper half plane, as given, for example, by Shohat and 
Tamarkin.a Z(w) may be written as 

f
'" 1+sw 

Z(w) = -iAw+iB-i --da(s) 
-00 s-w 

(6.1) 

where A is a positive constant, B is real, and a(s) is a 
nondecreasing bounded real function. The meaning of 
a(s) is dearly provided by the formula 

ReZ(x) = 11'(1 +x2)a' (x) (6.2) 

almost everywhere. Furthermore, Z(w) determines A, 
B, and a(s) uniquely. 

In the synthesis of audio networks, an impedance is 
often separated into a reactance and a minimum
reactive part. This result may be obtained from (6.1) by 
the Lebesgue decomposition theorem. Thus, for any 
nondecreasing function a(s), 

a(s)=al(s)+a2(s)+a4(s), (6.3) 

where al (s) is nondecreasing and absolutely continuous, 
and both a2(s) and a4(s) are nondecreasing and have 
zero derivative almost everywhere; a2(s) is a step 
function and a4(s) is continuous. With (6.3), let 

5 

Z(w)= L Zi(W), (6.4) 
j=l 

where 
Za(w) = -iAw, Z5(w)=iB, (6.5) 

and 
[" 1+sw (6.6) Zj(w)=-i -daj(s) 

-00 s-w 

for j= 1, 2, or 4. The identification is as follows. The 
part Zl(W) is minimum reactive, and all the others. 
represent reactances. The part Za(W) represents the 

3 J. A. Shohat and J. D. Tamarkin, The Problem of Jfoments 
(American Mathematical Society, Providence, Rhode Island, 
1943), Lemma 2.1. 
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inductance, and ZZ(W)+Z3(W) constitutes every re
actance encountered in conventional circuit analysis. 
The part Z4(W) is heretofore unknown and to be dis
cussed in Sec. 9; Z5(W) is the frequency-independent 
ideal-gyrator part, referred to before. 

It is still necessary to define a reactance. Intuitively, 
this should be done as follows. If F is a reactance, and 
(R®F)j=v, then 

Rei: j(t)v*(t)dt= (l/R) i: I vet) 1

2dt. (6.7) 

Physically, this means that the energy put into the 
parallel combination of a resistance and reactance is all 
dissipated in the resistance. However, this should be 
made more precise. Certainly, it is necessary that 
vED(-oo, 00). Some condition has to be put on jet). 
At first it may seem reasonable to require that jet) is 
Lebesgue square integrable over every compact set. 
However, a moment of thought indicates that, in general, 
this is not enough to insure (6.7). So the simplest thing 
to do is to assume that j(t)ED( - 00, 00). Therefore, a 
reactance F is defined by the condition that if both jet) 
and vet) are Lebesgue square integrable over (- <Xl, 00) 
and (R®F)j=v, then (6.7) holds. 

It remains to show that an impedance is a reactance 
if and only if the corresponding Z(w) satisfies 

ReZ(x) =0 (6.8) 

almost everywhere. The "only if" part is completely 
trivial and the "if" part follows from the equation 

R+Z(x) 1 
Re-e---

RZ(x) R 

almost everywhere if (6.8) holds. 
Finally, it may be stated that if both jet) and vet) are 

required to be real functions of the time t, then 

and 

Z}(-w*)=Z/(w), 

daj(s) = -da}(-s), 

B=O. 

7. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSIENT 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

In elementary electric-circuit textbooks, it is often 
stated that 

v(t) = f~+ j(r)J(t-r)dr, 

where J(t) is called the a-function response of the 
impedance. Of course this equation is not strictly true, 
but a formula of this sort does, indeed, exist. In this 

section, a description of any impedance in the time 
domain is to be derived. 

First of all, it should be proved that 

is uniformly bounded for y=Imw>yo>O, where the 
integration is performed along a line parallel to the real 
axis. This follows from (6.1) with the observation that 

1'" I 1+sw 12 

_oolw 2(s-w) dx 

is uniformly bounded for y>yo>O and for all s. 
Therefore, there exists a function h(t) such that 

h(t)=O for t<O, h(t)e-· t is square integrable over 
(- <Xl, <Xl) for any E> 0, and the Fourier transform of 
h(t) is -Z(w)/wz• 

The following result is to be proved. If j(t)=O for 
t<O and j"(t) is square integrable over every bounded 
interval, then an impedance may be represented through 

(+ 
v(t)= Jo- j(r)dZh(t-r). (7.1) 

Of course, the integral here should be interpreted by 
integration by parts. Physically, this means that a 
modified Stieljes convolution may be used to study 
transient behavior provided the current function is 
sufficiently smooth. Incidentally, this also asserts that 
this special class of current functions is admissible to 
every impedance. 

To prove this result, it may be assumed without loss 
of generality that j" (t) is square integrable over 
(- <Xl, <Xl). First, if vet) is defined as in (7.1), v(t)e-Et is 
square integrable over (- <Xl, <Xl) for any E> 0, for 

~ 1'" it I j" (u) 1
2du it I her) 1 2dre-oldt 

~ i: J j" (u) J

2du f~ I h( r) 1

2e-· T
/
2dr 

xi'" e-· t /2dt< co. (7.2) 

In particular 
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Therefore, by Fubini's theorem, if Imw<O, 

= i: i: j"(T)h(u)e'''(M-IT'dudT=Z(w)l(w). (7.4) 

Since 
RZ Z 

Zl---l=Zl--
R+Z R+Z' 

(7.S) 

it follows from (7.2) that 

for E>O. Comparison with (S.2) gives the desired result. 
Equation (7.1) indicates that h(t) is an important 

and interesting function. If it has a second derivative, 
then h" (t) is the o-function response of the impedance. 
Otherwise, the o-function response has to be considered 
to be a distribution. 

It is natural to ask for a direct relation between h(t) 
and exes). Formal calculation from (6.1) gives the result 

h(t)= -g(t)+"g(t)+g(O)+A +iBt (7.7) 

for t ~ 0, where 

(7.8) 

and 

tt "g(t) = Jo Jo g(t2)dt"l!111' (7.9) 

The simplest way to prove (7.7) is by a direct calcula
tion of Fourier transform. Since get) is bounded by the 
total variation of exes), all changes of the order of 
integration are justifiable by Fubini's theorem. The rest 
of the proof is straightforward. 

In particular, (7.7) asserts that h(t) may be easily 
calculated from the simpler entities A, Band get). 

8. INVARIANCE AND NORMALIZED IMPEDANCES 

The function get) is important because of its simplicity 
in form on the one hand and its simple relation to h(t) 
on the other hand. Except for a real multiplying factor, 
get) is the Fourier transform of a probability distribu
tion, and thus gives a curious connection between 
circuit theory and probability theory. From this point 
of view, impedances with the property that the total 
variation of exes) is equal to one are particularly impor
tant. Before studying these "normalized" impedances, 

the following question should be considered. Is the 
separation of Z(w) as given in Sec. 6 really physically 
meaningful, or, in other words, is the separation any
thing more than a mathematical fiction? 

A reference to (6.2) indicates that the representation 
(6.1) puts a special emphasis on the point w=i; indeed 

Z(i)=A +iB+[ex( (Xl )-a( - (Xl )]. (8.1) 

By shifting this arbitrary emphasis from w = i to another 
point W=Wo with Imwo>0, (6.1) may be generalized 
to yield 

Z(w) = -iAw+iB.,o 

'foo s(w-2 Rewo) + Iwol 2 

-z da.,o(s}. 
-00 s-w 

(8.2) 

Note that the constant A is independent of the choice 
of woo The validity of (6.2) implies that 

(1+x2)da(x) = (lwoI 2+x2-2x Rewo)da.,o(x). (8.3) 

Since the decomposition of Z(w) is based on the local 
structure of exes), it is easy to see that the real parts of 
Zj(w) , j= 1 .. ·5, are invariant under a change of woo 
This is not true of the imaginary parts; they may 
change by additive constants. 

In the special case that vet) is real whenever jet) is 
real, it is true that Zj(w) are invariant provided 
Rewo=O, for 

Zj(w}-Z.,o.j(w) =i f~ s[daj(s)-da.,o.As)] 

= Iw02_11jOO ~a.,o.;(s)=O, (8.4) 
-00 1 +S2 

j= 1, 2, 4. The requirement that Rew=O is reasonable 
because of symmetry. 

An impedance is said to be normalized at Wo if the 
total variation of a.,o(s) is 1. It is clear that this is not 
a very useful physical concept because of its lack of 
invariance with respect to woo For simplicity, consider 
only the case wo=i. Now get) is truly the characteristic 
function of a probability distribution, and thus existing 
theorems for probability theory may be directly 
adopted, for example from Wintner.4 Out of the infinite 
variety of possible problems, only the following one is 
considered. Suppose h(t) is known for small t, is it 
possible that this information is enough to determine 
h(t) for all t? This cannot be true in general, for the 
knowledge about h(t) over any finite interval is usually 
not enough to determine h(t) for all t. The simplest 
example is the reflection from the end of a transmission 
line. For this question, note the theorem that if get) = 1 
+O(t2) as t ~ 0, then get) = 1. When this is applied to a 

4 A. Wintner, "The Fourier Transforms of Probability Distribu
tions." Lectures at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Mary
land, 1947 (unpublished). 
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normalized impedance with (7.7), it asserts that if B=O 
and k(t)=A+tfl+O(fl) as t~ 0, then k(t)=A+!fl. 
Physically this means that if jet) and vet) are real, if the 
impedance is normalized, and if, for small t, h(t) behaves 
sufficiently like that of a series combination of an 
inductance and a unit capacitance, then the impedance CIs) 

is indeed electrically identical to that series combination. 
In particular, for any impedance, not necessarily 
normalized, if h(t)=A+O(fl) as t~ 0, then h(t)=A. 
This is to be expected physically for k(t) is the voltage 
function corresponding to the current input 

{
o t~O, 

j(t)= 
t t~O. 

Next, consider the case B=O and h(t)=A+O(fl). In 
this case g(t)=g(O)+O(fl), and hence 1'-",'" s2OO(S) 
exists. This is interesting in considering reactances 
because for L-C impedances, all moments exist for 
a(s). In general, if the second moment exists for a(s), 
then h(t) has a second derivative for t>O and for B=O 

d2 /00 
-[h(t)-h(O)J= e-i.1d{j(s) 
dt2 -.., 

(8.5) 

for t~O, where 
d(3(s) = (1 +S2)OO(S). (8.6) 

This is essentially the a-function response. 

9. AN EXAMPLE 

Referring to the decomposition of Z(w) in Sec. 6, by 
far the most peculiar part is Z4(W). Since this type of 
impedance is hitherto unknown, it is instructive to 
work out an example. Perhaps the simplest one may 
be constructed from the Cantor function, which is 
defined over [O,lJ and satisfies the relation 

s {1/2C(S) 
C - = 1/2 C) 1-1/2C(3-s) 

for O~s~ 1, 

for 1~s~2, 
for 2~s~3. 

(9.1) 

Its approximate shape is given in Fig. 1. In order to 
satisfy (6.10), choose for simplicity a(s) as follows, in 
view of (8.5) 

(3(S) = f (1 +S2)OO(s) 

{

-1/ 2 
= -1/2C(-s) 

1/2C(s) 
1/2 

With this choice of a(s), 

for s~-l, 

for -l~s~O, 
for O~s~ 1, 
for 1 ~s. 

1
1 dC(s) 

Z(w)=-i --, 
o S2-W2 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

o 
FIG. 1. The Cantor function. 

and 

h"(t) = i 1 

cosstdC(s) for t~O. (9.4} 

Since Z(w) is not even continuous for w real, only h"(t) 
is to be evaluated numerically. For this purpose, let 

1 

k(t)= 10 e- i.(t-l/2)dC(s). (9.5) 

Since k(t) is real, it follows that 

h" (t) = k (t) costt. (9.6) 

A recurrence relation may be obtained by substituting 
(9.1) into (9.5). The result is simply 

k(3t)=k(t) cost. (9.7) 

Since a power series expansion for k($) may be obtained 
from (9.7), Eqs. (9.6) and (9.7) are enough for the 
numerical determination of h"(t). 

A few simple properties of h" (t) may be obtained by 
inspection. It is clear from (9.4) that 

W' (t) I ~ I, (9.8) 

with equality sign only for t= O. From (9.6) and (9.7), 
the principal peaks of h"(t) must be in the neighbor
hood of 

(9.9) 

where n is an integer. Equation (9.7) also indicates that 
the peaks become narrower as n increases. From 

(9.10) 

and (9.8), it is seen that the maximum values of 
I h" (t) I for these principal peaks are bounded above and 
below by positive numbers. Physically, this means 
that the transient for a a-function current input never 
dies out, and thus there is no steady state in the con
ventional sense. This is to be expected because the 
function defined in (9.2) is not the integrated spectrum 
of an almost periodic function. The function h"(t) is 
given graphically in Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. A delta-function response. 

10. THE KRONIG-KRAMERS RELATIONS 

The Kronig-Kramers relations are the integral repre
sentations of the real and imaginary parts of Z(x) in 
terms of each other. One of the relations may be ob
tained easily from the results of Sec. 6, without the 
many defects of the conventional proof by contour 
integration5 ; the other one turns out to be false in 
general. It is of interest to note that Kronig gave only 
the correct one. 

To begin with, let Eqs. (6.9)-(6.11) be satisfied. 
Without the assumption that a(s) is absolutely con
tinuous, the integral representations are impossible 
because of (6.2). To get the Kronig-Kramers relations, 
it is thus further assumed that a(s) is absolutely 
continuous but the constant A in (6.1) is not necessarily 
zero. With 

Z(w)=R(w)+iX(w), (10.1) 

it follows from (6.10), (6.11), (6.1), and (8.6) that 

1
"" 1 

X(w) = -2w d{3(s) Re-----A Rew (10.2) 
o S2-W 2 

for Imw>O. It remains to take the limit Imw ---+ O. 
Since a(s) is bounded, fooo da(s)/ (1 +S2) exists. There

fore, by Fatou's theorem, it follows 6 from (10.2) that 

1
"" d{3(s) 

X (x) = -Ax-2x --, 
o S2-X2 

(to.3) 

where Cauchy principal value is taken at s= 1 x I. 
By (6.2) 

2x 100 
R(x)dx 

X(x)=-Ax-- --.-. 
7r 0 S2_X2 

(10.4) 

6 J. H. Van Vleck, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Radiation Laboratory Report 735, 1945 (unpublished). 

6 E. C. Titchmarsh, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier 
Integrals (Oxford University Press, New York, 1948), 2nd ed., 
p. 124, Theorem 92. 

Now, let this result be applied to the complex 
dielectric constant. Let it be separated into the real and 
imaginary parts by 

(to.5) 

Since the electric energy dissipation per unit time is 
proportional to wl'IIEW, where E is the electric field 
vector, the combination -iwE(W) is an impedance 
function. Application of (10.4) to this function yields 

2100 SE"(s)ds 
l(x)=A+- ., 

7r 0 S2-X2 
(to.6) 

still with the principal value taken at s= I x I. This is one 
of the Kronig-Kramers relations except that the con
stant A need not equal limz-+O() E'(X), which may not 
exist. 

It may be noted that (10.6) is sufficient to insure a 
causal relation between D and E. 

The second Kronig-Kramers relation is usually 
given as 

2x1°° l(s)-A 
E"(X) = -- ds, 

7r 0 S2-X2 
(to.7) 

with principal value at s= 1 x I. However, in general the 
integral on the right does not converge. To see this, it is 
sufficient to consider 

with an> 0 for all n. It is clear that the integral diverges 
if an approaches zero sufficiently rapidly as n ---+ <Xl. 

This represents the physical situation of a sequence of 
absorption lines with rapidly increasing Q. Although 
there are a number of possible sufficient conditions for 
(10.7) to hold, none of them seems to make sense 
physically. 

Even so, it seems to be reasonable to think that the 
invalidity of (to.7) has more to do with the interpreta
tion of the integral than with the actual physical 
situation. From the work of Titchmarsh,1 it seems to 
be true that (10.7) is valid provided the integral is 
interpreted as follows: 

where 

f f(x)dx= !.~ f fn(x)dx, 

{ 

n for f(x) ~ n, 

f,,(x)= f(x) for If(x)1 ~n, 

-n for f(x) ~ -no 

It should be particularly noted that the present proof 
of one of the Kronig-Kramers relations depends on the 
observation that D· E represents energy storage, and 

7 E. C. Titchmarsh, Proc. London Math. Soc. 29, 49 (1929). 
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that with this observation none of the difficulties 
encountered by TollS arises. 

11. DISCUSSION 

Except in a few examples, this paper is concerned with 
a general impedance under the conditions of linearity, 
passivity, reproducibility, and causality. Although 
linearity in terms of the superposition of two functions 
only is postulated, this fortunately leads to the stronger 
linearity in terms of Fourier transforms. The assump
tion of reproducibility, or the commutation with time 
translation is necessary for the existence of a frequency 
response, i~ particular of the impedance function .. Of 
course this does not necessarily imply that the phYSIcal 
entity under consideration is mechanically stationary. 
Suppose that a two-terminal black box is given as a 
physical realization of an impedance. It should ~e 
particularly emphasized that the present work IS 

exclusively concerned with the external behavior of 
the black box; what happens inside is of no interest at 
all. In particular, this should be noticed in connection 
with the definition of a reactance. If the given black box 
does not represent a reactance, it is still not necessarily 
true that electric energy is converted into heat inside 
the black box. The energy that cannot be extracted 
again may be stored in a number of other forms, such 
as electric mechanical, or chemical energy. A simple 
example i~ the semi-infinite lossless transmission line. 
Its external behavior is identical with that of a resist
ance, and hence it is certainly not reactive. But no heat 
is generated. 

The Lebesgue decomposition theorem has been used 
to separate a general impedance function into several 
simpler parts. Of these the example given in Sec. 9 is 
of special interest. Let Z(w) denote that particular 
impedance function defined there, then e-Z (,,) is indeed 
admissible as a 1 X 1 scattering matrix. This is a counter
example to a result of van Kampen,9 in that e-Z (,,) can
not be extended to be a meromorphic function. This is 
due to an erroneous application of the Schwartz reflec
tion principle. In general, this example is useful in 
testing a number of conjectures. Furthermore, it is an 

8 J. S. Toll, Ph.D. Thesis, Princeton University (1952). 
9 N. G. van Kampen, Phys. Rev. 89,1072 (1953). 

open question whether the behavior of h" (t) in th~s 
case, in particular the boundedness of the peaks, IS 
generally valid in any nontrivial s~bset of. react
ance functions constructed from contmuous smgular 
functions. 

The following two anomalies may be of particular 
interest: 

From the point of view of physics, it is inconceivable 
and against all intuition for a continuous singular f~nc
tion to appear. However, it seems to take a new physIc~1 
principle to exclude these functions. For example, It 
cannot be argued that these functions should be 
excluded because no experiment can be performed in a 
finite time to ascertain their existence, since this same 
argument may be used to exclude a number of lossless 
systems. 

In the last section, one of the Kronig-Kramers rela
tions was obtained, including the number of subtrac
tions. However, this was done at the expense of the 
other relation. It may be worth reemphasizing that the 
subtraction constant is not necessarily the limit of the 
imaginary part, more generally the absorptive part. If 
one more subtraction is used, both relations may be 
expected to hold. Loosely, it may be said that the 
failure of one of the Kronig-Kramers relations is due to 
to the possibility of extremely violent oscillations of the 
real part, whose occurrence is also against physical 
intuition. 

It is of course completely unknown whether the 
difficulties encountered here also occur in problems of 
field theory or not. The assumption of passivity is of 
fundamental importance here; without this assumption 
the whole derivation fails. In field theory of elementary 
particles, it may be hoped that unitarit! can play a 
similar role. Whether it does and whether It can be used 
to exclude the two anomalies mentioned in the last two 
paragraphs are completely open questions. 
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It is proved that the perturbation expansion of matrix elements for a class of meson theories has a ~onzero 
radius of convergence. Included are theories which describe bosons of nonvanishing mass, coupled lll~early 
or bilinearly to fermions (but not antifermions) via an interaction which cuts off or attenuates suffiCiently 
rapidly for high boson momenta. By bounding the propagators ~y their values for zer~ boson momentum 
one obtains a majorizing series to the perturbation expansion which converges geometrically. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE applicability of perturbation methods to field 
theoretic problems has not been theoretically 

justified. A fundamental outstanding question is the 
convergence of perturbation expansions. In this paper 
a demonstration is presented of the convergence of 
perturbation expansions for cutoff meson theories if 
the coupling is sufficiently weak. This includes theories 
where a field of bosons (mesons) of nonzero mass 
interacts linearly and/or bilinearly with a fermion field 
(without antiparticles) and where the interaction 
attenuates sufficiently rapidly for high momenta of 
the mesons. The proof will apply to scalar, pseudo
scalar, vector and axial vector, neutral, charged, or 
symmetric mesons interacting with one or more nucleons 
which may recoil or be recoilless. A detailed proof will 
be presented for the system of one fixed source nucleon 
interacting via linear coupling with any kind of meson. 
The modifications necessary in other cases will then be 
indicated. The quantities to be expanded are a class 
of matrix elements in terms of which nearly all quanti
ties of physical interest can be evaluated. The pertur
bation expansion is a sum over all possible diagrams for 
the process described by this matrix element. The 
amplitude for each diagram will be majorized in such 
a manner that the majorizing series, a power series in 
the coupling constant, converges geometrically. No 
effort will be made in this paper to obtain sharp or 
realistic upper bounds for the radius of convergence 
beyond mere demonstration of a nonzero lower bound. 
The majorizing scheme consists in merely replacing 
all propagators by their value for zero momentum of 
the mesons. The generally large number of mesons 
in propagation in a large order diagram provides 
sufficient suppression of the amplitude to result in a 
total amplitude for all nth order diagrams of the order 
of (constant)n. 

This naturally will imply analyticity of the matrix 
element as a function of coupling constant 1 within 
some circle in the complex plane about 1=0. The sense 
of this statement, however, should be made clear. The 
derivation of the power series expansion in 1 is based 
upon certain assumptions concerning the spectrum. 
These may fail to hold for unreal 1, undermining the 
physical basis for such an expansion. Nevertheless, t~e 
expansion analytically continued from real values Will 

converge. 

HAMILTONIAN AND MATRIX ELEMENTS 

The system to be discussed, a fixed source nucleon 
with linear coupling to mesons, is described by the 
Hamiltonian (h=c=normalization volume= 1) 

(1) 

(2) 

is the free meson Hamiltonian, Wk= (k2+j.l2)1 where j.I is 
the mass of the meson and j.I¢O. The interaction 
Hamiltonian is 

(3) 

where lis the coupling constant. v(k) is a real "a~tonom
ous" cutoff function, i.e., a real c-number functIOn of k 
that guarantees convergence at the high-momentum 
end of all integrals in which it appears, independently 
of other factors present. This is to be distinguished 
from an "auxiliary" cutoff function which guarantees 
convergence only in the presence of certain other factors. 
Sk in a recoilless theory is a nucleon interaction operator 
describing the transition in nucleon state accompanying 
the absorption of a meson of momentum and internal 
state (charge, spin) described by k. Sk is a finite-dimen
sional matrix Sk*=S-k and we denote an upper bound 
to the diagonal matrix elements of Sk*Sk by \S(k)\2, 
[S(k)=S(\k\)]. We assume there are one physical 
particle states I a), 113) in the discrete spectrum which 
go over into bare states la), 113) as 1 - 0.1 The presence 
of the discrete states which approach a bare state when 
1 - 0 is a sufficient, possibly necessary condition for 
derivation of perturbation expansions in 1. If 1 were 
complex, the Hamiltonian would be non~Hermitian, 
and stationary states in the sense of time-separable 
normalization-conserving states will in general not 
exist. Whether the states, stationary in the sense that 
they undergo a factorable exponential decay in time 
(due to the complex frequencies), become bare states 
in the limit of 1 - 0, is not clear. The physical assump
tions which seem to be required for the justification 
of the perturbation expansion may not justify expan
sion for complex values of the coupling constant, 
although convergence for complex 1 can be proven. 
For 1 real, more than one discrete point in the energy 
spectrum may exist, as in the case of more than one 

I W. Frank, Nuovo cimento (to be published). 
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fixed nucleon, so long as these states all approach bare 
states as / -- O. For simplicity they are assumed 
degenerate. 

Such a discrete state, denoted by I a), would satisfy 

(H-Eo)la)=O, (4) 

and I a) is a normalizable state. It is assumed for the 
present, but proven in the Appendix, that Eo -- 0 as 
/ -- O. The algorithm of the Chew-Low formalism 
applicable to this system, permits the matrix elements 
of all operators between eigenstates of the total Hamil
tonian to be written as the matrix elements of an opera
tor function of the total Hamiltonian and nucleon vari
ables alone between bound states of the system. Matrix 
elements of physical interest (scattering and production 
amplitudes, bound-state energy, form factors) all seem 
to involve operators of a special form: a product of an 
alternating sequence of nucleon operators and propa
gators. (By a propagator is understood the reciprocal . 
of a polynominal in H, with possible projection or 
rejection operators present for certain states.) The 
convergence will therefore be studied for matrix 
elements of the canonical form 

M(O; K)= (.8 I Sk/(QI+H)-ISkl_l · .. 

XSkl (nl + H)-ISko I a). (5) 

la), 113) are bound meson eigenstates of H, 0 is a set of 
ni (i= 1,2, .. " l) which are given (or "external") 
energy parameters, and K is a set of ki (i=O, 1,2, .. " l), 
a given set of meson indices. This also constitutes a 
general canonical form for physically interesting matrix 
elements for theories other than Eq. (1).2 In more 
general theories the Sk may denote the interaction 
currents with an incident or created meson, and the 
ni (i= 1, .. " l) the energies of these external inter
acting quanta. If the above stated requirements hold 
for such Sk, convergence can be demonstrated. To 
prevent singular behavior at /=0, it is assumed none of 
the ni(niEO), is equal to zero. For situations of 
physical interest we first limit ourselves to ni real, but 
having an infinitesimal imaginary part if the de
nominator is singular. Without loss of generality we 
may take all these imaginary parts to have the same 
sign, which we choose to be (say) positive. The con
vergence arguments will be applied with small modifi
cations for ni complex. 

THE EXPANSIONS IN DIAGRAMS 

A p~rturbative expansion of M(O; K) as is well 
known, is easily represented as a sum of the amplitudes 
corresponding to diagrams for the emission and absorp
tion of virtual mesons relative to the external vertices 
Sk. Such a result can be obtained either by expansion 

2 For pion nucleon scattering see e.g., F. E. Low, Phys. Rev. 
97, 13?2 (1955). In the general case it is a consequence of the 
redUction procedure. H. Lehmann, K. Symanzik, and W. Zimmer
man, Nuovo cimento 1, 205 (1955). 

of the term in the S matrix corresponding to M (0; K),3 
by expanding the propagators and initial and final 
state vectors of Eg. (5) in an explicit power series in 
/,4 or by evaluation of the derivatives of M(O; K) 
with respect to / at /=0. 6 In each derivation one 
assumes a discrete state which becomes a bare state 
when /=0. The rules for writing down the amplitude 
for any such diagram are here summarized: (see 
Appendix) 

(1) All diagrams corresponding to any total number 
of mesons emitted and absorbed are admissible, if they 
have the following structure: (a). Only one meson may 
be emitted or absorbed at a vertex. (b). The vertices 
may not coincide with any of the vertices for an external 
interaction Sk. (c). All emitted mesons must be ab
sorbed. (d). The mesons emitted preceding (in time) 
the first vertex Sko may not all be absorbed preceding 
that vertex. (e). Similarly, the mesons absorbed 
following the final vertex Ski may not all have been 
emitted following it. 

(2) Starting with the earliest vertex and proceeding 
consecutively in time through all the vertices, one forms 
an operator by mUltiplying in sequence (to the left) 
operators /v(p)Sp* for a vertex at which a meson p 
is emitted, /v(p)Sp at a vertex at which a meson p is 
absorbed, and S k, for the vertex where an external 
interaction Sk,(kiEK) of Eq. (5) takes place. One 
evaluates the matrix element of the operator so formed 
between the initial bare nucleon state I a) and the final 
nucleon state 1(8). 

(3) For each interval between two consecutive 
vertices (whether for a virtual or an external inter
action), one writes the energy denominator (L w+n)-l, 
where L w is the sum of the energies of all the virtual 
mesons in propagation in that interval and n is generally 
a particular one of the ni(niEO) in Eq. (5). If the 
interval in question lies between the vertices for the 
·external interactions Ski_I and Ski (k i ,k i- IE K), then 
ni is chosen for its energy denominator. If the particular 
interval precedes Sko or follows Sk, then - Eo is written 
for its value of n. 

(4) One multiplies the quantity described in rule 2 
by the quantity described in rule 3, and sums over the 
momenta and other indices of all the virtual mesons. 
One also multiplies by Z2, the wave function re
normalization. 

(5) One sums these amplitudes over all admissible 
diagrams described in (1) to get the terms of the pertur
bation expansion. 

(6) If l= -1, i.e., no external vertices are present, 
an additional factor of -1 is present. 

For the purpose of clarification we cite an illustration. 
For 

M(O; K)= (.81 Sk2(n2+H)-ISkl (n1+H)-lskol a), (6) 

3 M. Gell-Mann and F. Low, Phys. Rev. 84, 350 (1951). 
• See e.g., G. C. Wick, Revs. Modern Phys. 27, 339 (1955). 
6 W. Frank (unpublished). 
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the diagram in Fig. 1 is admissible. Its amplitude would be 

V2(pl)V2(p2) ({31 SkrSprSP1Sk1S P2*SkoSP1* I a) 
A=Z2j4 L . (7) 

Pl.P2 (w P1 - Eo) (WP1+Ql) (wP1 +WP2+Ql) (w P1 +WP2+Q2) (W p2+Q2)Q2 

CONVERGENCE FOR Re U> -1' 

The pessimism with regard to convergence of pertur
bation expansions in field theories is partly based on 
the consideration that the number of possible diagrams 
in which n virtual mesons are involved is of order n t 
for large n. One may verify for the theory under 
discussion, that the number of admissible diagrams in 
which n virtual mesons appear in different time order
ings relative to the l+ 1 external vertices, behave for 
large n like 2-ie-n (2n)n+l+l. The presumption that all 
amplitudes are of the same order of magnitude and 
roughly constant would imply divergence. Such a 
presumption is unrealistic as it fails to consider de
pression of the amplitudes resulting from propagation 
of many virtual mesons. If it is assumed that the 
average number of mesons present in the field at any 
time is of the order ani(a>O), then the suppression 
factor due to the 2n propagators is sufficient to give 
geometrical convergence. That the average number of 
mesons in the field goes like an! seems plausible, if one 
notes that emission and absorption of mesons is 
basically a one-dimensional random walk process whose 
statistics show such a result. 

We first restrict ourselves to the case where all Q are 
real, greater than - J.L, and unequal to zero, so that all 
the propagators in M(O; K) are nonsingular. The am
plitude for a given diagram of order 2n, labeled by an 
index t, is of the form 

Pl,P'Z" 'Pn 

where "0, "1, "2, ... , "2n+1 is some permutation of the 
meson indices ko, kl , ••• , kl , PI, P2, ... , PR, - PI, - P2, 
... , - pn, and D I is the product of the energy de
nominators appropriate to the diagram t. 

We proceed to find bounds for this amplitude. From 
the upper bound I S2(k) I on the diagonal matrix 
elements of Sk*Sk, and the Schwarz inequality one can 
easily derive the following upper bound for the modulus 
of the matrix element appearing on the right side of 
Eq. (8). 

FIG. 1. One of the diagrams in the expansion ofthe M(O; K) given 
by Eq. (6). The arrow shows the direction of time. 

2n+1 

~ II ! S(" j) I = I S(ko)' •. S(k1)S2(Pl)' .. S2(pn) I , (9) 
joo() 

so that we can write 

Pl.P2.·· 'Pn 

where 
(11) 

We shall majorize I D t I by a quantity Dt independent 
of the momenta PI, P2, ... , pn so that we can write 

where 
(12) 

(13) 

and as we have assumed, all integrals containing v(p) 
converge. Z2 is shown to be convergent in the Appendix. 

The quantity D t is of the form 

(14) 

where p is an index enumerating the energy denomi
nators which are 2n+l in number, w/ is the sum of the 
energies of all the virtual mesons propagating in the 
interval p, and Qpl is -Eo or one of the Qi(QiEO) 
appropriate to the interval p. We underestimate each 
denominator by replacing each Wp t by np tJ.L, where np t is 
the number of mesons in propagation over the interval 
p. This is equivalent to setting the momenta of all 
mesons equal to zero in the propagators. The Qp tare 
also replaced by a lower bound QI. If all the Qi are 
positive, we choose 

and then use the estimate if Qp t,e - Eo, 

where Qt=ZJ.L, and z>O. If Qpt= -Eo, since Eo is 
negative we underestimate the denominator by setting 
Qt=O. If some of the Qi are negative but greater than 
- J.L, then in the denominators where np I ~ 1 we choose 
Qt as that value Q' of the Qi(QiEO), for which the 
quantity J.L+Qi is minimum, while if npt=O we choose 
as a lower bound to its Qp t the quantity Qo which is 
the smallest of the quantities IQ;I (QiEO). Thus, in this 
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case we use the estimate 

1/lwp'+Op'l ~ l/!y'(np'+z)] for np'~ 1 (16) 
1/J.lzo for np'=O, 

where z=O'/J.I(-1<z<0), and zo=Oo/J.I(zo>O). With
out loss of generality we assume z< 1. The ensuing 
analysis applies with slightly fewer complications if 
z~ 1. However, if min{Oi} ~J.I one can always choose 
QI<J.I. 

The quantity I D t I is therefore majorized by 

_ 2n-H r/ 
IDtl <Dt =J.I-2n- 1 II ---, (17) 

p-l l1tpt+2:! 

where spt=1 if Op'¢-Eo when all the Oi are positive, 
and if 1tp t;;z!"O when some of the Oi are negative. If all 
the ni are positive and opt= -Eo, then spt= (1+z/1tpt). 
If some Oi are negative and 1tpt=O, spt= Izl/zo. Thus, 

Z2sFnKnr2n+12n-H 1 
IAtl < IT, (18) 

J.l2n+l p-l I np t +z I 

where s=max[l+lzl, Izl/zol Summing now over all 
diagrams t of order 2n, the total amplitude for processes 
entailing 2n virtual mesons, A (2n), can be majorized by 

t of 
order 2n 

Z2spnKnt2n+l 
IAtl<----

J.l2n+1 

2n+l 1 
x L II . (19) 

p=l I np'+zl t of 
order 2n 

Further estimation is facilitated by classification of 
the structure of diagrams by means of an index which 
will be termed a "word," The "word" corresponding to 
a diagram is a sequence of 2n-H+ 1 letters consisting of 
the three letters "e," "a," and "0," where the kth 
letter in the word is an "e," "a," or "0" depending on 
whether the kth vertex (ordered timewise) of the dia
gram is an emission vertex, an absorption vertex or an 
outside (external) vertex. Thus, the word corresponding 
to the diagram in Fig. 1 would be "eoeoaao." More than 
one diagram may correspond to the same word, as 
the word does not specify the order in which mesons are 
absorbed. However, for each p, the n/ are the same for 
all qiagrams t belonging to the same word. This is 
clear, since the n/ depend on how many emissions and 
absorptions have taken place preceding and up to the p 
interval, and this quantity is common to all diagrams 
having the same word. One can thus rewrite the sum 
over diagrams in Eq. (19) as a sum over all possible 
words. 

2n+l 1 
~n= L IT-

lof p-l I n/+z I 
order 2n 

L 
words", of 

length 2n+l+l 

(20) 

where N w is the number of diagrams belonging to a 
given word w, and npw is the common value of np' for 
all diagrams t belonging to the word w. We find it 
convenient to further Classify all words having the 
same sequence of "e's" and "a's" but differing in the 
position of the 1+ 1 "o's" into a class indexed by a 
"wrd," viz. a word without the "o's". A "wrd" is thus 
a sequence consisting only of "e's" and "a's." The 
number of words corresponding to a given wrd is smaller 

(
2n+l+l) 

than or equal to . The latter is the number 
1+1 

of ways of selecting the 1+ 1 "o's" from the 2n+l+ 1 
vertices, and not all locations of "o's" are permissible 
since absorption of all mesons before the first "0" is 
not allowable, and a similar restriction holds for the 
final "0." We may factor from the denominator product 
in Eq. (20), the 0+1) denominators following the 
external vertices (the "o's") in a diagram, and we may 
bound these (l+1) terms by 1/Z1

1+1 where Zl 

=min(lzl,zo,l). We can thus write 

1 (2n+l+ 1) 2n 1 
~n~- L Nu II , (21) 

Z11+1 1+1 wrdsuof p=llnpu+zl 
length 2n 

where npu is the number of mesons present in the p 

denominator after the 0+ 1) denominators following 
an external vertex have been eliminated. N u is the 
number of diagrams containing no external vertices, 
which correspond to a wrd u. The quantity 

2" 1 Nu 
dn= L Nu II L (22) 

wrds u of p-l I np u+Z I wrds u of <1 
length 2n length 2n u 

is easily bounded. Each wrd in Eq. (20) is a sequence of 
2n letters, consisting only of "e's" and "a's". The first 
letter must clearly be an "e" and the last one an "a." 
Let a wrd u consist of a block of rl "e's" followed by a 
block of r2 "a's," followed by r3 "e's," followed by r4 
"a's," etc. Let there be q blocks altogether. Clearly q 
is even and ~ 2n. Moreover, 

Let v", be the excess of "e's" over "a's" (viz. the number 
of mesons present) after the mth block. Clearly, 
V2k-l~ 1, V2k~0, v2k_l~r2k, V2k+l>V2k (k an integer). 

m 

vm = L (-Vt1rj. 
i-I 

We use the notation 

(c) ... =c(c-l)··· (c-m+l) 

(23) 

=r(c+l)/[r(c-m+l)], (24) 

where m is an integer. Then by counting the number 
of different ways in which each meson to be absorbed 
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can be chosen from the number of surviving mesons at 
any time, one finds for a given wrd u 

(25) 

Similarly the product of the denominators ih Eq. (20) 
is easily found to be 

~= 1 (Z+Vl)rl(Z+Vl-l)r2(z+va)r3(z+va-l)r4·· 
X (Z+Vq-l)rq_l (z+ vq_,-1)rq I. (26) 

Thus, for each wrd u 

.V u (VI)r.(va)r.,· .. (Vq_l)r. 

.1" (vl+z-1)r2(va+Z-1)r;' .. (Vq_l +z-l)r. 

(Vl+Z) T( (V,+Z)r3' .. (Vq_l+Z) fq_l 
(27) 

The terms in this expression are easily bounded by 
quantities independent of u. All the factors in y" can 
be "canceled" by corresponding terms in tl". 

(28) 

where 
c(z)=max[1/Izl,2/(1+z)] (29) 

and is a fixed finite number. We note an excess of terms 
in the denominator contributing to further diminution 
of .\'"/.1,,, which we shall not take maximal advantage 
of. 

(30) 

. iXul [~]n 
"1 ~ • 

, .11t 1+.0 
(31) 

Therefore 

[
4C(Z)]n 

dn < -- , 
l+z 

(32) 

since the number of wrds is smaller than 4". From 
Eqs. (19)-(22) and (32), one obtains the estimate 

IA (2,,) 1< Z2St ' (2n+l+1)[4f2KC(Z)t
2
]". (33) 

J.L'ZI I+1 1+1 J.L2(1+z) 

This clearly demonstrates the geometrical con
vergence of the perturbation expansion for M (0; K). 
A lower bound on the radius of convergence found from 
Eq. (33) is 

(r.c. ~ [J.L
2

(1 +Z)ll. (34) 
. 4Kt2c(r) 

This quantity approaches zero as z approaches () or -1, 
suggesting singularities in M (0; K) if one of the n i 
should be 0 or -p.. This is indeed so for z=O, as a 
propagator 1I-1 in M(O; K) is equal to F;u-J and there-

fore has a pole in f for propagation of the intermediate 
physical state la). If a rejection operator for the bound 
"zero meson" states a<;companies the H-l, convergence 
will follow from the above reasoning. The suggested 
singularity is, however, spurious for z = -1. This will be 
discussed in a succeeding paper dealing with the 
singularities of the perturbation expansions. 

It is to be noted that this convergence result will 
continue to hold under "variation of parameters," 
viz., if in the terms of the expansion of a particular 
M(O; K), the positive n i appearing in the propagators 
are varied independently from term to term over a 
range of positive values bounded away from zero . 
Similarly th,e negative n i can be varied independently 
over a range of values ~ -J.L but excluding some finite 
internal about O. The radius of convergence may vary 
under these conditions but will be bounded away from 
zero. 

Convergence also follows by slight modification of 
the proof for n i complex-valued in the half-plane 
Reni> -J.L excluding the point ni=o. Denominators in 
this case are estimated by 

m 

1/ln+ L wpl ~V1/(Ren+llmnl+mp.). (35) 
i=l 

Case Re Oi ~ -l} 

This estimation procedure must be modified when 
for some of the ni, Reni~ - J.L so that the minimum value 
of the energy denominators is not bounded away from 
zero. Let the set of niEo for which Reni~ -p. be 
denoted by OR-. We first consider the situation where 
all niEoR- are real. The difficulty of vanishing de
nominators can be circumvented by modification of the 
path of momentum integration in the complex plane. 
We assume that all niEoR- have an infinitesimal 
imaginary part of the same sign which is say positive. 
Such is the structure of all matrix elements arising 
from an S matrix describing scattering processes. Let 
the most negative of the n i say n' obey the inequality 
- (I+1)J.L<n'~ -IJ.L (I an integer). Then, the propa
gation of more than the number I of mesons at a time 
results in a nonvanishing energy denominator, which 
suggests that the convergence characteristics of the 
expansion would not be much affected by the modifi
cations due to these vanishing denominators. We also 
assume that no two of the niE OR- are equal. This is not 
a restriction in view of the quantity M (0; K) being 
a distribution in the variables ni, where the omission of a 
finite number of values for ni is of no consequence. 
Physically, as a result of the finite energy width of the 
incident beam necessary to properly define scattering 
states, one never speaks of the exact equality in energy 
of two asvmptotic particles in a scattering process. 
We moreover assume that the function v(k) and Sk are 
analytic in k(k= Ikl) in the strip O~Imk~p., Rek>O, 
and that all integrals are bounded which contain t'(k) 
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and run along the path Imk=~ from some positive 
Rek to Rek= 00. If v(k) should be abruptly cut off for 
k>kmax, it is assumed that v(k) is analytic for 
O~Imk~~, O<Rek~kmax. Then for a selected num
ber of momentum variables, for that matter for 
all of them, one deforms the path of integration from 
the positive real axis to (say) the path C shown in 
Fig. 2. Along such a pathRec,.,p~~, a fortiori Iwpl ~~, 
and all our previous estimates based on such a relation 
still hold. If in particular, none of the OiEOR- are an 
integral multiple of -~, clearly all formerly vanishing 
energy denominators are bounded away from zero 
and the modulus of each may be estimated by this 
lowest bound which we shall call b~. We now estimate 
the matrix element (with its complex valued meson 
indices) as in Eq. (9), and obtain the expression Eq. (12) 
with the two modifications, that the path of integrations 
will be different and the estimates for the vanishing 
energy denominators in D t shall have been replaced by 
the quantity b~. Estimation of D t takes place as before 
except for the just mentioned replacement for the 
vanishing denominators. The integration in Eq. (13) 
can be performed as before to yield by analyticity the 
same constant K along the deformed path of integration. 
One finally arrives at the expression Eq. (17) with the 
only change that npl+z is to be replaced by b if its 
corresponding exact denominator vanished along the 
undeformed path. As previously suggested, although 
the radius of convergence may change, the convergence 
of the perturbation expansion for sufficiently small f 
will not. Replacing the vanishing energy denominators 
by b~ modifies the previous estimate of !O" in essentially 
two ways. Firstly, the factor ZI-1-1, removed in Eq. (21) 
as an overestimate of the propagators following the 
external vertices, should trivially be replaced by 
Z2-1- 1 where 

where we interpret z and Zo as before in terms of 
OiEO-OR-, and z', zo', respectively, represent the 
absolute value of the minimum fractional part of 

c 

FIG. 2. Deformed contour C for virtual momentum inte
gration when some Ili are real and negative. 

,. C' 
,. 

e, ,." c.: 
'"r 

FIG. 3. Deformed contour C' for virtual momentum 
integration when some UiE oc-. 

1-0i/~ and Oi/~(OiEOR-). The z and Zo of (15) and 
(16) are also to be redefined to apply to this more 
general case. Secondly, the quantity d" in Eq. (22) 
should also be multiplied by a factor 

(
Inp"+zl) 

~= II . 
p' of vanishing b 
denominators 

(37) 

In view of np' t < 1+1 for vanishing denominators, one 
easily finds the overestimate 

(38) 

These changes though they may affect the radius of 
convergence in f do not affect convergence for suffi
ciently small f. If all OiEOR- have nonvanishing 
imaginary parts, contour deformation is not necessary, 
and for real virtual momenta, the denominators are 
estimated by 

i-l 

where 

1 

O'+m~ 

0'= min {ReO;} 
OiEO 

nil::; min {Imn i }. 
UiEQR-

(39) 

(.1,0) 

Convergence then follows as it did for OiEQR- real, 
with I Off I playing the role that bl/- did there. 

If some of the OiE OR-- are real (but for the in
finitesimal imaginary increment) and some are complex, 
so long as none of the real OiEO R- are non-negative 
integer mUltiples of - /A, a bounding procedure can be 
established by appropriately deforming the contour 
of the momentum integrations. If the imaginary parts 
of all the complex OiEOR-- are positive, the contour of 
Fig. 2 will do. If some of the complex OiEOR- have 
negative imaginary parts, another contour C' can be 
chosen. Let oc- be the set of niE OR- whose imaginary 
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part is negative. The contour C', illustrated in Fig. 3, 
starts at p=O and rises at an angle of 45 0 till p= p' 
continues along the curve C1 to p= p" then follows the 
curve C2 to p= pm (real) and continues along the real 
axis. The point p' is chosen according to the specifi
cation Rep' = Imp', O<Im"'p,<b~ where 

(41) 

where 
(42) 

The curve C1 is chosen so that everywhere along it 
Im"'p<b~ and 1 ",pi ~ J.t. This qualification guarantees 
that there is no cancellation of the negative imaginary 
part of an QiEgo- against the positive imaginary parts 
of an "'p along the deformed contour, so long as there 
are fewer than h+ 1 mesons in propagation. The 
contour is continued along C1 to a point p" such that 
Re",p" > (II + 1)/-L and then continues along a more or 
less arbitrary curve for which 1 "'p 1 ~/-L returning (say) 
to the real axis at pili> pl!. Along this deformed contour, 
all denominators having at least 11+1 mesons in 
propagation are bounded in modulus by an inequality 
like Eq. (15). Propagators with II or fewer mesons in 
propagation are in consequence of the contour chosen, 
bounded in modulus. Convergence for this case then 
follows as before. 

Convergence can also be demonstrated when some 
of the ReQi(QiEgR-) are positive integer multiples of 
-J.t. The demonstration entails a greater complexity 
of analysis and will be deferred to a subsequent paper 
discussing the singularities of these expansions. 

EXTENSIONS-BILINEAR COUPLINGS 

This analysis constructed for a theory with linear 
coupling of recoilless nucleons to mesons is easily 
extended to include theories with couplings bilinear 
in the meson field and nucleons that can recoil. We 
first discuss the extension to bilinear couplings. Such 
bilinear couplings give rise to a term in the Hamiltonian 
of the form 

H2= I'f:, {U(k,k')Skk,akak,+'U*(k,k')Skk'*ak*ak'* 

+w(k,k') TWak*ak' }. (43) 

The Skk', Tkk' are again finite dimensional matrices and 
it is assumed that their bounds and the u(k,k'), w(k,k') 
are such as to allow the same kind of bounding pro
cedure on the nuclear matrix element and the mo
mentum integrations as before. Energy denominators 
are estimated as before, by their minimum value 
if ReQi>-/-L for all QiEg, and the procedure outlined 
when this fails to hold. The principle of the estimation 
procedure carried out on D t , the product of the energy 
denominators, continues to hold with the following 

modifications. One now indexes each diagram by a 
"biword" constructed of six possible letters: "el" for 
the emission of one meson; "e2" for the emission of two; 
"al" for absorption of one meson; "a2" for the absorp
tion of two; "n" for the bilinear vertex which both emits 
and absorbs one meson making no change in their 
number; and "0" for the outside vertex. Again, the 
biwords are classified into classes of "biwrds"; the l+ 1 
denominators following an "0" vertex are estimated by 

(
2n+l+l) Zl-H and a factor 1+ 1 appears as an upper bound 

to the number of biwords in a biwrd. In the estimation 
of the quantity N 01 Ab for the biwrds of 2nth-order 
diagrams, we note that the number of factors in the 
denominator Ab is still 2n-l, the same as for wrds. 
They are modified in that the denominator for an 
interval will change by +2, 0, - 2 if that interval 
respectively follows an "e2," "n," or "a2" vertex. The 
number of factors in ,Vb, which counts the number of 
diagrams corresponding to a biwrd is, however, changed 
in a significant way. For an interval p following an 
"n" vertex, a factor np b appears counting the number of 
ways a meson can be absorbed, and for an interval 
following an "a2" vertex a factor inp b(np b-1) appears 
enumerating the number of ways of selecting two 
mesons to be absorbed. A bound for .Y 01 Ab similar to 
that constructed for ~V ttl Au for wrds can be found. As 
in the estimation of .V .. ,j Au in Eq. (27), to every factor 
in the numerator a factor can be- found in the de
nominator for which the ratio can be bounded in
dependently of the value of the numerator. As before, 
for each np b in the numerator counting the number 
of ways of absorbing a meson after an "al" or "n" 
vertex or the number of ways of absorbing the first 
meson after an "a2" vertex, we correspond the de
nominator for the interval following that absorption 
vertex. This is np b+z-l if the denominator is bounded 
away from zero, and b otherwise. To the factors 
!. (n b-1) in the numerator which enumerate number 
2P f "" of ways of choosing the second meson a ter an a2 
vertex (in this case np b ~ 2) we correspond another 
denominator containing np b, that which follows the 
last interval (j which precedes p when at least that 
number of mesons first appeared. These are the 
propagators 

tq 

II [(V2j-l+Z)'2i_J-l (44) 
;=1 

in Eq. (26) which were not "canceled" by any 
numerator in Eq. (27), and were individually bounded 
by (l+z)-l in Eq. (30). In place of this for biwrds, 
if the denominator for creation of the npbtmeson is 
nonvanishing, we find a ratio 

Hnpb-l) 

(n"b+z+y"b) 
(45) 
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where 'Y"b=O, 1 depending on whether vertex preceding 
the interval were "el" or "e2," respectively. The quantity 
in Eq. (45) can be bounded by a quantity Cl(Z) which is 
independent of band p. An upper bound for N b/ db 
under these conditions is easily seen to be 

(46) 

and convergence easily follows. If the denominator 
estimated by n"b+z+'Y"b was a vanishing one and was 
to be replaced by b, the same procedures as before show 
convergence. 

This method of pairing off of factors in the numerator 
against those in the denominator in N b/ db will not 
follow through for trilinear and higher multilinear 
interactions. This, 'of course, does not prove the 
divergence of such theories. 

RECOIL 

The inclusion of recoil necessitates two changes in 
the structure of perturbation expansions which has 
been described. A matrix element for the recoiling 
transition of the nucleon appears at each vertex and 
it depends on the momenta of all mesons propagating 
in the two adjoining intervals. The propagators for an 
interval are also modified by the energy of the recoiling 
nucleon. If an assumption is made of "autonomous 
cutoff" like behavior of the recoil transition matrix 
elements, guaranteeing convergence of all integrals 
after disregard of the momentum dependence of the 
propagators, then the methods and results established 
will continue to apply with slight modification. The 
situation of auxiliary cutoffs and theories with con
vergent integrals will be dealt with in a subsequent 
paper. 

DISCUSSION 

The convergence of static meson theory is a conclusion 
of interest, as static meson theory has provided an 
adequate model for the elucidation of certain physical 
phenomena. This includes the two and three nucleon 
systems which can be discussed fruitfully within the 
framework of static meson theory.6 Another approach 
to the convergence of cutoff theories has been in
vestigated by Edwards. 7 This convergence justified the 
prescription of Castillejo, Dalitz, and Dyson8 that the 
solution of the Low integral equation becomes unique 
and physical when one demands analyticity in the 
coupling constant near zero. 

It should be noted that it was not necessary to 
expand, as we have done, about 1=0. One might write 
a perturbation expansion using Ho+r:H1, (r:<1) as the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian and (1-E)H1 as the pertur
bation term. The amplitude for a diagram contains a 
matrix element of the form Eq. (5) (with H in the 

I W. Frank, Ann. Phys. (to be published). 
7 S. F. Edwards, Phil. Mag. 46, 569 (1955). 
8 L. Castillejo, R. H. Dalitz and F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 101 

453 (1956). ' 

denominator representing H 0+ EH 1) between eigen
states of HO+EH1• By means of the Schwarz inequality, 
s~ch a matrix element can be estimated by a bound of 
the form Eq. (9), and convergence of the resulting 
power series in (1-E)1 (with coefficients depending on 
EI) can be concluded. Thus no real significance has 
been given to the point 1=0. It should further be noted 
that the estimated radius of convergence is proportional 
to fJ., clearly a result of the estimation procedure. The 
presumption that quantum mesodynamics may have a 
finite radius of convergence proportional to fJ. for small 
fJ. suggests divergence for a zero mass boson theory. 
Such a result has recently been indicated for quantum 
electrodynamics with a further indication that the 
nonanalyticity for e=O may be entirely contained in 
the functional dependence of the renormalization 
constants on e.9 Application of the methods of this 
paper to relativistic field theories is currently under 
investigation. The theories investigated in this paper 
differ from relativistic field theories in three respects 
apart from the problem of the zero mass boson. They 
are, firstly, the restriction to theories with autonomous 
cutoff functions in this paper, secondly the presence of 
antifermions in the relativistic theory, and thirdly, the 
necessity for renormalization procedures in field 
theories, leading to a cp4 term in meson theory. The 
restriction to autonomous cutoff functions is not 
essential, so long as the momentum integrals converge. 
This will be discussed in a subsequent paper. The 
inclusion of anti-fermions introduces greater complexity 
in the structure of the diagrams. This situation is under 
investigation. The presence of a cp4 term in meson 
theory might not lead to convergent results. This is 
basically the same problem as the convergence in the 
presence of antifermions. In a cutoff or regularized 
theory the cp4 term is obviated, and the linear interaction 
can be studied without such a renormalization. 
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APPENDIX 

The Perturbation Expansion and 
Convergence of Eo and Z2 

The proof for the convergence of M (0; K) has 
relied on the assumed convergence of Eo and Z2, and 
the consequent properties of Eo, that Eo is negative 
and goes to zero continuously as 1 ~ O. The convergence 
of Eo and Z2 will now be shown by essentially the same 
reasoning applied to M(O; K), but with no prior 
assumptions. The complete proof of the convergence 

9 I. Bialynicki-Birula, Phys. Rev. 122, 1942 (1961). 
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of M (0 j K) thus consists of a chain of two similar sets 
of steps applied first to demonstrate the convergence 
of Eo and Z2 then reapplied to M(Oj K). Unnecessa~'Y 
repetition has been avoided by first assuming con
vergence of Eo and Z2 in the demonstration for 
M(Oj K). 

The rules for the expansion in diagrams presented in 
this paper correspond to a mixture of the explicit, 
standard form of perturbation theory and the implicit 
or Brillouin-Wigner form of perturbation theory. The 
dependence of the matrix element M(O; K) on the 
coupling constant 1 is contained in three places: in 
the H in the propagators, and in the initial and final 
state vectors. The propagators are expanded in an 
explicit perturbation expansion, i.e., by writing 

1 1 1 1 
--=-----H1--+ .. ·. (At) 
~~+H n+Ho n+Ho n+Ho 

The initial and final state vectors are expanded im
plicitly from the formula1o 

where A is a rejection operator for the bare no-meson 
state. In the perturbation expansion of fa), Z2t and Eo 
are treated as parameters independent of 1 and not 
expanded. One thus expands !a) as 

[a)=Z21[1+ (1/ Eo-Ho)AHI 
+ (1/ Eo-Ho)AH1(1/ Eo-Ho)AH1+· .. J:a). (A3) 

};I) as a function of 1 is determinedll as that solution of 

E= ,,£(E,J)= (a! H1(E-Ho-AH1)-IH1[a) (A4) 

which is O(f2) as 1 ~ O. Z2 is determinedl2 by 

Z2-1= 1-a,,£/aE[ E=Eo' (AS) 

JO G. C. Wick, Revs. Modern Phys. 27, 4 (1955), Eqs. (2.5') 
and (2.6'). 

II Reference 10, Eq. (2.7). 
J2 Reference 10, Eg. (2.11). 

The perturbation expansion of "£ (E,I) as a function 
of 1 is identical with the perturbation expansion 
described for M(Oj K) in the case 1=-1, i.e., no 
external vertices, where the self energy Eo is replaced 
by the parameter E and the Z2 factor is omitted. The 
proof presented in this paper shows that this pertur
bation expansion is convergent for sufficiently small 
1 if E<J.I. and is in fact uniformly convergent in E for 1 
interior to its circle of convergence. For this range of 
values "£ (E,I) is analytic function of both 1 and E. 
The function 

T(E,J)=E- "£ (E,J) (A6) 

for this range of values is therefore analytic in 1 and E 
and clearly has a root at E=O, 1=0. Since aT jaEr6-0 at 
this point, the implicit function theoreml3 implies that 
the equation T(E,J)=O defines E as an analytic 
function of 1 in some neighborhood of 1=0. The 
consequence is that Eo is an analytic function of 1 
for sufficiently small 1, demonstrating the convergence 
of Eo. From this and the analyticity of a,,£/aE as a 
function of both 1 and E, follows the analyticity of Z2-1 

in the neighborhood of 1=0. Since Z2-1r6-0 at 1=0, the 
analyticity in 1 and hence the convergence of Z2 
follows. 

The matrix element 

(A7) 

represents the renormalized vertex, and its convergence 
implies the analyticity of the renormalized coupling 
constant lr as a function of the unrenormalized coupling 
constant j. From dlr/dlr6-0 at 1=0, follows the 
analyticity of 1 as a function of lr, and consequently 
the convergence of perturbation expansions in the 
renormalized coupling constant. 

Analyticity of M(O; K) as a function of f implies 
analyticity in the ca~e where the ni are analytic functions 
of f in the neighborhood of f = 0. 

J3 L. Bieberbach, Lehrbuclz der Funktionentheorie (Chelsea 
Publishing Company, New York, 1945), pp. 190-191. 
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The set of all pairs of polynomials X(x,p) and P(x,p) in the position x and momentum p are found 
such that X and P have the same commutator as x and p. Several other types of representations of the 
commutation relations are studied. The reducibility, time, and space inversion properties of these are 
discussed. The unitary transformations connecting different representations are exhibited. The use of 
different representations to solve scattering and bound state problems is indicated. The application of 
one of the transformations to a partial diagonalization of a perturbed harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 
is made. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A possible approach to the problem of diagonalizing 
the Hamiltonian is to construct a pair of operators 

x and p that have the proper commutation relations 
and such that the Hamiltonian is diagonal in this 
representation. If there is available a large catalog of 
representations, it may be possible to select one that 
diagonalizes or nearly diagonalizes the energy. The 
same transformations may be applied to the calculation 
of the S matrix and the method is illustrated below. 

Several methods of constructing representations are 
considered. It should be noted that all representations 
are connected by unitary transformations but that it 
may frequently be simpler to construct different 
representations than the unitary transformations 
connecting them. In general, it is useful to have 
sequences of transformations of increasing complexity. 
This will permit the presentation of solutions as the 
limits of simple approximations. 

This observation suggests that representations that 
are polynomials in existing representations might be 
useful and this case is treated first. There exists an 
n+3 parameter family of such representations if n is 
the degree of the polynomials. Unfortunately because 
of their time and space inversion properties, the useful
ness of these representations for physical problems is 
limited. This may be illustrated by observing that 
x' = x+p and p' = p are satisfactory representations of 
the commutation rules if x and p are. However x' 
does not behave in a reasonable manner under time 
inversion. If an attempt is made to remedy this by 
using even powers of p in x (for example, x'=x+P, 
p' = p) the space inversion properties of x are spoiled. 
This situation is completely general for polynomial 
representations except for those of the type x' =ax, 
p' = pia. In the Appendix it is shown that x and p form 
a basis for all operators in the Hilbert space and thus 
all representations, aside from questions of convergence, 
are series in x and p. 

Alternatively, one may attempt to find matrix 
representations. The conventional representations (har-

* Supported in part by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research. 

t Present address: Department of Physics University of 
California, San Diego, La Jolla, California. 

monic oscillator) have only the two lines adjacent to the 
principal diagonal occupied. Suppose that more, but 
still a finite number, are occupied. The algebraic 
difficulties have prevented a definitive answer to this 
question. If there are only- two nonvanishing elements in 
each row of the matrix, the representation is a standard 
one up to phase changes in the basis states or a direct 
sum of standard representations. 

Finally, any complete set of functions un(x) ortho
normal in (- 00, 00) gives rise to a representation, 

Xnm= f Un (x)XU", (x)dx 

if d pnm = - Un (x)----um(x)dx. 
i dx 

Changes in the variable of integration give rIse to a 
wide variety of possible x and p. 

The expansion of the S matrix after a canonical 
transformation has been made can be given in a manner 
similar to the conventional scattering theory. If the 
scattering states Y;a(±) are given by 

A unitary transformation IF may be introduced as 
follows 

Y;a(±)= WW* WW*cf>a 
Ea-H±if: 

where fi = w*fiw. The S matrix given conventionally 
by 

becomes after the transformation, 

281 
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Finally, if H=X+V, and cf,c are a complete set of 
eigenstates of X, S is given by 

The outside terms are transformations from the 
eigenstates of K to X. In general they are not delta 
functions because K is not the transform of X. This 
middle term is almost the expression for the S matrix 
in the barred representation, except that the energy 
denominators are appropriate to the unbarred represen
tation. The utility of this result is that with a proper 
choice of W, the ratio V/X may be less than V/K. 

The same result can also be obtained starting from 
the time-dependent theory. Let I/;(t) be the time
dependent Schrodinger state vector. Then ¢(t), defined 
by 

¢(t)=e-iKif;(t), 

is the interaction representation state vector. The time 
translation operator U (t, to) is defined by 

¢(t)= U (t, to)¢ (to) 

arid satisfies the differential equation 

idU /iJt= V(t)U(t,to). 

Similar quantities are defined in a new representation 
related to the original one by 

I/;=Wx 

The vector X satisfies the differential equation 

ix=Hx. 
Again it is possible to introduce an interaction represen
tation and a time translation operator U(t,to). The two 
time translation operators are related by 

U(t,to) = e,KtWe-,KtU(t,to)eiKtoW*e-iKIO. 

The Matrix element of UCt,lo) between the states ¢a 
and ¢b is given by 

(¢ai U(t,lo) I¢b)=(¢a I W!cf,c)ei(E.,-Ec)l 
X (cf,cU (t,to) I cf,d)ei(Ed-Eblt(cf,d I W* I ¢b). 

S is calculated by allowing t ~ 00 and to ~ - 00. This 
gives the same result as above when proper account is 
taken of the oscillatory factors. 

II. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we assume that one representation of 
the commutation rule [x,p]=i is known and we look 
for others that are polynomials in the original pair. 
Instead of x and p it is more convenient to use the 
non-Hermitean pair 

a= (mx+ip/m)/Y1, a*= (mx-ip/m)/Yl. 

where m is a parameter having the dimensions of mass. 
The operators a and a* have the commutation rule 
[a,a*]= 1. New operators A and A * are defined by 

T t 

A = L L A'P(a*)Pat- p
, 

1=0 p=O 

where the AlP are coefficients to be determined so that 
[A,A*]=1. 

After a lengthy but straightforward calculation that 
involves numerous changes in the orders of iterated 
sums and redefinitions of the indices of summation, the 
commutator of A and A* is found to be 

2T-2 W 

[A,A*]= L L fCW,V)(a*)VaW- V, 
w=o v=o 

where f(w,v) is given by 

{ 
(q+,) I(V -t+q+,)! 

f(W,V)=LtLrLq A t+rt- q 
ql,!(V-t+q)! 

(t-q+r) I(W - V -q+r)! 
XA*w-t+r W-V-q 

(t-q) !,!(W- V-q)! 

In order to satisfy [A ,A *]= 1, it is necessary that 
f(W,V)=O when W¢O, and that f(O,O) = 1. 

The solution of this lengthy system of equations 
begins by considering the case W = 2T - 2. The case 
T= 2 is illustrated as the general case proceeds in the 
same manner and is considerably more complicated. 
The 1's for T=2 are 

f(O,O) =AlOA 10*-A llA 11*+2A 20A 20*- 2A 22A22* 

f(1,0)=AlOA21*+2A20AlO*-2A nA22*- AnA 11* 

f(2,0) = 2A 20A 21*- 2A21A22* 

;(2,1) = 4A2oA20*-4AzzA2z*, 

Since [A,A*] is an Hermitean operator, f*(W,V) 
= feW, W - V) and no new information is gained from 
the remaining f's. An examination of 1(2.1) shows that 
A 20 and A22 have the forms, 

A 20=Reia AZ2=ReiP• 

Similarly from f(2,0) it follows that A2l is given by 

Au = 2R' ei (<<+If)/2. 

The equation f(1,O) presents the first serious problem. 
It should be noted at this point that because of ;(2,1) 
we have that 1(0,0)=AloAl0*-AuAu*, and con
sequently the magnitudes of A 10 and A 11 must be 
different. 

The equation 1(1,0) is to be considered as two real 
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linear equations in two unknowns Re{A 10} and Im{A 1o}, 
to be solved for in terms of the other A's. To solve a 
complex linear equation the following lemma is of use. 
The equation 

ax+bx*=c 
has the solution 

x= (ca*-c*b)/ (I a\2-1 b 12), 

provided 

behavior, their expansions can contain only odd t. 
Under time inversion, x is invariant and p changes sign, 
but so does i. Hence, a and a* are time inversion 
invariants. For A and A* to preserve this property it is 
necessary that the coefficients A tpall be real. A brief 
inspection shows that the only satisfactory solution 
having these properties is 

A = coshaa+sinhaa* 

A * = sinhaa+coshaa*, 

H this condition is not satisfied, then there may still or, equivalently, 
exist a one-parameter family of solutions provided that X'= (cosha+sinha)x 

a*c=bc*. 

H this condition is satisfied then x is given by 

x=c/2a+ir(b/a)l. 

The application of this lemma to f(l,O) gives the result 

A 10 = ei(<<+Il) A 11*' 

provided that 
1 A2112~41 A 20 12. 

This result is not consistent with 

f(O,O) = 1, 
hence 

R'=R. 

From part two of the lemma, there still may exist a 
solution of the equationf(l,O)=0 and it is easily shown 
that the necessary condition is satisfied. Thus A 10 is 
given by 

A 10= tA llei(a-/l)/2+tA ll*ei (a+IJ)+ irei (3a+Il)/4. 

Finally, using this result to satisfy f(O,O) = 1 gives the 
following set of values for the A's, where further use 
had been made of the lemma. 

A21= (p+ir)e·(4a+lll/4 

A 11 = [p±i(r-1)I]ei (3/I+a)/4 

A 20 =Reia 

A 21 = 2Rei(a+fJ1I2 

A22=ReifJ. 

The solution for the general case is 

A 10= (rl+ir2)ei(x#) 

A 11= [rl±i("22-1)i]ei(x~) 

A tp = R{;)eix+iO-2P) •• 

The detailed argument has been carried through for 
T=3 and it is simple to show that these A's really 
solve the equations for any T. 

Under space inversion both x and p change sign. 
Since a and a* are linear combinations of x and p they 
also change sign. If then A and A * are to have the same 

P'= (cosha-sinha)p. 

Thus in any system in which time and space reversal 
are allowed operations, these representations will not 
suffice to diagonalize the Hamiltonian. Since the limit 
of any sequence of transformation of this character is 
in the set, it is not possible to approach arbitrarily 
closely to the solution of such a problem with a represen
tation of this character. The time development of 
some systems may be represented by an operator of 
the polynomial type with time dependent parameters. 
That is a solution of the Heisenberg equation of motion 
may be found in this form, since there is no reality 
requirement on the Heisenberg operator. 

Aside from the phase factors, the polynomial 
representation may be considered as the product of 
two simpler transformations 

a'=a+ L R t L G)(a*)pat- p 

a" = coshaa' + sinhaa'*. 

The Unitary operators that generate these two trans
formations are 

and 
exp[a(a'2- a'*2)]. 

III. CONNECTION WITH CLASSICAL CANONICAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

A classical canonical transformation is specified by a 
generating function which may be several different 
types. For one-dimensional mechanics it is a function 
of two variables. H it is separable, that is the generating 
function is the product of two functions each of one 
variable, it is possible to give a reasonably explicit 
solution for the new variables in terms of the old. One 
may then verify that if the appropriate Hermitean 
combinations are formed, at least formally a quantum 
mechanical canonical transformation is also generated. 
Since one is dealing with functions of operators it is 
necessary to give some definition to them and at this 
point many of the classical transformations fail to go 
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over to genuine quantum transformations. We restrict 
ourselves to simple generating functions of the type 

F(p',X) = P'f(x). 
Then we have 

x' = f(x) 

pi = [j1(x)J-lp[j'(x)]-I. 

Because of the parity and time reversal requirements 
we find that f(x) ashould be an odd increasing function 
of x and f'(x) should be a positive even function of x. 
The simplest choice is that f'(x) is a constant. This 
gives the linear transformation x' = ax. Next in order 
of increasing complexity is j'(x) = (a+bil)2. The 
explicit construction for (a+bil)-l is discussed at 
length in the appendix. Because of the difficulties 
encountered in this construction, the present method 
does not appear suitable for producing quantum 
mechanical canonical transformations. 

IV. MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS 

It is possible to choose any real Hermitean matrix 
with zeros in the places dictated by parity as a possible 
x.1f the equation px-xp= -i can be solved, a canonical 
pair has been exhibited. We begin with x that have 
only the position adjacent to the main diagonal different 
from 0: 

The matrix p can be solved row by row. The first 
three are 

- ip Ii = ~ij+d (2aj)-I+~ii+3 (2ajaj+laj+2)-I~ j+l 

+~ijH(2ajaj+laj+2aj+3aj+4)-1 

where 

j 

X L: (a8+22~i-a8_12~.+I)+··· 
.-0 

8 

+~'+l= (s+1)a s+12-2 L: at2. 
t=Q 

If we require that p stop after a certain number of rows, 
it is only necessary that one row vanish to make all 
succeeding rows vanish. (Row is used here to denote 
the set of elements on a diagonal not a horizontal row). 
For example, for p to have only one row, ~i=O and 
this generates the harmonic oscillator representation. 
If p is to have two rows, 

ao~, al~, and a22 are optional and all others are deter
mined, but ai2 must be greater than o. If the restrictions 
a,2>O are imposed, each successive equation puts a 
more stringent demand on ao, aI, a2 and it appears not 
unlikely that there is no set ao2, a12, a22 different from 
1, 2, 3 that satisfy these equations. 

Matrices in which the row adjacent to the diagonal 

is not occupied are unsatisfactory as they are reducible. 
For. example the matrices with the sequence of values 
-./1, -./1, V'1, V'1, etc. two rows above and below the main 
diagonal, is the direct sum of standard x's. 

V. APPLICATION TO A PERTURBED 
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

The application of the linear transformation to the 
perturbed harmonic oscillator with Hamiltonian 

H = p2/2m+tm2x2+Xx4 

is considered. The result of making the transformation 
x'=ax, p'=p/a is 

H' = p2/2ma2+tm2a2x2+Xa4x4 

A value of the parameter a less than one can be chosen 
so that there is cancellation between the X4 and x2 parts. 
This makes the unperturbed part larger and the 
perturbed part smaller. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix a variety of associated algebraic 
results are derived. 

T. Any operators may be expressed in terms of a and 
a*. If a and a* are taken in the harmonic-oscillator 
representation, then the matrix eij which has a une in 
the ith row and the jth column is given by 

1 00 (a*)n+ia n+i 

eij=-- L: (-l)n---. 
(i!j!)in-o n! 

(A1) 

The " s matrix element of eij is 

1 00 (-l)n( ,Is! )l 
(eij)r.=-- L: --

(i!j!)! n=Q n! (,-n-i)!(s-n- j)! 

X~r-n-j8-n-i 

(
' !s !) i r-i ( -1) n 

= - ~r-i8-j L: -----
i!j! n-on!(,-i-n)! 

Since any operator can be expressed in terms of the 
eij, it can also be expressed in terms of a and a*. As an 
example the parity operator P may be written as 

P= L: (-l)rerr 

(a*)rar 
=L:(-2)r--. 

r! 
(A2) 

II. The normal products of order t are defined as 
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The Hermitean conjugate of N,(a,fJ) is given by 

N,*(a,fJ)=N,(fJ,a). (A4) 

If a=fJ, N is Hermitean. The commutator of a and N, is 

[a,N,(a,fJ)] = a*tN'_1(a,fJ). 

Similarly the commutator of Nand a* is 

[N t(a,fJ),a*]= fJtN '-1 (a,fJ). 

By induction it is possible to prove that 

[t/2J t !N'_2s(a*fJ)' 
(a*a*+fJa)t= L . 

.-0 s!(t-2s)!2' 

Assume the formula is true for t. Then we have 

(a*a*+fJa)t+1 

[t/2J . t !(a*fJ)' 
= L (a*a*+fJa)N,_2B----.-0 s!(t-2s) !2' 

(AS) 

(AS') 

(A6) 

[t/2J t!(a*fJ)' {'-28(1-2S) 
= L L (a*a*) P+l (fJa) t-2.-P 

.-0 s!(t-2s) !2' 1'-0 P 

+ (a*a*)p(fJa)t-2&--P+1+fJa*(t- 2s)Nt_2s } 

[1/2J t !(a*fJ)o 
= L (Nt- 2s+l+fJa*(t-2s)N,_2s_1) 

0=0 s!(t-2s) 12' 

[t/2J t !(a*fJ)o 
= L ,)',+1-2< 

.=() s!(t-2s)!2° 

[(I+1)/2J 1 !(a*fJ)o 
+ L --------'yt-2s+1 

(s-1) !(H 1-2s) !2&--1 

[(t+1)/2) (/+ 1) !(a*fJ)' 
= L N t+l - 28 • 

• -0 s!(t+1-2s) !2' 

It is possible to invert (A6) and express the JV's in 
terms of the powers of (a*a"+fJa) , 

is the formula 
(_1)a+b(u+t-2a-2b) ! 

F(u,t,r)=L L ---------
G 0 a!b!(u-2a)!(t-2b)!(r-a-b)! 

2'(u+t- 2r) ! 

(u-n) !(t-r) !r!' 

which is proved by showing that both expressions for 
F(u,t,r) satisfy the difference equation 

F(u,t,r) = (2/r)F(u-1, t-1, r-l). 

In particular we note that 

N1Nt=Nt+l+a*fJtNt-1. 

The most general function of a*a*+fJa is a series in 
the N's. Let us determine some functions. The reciprocal 
of a*a*+fJa=LV1 is given by 

1 

The coefficients can be determined by multiplication 
with Nl 

1=LVo=L ptN 1N t 

= L Pt(Nt+l+a*ptNt-1) 
=L P'-l+Pt+l(t+1)(a*fJ)Nt. 

The coefficients of like N on both sides are equated and 
the recursion relations 

P1=1/a*fJ 

PI+1 = - Pt-t! (t+ 1)a*fJ 

result. These may easily be solved 

1 (-1)'N2t+1 (-1)t1Y2t 
L +AL---

a*a*+fJa 135·, ·2t+1(a*fJ)t 2tt!(a*fJ)t 

=Rl+AR', 
t/2 (-1)ot !(a*a*+fJa)t-2o(a*fJ)' 

N ,= L . 
0-0 S !(t- 2s) !2o 

(A7) The first operator R is a particular solution of the 
inhomogeneous equation 

If (A6) is used for (a*a*+fJa)t-2., this result may 
easily be checked. The multiplication rule for the N's 
iV's may be deduced from that for the (a*a*+fJa) 

t!u! 
eVtN u= L (a*fJ)rNt+u _ 2r, (AB) 

r (t-r)!r!(t-u)! 

where the sum is over values of r compatible with the 
factorials in the denominator. This is proved by 
expressing both LV's in terms of (a*a*+fJa) by use of 
(A 7) and then re-expressing the product in terms of a 
single N with the help of (A6). The only difficult point 

(a*a*+fJa)x= 1, 

while AR' is the general solution of the homogenous 
equation 

(a*a*+fJa)x=O. 

These formulas may be slightly generalized to find the 
inverse of a*a*+fJa+'Y by introducing the quantity 
Nt (afJ'Y) defined by 

t/2 t!( -1)0(a*a*+fJa+'Y)t-2'(a*fJ)< 
N,(a,fJ,'Y)= L . (A3') 

0-0 s!(t-2s) !2° 
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These new N's are related to the old ones by 

(AlO) 

and they have the same multiplication rule (A8). Thus 
the reciprocal of a*a*+f3a+,y is given by 

1/(a*a*+f3a+'Y)=R+AR', (A9') 

where Rand R' are now given by N (af3'Y) instead of 
N(afj). The difficult point with both of these equations 
is the determination of the constant A so that the 
reciprocal is more than formally correct. 

Equation (A9') may be expressed entirely in terms 
of N(af3) by means of Eq. (AlO). 

1 GO N" GO t!2t(_1)t-y2t+l-.. 

Both sides of Eq. (All) may be calculated using the 
series expansion and then the coefficients of identical 
N's may be equated. This leads to 

P.+l(s+1) 
(s+2s+1-t) !(a*f3)r 

= t! L P.+2B+1-t. (A12) 
(t-l-r) !r!(s+r-t+l)! 

It is only practicable to solve this relation when t= 1 
or 2. In these cases it becomes 

(S+l)P.+l=P. 

(s+ 1)P.+1 = 2 (P.-l+ (s+ 1)pS+la*f3), 

The solution of these is 

P.=po/s! 

(Al2a) 

(A12b) 

(A13a) 

(A13b, 
a*a*+f3a+'Y 

L- L 
.. -0 u! t=[,../2] (2t+l-u) !(a*f3)t so that 

P2. = pols! (1- 2a*(3)' 

"" N" GO (-1)t(2t)!'Y2t-u 
+A('Y) L - L . 

.. -0 u! t=[,,/2] t !2 t(a*f3)t(2t-u)! and 

N.(a,{3) 
exp[a*a*+f3a] = Po :E --

sl 

It has been shown that 

exp[N t (a,f3)]a exp[ -Nt(a,f3)]=a-a*tNt- 1(a,f3). 

Thus the commutator of exp[N t (a,f3)] with a is 

{exp[Nt(a"B)], a} = -a*tNt-1(a"B) expNt(a"B). (All) 

On the other hand exp[Nt(a,f3)] has a series expansion 
of the form 

exp[Nt(a,f3)] = L p.N.(a,f3). 

The p's can be found by using the relation 

exp[ANt] expC#Nt]=exp(A+Jl.)Nt• 

Thus for N 1 we find Po = ea*{3/2 and for N 2, 

po= c-a*fJ Lr=oGO (~r) (a*f3/2}r. 

(A14a) 
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Bounds on Elements of the S Matrix for Elastic Scattering: 
One-Dimensional Scattering 
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For the quantum-mechanical scattering of a particle by a static potential, a method due to Kato determines 
upper and lower bounds on cot'l, where '1 is the phase shift for a given angular momentum. The method is 
readily generalizable to the case of elastic multi-channel scattering if one can a priori diagonalize the scatter
ing matrix S to determine the standing-wave eigenmodes (by symmetry considerations, for example). We 
here consider the case when this can not be done. Both bounds are obtained on the independent elements Bij 
of B, where B=i(l+S)(I-S)-l, which then determine bounds on the elements of S, and on the eigenphase 
shifts and mixing parameters. One-dimensional scattering by V (x) F V ( - x) provides a concrete two-channel 
example. The numerical results obtained are very encouraging. 

The Kato method is useful only if one can obtain solutions of related scattering problems. The most 
significant feature of the present approach is that the related scattering problems can be single-channel 
scattering problems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE possibility of determining upper and lower 
bounds on cotl1, where 11 is the phase shift for 

arbitrary angular momentum for the quantum
mechanical scattering of a particle by a static central 
potential, has been demonstrated by Kato.l The basic 
interest of the method derives from the fact that the 
expression for either bound includes a variational trial 
function, and gives an error which is of second order 
in the difference between the trial function and the 
exact function. The bounds therefore are also variational 
estimates and might be termed variational bounds. In 
subsequent studies,2-4 the case of angular momenta 
greater than zero was considered more intensively, some 
slight extensions and improvements in the formalism 
were effected, and some preliminary results were 
obtained for the applicability of the method to scatter
ing by compound systems with emphasis on the low 
energy scattering of positrons by hydrogen atoms. An 
application to waveguides was also given.s 

Static central-potential scattering problems involve 
an infinite number of channels which are however 
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degree of Doctor of Philosophy at New York University. 

t Present address: Physics Department, University of 
Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut. 

t Supported in part by the Geophysics Research Directorate 
of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Air Research 
and Development Command, by the Army Research Office, 
Durham, North Carolina, and by the Office of Naval Research. 
Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose 
of the U. S. Government. 

1 T. Kato, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 6, 394 (1951). 
2 L. Spruch and M. Kelly, Phys. Rev. 109, 2144 (1958). 
a L. Spruch, Phys. Rev. 109, 2149 (1958). 

uncoupled, a consequence of conservation of angular 
momentum. In other words, an expansion into partial 
waves leads to a diagonalization of the scattering matrix 
S before the detailed analysis is begun. Furthermore, 
each angular-momentum channel wave function is 
completely characterized by one real number, the real 
phase shift for that angular momentum. More generally, 
the Kato method can be applied whenever the S matrix 
can be diagonalized on some a priori basis (generally 
this will be through symmetry considerations); the 
resultant eigenmodes can then each be characterized 
by one real number. Examples5 include the one
dimensional scattering problem for an even potential 
Vex) = V( -x) and the problem of electromagnetic 
waves in a dominant-mode rectangular waveguide 
which has an obstacle symmetric with respect to some 
plane perpendicular to the axis of the waveguide. The 
latter case involves vector wave functions of three 
independent variables rather than scalar wave functions 
of one independent variable, but this causes no essential 
changes. In both cases, the eigenmodes are the even and 
odd standing-wave solutions. 

In this paper, we will consider multi-channel scatter
ing in which the scattering matrix cannot be diagonal
ized a priori. More formally, we are concerned with 
elastic multi-channel scattering processes. We shall 
cast the Schrodinger equation into a form in which the 
potential is a real symmetric NXN matrix and the wave 
function is an NX 1 matrix, though it is not necessary 
to do so. The equation for neutron-proton scattering 
with tensor forces is conveniently written in matrix 
formS with N = 2, and we shall see in Sec. 2 that the 
same is true for the problem of one-dimensional 

4 L. Spruch and L. Rosenberg, Phys. Rev. 116, 1034. (1959). 
5 L. Spruch and R. Bartram, J. Appl. Phys. 31, 905 (1960); R. 6 J. M. Blatt and V. F. Weisskopf, Theoretical Nuclear Physics 

Bartram and L. Spruch, ibid. 31, 913 (1960). (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1952) p. 102. 
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scattering. It is our purpose to determine upper and 
lower bounds on the elements of the S matrix, the NXN 
matrix which relates the N outgoing waves to the 
N incoming waves. The elements of S are in general 
complex, so that there are 2N2 real quantities in all, 
but it is well known that only !N(N+l) of these real 
quantities are independent.7 

The procedure, in analogy with that of Kato, is to 
derive an integral variational principle which is in fact 
an identity and then to bound the explicitly exhibited 
second-order term. Upper and lower bounds are first 
obtained on the elements Bij of D, where the susceptance 
matrix D is the inverse of the Cayley transform of S. 
One can then also obtain bounds on linear combina
tions of the elements of S, or on still another set of 
!N(N + 1) quantities which characterize the scattering, 
the N eigenphase shifts and the !N(N-l) mixing 
parameters. 

Numerical examples are calculated in Sec. 6 for a 
one-dimensional attractive square well, asymmetric 
with respect to the origin. 

Because of the enormous advantages of variational 
bounds over variational estimates, it is of great interest 
to study the limits to which the Kato method can be 
extended. There are a number of obvious directions 
in which to proceed. We will list some systems of 
interest, starting with those already considered. 

(1) Systems which involve the scattering of a particle 
by a static central potential. We are then of course 
concerned with one-channel processes. 

(2) Systems which for sufficiently low energy of the 
incident particle involve, as does (1), only one (elastic) 
channel, or a jJ1'iori-separable (elastic) channels, but 
which are compound. We will refer to a system as 
compound if it has spatial (as opposed to finite-dimen
sional spin) internal degrees of freedom. 

(3) Systems which involve the scattering of a 
particle by a potential which is static (the scattering 
system has no spatial degrees of freedom) and which 
can be represented by a Hermitian NXN matrix. It 
is assumed that the N> 1 elastic channels cannot be 
uncoupled in any.a f»'iori way. 

(4) Systems which are compound and which involve 
N> 1 elastic channels. 

(5) Systems which involve inelastic scattering. 

From a purely formal point of view, case (2) is 
included in the original paper of Kato.1 Unfortunately, 
the application of the method requires the evaluation 
of lower bounds on two eigenvalues a and {3, which 
arise in an associated eigenvalue problem. While these 
eigenvalue bounds are relatively simple to obtain for 
scattering by a static central potential, no methods for 
obtaining bounds on a for scattering by a compound 
system have been developed. 

The determination of a lower bound on {3 gives an 

7 Reference 6, p. 530. 

upper bound on (- k cot1/)-l. The determination of 
this upper bound through the Kato approach has 
however now been rendered largely academic by the 
development of a technique8.9 which does not require 
the evaluation of matrix elements of the square of the 
Hamiltonian, as does the Kato approach. This tech
nique is applicable to all five systems. 

The Kato method as originally formulated was 
explicitly restricted to one-channel processes, and could 
therefore not be applied to (3), (4), or (5). The present 
paper concerns itself with the development of extensions 
of the Kato method which will allow it to be applied to 
(3) ; furthermore, explicit methods will be given which 
will often allow one to obtain lower bounds on a and 
on {J.lo [These extensions can also be used, in principle, 
for (4), and can probably be extended to (5), but these 
cases have not as yet been seriously examined.] We 
noted in the preceding paragraph that there is now 
available a very much simpler method for obtaining 
an upper bound on (- k cot'l1)-1 for case (3) that can 
be realized by the present paper. The present work is 
still justified because one would of course like very 
much to be able to determine the other bound. Since it 
entails very little additional labor, we will actually 
obtain both bounds for (3). 

2. MATRIX FORMULATION OF THE 
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

We begin by showing how the one-dimensional 
scattering problem with potential Vex) can be written 
as a differential equation in matrix form. We have 

*" d2u(x) 
----+[V(x)-E]u(x)=O, (1) 

2m dx2 

where we take Vex) to be real and to vanish more 
rapidly than 1/ x for I x I ~ 00. It is evident that there 
are two channels, corresponding to x'>o and to x<O, 
respectively, which are coupled by the potential, and 
consequently three independent parameters are re
quired to specify the asymptotic effects of the scattering 
process. 

It is convenient to recast Eq. (1) in matrix form so 
that the three unknown parameters appear as the three 
independent elements of a single matrix quantity. This 
can be accomplished by expressing u(x) and Vex) as 

8 L. Spruch and L. Rosenberg, Phys. Rev. 116, 1034 (1959); 
117, 1095 (1960); L. Rosenberg, L. Spruch, and T. F. O'Malley, 
ibid 118, 184 (1960); L. Rosenberg and L. Spruch, ibid. 120,474 
(1960); 121, 1720 (1961); 125, 1407 (1962). The last paper con
tains the generalization of the basil: identity of the present paper, 
Eq. (16), to inelastic multi-channel scattering processes. A review 
of this material is contained in L. Spruch, Lectures in Theoretical 
Physics, Boulder, 1961 [Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York 
(to be published)]. 

g Y. Hahn, T. F. O'Malley, and L. Spruch (to be published). 
This paper removes the need ever to have to truncate any of the 
potentials. 

10 Lower bounds on {3 can be determined by the methods of 
references 8 and 9. 
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sums of even and odd functions, 

u(x)=u.(x)+uo(x), V (x) = V.(x) + Vo(x), (2) 

where 

and 
U.,o(x)=t[u(x)±u( -x)J 

V.,o(x)=t[V(x)± V( -x)J. 

(3) 

(4) 

V. and V 0 will clearly also vanish more rapidly than 
l/x as Ixl ~ 00. If we replace x by -x in Eq. (1), add 
and subtract the derived equation and Eq. (1), and 
use Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain the single matrix 
equationll 

where 

1t,2 d2u 
(H-E)u=- --+[V-EJu=O 

2m dx2 

u=c) 
_(V. Va) v- . 

Vo V. 

(5) 

(6) 

Note that the channels, which are still coupled in gen
eral, now correspond to the even and odd portions of 
the wave function rather than to x>O and x<O. We can 
restrict the range of the independent variable to x~O 
since the components of u are even and odd functions of 
the coordinate. The boundary conditions at the origin 
are, obviously, 

Uo=O, du,/dx=O. (7) 

We see then that one can conveniently formulate 
one-dimensional scattering in terms of a SchrOdinger 
equation with Vex) a real Hermitian 2X2 matrix, For 
the formal development which follows, we will not 
restrict ourselves to matrix potentials of the above form 
but rather we will take Vex) to be an arbitrary real 
Hermitian 2X2 matrix whose elements fall off faster 
than l/x. The indices will therefore be 1 and 2 rather 
than e and O. The results to be obtained are actually 
valid for V an NXN matrix, that is, for an N-channel 
process; we set N = 2 only as a matter of convenience 
since it slightly simplifies the discussion and the 
notation. Many elastic scattering processes involving 
compound systems can be written in a slightly general
ized form of Eq. (5). 

We will now derive a variational principle for scatter
ing which can be described by Eq. (5). The asymptotic 
from of u(x) can be written as 

u(x) ~ a,e- i (kz+8l+b,e+ i (h+8), (Sa) 

, k2=2mE/1i2. (8b) 

The utility of the parameter (J, where O~(J<7r but is 
otherwise arbitrary, will become apparent later. It is 
convenient to rewrite Eq. (8a) in a form that involves 
standing waves rather than traveling waves, since we 
will then be able to deal with Hermitian rather than 

~ 

11 Matrix quantities will be denoted by boldface type. Other 
symbols employed are t for Hermitian adjoint, -- for transpose, 
and * for complex conjugate. 

with unitary matrices, 

u(x) -+ e, cos(kx+(J)-ij, sin (kx+8), , 

ee=a,+be, j,=a,-b,. 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The amplitude vector for the outgoing waves he is 
related to that for the incoming waves a, by the 
scattering S, matrix through 

he= -S,a,. (10) 

The vectors e, and j, are related by the susceptance 
matrix B, (so called because it is analogous to the 
susceptance matrix in network theory), 

j,= -iB,e" (11) 

From Eqs. (9)-(11), it can be seen that B, is the inverse 
of the Cayley transform of Se, 

B8=i(1 +S,)(l- S,)-l, (12) 

It can be shown that S, is unitary and symmetric12 and 
as a consequence that B, is Hermitian and symmetric 
and therefore real. Equation (11) can now be used to 
eliminate j8 in Eq. (9a), giving rise to 

u(x) ~ ee cos (kx+8)-B,e, sin(kx+(J). (13) 

We now introduce a trial wave function UI(X) which 
is required to have the asymptotic form 

Ut(x) ~ e, cos(kx+(J)-B'Ie, sin(kx+(J) (14) 

as x ~ + 00, that is, the amplitude vector e, is the same 
as that of the exact function, but the unknown Be is 
replaced by Bit. In addition, we impose the boundary 
condition 

utdut/dx= (dut/dx)ut 

at x= 0, and we require that Ut and dUt/ dx be continuous 
in the range O<X< 00. It is to be noted that all of the 
boundary conditions imposed on Ut are also satisfied by 
the exact function. In order to arrive at a variational 
principle, consider the relation (all integrals extend 
from 0 to 00, and the limits will henceforth be omitted) 

- (2m/1t2) f [utHut- (Hu)tutJdx 

= [ut:xut- (:xut)utJ[. (15) 

Using Eqs. (13) and (5), the boundary condition at the 
origin, and the Hermitian character of Be, we obtain 
from Eq. (15) 

eetBeee=e,tBetee- (2m/1t2k) f u/(H-E)Utdx 

+ (2m/1t2k) f wt(H-E)wdx, (16a) 

w=U,-U. (16b) 

11 Reference 6, pp. 525, 529. 
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The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(16a) can be evaluated directly from the trial function, 
and the third term is of second order in the difference 
between the trial function and the exact function. The 
first two terms therefore constitute a variational 
approximation for e6tB6e6' However, the approximation 
is in general neither an upper nor a lower bound on the 
exact value. In the next section we will derive rigorous 
second-order upper and lower bounds on the error 
term, the third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (16a). 

3. RIGOROUS BOUNDS ON THE ERROR TERM 

In this section we will derive rigorous upper and 
lower bounds on the error term in Eq. (16a), following 
a procedure analogous to that derived by Kato.1 We 
begin by considering the associated eigenvalue problem , 

(H-E)+(x)-Jle(x)+(x) =0. (17) 

In Eq. (17), e(x) is required to be a real, positive 
definite Hermitian matrix each of whose elements must 
fall off faster than l/x as I xl ~ 00. At the origin, x=O, 
+(x) is required to satisfy the condition +td+/dx 
= (d+t / dx) +. In particular, we are interested in discrete 
eigenvalues Jl", of which there will be an infinite number, 
defined by the condition that H is a Hermitian operator 
when operating on the corresponding eigenfunctions, 
+ .. , or on w [defined by Eq. (16b)], that is, 

I [+mtH+,,- (H+m)t+,,]dx=O (18a) 

f [wtH+,,- (Hw)t+"Jdx=O. (18b) 

It follows from the Hermitian character of H that the 
associated eigenfunctions are orthogonal with respect 
to the weight factor e and that the associated eigen
values are real, 

I +mte+"dx= (h2k/2m)omn, (19a) 

J.LtJ,* = J.Ln o (19b) 

The normalization in Eq. (19a) has been chosen for 
later convenience. In addition we require that the + .. 
satisfy the boundary condition13 at x=O, 

+mtd+,,/dx= (d+mt/dx)+ .. , (20a) 

wtd+n/dx= (dwt/dx)+". (20b) 

13 It is presumed that Eqs. (20) can be satisfied. In the case of 
one-dimensional scattering, u is required to satisfy Eq. (7) at the 
origin; if the same conditions are imposed on Ut and 1\1, Eqs. (20) 
will be sati5fied. If the problem involved tensor forces or a non
central potential, Eq. (7) would be replaced by the requirement 
that all components of u vanish at the origin. Again, Eqs. (20) 
could be satisfied by imposing the same conditions on Uj and +. 

In analogy with Eq. (13), + .. has the asymptotic form 
as x~ 00, 

+" ~ e .. coskx- BCJl")e,, sinkx. (21) 

From Eqs. (13), (14), and (16b) it follows that the 
asymptotic form of w is 

w ~ (B6- B6t)e9 sin (kx+8) . (22) 

Using Green's theorem and Eqs. (5) and (20)-(22) 
to evaluate the integrals in Eqs. (18), we find that (18) 
can be satisfied only if BCJl .. ) satisfies 

BCJl,,)e,,= -cot8e". (23) 

Thus the associated eigenfunctions are also eigenmodes, 
i.e., their amplitude vectors en are eigenvectors of the 
susceptance matrix B(Jl,,). The Jln are just the values 
of Jl for which one or another of the eigenvalues of the 
susceptance matrix is equal to - coW. 

We will now proceed to derive a mono tonicity 
theorem required in subsequent developments. In 
principle, we can find solutions +(x) of Eq. (17) for 
arbitrary Jl if we no longer impose the boundary 
conditions (18). In particular, we can find 2 eigenmodes 
+i(X) (i= 1, 2) for an arbitrary value of Jl which are 
distinguished by their asymptotic forms, 

+i(Jl) ~ e,(Jl) [coskx-t.(Jl) sinkx]. (24) 

In Eq. (24) ti(Jl) is the ith eigenvalue of B(Jl). [It 
should be noted that the eigenmode solutions of Eq. 
(17) are employed here only in the formal development. 
Presumably, it is more difficult to find such solutions 
than to solve the original problem, Eq. (5).J At this 
point it is convenient to relabel the associated eigen
functions with two indices. The associated eigenvalues 
Jlni are then defined by the relation 

(25) 

together with the boundary conditions specified by 
Eqs. (20), where the index i labels the eigenmodes and 
the corresponding associated eigenfunctions have the 
asymptotic form 

+ni ~ ei(Jl .. i)[Coskx+cot(8+n1r) sinkx]. (26) 

Consider the eigenmode solutions of Eq. (17) for two 
different values of Jl, to be denoted by jJ.' and p.", 
without applying the boundary conditions (18), and 
form the expression 

- (2m/Ii,2) f (+it (Jl')H+j(Jl") - [H+i(p.')Jf +j(Jl") ldx 

= (2m/Ii,2) (Jl'*-Jl") f +/(Jl')e+j(Jl")dx 

= [ +/(p.') :x +lp.")- {~ +/(p.') } +j(p.") J[. 
(27) 
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where we have made use of Eqs. (5) and (17). Using 
boundary conditions at the origin analogous to Eqs. 
(20) and the asymptotic form of +i(J.I) given by Eq. 
(24), we may rewrite Eq. (27) as 

(2m/h2) (p.'*- p.") f +/ (p.')e+j(p.")dx 

= keit (J.I')eiCp.")[~ i(P.') - ~ j(p.")]. (28) 

Consider Eq. (28) with p.' and p." real but otherwise 
arbitrary and with j = i. Let the eigenphase shift ~i(P.) 
be defined by 

(29) 

Substituting Eq. (29) in Eq. (28) and taking the limit 
p." -+ J.I', we obtain 

d~ddp.= (2m/h2) sin2~if +/e+idx/(ke/ei)~O. (30) 

The inequality in Eq. (30) follows from the positive 
definite character of e. Thus the eigenphase shifts are 
monotonic increasing functions of p. (for k;eO). 

We now proceed to derive rigorous bounds on the 
error term in Eq. (16a). Suppose that f and g are 
functions which either have the same phase shift as the 
+ni or fall off asymptotically faster than l/x. We define 
expansion coefficients ani and bn ; by the relations 

ani=- (2m/h2k) f +n/efdx , (31a) 

bni=- (2m/h2k) f +n/egdx. (31b) 

It can then be shown that the associated eigenfunctions 
form a complete seV4 in the sense that 

f ft!lfdx= (h2k/2m) ~ an:a"i (32a) 

fft!lgdX= (h2k/2m) ~ an/bni (32b) 

f gtegdx= (h2k/2m) ~ bn/bni. (32c) 

If we now set f=w and g= -!I-1(H-E)w, it follows 
from Eqs. (31) that ani and b"i are related by 

bn,= - (2m/h2k) f cIln/(H-E)wdx 

= - (2m/h2k) f [(H-E)cIlni]twdx 

= -p.ni(2m/h2k) f +n/!IWdx = -P.niani, (33) 
----

UP. M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics 
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953). 

provided !I is chosen such that g falls off asymptotically 
faster than 1/ x. Equations (32) can now be written 
in the form 

!wt!lWdX= (h2k/2m) L P.ni-2b"tb"i, (34a) 
n., 

f wt(H - E)wdx= (h2k/2m) E P.ni-Ibntbni, (34b) 

f [(H - E)w J e-I (H - E)wdx 

= (h2k/2m) L bntbni. (34c) 
n,i 

Let ae be the smallest positive eigenvalue and - {3e be 
the smallest (in absolute value) negative eigenvalue. 
It follows from Eqs. (34) that 

where 

We have thus obtained rigorous upper and lower 
bounds on the error term in Eq. (16a). The quantity 
Ee2 is of second order in the difference between the trial 
function and the exact function, and can be calculated 
from the trial function since it follows from Eqs. (5) 
and (16b) that 

(H-E)w= (H-E)Ut. (36) 

The problem still remains of course of obtaining lower 
bounds on ae and {3e. It is to be recalled that it is possible 
to obtain close bounds on Jwt(H-E)wdx even with 
quite crude lower bounds on ae and {3e, since Ee2 is a 
second-order quantity. 

4. BOUNDS ON ex, AND ON ~6 

In this section we will indicate a rather general 
method for obtaining lower bounds on ae and on (3e for 
cases covered by Eq. (5). The monotonicity theorem, 
Eq. (30), states that the eigenphase shifts ~i(P.) are 
monotonic increasing functions of p.. The labeling of 
the eigenphase shifts is essentially arbitrary, but the 
application of this theorem requires that we keep track 
of the labeling as p. is varied. Since p. is a continuous 
variable, this presents no difficulty except at crossing 
points where ~i(P.) = ~j(p.), i;c j. However, we are 
interested in the weaker statement 

(37) 

where p.,,; is the value of p. for which ~i(P.ni)=8+mr. 
Equation (37) holds in spite of the ambiguity in 
labeling at crossing points, since no matter which curve 
is continued into which, both continue to rise mono
tonically. The relationship between ae and {3e and the 
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-_8 

_____ -.-1."" 

FIG. 1. Relationship between Cl(J and (3e and the eigenphase 
shifts of the associated eigenvalue problem, 8.v.). The eigenphase 
shifts of the original problem are '71 and '72. 

eigenphase shifts is illustrated for a typical case in 
Fig. 1. If we define as. and -PSi to be the smallest 
positive eigenvalue and smallest (in absolute value) 
negative eigenvalue, respectively, associated with the 
ith eigenmode, then as is the smaller of the asi and f3s 
the smaller of the f3Si. Thus there is only one as and 
one Pe. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship between as 
and Ps and the eigenphase shifts, but these eigenphase 
shifts are presumably not known. We must therefore 
devise a method for obtaining lower bounds on as and 
Ps. To this end, we introduce a Hermitian comparison 
potential Vc such that A V = Vc- V is nonpositive and 
for which the associated eigenvalue problem can be 
solved exactly, or for which bounds can be obtained. 
We will now show that the eigenphase shifts correspond
ing to the comparison potential are upper bounds on 
the eigenphase shifts corresponding to the true potential 
for any given value of p.. Under the substitutions 

H-H-P.9 (38a) 

(38b) 

the derivation which led to Eq. (30) gives, with 
~i=~'(P.,~) the ith eigenphase shift for the Hamiltonian 
on the right in expression (38b) and .i the correspond
ing function. 

d~ildA=-(2mlh2) Sin2&i! +/AV+,-dx/(ke/e.)~O. (39) 

The inequality follows from the nonpositive character 
of AV. The eigenphase shift 6".(p.) corresponding to the 
comparison potential is obtained when >. = 1, and 
6.(p.) when A=O. It follows from Eq. (39) that 6 ... (p.) 
is an upper bound on 6.(p.), 

(40) 

As before, we are required to keep track of the eigen
phases as >. is vatied continuously from zero to one. 

~I(I') /8.e(l') 

8.,(1') \ / 8,e(l') 

-_8 

-------8 . .". 

FIG. 2. Use of comparison potentials to obtain lower bounds, 
aSI and {3el, on Cl(J and (3s, respectively. 8v iV.) and 8HV.) are derived 
from the comparison potentials and are upper and lower bounds, 
respectively, on 8iV.). 

The only difficulty occurs at a possible crossing point, 
but &.(p.,>,)=&j(p.,>.) already implies that these eigen
phase shifts are greater than the true values and they 
can only increase as >. approaches one. Equation (40) 
is therefore valid in any case. 

By introducing another comparison potential such 
that A V is nonnegative, it can be shown in a similar 
fashion that the corresponding eigenphase shifts 6li (p.) 
are lower bounds on the 6,(p.), 

(41) 

The way in which the bounding curves obtained from 
the comparison potentials can be used to calculate 
lower bounds as, and f381 on as and on f3s, respectively, is 
illustrated for a typical case in Fig. 2. It is clear from 
Fig. 2 that if the comparison potentials do not approxi
mate the actual potential fairly closely, it may not be 
possible to obtain lower bounds on as and on f3s. For 
example, if the curve labeled 6 .. 1 (p.) in Fig. 2 were to 
cross the dashed line 6.(p.) =8 at a point where p. is' 
negative, then it would not be possible to obtain a lower 
bound on as. 

In general it is possible, as we shall show, to calculate 
lower bounds on a9 and on fJ9 by using comparison 
potentials and a weight function 9 which are diagonal. 
In that case, the 4 bounding curves 6u .(p.) and 6,.(p.) are 
obtained by solving 4 single-channel problems rather 
than 2 two-channel problems. The consequences of 
this result are far reaching in that very few truly 
multi-channel problems can be solved at all, even with 
simple comparison potentials. On the other hand, the 
possibility of using diagonal comparison potentials 
implies that it is no more difficult to obtain bounds in 
the multi-channel problem than in the single-channel 
problem, though it may be much more tedious, and 
thus the power of the method is greatly enhanced. 
Furthermore, the Kato method for obtaining bounds 
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in the single-channel case can be used to obtain bounds 
on the eigenphase shifts of the comparison potentials, 
or the single-channel comparison potential problems 
could even be solved numerically. 

We will now consider the requirements that must be 
imposed on the elements of Vc(x) if it is taken to be 
diagonal. Writing 

(Vel Vc= 
0 :J, (42) 

we have 
(Vc1- Vu - V12) 4V= (43) 

-V2l V e2- V 22 

It is then trivial to show that if 4 V is to be non-negative, 
we must have 

VCl~Vll+[V12I, VC2~V22+IV12I, (44) 

while if 4 V is to be nonpositive, we must have 

Vcl~ Vu-i V12 !, Vc2~ V22-i V12I. (45) 

The above conditions are not sufficient for obtaining 
lower bounds on as and on f3s, since we have already 
seen that it is possible that no diagonal comparison 
potential may be sufficiently close to V to be able to 
determine bounds. 

5. METHOD OF OBTAINING BOUNDS 

Weare now in a position to apply the foregoing 
results to the problem of obtaining rigorous upper and 
lower bounds on the independent elements of the 
scattering matrix. From Eqs. (16) and (35), we can 
obtain expressions which are upper and lower bounds 
on a quadratic form of the susceptance matrix, 

- (2mENh2k/3sl) ~ estBses- eetBs/ee 

+ (2m/h2k) f u/(H-E)utdx 

~ (2mEl/fi,2kasl), (46) 

where au and fJsl are lower bounds on as and on fJs, 
respectively. We thus have variational bounds on 
eetBse,. The bound property enables us to improve the 
approximations by incorporating variational parameters 
into Ut. As opposed to the situation in the usual varia
tional calculation, we do not have to find the stationary 
values of the parameters (it is preferable but not 
essential) but can rather evaluate the bound for a few 
values of the parameter and unambiguously choose the 
best result. This makes feasible the use of variational 
parameters which are not linear. () can be thought of as 
such a parameter, though in the present paper we will 
not take full advantage of this property. 

As an alternative procedure, we could adjust the 
variational parameters to minimize the quantity Ee2 

given by Eq. (47). While this procedure is simpler, in 
general it yields inferior bounds and consequently it 
will not be followed in this paper. With reference to 
Fig. 2, () should be chosen to provide the greatest lower 
bounds on elf and on f3s. In the single-channel problem () 
can be chosen differently for as and for fJs, since the 
upper and lower bounds on the phase shift are obtained 
by solving two distinct problems. However, in the 
multi-channel case the susceptance matrices Bs corre
sponding to two different values of () are related in such 
a complex manner that it does not appear feasible to 
obtain upper and lower bounds on the 3 independent 
parameters of the scattering matrix by using different 
values of () for the upper and lower bounds on the 
quadratic forms estBses. 

In order to obtain bounds on the 3 distinct elements 
of Bs, we must evaluate the right-hand sides of Eqs. 
(46) with 3 different choices of the trial function which 
differ in the amplitude vector es. Note that the different 
values of es are not required to be linearly independent 
(they of course could not be) since es appears quadrati
cally in estBses. Rather, the resulting inequalities in the 3 
independent elements of Be must be linearly inde
pendent. Since there are two bounds for each choice 
of es, there are 6 problems in all. 

Since the scattering matrix S (the scattering matrix 
S as normally defined is S, with ()=o) can be calculated 
from B" the 3 independent elements of Bs are sufficient 
to determine S. S can also be calculated from an 
alternative set of 3 parameters, the 2 eigenphase shifts 
and the mixing parameter.16 This alternative mode of 
description is useful in many applications. 

We now examine the procedure for obtaining bounds 
on the eigenphase shifts and mixing parameters. Since 
Bs is Hermitian and real, it can be diagonalized by an 
orthogonal matrix, T. The same matrix T also diagonal
izes S, since Bs is related to S by a rational fraction. 
Because S is unitary, its diagonal form can be written 
as exp(2i7J) where7J is a diagonal matrix whose elements 
are the eigenphase shifts. Note that when the eigenphase 
shifts are defined in this way, they do not necessarily 
vanish in the absence of a potential but rather assume 
values consistent with the boundary conditions at the 
origin. The mixing parameter is just the angle of 
rotation on which T depends. It follows from Eqs. (8a), 
(10), and (12) that Bs is related to S by 

Bs= i(1 +Se-2i8) (1- Se-2i8)-I. (48) 

From the foregoing discussion, S can be represented by 

S= T exp(2i7J)T. (49) 

16 For a discussion of eigenphase shifts and mixing parameters, 
see for example W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. 74,1763 (1948); J. M. Blatt 
and L. C. Biedenharn, ibid. 86, 399 (1952); L. C. Biedenharn and 
J. M. Blatt, ibid. 93, 1387 (1954). 
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Therefore, from Eqs. (48) and (49) Be can be written as 

Be= - T cot(q-o)T. (50) 

The orthogonal matrix T can be written as 

T= ( 
cosl/l sinl/l) 

-sinl/l cosl/l ' 
(51) 

where l/I is the mixing parameter. Solving Eqs. (50) and 
(51) for l/I, 1JI, and 1J2, we obtain 

l/I=t cot-I[(B922-B91l)/(2B912)]. (52a) 

1JI = O+cot-I[t(Bm - B91l) cos2l/1+ B9I2 sin2l/1 
-HBe22+B911)] (52b) 

1J2=O+COt-1
[ -HBm -B91l) cos2l/1-B912 sin2l/1 

- HB822+ Bell)]. (52c) 

It is dear that by choosing appropriate combinations 
of upper and lower bounds on the elements of Be in 
Eqs. (52), we can derive upper and lower bounds on l/I, 
1JI, and 1J2· 

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In order to test the practicality of the method, we 
have applied it to the problem of one-dimensional 
scattering by an attractive square well which is asym
metrically placed with respect to the origin, that is, 
V(x)=O for x<O and for x>a, and V (x) = (-tz2j2m)U 
for O~x~a, where U is a positive constant. (It should 
be emphasized that our method is not restricted to 
potentials which vanish identically as I x I -4 00.) 
Equations (4) and (6) then give 

V(x)= - (ft2/4m)UG :). O~x~a (53a) 

=0,_ a<x< 00 (53b) 

4 

8---- - -:JIF"'?---~-:--

2 

.6 ·5 .4 ·3 

.1 

(lei 

:(Ua'·O.OI) 

5 6 

FIG. 3. Upper and lower bounds on 11,(;.) for ka=O.l, Ua2= 1.0. 
The lower bound, 8,1(;.), also applies to ka=O.l, Ua2=0.01. The 
corresponding upper bound, 8, .. (;.), cannot be distinguished from 
8,/(;.). The lower bounds on CXI were actually chosen from the 
numerical data rather than from the curves. 

where the range of x is now 0 to 00. The trial function 
within the region of the square well was chosen to be 

2P 

L bp (x/a) P 

p=o(),2, ••• 

Ut(x)= O~x~a. (54) 
2P+l 

L bp(x/a)p 
_1,3,··· 

The illogicality of the unnecessarily restricted form 
of power series was not recognized until after the 
numerical calculations had been completed, and it was 
not then considered worthwhile to repeat the calcu
lations with a less restricted form. 

For all x>a, Ut was chosen to have the form given 
by Eq. (14). Ut must of course be continuous in slope 
and value at x=a. 

The comparison potentials which generate non
positive and non-negative matrices 4. V were taken to be 

and 

Vc(x)=-(tt2/2m)Ul, O~x~a 

=0, a<x<oo 

respectively. (/ Nas chosen as 

(/=pol, O~x~a, (/=0, a<x<oo, 

(55) 

(56) 

where po is a constant. The eigenphase shifts ~el(J.l.) and 
~OI(J.l.) (in discussing the example, we will use subscripts 
e and 0 rather than 1 and 2) corresponding to the lower 
bound are just the phase shifts associated with the 
even and odd solutions, respectively, of the scalar 

4 

,-------·3 

2 

-6 ·5 ·4 ·3 ·2 ·r 0 

-Bel ·p,z 
(Uaz , 0.01) (Ua·=I.O) 

-I 

4 5 6 

8-r 

FIG. 4. Upper and lower bounds on 110 (;.) for ka=O.l, Ua2=l.O. 
The lower bound, 801(;.), also applies to ka=O.l, Ua2=0.01. The 
lower bounds on {3, were actually chosen from the numerical data 
rather than from the curves. Both bounds were derived from the 
same curve and could have been chosen equal. 
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differential equations 

dlq,(x) 
--+k2q,(x)+ (2m/h2),upo4> (x) =0, o~ x~ a (S7a) 

dx?-
dlq,(x) 
--+k2q,(x) = 0, a< x< 00, (57b) 

dx?-

while the eigenphase shifts corresponding to the upper 
bound are obtained from the same equation under the 
substitution ' 

ILPo -+ ILPo+ (tz2/2m)U. (58) 

The phase shifts corresponding to Eqs. (57) are given by 

OeZ(IL)='n/2-ka+cot-I[(ka/Ka) cotKa], (59a) 

OOZ(IL)= -ka+tan-1[(ka/Ka) tanKa], (59b) 

K= (J~+2mILPo/fi2)1. (60) 

If we plot Oe/(IL) and OOZ(IL) against 2mILPoa2/fi2, we 
obtain curves each of which lies entirely below the 
corresponding curve for the exact eigenphase shift. 
If instead of Eq. (60) we define K by 

(61) 

we obtain curves which lie entirely above the corre
sponding exact curves. These pairs of bounding curves 
are then used to obtain lower bounds on 0: and on {3 in 
accordance with the procedure described in Sec. 4. 
The particular value chosen for po plays no role what
ever. (IL and ~ appear only in the combination IL~. 
Choosing po larger would then give smaller values of 0:6 
and of {l6, but of course the bounds on e6tB6e6 would not 
be affected.) I 

We will now present some numerical results obtained 
with the use of the Bendix G-1S digital computer at 
the General Telephone and Electronics Laboratories, 
Bayside, Long Island. Bounding curves on O.(IL) and 
oO(IL) calculated from Eqs. (59), (60), and (61) are 

4 

3 

_10 : 5 10 15 

TABLE I. Values of 8 and lower bounds au and {J" for three 
choices of ka and Va2, obtained from Figs. 3-6. 

ka 

0.1 
0.1 
11'/4 

0.01 
1.0 
11'2/4 

8 

3.08359 
3,08359 
2.775 

au 

5,0 
4.0 
3.3 

5.0 
4.0 
3.3 

plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for ka=O.l, Ua2= 1.0 and in 
Figs. 5 and 6 for ka=7r/4, Ua2=r/4. The lower 
bounding curves in Figs. 3 and 4 apply also to ka=O.l, 
Ua2=0.01, but in this case the upper bounding curves 
are so close to the lower bounding curves that the two 
curves cannot be distinguished from one another on 
the scale of the drawings. Values of 8 and lower bounds 
on 06 and {38 consistent with those curves are listed in 
Table I. In each case, 8 was somewhat arbitrarily 
chosen to provide approximately equal lower bounds on 
06 and (36. For each choice of ka and of Ua2, three choices 
were made for e6, and upper and lower bounds were 
calculated on the corresponding values of e8tB6e6. The 
three choices of e6 were 

The corresponding values of e6tB6e6 are Bn, B22, and 
Bn+B22+2B12. While it has been noted that three 
different values of e6 are required in order to obtain 
bounds on all three independent elements of B6, no 
criterion has been given for selecting these values. It 
is probably desirable to bound Bll and B22 separately 
but the remaining value of e6 could, in principle, be 
selected to provide the closest bounds on B 12. However, 
in the calculations presented here no attempt has been 
made to optimize the choice of e6. 

The calculations were based on the trial function 
given by Eq. (54) with terms up to x3, so that there were 
four linear variational parameters. Due to the two 

4 

3 

----- --------8 

.10 10 15 

-~-----8-". -------8-11" 
.1 .1 

FIG. 5. Upper and lower bounds on 6.(P) for ka=7r/4, Va2=r/4. FIG. 6. Upper and lower bounds on ao(P) for ka=1r/4, Va2=1r2/4. 
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FIG. 7. Comparison of trial function with exact function. The 
trial function, which contains two free parameters, was used to 
calculate an upper bound on Bll for the case in which lea=r/4, 
Ua2= 7r2/4. 

boundary conditions at x=a, this corresponds to two 
free parameters. The free parameters were varied to give 
the best bounds. The bounds obtained on the various 
combinations of the elements of B, are listed in Table 
II. The bounds are seen to be very much closer in the 
case in which ka=O.l, Ua2=0.01 than in the other two 
cases. This result is to be expected, for considering k 
to be fixed, this case involves a less effective potential 
than either of the other two. Note that for the second 
and third sets of values, the potential is by no means 
negligible as can be seen (Table IV) from the exact 
values of the phase shifts and the mixing parameters j 
for zero potentials, one would have 1/.=90°, 1/0=0°, 
and 1f=0°. 

The effect of increasing the number of parameters 
is shown in Table III, which shows bounds on Ell for 
the case ka=r/4, Ua2=r/4, calculated with 2, 4, and 
6 free parameters. The bounds must improve as the 
number of free parameters is increased, and they do, 
but not as rapidly a!; might be expected. This result is 

TABLE II. Upper and lower bounds on combinations of the 
elements of the susceptance matrix for three choices of lea and 
Ual compared with the exact values. Two parameters were 
used in the calculations, and lower bounds on Q6 and (3, were 
determined from Figs. 3--6. 

Quantity Upper bound Lower bound Exact value 

ka=O.l, Ua2=0.01 
Bn 0.1080314 0.1080083 0.1080210 
Btl -17.1726221 -17.1726309 -17.1726230 
Bn+B22+2B12 -16.9785186 -16.9786503 -16.9786300 
ka=O.I, Ua2= 1.0 
Bn 4.87112 4.48705 4.71216 
Bn -12.95737 -13.08907 -12.98583 
Bn+B22+2B12 -0.64432 -1.14168 -0.85319 
ka=r/4, Ua2=r2/4 
Bn 1.76488 1.23977 1.58228 
Bn -1.22869 -1.31261 -1.25519 
Bll+B2t+2B12 2.32112 1.75493 2.09091 

attributed to the poor choice of the form of the trial 
function. The trial function used in calculating an 
upper bound on Bll with 2 parameters is compared with 
the exact function in Fig. 7. 

Finally, bounds on the eigenphase shifts and mixing 
parameters are listed in Table IV. These quantities 
were calculated from the bounds on combinations of 
the elements of B, listed in Table II, using Eqs. (52). 

TABLE III. Bounds on Bll for ka=1r/4, Ua!=7r2/4 for different 
numbers of parameters. The values of 8, Q6/, and (3Bl are as shown 
in Table I. 

Number 
of free Upper Lower Exact 

parameters bound bound value 

2 1.76488 1.23977 1.58228 
4 1.69009 1.45289 1.58228 
6 1.65803 1.49891 1.58228 

It would be a trivial matter to also obtain bounds on 
the elements of S, but the title of the paper notwith
standing, we have not bothered to do so. 

From the foregoing results, it is clear that useful 
bounds can be calculated on the independent quantities 
which determine the scattering matrix in a multi
channel problem, even with relatively extreme values 
for the depth and range of the potential. Furthermore, 
since diagonal comparison potentials can be used, the 

TABLE IV. Upper and lower bounds on the eigenphase shifts 
and mixing parameters for three choices of ka and U at com
pared with the exact values. These quantities were calculated 
from the bounds on the combinations of the elements of B,listed 
in Table II, using Eqs. (52). 

Quantity Upper bound Lower bound Exact value 

lea=O.I, 
Ua2=0.01 

'" 
_0° 8' 32.90" _0· 8' 33.29" _0° 8' 33.08" 

'I. 92° 50' 56" 92° 50' 50" 92" SO' 53" 
710 0° 0' 34.28" 0° 0' 34.24" 000' 34.26" 

lea=O.l, 
Ua2=1.0 

'" 
-10034' _12° 16' _11° 23' 

'I. 1670 12' 1650 7' 166° 18' 
710 100' 00 41' 0° 51' 

ka=1t/4, 
Ua2=7r2/4 

'" 
_10° 48' -220 4' -150 56' 

'I. 1370 27' 1160 3' 130024' 
710 27 0 33' 10 30' 11 034' 

calculation requires no more than the exact solution 
of related single-channel problems. Thus it is anticipated 
that the method presented here can provide useful 
results in a number of multi-channel problems for which 
there would otherwise be no practical approach. 
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In a recent paper by this author, the singular wave function matrix of MIlIUer was used to obtain the 
scattering solution for the nonrelativistic Coulomb operator. In the present paper this singular wave function 
operator is defined differently. This definition is deduced from the relation of the characteristic form of the 
Green's function to the branch cut in the continuous part of the spectrum of the Green's function. As a 
consequence of this interpretation, the calculation difficulties of the previous paper do not occur. This 
method is also used to obtain the scattering solution for the attractive square-well potential. 

I N a recent paper the scattering solution of the three
dimensional nonrelativistic Coulomb operator was 

calculated from the following formal solution.l 

(A) 

In Eq. (A), Eis the system energy, His the Hamiltonian 
operator, tPE is the incident plane wave, and the 
superscripts + and - refer to the diverging and 
converging wave solutions, respectively. In the position 
space representation, the relevant part of Eq. (A) is 
given by Eq. (B). 

(B) 

Since the discrete part of the spectrum is not needed, 
it has been omitted, as was discussed in I. In I, the 
convergence of the integral was forced by the introduc
tion of the factor, 

a e-Ar 

-lim-
},->() ax r ' 

under the integral sign. Mter the integration was 
performed, and the limit, 

- lim (ajaX), 
},->() 

evaluated, it was necessary to compare the relative 
largeness of two terms in order to determine which 
term should be retained. [See the discussion following 
Eq. (4aI).] In this paper, Eq. (B) is evaluated more 
straightforwardly. This more consistent calculation is 
suggested by the structure of the characteristic form 
of the Green's function2 G and its relation to the 
eigenfunction expansion of G. The structure of this 

1 Robert A. Mapleton, J. Math. Phys. 2, 482 (1961). Future 
reference to this paper is denoted by I. Equations of this reference 
are written as Eq. (xyI). 

2 Robert A. Mapleton, J. Math. Phys. 2, 478 (1961). Future 
reference to this paper is denoted by II. Equations of this reference 
are written as Eq. (xyll). 

first form of G can be preserved in the second form of 
G by utilizing the relation of the wave boundary condi
tion to the branch cut in the continuous part of the 
spectrum of G. This relation is used to rewrite Eq. (B) 
(exclusive of the r' integration) in a different form; 
then the quantity, 

is calculated by integration over the k variables of this 
new form. R(±) now explicitly contains the same sign 
of the imaginary component of the energy as the 
corresponding characteristic form of G(±). As a conse
quence of this fact, the r' integrals are convergent, and 
only that solution which is appropriate to a given 
boundary condition emerges; i.e., no argument such as 
the one following Eq. (4aI) is necessary. This method 
is best described by the calculation. 

A. ATTRACTIVE COULOMB POTENTIAL 

The quantities of Eq. (B) are written for convenient 
reference. There are some slight changes from the 
notation that was used in I. 

¢kz=N(k)Lz(kr)Pz(cosOr.k), 

¢kZ*= N* (k)Lz*(kr')Pz(COsOk,r'), 

1 [ a Ji 
2'11'r(1-ia) l-e-2 .. a 

The notation, 8a ,b, signifies the angle between the 
vectors a and h. 

r(l+l-ia) 
----(i2kr)leikr 

(2l) ! 
X 1F1U+l-ia, 2l+2; -i2kr). 

The confluent hypergeometric function of the variable 
r' is expressed in terms of the two linearly independent 
solutions of the confluent hypergeometric equation that 

297 
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are used in II. 

IFl(a,Cj z)= W l(a,cj z)+ W 2 (a,cj z), 

a=I+I+ia, c=21+2j z=i2kr, 

(21+1)! eZj(o+) 
W l =--. - dte t r-a (t+z)(a-c), 

2r~ _00 (-I" ... ) ( ..... ) 

(21+ 1) ! (0+) 

W 2 1 dte t t(a-c) (t-z)-a. 
2ri _00 (-,. ... ) (-... - .. ) 

The initial and terminal values of the phases are placed 
below the corresponding factors of the integrand. The 
functions W l •2 are defined so that the following 
behavior is exhibited: 

r-+ 00 

r1e-ikrW 1 -+ diverging j 

rle-ikrW2 -+ converging. 

The preceding relations are used to define the functions, 
L'<±). 

L,*=L,(+)+L,(-). 

In this expression the superscripts have the previously 
assigned meaning. The procedure of II is used to 
establish the two identities. 

WI (ke";) = W 2(k)e(2 .. a-z), 

W 2(ke-.. i ) = WI (k)e(2ra-z). 

Now, with the aid of another identity,3 

IFI (a,c j z)e-z/2= IFI (c-a, c j _Z)e'/2, 

z= -i2kr, a=I+I-ia, c=21+2, 

it is readily verified that the two additional relations 
are valid. 

With this information and Eq. (B), the quantity, R(±), 
is defined by Eq. (la) below. 

00 Pz(cosO) 
R(±) = ±47rie L ---

1=0 21+1 

j '" dkk21 N(k) 12 
X Lz(kr)L/±} (kr'), 

_<Xl K2±ie-k2 

8=8T • T ,. (la) 

a W. Magnus and F. Oberhettinger, Special Functions of 
Mathematical Physics (Chelsea Publishing Company, New York, 
1949), p. 87. 

In the derivation of Eq. (la) the integration over the 
solid angle of k space was effected. It is easily demon
strated that R(±} is still symmetric in rand r'. The k 
integral of Eq. (la) must be interpreted correctly since 
the negative real k axis is a branch cut with the phases 
defined by the following scheme. 

k<O, argk= ' [ 
r above cut 

-r, below cut 

There is no contribution to the k integral from the 
branch point at 

k=O, 

and this fact can be verified by using Taylor's results· 
for the Whittaker functions which are related to W l •2• 

'It should be observed that this phase scheme is con
sistent with the restrictions of II which are quoted for 
reference. 

diverging wave, o <argk<r, 

converging wave, -r<argk<O. 

The k integration is performed by utilizing the smallness 
of e. [See the discussion following Eq. (4aI) which 
relates to this.] With this integration effected, Eq. (la) 
is given by Eq. (lb). 

'" P,(cosO) 
R(±) = ±4r2e L y I N(-y) I 2Lz('Yr)Lz(±) ('Yr') , 

l=O 21+1 

(lb) 

In Eq. (lb), it is understood that 'Y has the same 
superscript as R(±). This function, R(±), which projects 
the incident state into the scattering solution, contains 
the same value of 'Y as the corresponding characteristic 
form of the Green's function G(±). 

Attention is directed to the fact that Eq. (B) is 
obtained by calculating the position space representa
tive of Eq. (A) using Dirac transformation methods. D•G 

However, it is the relation between the two forms of 
the Green's function that provides the clue to trans
forming the expansion of Eq. (B) into the form given 
by Eq. (1b). Thus, without this knowledge, the pro
cedure for the calculation of Eq. (A) is not well defined, 
as is amply illustrated in I. However, the procedure of 
calculation is unambiguous once Eq. (A) is interpreted 
by means of Eq. (lb). The calculation of I/I(±) is now 
continued. 

The plane wave exp(iq· r) is represented by the 
Rayleigh' expansion as in I, and the angular integrations 

4 W. C. Taylor, J. Math. and Phys. 18, 34 (1939). 
a P. A. M. Dirac, The Principles of Quantum Mechanics (Oxford 

University Press, New York, 1947), 3rd edition. 
S B. A. Lippman and Julian Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 79, 469 

(1950). [See Eq. (2.32).J 
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are effected. The result is given by Eq. (1c). 

co iIPI(cosO) 
4'(±) = 167r3E L 'Y [ N (-y) [ 2 

1-0 21+1 

XL1('Yr) i"'drr2U±) ('Yr)jl(qr), 

jl= (~)th+i(qr), 8=8r.K. 

2qr 
(1c) 

The next step in the calculation is the transformation of 
the integrand of Eq. (1c) by the use of the two differen
tial equations labeled by (L) and (J). 

t[r2!.-.LI(±) ('Yr)] 
-r dr 

+[ 'Y2r2+2a'Yr-l(l+ 1)]LI(±)('Yr)= O. (L) 

!.-.[r2!.-. jl(qr)]+[q2r2-1(1+ 1)]jz(qr) = O. (J) 
dr dr 

Multiply (L) by jl and (J) by L l(±); subtract these 
two equations, and divide the result by 

integrate this relation over the interval (0,00), and 
rearrange the terms to obtain the following two 
relations. 

The integrated terms vanish at the upper limit in 
accordance with the discussion following Eq. (lb). 
This last relation is used to get Eq. (1d). 

1611'3E'Y[ N('Y) [2 00 iIP1(cosO) 
4'(±l = ± L ---

'Y2-q2 H 21+1 

XLI('Yr)( - 2a'Y i
oo 

drrLI(±l jl 

+ lim r2[jl!.-.L/±)-LI(±l!.-.jl]). (ld) 
r--+() dr dr 

The term which is evaluated at the origin is omitted 
until later in the calculation. The relations between 
W 1,2 and the Whittaker functions are written for 

reference.7 •8 

(21+1) ! 
WI(a,cj z) ei[oyr-r(IH-ia)] 

r(l+1+ia) 

(21+1)! . 
----w(c-a c· _z)e i [2'Y r- lr(IH-ial] 
r(l+1+ia) , , , 

(21+ 1)! 
W 2(a,c; z) ei['Yr+r(l+l+ial) 

r(l+1-ia) 

(21+1) ! 
----·w(a,c; z)eir(l+l+ia) , 
r(l+1-ia) 

W,.. _m(Z)= W,..m(Z), a=1+1 +ia, 

c=21+2, z=i2'Yr, 1-'= -ia, m=l+!. 

These relations are consistent with the expression which 
is given below.9 

{ 

ei[2'Y.-r(l+I-ial) 

= (21+1)! i'(c-a, c; -z») 
r(l+1+ia) 

eir(l+l+ia) } 
+ i'(a,c; z) • 

r(l+1-ia) 

There is the following integral representationlO for the 
Whittaker function. 

W -,..m( - z) = (-i2'Yr) (l+J)ei,),r 

X ioodlt(l-ia) (1 + t)(I+ia)e i2'Y rt, 

Re(l+!-ia» -!, Im'Y> 0, 

Re(i2'Yr) < O. 

(Re signifies real part and 1m imaginary part.) This 
leads to the integral representation for WI. 

WI(a,c; z) 
(2l+1) ! _____ ei[2'Yr-lr(I+1-ia») 

[r(l+1+ia) [2 

7 E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson, A Course of Modern 
Analysis (The MacMillan Company, New York, 1946), Chapt. 
16, p. 339. 

8 A. Erdeiyi, W. Magnus, F. Oberhettinger, and F. G. Tricomi, 
Higher Transcendental Functions (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1953), Vol. I, p. 264, Eq. (4). 

9 Reference 8, p. 259, Eq. (7). 
10 Reference 8, p. 274, Eq. (18). 
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A similar expression is derived for W 2• This expansion is used to rewrite Eq. (2b) as Eq. (2c). 

(21+1) ! 
-----ee' .. CI+!+ia) 
Ir(1+1+ia)12 

X iOOdtt(!+ia) (1 +t)(!-ia)e-,2'Yrl , 

Re(l+!+ia» -!, Im-y<O, 

Re(-i2"Y') <0. 

The calculation of "'c+) is effected first. 
The factors of L1c+) ("Y,') that are independent of " 

are absorbed into a factor F. An integral that was used 
in I is written for reference. 

Let "'1(+) be that part of Eq. (1d) exclusive of the 
contribution from the origin. This function is given by 
Eq. (2a). 

F 
3271"3EaIN("Y)[2e-"" 00 1!(4a)1 
-----L .. 

-y2_q2 l~ r(1+1-ux) 

XPI(cosO)LI(-y,), 

(2a) 

In the derivation of Eq. (2a) the relation, 

X-iK=-i(K+~A)~-i")', 

was used. The change of variable t=v/(1-v) is made, 
and T of Eq. (2a) is given by Eq. (2b). 

T= (1-a2)-(!+!) 

( dttCI- ia) 

X Jo {[t+(1-a)/(1+a)][t+(1+a)/(1-a)]}(!+!)· 
(2b) 

The factor of the integrand, 

[t+ (1 +a)/(I-a)]-(!+l), 

is now expanded in the convergent power series. 

( 
1 +a)-Cl+l) (1- a)C/+!) 00 (-1)"(n+l)! 

t+- = - L----
I-a l+a"~ nIl! 

(
I-a)" 

X -- t". 
l+a 

00 (-1)"(l+n) !(1-a)" 
T= (1 +a)-2CI+l) L --

,,--0 lIn! 1+a 

1
1 dttC/+n-ia) 

+ . (2c) 
o [t+(1-a)/(1+a)]e/+l) 

The integral in Eq. (2c) is first evaluated subject to 
the restriction I a I < 1. A contour integral is constructed 
by joining the end points of the loop integral, 

1 
CO-) 

dt 
1 

to the integral over the unit circle I tl = 1. The phase 
of t above and below the branch cut 0<t<1 is selected 
according to the following scheme. 

[
-271", above cut 

argt= 
0, below cut 

With this specification of the phase of t, it is evident 
that 

lim arg[ - (1-a)/(1+a)] -+ -71". 
e->O 

The Cauchy' residue theorem is applied to this closed 
contour integral to give the following result. 

( dttC/+n- ia) 

Jo [t+(1-a)/(1+a)]e!+l) 

2rir (l+n+ 1-ia) (1-a )cn-ia) 
--cr' 

1!f(n+l-ia)(1-e2r .. ) 1+a 

J
o ckpe'Cn-ia)~ 

-i(e
2
""-1)-1 -2 .. [1+(1-a)/(1+a)e-~]CI+l)· 

The integrand of the remaining integral is expanded in 
a convergent power series, and the order of summation 
and integration is interchanged as before. After some 
simplification, the result can be written as Eq. (2d). 

( dtt C1+n- ia) 

Jo [t+(1-a)/(1+a)](!+I) 

271"irU+n+ 1-ia) (-1)ncr"(1-a)Cn-ia) 

1!r(n+l-ia)(e-2""-1) 1+a 

00 (-1)m(l+m)!(1-a)'" + L - . (2d) 
m~ l!m!(n-m-ia) l+a 

Equation (2d) and the two relationsll listed below are 

u Reference 3, pp. 1 and 8. 
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used to rewrite Eq. (2c) as Eq. (2e). 

2ri re1l'a 
r(ia)r(1-ia)e1l'a, 

sin (ria) 

2F l(a,b,e; z)= (1-Z)-b2F1(b, e-a, e; z/[z-1]). 

T=T1(+)+T', 

T 1(+) 
r(ia)r(l+ 1-ia)(1 +a)ia 

1!(4a)(l+o 1-a 

X2Fl(-1, 1+1, 1-ia; -(1-a)2j4a), 

.., (-1)m(1+m)!(1-a)m 
T'=2-2(1+I) 1: --

m-ol!m!(-m-ia) 1+a 

X2Fl(l, 1+1, 1-m-ia; H1-a». (2e) 

The contribution from the term of Eq. (1d) that is 
evaluated at the origin is now calculated. For this 
purpose, L/<+) is expressed in terms of 

wee-a, e; -z), 
L/(+l = (21+ 1)ei['YT-..-(l+1-ial] (-i2'Yr)I\[l(c-a, e; - z). 

The leading term of W is12 

(21) ! 
\[I ~ ---------

r(1+1-ia)( -i2'Yr)(21+0' 

and the leading term of j/(qr) isl3 

(2qr)11! 
jl~ . 

(21+1) ! 

This information is used to obtain the quantity C for 
the contribution from the origin. 

(21+ 1)1 !i-(l+Ilqle-1l"a 

2r(l+1-ia),),(l+I) 

After multiplication of C by the remaining factors of 
Eq. (1d), the result can be written as F/22(Hl) (ia). 
This term, exclusive of the factor F, can be combined 
with T' of Eq. (2e) to define T 2(+l. 

'" <-1)m(1+m)!(1-a)m 
T 2(+)=2-2(I+O 1: --

m-ollm!(-m-ia) 1+a 

X[2Fl(1, 1+1, 1-m-ia; ![1-aJ)-6mo]' 

12 Reference 8, p. 261, Eq. (13). 
uP. M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics 

(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. New York, 1953), Vol. II, 
pp. 1573-1574. 

The solution 1/1(+), is written as Eq. (2f). 

1/1(+)= lim lim F(T1(+)+T2<+», q<K. (2f) 
.-.0 Q-+K 

It is evident that T2(+) does not contribute to 1/1<+) 
since each term of T2(+) contains an integral power of 
1-a as a factor, which factor vanishes in the preceding 
limit. It is now a simple matter to obtain Eq. (2g) as 
the final result. 

1/1<+>= r(1 +ia)(~)iaf. P1(cosO)L1(Kr) 
{3 1-0 

1ra (~)ia2Fl(ia,1;i[Kr-K.rJ)eiK.r, (2g) 
sinh ( 1/"Q) {3 

a= (Kao)-l, {3= 1-q2/K2, q<K. 

This agrees with Eq. (4bI). 
The derivation of the solution for the case that 

lal >1. 

is sketched. In the power series expansion of Eq. (2c) 
the relevant factor is rewritten as 

(
1-a)" (a-1)" (-1)" - = - . 
1+a a+1 

At the pole, 
t= (a-1)/ (a+ 1), 

the factor e- i1t is not needed, since for real· 'Y this pole 
approaches the t axis from below in the interval 

O<t<1. 

These changes alter T I (+) of Eq. (2e) by the additional 
factor, 

Since T 2<+) vanishes in the limit, a~ 1, the alterations 
of T 2(+) are unimportant. It is now evident that the 
result is 

era1/l(+l,. ({3= 1-K2/q2) 

with 1/1<+) defined by Eq. (2g). 
The converging wave solution can be calculated in 

the same manner. The essential difference is that W 2 

is used in place of WI' One readily derives the following 
expression for T(-). 

T<-) = T 1<-) + T2<-) , lal <1, 

r( -ia)r (l+ 1 +ia)(1+a)-ia 
TIH 

n(4a)(l+1) 1-a 

X2Fl(-1, 1+1, 1+ia; - (1-a)2/4a), 

00 (-l)m(l+m)!(l-a)m 
T 2(-) = _2-2(1+1) 1: --

m=ollm!(-m-ia) 1+a 

X[2F I(1, 1+1, 1-m-ia; !D-aJ)-6moJ. 
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If the limiting process, a ~ 1, is performed, the quantity 
FT(-) can be written as Eq. (4cI). Another point of 
interest is the following relation. 

T 2(+)+T2(-) =0, Imy=O. 

Thus, if both signs of E are admitted in the factor P, the 
function 

P(T 1(+)+ T 1(-) 

agrees in form with Eq. (4aI). Another example of the 
application of Eq. (A) to obtain the scattering solution 
is presented in Sec. B. 

B. ATTRACTIVE SQUARE-WELL POTENTIAL 

The differential equation for the Green's function of 
this scattering problem is 

{V2+ UO[71 (I') -71(r-a)]+ K2}G= ~(r- r/), 

and the radial part of this equation is 

~(r-r') 

71 is the Heaviside unit step function, Vo is the depth 
of the well, and E is the system energy. For each region, 
,~a, the Green's function is given by14 

00 (2/+ 1) 
G= L: --Pz(cosBr,r')G,(r,r' ), 

l~ 4?r 

The Green's function, Gz, is now constructed for the 
diverging wave case.1 •• \S 

r<a 

Gz= -iKUi(r> )V;(r<), 

Ui= C1(+) jz(ar)+D'<+)hz(l) (ar) , 

Vi=A/+)j,(ar), a2=K2+UO, 

A z(+) = [hz(l) (Ka)Jz(K,a)- jz(Ka)Hz(+) (K,a)]R1-l, 

C,(+) = [hz(l) (aa)Hz(+) (K,a) 
-h,(l) (Ka)H,<+) (a,a)]R2-l, 

Dz(+) = [hl(l) (Ka)- jz(aa)H'<+) (K,a)]R2-l, 

Rl = hll) (Ka)- jz(aa)Hz(+) (K,a), 

R 2=hz(l) (aa)- jz(aa)H'<+) (a,a) , 

JI(K,a) = Kjz'(Ka)/ajz' (aa) , 

Hz(+) (K,a) = Khz(l)I(Ka)/aj/(aa). 

(3a) 

14 E. C. Titchmarsh, Eigenfunction Expansion Associated With 
Second Order Differential Equations (Oxford University Press, 
New York, 1958), Vol. II, Chapter XV. 

It Reference 13, Vol. I, p. 826. 
11 Nathan Marcuvitz, Communs. Pure and Appl. Math. 4, 263 

(1951). 

r>a 

Gz= -iKU.(r> )V.(r<), 

U.=h,(l) (Kr) , 

V.= jz (Kr) +B'<+)hl1) (Kr) , 

B,c+) = [jz(aa)Jz(K,a)- jz(Ka)]RI-l. 

(3b) 

In Eqs. (3a) and (3b), hz(l) and jz are the spherical 
Hankel functions of the first kind and the spherical 
Bessel functions, respectively. The superscript (+) 
signifies that hZ(I) is used, and the primes indicate 
differentiation with respect to the argument. The 
eigenfunction expansion form of G is now derived for 
the region, r>a. (Only this region is treated since the 
results will suffice to support the conjectures of this 
paper.) It. is emphasized that the Green's function in 
question requires that ImK>O. 

One proceeds as in II. The substitution, K = (~)t, is 
made, and the following contour integral is formed on 
a circle at infinity in the complex ~ plane. 

_1 . f d~Gz(+) (~), 
271'z ~_')'2 

-y2=K2+iE, 

O<arg~<21r, 1'>1", 

It is not difficult to show that this integral vanishes. 
Then, corresponding to Eq. (2bII), the following result 
is derived. 

R is the bound state contribution from the poles on the 
negative ~ axis. This term is omitted as in Sec. A. C1 is 
a contour that encircles the branch cut, O<~< co. The 
leading terms of the Hankel and Bessel function at the 
origin arel3 

~=O, jzo:. (~)Z/2, hl (1) 0:. (~)-(Z+l)/2. 

With this information, one demonstrates straight
forwardly that there is no contribution from the branch 
point at ~=O. The contour integral on the path C l can 
now be written as the sum of two integrals. 

~
oo If)..~i 

+B,<+) (>')hz(i) (>.ir')J- --hZ<l)(~ierir) 
° ')'2_?I, 

x [jl (>.ierir ') + BI(+J (>.e2ri)hp) (>.ie .. ir')J }. 
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For real values of z, the following relations are used 
to simplify the last integral.l3 

jl(ze±i1r) = e±i1rZjl(Z), 

nz(ze±ir)= -e'FirZnz(z), 

h{1l (zeir) = eirZh/2l (z), 

hZ(2l (ze- i.") = e-i1r1h{1l (z), 

hz<il(z)= jl(Z)±inz(z). 

With the aid of this list of formulas, Gz(+l can be 
written as Eq. (3c). 

1 1'" dAXi G/+l (-y) = - --( 2jz (Xir) j I(X tr ') 
211" 0 -y2_X 

+ B 1(+lh z(1l (X!r)hPl (X!r') 

+ Bz(-lhz(2l (X!r)hz(2l (X!r')}, 

B/+l(Xei21r) = Bz(-ll (X). (3c) 

The quantity Bz(-l is derived from Bz(+l by replacing 
hPl by hz<2l. If this calculation is repeated for the 
converging wave case, 

-211"<argX<0, 

the same result is obtained, apart from the sign that pre
cedes iE. Furthermore, since the expression in Eq. (3c) 
is symmetric in rand r', Eq. (3c) is valid for r~r'. The 
relation of B 1 to the phase shifts 5z, is now demonstrated. 

D(+l (X) = D2+iD1, 

D2=aj / (aa) jl(Xla) - Xl jl(aa) H (Xla), 

Dl =aH (aa)nl(Xla) -Xljl(aa)n/ (Xla) , 

-D2 iD2(D1+iD2) 
Bz(+l(X) 

D2+iDl 1 D(+l 12 

sin51=D21 D(+l 1-1, cOMl=D1 1 D(+l 1-\ 
B1(+l=i sin5lei61 , 

B/-l= -i sin5Ie-i61 • 

These are the conventional phase shiftsP The change 
Of variable X=k2 is made; the angular part of G is 
recovered, and some algebraic manipulation is per
formed to obtain Eq. (3d) for R<±l. 

R<±l (-y) = ±ieG(±) (-y) 

'" 21+1 210'" dkk2 

= ±iE L --PZ(COsOr •r,)-
1=0 4?r 11" 0 -y2_ k2 

X[j,(kr) COMI-nl(kr) sin51] 

X[j/(kr') cOM/-nl(kr') sin51]' (3d) 

The sign of the imaginary part of -y is defined as in 
Sec. A. Again, as in Sec. A, the following two relations 
are easily verified. 

k'=kei7r, 

[jz(kr) cOMz(k)-nl(kr) sin5z(k)]hz<2) (kr')e- i61 (k) 

= [jl(k'r) cOMz(k')-nz(k'r) sin5z(k')]h{1) (k'r')ei6i(k'l; 

k'=ke-i1r , 

[jl(kr) cOMz(k)-nz(kr) sin5z(k)]h{1l(kr')e i61(k) 
= [jz(k'r) cos5z(k')-nz{k'r) sin5z(k')]h z(2) (k'r')e- i61(k'). 

The k integration now covers the entire real k axis with 
the phases above and below the branch cut, - 00 <k <0, 
defined as in Sec. A. The smallness of e is exploited and 
the integration is performed. Equation (3e) displays the 
final result for R(±). 

'" 2l+1 
R(±l=±E-Y'L --PZ(COsOr•r,) 

z=O 4?r 

X[jz(-yr) COMz(-y)-nz(-yr) sin5z(-Y)] 

Xhz<±l(-yr')e±i61('Y>' hz(±l=hz<:). (3e) 

The calculation of 1/1(+) is easily accomplished, and 
the result for 1/1(+) is presented first. The plane wave 

exp(iK·r') 

is represented by the Rayleigh expansion, and the 
integration over the solid angle of r' space is effected. 
The radial integral T(±) is given by13 

a2 

=--[-yh(l+1l(l) (-ya)jz(Ka) 
-y2_K2 

- KhP) (-ya)j(l+1l(Ka)]. 

The upper limit vanishes by reason of the condition, 

Im-y>O. 

The quantities, -y, h(l+l)(ll and hz(ll are expanded in a 
Taylor'S series about the point, K, and the terms that 
contain E are discarded in view of the limiting process 
E --+ 0 which occurs subsequently. The relation13 

n(l+ll (z)jz(z)-nl(z)j(Z+ll (z) = -Z-2 

is then used so that the expression for T(+l becomes 

i 1 
T(+l 

11 L. I. Schiff, Quantum M echanus (McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc. New York, 1949), Chap. 5. All of these results are used, and the limit process E --+ 0 
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is invoked; the result is Eq. (4a). 

GO 

1/t(+)= L (21+1)i1Pz(cosO)[jz(Kr) cOMl-nl(Kr) 
1-0 

Xsinc5z]ei61, ()=()r.K. (4a) 

Similarly, the converging wave solution is given by 
Eq. (4b). 

'" 1/tH= L (21+1)i1P1(cosO)[jl(Kr) 
1-0 

XCOMZ-nl(Kr) sinc5z]e-i61• (4b) 

These last two results and the results of Sec. A support 
the interpretation that has been given to the position 
space representative of the operator in Eq. (A). Several 
other facts concerning the calculations of this paper 
deserve clarification. 

The scattering solutions of Sec. B, 1/t(±), are unique 
functions of the wave parameter, K; their normaliza
,tions are correct, and their asymptotic forms contain 

the same incident state from which they are calculated. 
In contrast to these correct properties of the solutions 
of Sec. B are the corresponding anomalies in the 
solutions of Sec. A; viz., these solutions are not unique 
functions of the wave parameter K ; their normalizations 
are incorrect, and their asymptotic forms do not 
contain the same incident state from which they are 
calculated. These anomalies are discussed in I and 
elsewhere. IS 

This article is concluded by stating a working rule for 
the calculation of the representative of Eq. (A) for the' 
three-dimensional case. "The positive (negative) sign 
of if gives the diverging (converging) wave solution 
provided that the incident state is projected into the 
diverging (converging) wave components of the eigen
function expansion." This rule differs somewhat from 
the conventional rule in which only the sign of if 
is specified.19 

18 S. Okubo and D. Feldman, Phys. Rev. 117, 292 (1960). 
19 M. Gell-Mann and M. L. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 91, 398 

(1953). 
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Admiss.i~ility cond~tions for wav~ .functions ~re derived from general quantum-mechanical principles. 
The condlbons apply III general curvilinear coordillates to functions that describe general N-particle systems. 
They restrict the .behavior of wave functions so severely as to suggest that the Hilbert space of ordinary 
quantum mecharucs cannot be enlarged unless the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics are 
modified. One of the conditions implies that all particles must be either fermions or bosons i.e. that no 
particles obeying intermediate statistics can exist. ' , 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ALTHOUGH the predictions of wave mechanics 
depend on the admissibility conditions that are 

imposed on wave functions, there has been no general 
agreement among different writersl- 4 as to what condi
tions should be used. The conditions that have been 
proposed apply only to single-particle functions, only 
to functions of Cartesian coordinates, or only to 
functions describing systems with special Hamiltonians. 
We shall show that such limitations are unnecessary. 
There are, however, more serious difficulties. The 
various sets of conditions differ in physical content 
because they include requirements adopted for reasons 
of mathematical convenience rather than physical 
necessity. 

There has recently been a renewed interest5-'O in 
this problem because the behavior of field operators 
in quantum field theory depends on the behavior of the 
wave functions from which they are formed. Dresdenll 

has suggested that it may be necessary to enlarge the 
Hilbert space of ordinary quantum mechanics (i.e., 
relax admissibility conditions) in order to give consistent 
definitions of the field operators. 

We shall show that certain conditions must be 
imposed on wave functions because of the following 
general quantum mechanical principles: (1) Momenta 
must be represented by Hermitian operators; (2) 
The standard commutation relations for coordinates 
and momenta must apply; (3) An observable must lead 
from one admissible wave function to another within 
a domain which is everywhere dense; (4) Matrix 
mechanics and wave mechanics must agree in every 

1 E. C. Kemble, The Fundamental Principles of Quantum 
Mechanics (Dover Publications, New York, 1958), pp. 79, 196. 

2 W. Pauli, Handbuch der Physik, edited by Geiger Sheele, 
(Verlag Julius Springer, Berlin, Germany, 1933), Vol. 24, p. 121. 

• G. Jaffe, Z. Phys. 66, 770 (1930) and references cited therein. 
4 T. Kato, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 70, 195 (1951). 
6 J. M. Cook, J. Math. and Phys. 36, 82 (1957). 
6 J. M. Jauch, Helv. Phys. Acta 31, 127, 661 (1958). 
7 J. M. Jauch and I. I. Zines, Nuovo cimento 11, 553 (1959). 
8 M. N. Hack, Nuovo cimento 9, 731 (1958). 
g S. J. Kuroda, Nuovo cimento 12, 431 (1959). 
10 T. A. Green and O. E. Langford III, J. Math. Phys. 1, 139 

(1960). 
11 M. Dresden, Lectures in Theoretical Physics, edited by 

W. E. Brittin and B. W. Downs (Interscience Publishers, Inc., 
New York, 1960), p. 389. 

particular; and (5) In the case of a system of identical 
particles, the same observable that leads from ift to cp 
must also lead from Pift to Pcp, where P is the general 
permutation operator. 

Our conditions are applicable in general curvilinear 
coordinates to functions that describe general N
particle systems. They restrict the behavior of wave 
functions so severely as to suggest that Dresden's 
proposed enlargement of Hilbert space cannot be 
obtained unless the fundamental principles of quantum 
mechanics are modified. 

One of our conditions implies that wave functions 
must be single valued. This is, of course, a standard 
condition on wave functions, but a number of incorrect 
statements have appeared in the literature concerning 
the reasons such a condition must be used. SchrOdinger'2 

originally used this requirement because he believed 
that wave functions were directly associated with some 
experimentally observable property of a physical 
system. Paulil3 realized that since wave functions are 
only indirectly associated with observables, there is no 
a priori reason why they must be single valued. How
ever, he argued that multi-valued functions give rise 
to sources and sinks of probability current and so are 
physically inadmissible. It is this argument of Pauli's 
to which Blatt and Weisskopf'4 refer, although they 
attribute it to Nordsieck. The argument appears in 
other current textbooks,'s although Pauli'6 later 
recognized that it was incorrect. He noted that there 
exists a large class of multi-valued angular momentum 
eigenfunctions with well-behaved probability currents. 

Pauli then gave another argument in which he 
concluded that only single-valued functions of position 
in ordinary space are physically admissible. The 
essential point of Pauli's second argument is that 
double-valued functions generate angular momentum 
matrices that do not faithfully represent infinitesimal 
rotations. Pauli considered only single- and double-

12 E. Schrooinger, Ann. Physik 79, 361, 489 (1926). 
13 Reference 2, p. 26. 
14 J. M. Blatt and V. F. Weisskopf, Theoretical Nuclear Physics 

Gohn Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1952), p. 783. 
16 R. M. Sillitto, Quantum Mechanics (Edinburgh University 

Press, Edinburgh, Scotland, 1960), p. 51. 
16 W. Pauli, Helv. Phys. Acta 12, 147 (1939). 
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valued functions as possibilities because SchrOdingerl7 

had shown that only these behave properly under time 
reversal. One can also exclude all other functions by 
noting that it follows from purely matrix: methodsl8 

that angular momentum eigenvalues must be integer 
or half-integer mUltiples of h and that only single
and double-valued functions are associated with such 
eigenvalues. 

Pauli's second argument has been generally accepted, 
although Bohml9 has argued that logically one can only 
demand that wave functions satisfy conditions that 
insure that the average value of every observable is 
single valued. We show that if multi-valued wave 
functions are used in quantum mechanics, a violation 
of the fundamental commutation relations results. 

In the case of systems of identical particles, one of 
our conditions implies that all particles must be either 
fermions or bosons, i.e., that no particles which obey 
intermediate statistics can exist. Our argument leading 
to this result does not depend on field theoretical 
assumptions (as does an argument of Pauli's20) or on 
the questionable assumption that 1/1*1/1 must play the 
role of a probability density function (as does an earlier 
argument due to Pauli21). Tolman22 and others have 
noted that it is possible to define probability densities 
in other ways, and have speculated that particles 
obeying intermediate statistics might exist. We shall 
show that the existence of such particles would violate 
certain general quantum-mechanical principles. 

II. SINGLE-PARTICLE WAVE FUNCTIONS 

Consider a particle whose state is described classically 
by the Cartesian coordinates Xl, X2, Xa, and their 
conjugate momenta PI, P2, pa. In wave mechanics, Xj is 
diagonal while Pi is represented by the operator Pj 

= -iM/iJxj. Let V' denote the gradient operator, and 
let f denote a vector whose Cartesian components ft, 
h, fa, are arbitrary real (and therefore Hermitian) 
functions of the coordinates only. The operator Pj 

must be Hermitian, so it follows that liPj + Pjli is 
Hermitian and, hence, that i(f· V'+ V'. f) must be 
Hermitian. It is easily seen from the definition of the 

. Hermitian property and the formula for the divergence 
of a scalar multiplied by a vector that this operator is 
Hermitian only if the relation 

(1) 

17 E. Schrodinger, Ann. Physik, 32, 49 (1938). 
18L. I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Com

pany, Inc., New York, 1955), 2nd ed., p. 141. 
19 D. Bohm, Quantum Theory (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 

Cliffs, New Jersey, 1951), p. 389. 
20 W. Pauli, Phys. Rev. 58, 716 (1940). 
21 See e.g., G. Temple, Quantum Theory (Methuen and Com

pany, Ltd., London, England, 1934), p. 104. 
22 R. C. Tolman, Principles of Statistical Mechanics (Oxford 

University Press, New York, 1938), p. 318. 

is satisfied. Here 1/1 and cp denote any two wave func
tions, while R denotes the region of space which is 
accessible to the particle. Let f1 be an outwardly
directed unit vector, normal to the surface S which 
bounds R. If we choose f so that I/I*cpf is continuous 
everywhere in R and on S with continuous first partial 
derivatives everywhere in R, then we may use the 
divergence theorem in the form given by Kellogg2a to 
obtain 

(2) 

from Eq. (1). Since f may vary in an arbitrary way on 
S, it is clear that I/I*CP must vanish there. By taking 
1/1= cp, we obtain the usual requirement24 that wave 
functions vanish on any surface which bounds the 
acces5ible region of space. 

We may obtain other admissibility conditions by 
lightening our restrictions on f. Suppose we choose 
f so that 1/1* cpf is continuous everywhere in R and on S 
with continuous first partial derivatives everywhere 
in R except possibly on a surface g(XI,X2,Xa)=0 which 
separates two regions of space. We may use the diver
gence theorem together with Eq. (1) and the fact that 
I/I*cp vanishes on S, to obtain the relation 

1}!:J [1 l/I*cpf. yds-1 l/I*cpf·ydS J=o, (3) 
g=I-1 g~I-1 

where y is a unit vector in the direction of V'g. The 
integrals in Eq. (3) appear with opposite signs because 
y is outwardly directed on one of the surfaces but is 
inwardly directed on the other. Since f may vary in an 
arbitrary way on g=O, it is clear that I/I*CP must be 
continuous across this surface. We have only to take 
1/1= cp in order to see that the amplitude of a wave 
function must be continuous across g=O. Now, if a 
function possesses a discontinuous phase, its gradient 
will possess a discontinuous amplitude. But the momen
tum operator (since it represents an observable) must 
lead from one admissible function to another, so we 
obtain the usual requirement25 that the phase as well 
as the amplitude of a wave function must be continuous 
across every surface which separates two regions of 
space. 

Now, suppose that we express the position of the 
particle in terms of some general curvilinear coordinates 
ql, q2, qa such that all of space corresponds to the 
interval ak ~ qk ~ bk where ak and bk are constants. The 
Jacobian determinant I iJx/iJq I may vanish on either 
or both of the surfaces qk=ak and qk=bk. This means 
that these surfaces may have zero area, so they do not 
separate two regions of space. We shall now consider 
the behavior of wave functions near such degenerate 

23 O. D. Kellogg, Foundations of Potential Theory (Frederick 
Ungar Publishing Company, New York, 1929), p. 119. 

24 Reference 18, p. 30. 
26 Reference 18, p. 29. 
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surfaces. We select f so that 1/I*cpf is continuous every
where in R and on S with continuous first partial 
derivatives everywhere in R except possibly on qk=ak 
and qk=bk • We may use the divergence theorem 
together with Eq. (1) and the fact that 1/1 vanishes on 
S to obtain the relation 

where 11 is a unit vector in the direction of "ilqk. Now, 
if the surface element dS with unit normal 11 is moved 
through the distance dr= L n(ar/ aqn)dqn, the volume 
element dT which it sweeps out is dr· lIdS. But, dT is 
also given by I axj aq I dq1dq.flqa. Upon equating these 
expressions for dT and using the fact that "ilqk'iJrjiJqll 
reduces to the Kronecker symbol Okn, we find that 
lIdS= I axjaql dQk"ilqk, where dQ~qk=dqldq.flq3. We 
may substitute this expression for lIdS into Eq. (4) to 
obtain the relation 

If qk=ak and qk=bk refer to different surfaces in space, 
then f may vary arbitrarily and independently over 
these surfaces. Hence, it is clear that the condition 

(6) 

must be satisfied. For the usual spherical polar co
ordinates, the condition at r=O which follows from 
Eq. (6) is just Dirac's condition26 that 1/1 cannot possess 
a singularity as strong as ,-1. The conditions at fJ=O 
and fJ=7r are that 1/1 cannot possess a singularity as 
strong as (sinfJ)-( It should be noted that these condi
tions, restricting the behavior of 1/1 near any point or 
any line, are stronger than the conditions required to 
make 1/1*1/1 locally integrable. The condition for large r 
is that 1/1 must approach zero more rapidly than ,-1. 

We now inquire whether 1/1 must be a single-valued 
function of qk if this coordinate is periodic in the 
sense that qk=ak and qk=bk refer to the same surface. 
Since f may vary in an arbitrary way over this surface, 
it follows from Eq. (4) that the product of any wave 
function with the complex conjugate of another must 
be single valued. We shall now go on to show that the 
functions themselves must be single valued. 

A wave function is single valued if it returns to its 
original value when a particle is moved from an 
arbitrary point around an arbitrary closed curve back 

21 P. A. M. Dirac, Quantum Mechanics (Oxford University 
Press. New York, 1958), 4th ed., p. 156. 

to the original point. Thus, it is clear that 1/1 is single
valued if the line integral 

Q= L "Vl/I·dr (7) 

vanishes for an arbitrary closed curve C. We may use 
Stokes theorem to write Eq. (7) in the form 

(8) 

where 11 is a unit vector normal to the surface bounded 
by C. Now, "ilX"il1/l vanishes provided that 1/1 satisfies 
conditions which insure that the commutator [(ajax;), 
(ajax;)] vanishes for all i and j. The vanishing of this 
commutator is required if Pi and Pi commute, i.e., if 
Pi and Pi are simultaneously observable. This implies 
that Q must vanish, and hence that 1/1 must be single 
valued. 

Finally, we show that each component of a spinor 
wave function must satisfy the conditions which have 
been derived for the total wave function. For this, it is 
only necessary to prove that the operator which leads 
from the spinor 1/1 with components 1/11, ••. , 1/1. to the 
spinor cp with components 0, ···,0, 1/Ik, 0, ... , 0 repre
sents an observable. If we regard the spinors as column 
matrices, then cp=f1.V;, where n is a square matrix whose 
general element is Oik(}kj. Since n is Hermitian and satis
fies the algebraic equation n2=n, it represents an ob
servable.27 Hence cp (whose only nonvanishing com
ponent is 1/Ik) must be admissible if 1/1 is admissible. 

III. N-PARTICLE WAVE FUNCTIONS 

In the interest of clarity we have discussed only 
single-particle wave functions in Sec. II. It is clear, 
however, that the entire discussion applies also to 
N-particle functions when one works in a 3N-dimen
sional configuration space. 

Let "il denote the gradient operator in the 3N
dimensional configuration space for the system, and let 
f denote a vector whose Cartesian components /1, ... , 
jm are arbitrary real functions of the coordinates only. 
Further, let R be the region of configuration space 
which is accessible to the system, and let S be a (3.Y -1)
dimensional hypersurface which bounds R. Let 

g(Xl, .. ,X:ll,) = 0 

be a (3.Y -I)-dimensional hypersurface which separates 
two regions of configuration space. Finally, let ql, . " 
q3N be generalized coordinates which describe the 
configuration of the system, and let ak::; qk ::; bk corre
spond to all of configuration space. With these general
ized definitions, we have only to use the divergence 
theorem and Stokes theorem in 3.V-dimensional space28 

27 Reference 26, p. 38. 
28 J. L. Synge and A. Schild, Tensor Calculus (The University 

of Toronto Press, Toronto, Canada, 1956), p. 274. 
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in order to see that all of the conditions derived in 
Sec. II for single-particle functions apply also to 
many-particle functions. 

Wave functions describing systems of identical 
particles must also satisfy conditions which insure that 
the general permutation operator P commutes with each 
of a complete set of commuting observables ~h, .. " UQ. 
The following argument, due to Bargmann,2!I shows 
that this is necessary in order to insure that the same 
operator which leads from 1/1 to ~ also leads from P1/I to 
P~. If U is any operator, corresponding to an observable, 
such that ~=U1/I, then P~=PUif;. If the particles are 
equivalent then we must have P~=UP1/l. Upon equating 
the two expressions for P~, we see that U and P must 
commute. Since U1, •• " no all commute, we may choose 
a representation in which they are all diagonal. Now, 
only a diagonal matrix can commute with each matrix 
of a complete diagonal set, so we see that P must be 
diagonal in the representation in which nl, "', no are 
diagonal. Since this may be any complete set of commut
ing observables it follows that P must be diagonal in 
every representation. Only a constant multiple of the 
identity matrix satisfies this requirement. This implies 
that wave functions must satisfy conditions which 
insure that 

(9) 

where Cp is a number which may depend upon P, but 
not upon 1/1. An arbitrary permutation can be expressed 
as a product of permutations involving only pairs of 
particles. Let P ij be a permutation that interchanges the 
coordinates, including spin, of the ith and jth particles 
of the system. The defining relations for Pij are 

P i,1/I(i,j) = 1/1 (j,i) 
P ,,1/1 (j,i) = 1/1 (i,j). 

Equations in (10) imply that 

P,lt/I(i,j) =1/I(i,j), 

but Eq. (9) implies that 

P i,1/I(i,j) = Ci f1/l(i,j), 

from which it follows that 

Pilt/l(i,j) = Ci/4/t(i,j). 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Equations (11) and (13) imply that C,f must be unity, 
;and hence that Cij = ±1. Finally, we note that Gij 

cannot depend upon the indices i or j. This is clear since 
the identity PiJ'ij=PkjPik leads to the requirement 
that Gij= Ckj. Since Gij cannot depend on i, j, or 1/1, we 
conclude that it can only depend on the nature of the 
system of particles, and that there can exist only two 
classes of particles, corresponding to C ij = + 1 and 
C;j= -1, respectively. 

Ji V. Bargmann, lecture notes (unpublished). 

IV. CONTINUUM WAVE FUNCTIONS 

Although the conditions we have obtained in this 
paper are consistent with the usual restrictions imposed 
on wave functions, generally they are not fulfilled by 
eigenfunctions corresponding to eigenvalues which 
belong to a continuum. For example, neither plane 
waves (momentum eigenfunctions) nor Dirac delta 
functions (position eigenfunctions) satisfy our admis
sibility conditions. How!!ver, these difficulties are 
easily resolved. As DiraCW has remarked, we can 
measure such quantities with an arbitrary degree of 

. precision, but not with an infinite degree of precision. 
This implies that we can prepare a system in a state 
which approximates a plane wave or a delta function 
arbitrarily closely, but can never prepare a state which 
is described exactly by either of these functions. We may 
gain some physical insight into the meaning of this by 
considering the measurement of the position of a 
particle. If we observe the particle with electromagnetic 
radiation, we must use photons with an infinitesimally 
short wavelength to measure the position of the particle 
exactly. But the energy of such a photon would be 
infinite so the measurement is physically impossible. 

Dirac has described the situation by saying that 
states corresponding to eigenvalues which belong to a 
continuum are mathematical idealizations of what can 
be achieved in practice. It is not surprising that such 
idealizations will sometimes violate the boundary 
conditions which apply to states that actually occur in 
nature. On the other hand, one can only agree with 
Dirac that such idealizations playa very useful role in 
the theory and one could not very well do without them. 
It therefore seems clear that we must admit into wave 
mechanics any functions which can be represented as the 
limit of a sequence of functions which satisfy our 
boundary conditions. This point of view is consistent 
with Schwartz's8l theory of generalized functions and 
with von N eumann's82 argument that the domain of 
an observable need not include all of Hilbert space 
although it must be everywhere dense. 
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The generalization is developed, for n functions of n variables, of the Kac-Rice theorem on the occurrence 
of zeros of a random function, and IS applied to a particular kind of vector integral equation in a single 
independent variable (time) by discretizing the time axis. In this way the functional probability for the 
solution of the equation is obtained. This technique is applied to the stochastic integral equation representing 
the motion of a tagged point in a fluid in turbulent motion. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE problem of describing the motion of a tagged 
point in a continuous fluid in turbulent motion 

can be reduced to the problem of obtaining the statistics 
of a function r(a,t) defined by 

r(a,t)=a+ ltu[r(a,r),r]dr 

when the statistics of u(x,t) are known, where u-(x,t) 
is the Eulerian velocity field specified in laboratory 
coordinates, and r(a,t) is the position at time t of a 
material point located at a at t=O. The difficulty of 
the problem is that each realization of u(x,t) generates 
a unique r(a,t), so that the r are statistically dependent 
on the u, and it is not clear how one should go about 
obtaining the statistics of u(r,t) from those of u(x,t). 
The author has been unable to find a treatment of such 
problems in the literature. 

In this paper this difficulty is resolved in the sense 
that a method is described for obtaining the functional 
probability of r in terms of that of u. This is done by 
showing that the distribution of the solution of the 
equation is the distribution of the zeros of the set of 
simultaneous equations formed by discretizing the 
time axis. 

For applications, however, a serious difficulty 
remains. The functional probability is far more informa
tion than is needed or wanted in physical problems. To 
obtain the distribution for position at a single time, it 
is necessary to integrate in function space over all paths 
that lead to the point in question. The author has been 
able to carry out such an integration only in problems 
which can be done more easily by other methods, 

,. The work on which the present paper is based in taken from 
the author's PhD. Thesis, "Some problems connected with the 
motion of small particles in a turbulent fluid," June, 1957, 
available from the Department of Mechanics, The Johns Hopkins 
University. The investigation reported there was supported by 
the Mechanics Branch, Office of Naval Research. Subsequent 
work contained in the present paper was performed at the Garfield 
Thomas Water Tunnel, Ordnance Research Laboratory, The 
Pennsylvania State University, with the support of the Bureau 
of Naval Weapons. 

t Associate Professor of Aeronautical Engineering, The Penn
sylvania State University. 

but functional integration has arisen in other prob
lemsl- 3 and is under consideration by other authors. 

1. EXTENSION OF THE RICE-KAC THEOREM 

Under fairly general restrictions, a well-known 
theorem by Rice4 and Kac6 states, that for a random 
function j(x) for which 

(1) 

is the probability that the amplitude and slope satisfy 
the inequalities 

~~j(x)<~+d~ 

T/~ f'(x) <T/+dT/, 
(2) 

then the probability that j(x) has a zero in the interval 
x, x+dx is given by 

j
+<Xl 

dx -O)! T/ I P(O,T/; x)dT/. (3) 

We need a more general theorem applying to a set 
of n functions of n variables 

(4) 

giving us the probability that the ji simultaneously 
have zeros in the intervals Xi> xj+dxj. 

Now, if xl is a set of zeros, then we can write, close 
to the zeros, 

ji(XIO, .. ,xnO) =0= j,(Xl, .. ,xn)+ ji,k(Xl,' .. ,xn ) 

x (XkO-Xk)+O(lxkO-XkI2), (5) 

IXkO-XkI2= (XkO-Xk) (XkO-Xk), 

where we have expanded ji at a zero in a Taylor series 
about an adjacent point, Ignoring higher-order terms, 
the solution for Xk-Xko is given by 

jki-l(Xl, .. ,Xn)ji(Xl, .. ,xn) =dk(Xl, .. ,x,,) (say) (6) 

and we are led to consider dk not only close to a zero, 

1 R. P. Feynman, Revs. Modem Phys. 20, 367 (1948). 
• E. Hopf, J. Rational Mech. Anal. 1, 87 (1952). 
3 N. Wiener, Acta. Math. 55, 117 (1930), note especially 

pp. 214-234. 
• S. O. Rice, Am. J. Math. 61,409 (1939). 
6 M. Kac, Bull. Am, Math. Soc. 49, 314 (1943). 
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but elsewhere. fki-l is defined by 

fkrlfi.j=Okj (Kronecker's delta), fi,j=ilfi/ilxj (7) 

that is, it is the inverse of fi,j. Here we must make 
a basic assumption, which is that neither of the deter
minants 

(8) 

is ever zero. This permits us to solve (5) to obtain (6), 
for instance, and will be used again later. Equation (8) 
is essentially a restriction that the transformation 
defined by the fi is one to one. 

Examining (6), we find that, if Xi is a zero of the set 
fi, then the set di is zero, a conclusion we can reach 
because of (8). Conversely, if the set di is zero, then due 
to (8), the set fi must be zero, and hence Xi is a zero of 
f;. We can thus state that the set di=O if and only if 
the set Xi is a zero of fi. Now we must examine the 
limiting behavior of (6). We have in mind equating the 
probability of di being near zero to the probability of 
a zero of fi being near Xi; the question is, how near? 
If Xio is a zero of fi, and in the limit di ---+ Xi- xp, then 
the "nearness" in the two probabilities is the same. 
We can expand (6) about a zero, obtaining 

So that as IXi-x,.oI---+O, di---+Xi-XP, which is not 
surprising in view of our definition of d i • Hence we can 
write 

W (Xl,' .. ,X .. )dXI ... dx" 
=prob{the set fi(XI," . ,x,,) has a zero in the 

interval Xi> Xi+dxi} 
=prob{O~ di(XI,' .. ,x .. ) <dx..}. (10) 

Now, the latter quantity is fairly easy to compute. 
Let us write 

probe ~i ~ di(XI,' .. ,x .. ) < ~i+d~i, 
'fIij~ fi,j(XI,' .. ,x .. ) <'fIii+d7}d 

=Q(~I,·· ',~", 'flu," ·,7} .. n; XI," "xn)d~d'fl (11) 

(we will use the symbol without subscript to indicate 
the volume element, d~= dh· .. d~n)' If we write 

prob{si~ fi(XI,' .. ,x,,) <si+dsi, 
'fIij~ f;.i(XI,· .. ,x .. ) < 7}ij+d7}i;} 

=P(SI,' .. ,r .. ,'fill,' •• ,7} .... ; XI,' •• ,x .. )dtd7}, (12) 

then we must define Si=7}ii~j (from the definition of di), 
and 

Q(~I" .. ,~",'fIll,· .. ,7} .... ; Xl,' .. ,x .. )d~d7} 
= P ('1lj~;,' .. ,7} .. j~;''fIll,· .. ,'fI .... ; XI,' •• ,x .. ) 

X 11I'lii1l1 d~d7}, (13) 

where /·I/7}iil/ / is the absolute value of the determinant, 
i.e., the absolute value of the Jacobian of the trans-

formation. The quantity we wish, given in (10), is 

W(XI,' .. ,x .. )d~ 

+co 

=d~f __ Q(O,'" ,0,7}1l,' .. ,7} .. n; XI,' •. ,x .. )d7} 

= d~ f~ P(O,. .. ,0,'fIu,' .. ,71 .. n; XI,' .• ,x .. ) 

X //171iil/ / d71. (14) 

We will indicate the n2 multiple integral by a single 
integral where no confusion is possible. Expression (14) 
is the n-dimensional analog of the one-dimensional 
expression (3), and reduces to it for n= 1. 

2. GENERALIZED RICE-KAC THEOREM FOR 
VECTOR FUNCTIONS 

In what follows we will apply the generalized Rice
Kac theorem obtained above to a set of vector equa
tions. This application is straightforward, since it 
requires only a convention for ordering. Suppose, for 
example, that we had a set of n vector functions of m 
components, the arguments of which were n vectors of 
m components each: 

(15) 

All we need do is define a new set of functions and 
arguments: 

(fk)p=f(k-I)m+p* p=l, ···,m;k=l, "',n 

(Xk)p=X(k-I)m+p* p=l, .. ·,m;k=l, "·,n. 
(16) 

The adoption of such a convection, however, tends 
somewhat to obscure the physics. We will instead use a 
notation which maintains the distinction. The reader 
can easily convince himself that the proper form for 
(14) is given by (with an appropriate interpretation of 
the notation) 

W (XI,' •. ,x .. )d~ 

1
+00 

= d~ -00 P(O,'" ,O,Bll" .. ,B .... ; Xl,' •• ,X .. ) 

. XII/Biil/ldB (17) 

in which boldface lower-case letters indicate m vectors, 
boldface upper-case letters indicate mXm matrices, 
the determinant IIBiill is a block determinant, each 
block mXm consisting of n2 blocks, and dB is the 
volume element in m2n2 dimensions, 

d(Bu)lld(Bll)12' .. d(B" .. )mm. 

If we define a gradient operator as 

(18) 

we can write the gradient matrix as 

V ifj= Fii (Fij)pq=il(fi)p/il(xj)q. (19) 
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3. APPLICATION TO VECTOR INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS 

Let us consider 

ret) = ilg[r(T),t,T JdT (20) 

although for our fluid mechanical problem we will 
have no need for so general an equation. rand g are 
m vectors. Let us divide the time axis by a mesh, 
li-l <ti<ti+l, i= 1, "', n and write the discrete analog 
of (20): 

"fli " r(ti)= ~l Ij_lg[r(T),ti,T JdT"" ~l g(r(tj),ti,tj)di, (21) 

where we have written di= ti- tj_l. Writing r(ti) = Xi, 
and 

n 

fi(Xl,' .. ,xn ) = Xi- L g(Xk,ti,tk)dk, (22) 
k-l 

we have a set of n vector functions (each having m 
components) of n vector arguments (each having m 
components). Asking for the probability that there is 
a zero of this set in the vicinity of the points Xi is the 
same as asking for the probability that the solution to 
(21) lies near the set Xi. Except for the discrete approxi
mation, this is the functional probability for the solution 
of (20). Thus we wish to compute the expression (17) 
for such a set and the first quantity to be computed is 
the determinant of the gradient matrix IIFi;ll. If we 
presume (as we must) that we have all statistical 
information about g(x,t,t') for deterministic arguments, 
then P(O,' .. ,O,Rll,' .. ,Rnn; Xl,' .. ,Xn ) can, in principle, 
be written down. 

Now, the determinant IIFiill will be made up of n2 

blocks, each for a fixed pair of values of ti; the i, j 
block can be written as 

Fii= 10;;- L V jg(Xk,ti,tk)dk 
k-l 

(23) 

where the subscript has been dropped from V, since 
only one of the vectors appears as argument, and no 
confusion can arise; Oi; is Kronecker's delta, and 1 is 
the unit matrix. The determinant is 

Fu Fln 

(24) 

Now, we are particularly interested in physical 
systems, which are in general characterized by having 
their present state depend on past time only, equivalent 
to writing (20) with the upper limit t the running 
variable. In such a system, g(x;,t;,fj)=O if j>i, so 
that Fij=O if j'>i. This means that (24) may be 
evaluated in a particularly simple way by Laplace's 

. expansion, 6 since all the blocks above the diagonal are 
zero, and only the diagonal blocks contribute. Thus, 
making this restriction, 

n n 

II F ;ill = II II F aall = II det[l- Vg(xa,ta,ta)daJ 
a-l a-l 

(no sum on a). (25) 

Now, each determinant in this product is a character
istic equation for the matrix Vgda , with unity eigen
value.7 Hence it can be written as 

where each term In is the nth principle invariant of 
Vgd; (i.e, the sum of the principle minors of order n), 
and hence is homogeneous of degree n in its terms, 
and in particular, in d a • Hence, we can write 

V . g being the first invariant, the trace. Hence, we 
can write 

n 
IIFiill= II [1-V·g(X;,ti,ti)d;+O(di2)J 

i ..... l 

= exp( L In[1- V· g(Xi,ti,t;)di+O(di2) J) 
i-I 

n 

= exp( - L [V, g(Xi,ti,ti)di+O(di2)]) (28) 
i-l 

expanding the logarithm; as the mesh is drawn finer and 
finer, this becomes 

IIFi;lI=exp( - iT v.g[r(t),t,tJdt). (29) 

In the particular case of V· g= 0 (which will prove 
to be of importance physically as that of an incompres
sible fluid) we have 

(30) 

so that the integration in (17) can be carried out 
directly, giving the result that, for this particular case, 
the probability of the solution to (20) lying in a narrow 
band about a particular "test function" is the same as 
the probability that the two sides of (20), evaluated at 
the "test function," differ by an amount that lies in 
the same narrow band. 

4. MOTION OF A TAGGED POINT IN A FLUID
THE EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN PROBLEM 

For the motion of a tagged material point in a fluid, 
(for simplicity a=O) 

g(X,t,T)=U(X,T) 
=0 

T~t 

r>t (31) 

8 See e.g., E. A. GuiIlemin, The Mathematics of Circuit Analysis 
Gohn Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1949), p. 7. 

7 H. Jeffreys and B. S. Jeffreys, Methods of Mathematical 
Physics (Cambridge University Press, New York, 1956), Chap. 4. 
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the Eulerian velocity field. If, furthermore, the fluid is 
incompressible V ·u=O, so that 

(32) 

and the conclusions following (30) hold. That is, since 

P(O,' .. ,0,H11,' .. ,Hn ,,; Xl, ... ,X,,) 

will be nonzero only on those points where 

IIH'ill=1, 
+00 

W (Xl,' .. ,X,,) = i", P(O,' .. ,0,H11,' .. ,Hn ,,; Xl,' .. ,X,,) 

X IIIHiilll dH 
=R(O," ,,0; Xl," . ,X,,) (33) 

where 

R ({I, ... ,{n; Xl,' .. ,x,,)d{ 
=prob{{i~ f,(xI,' .. ,X,,) <{.+d{.} (34) 

and m=3. 
Now, R(O," ,,0; Xl," . ,X,,) is the integral of the 

characteristic functional 

R(O,' .. ,0; Xl,' .. ,X,,) 

where E{ } is expectation. If we substitute from (31) 
and (22) we can write 

R(O," ,,0; Xl," . ,X,,) 

k 

XE{exp[ -i;k L u(xp,tp).1p]}d;, (36) 
p-1 

where a sum over k is understood. The expression (36) 
can be evaluated if the Eulerian characteristic func
tional is known; in the limit it is simply the probability 
density that for a chosen ret), 

r(t)= IotU[r(T)'T ]dT on an interval [O,T]. (37) 

Since ret) is fixed, this is an Eulerian quantity. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown how in an incompressible fluid, the 
functional probability density that a test function is the 
displacement of a tagged point over a finite time may 
be obtained from the characteristic functional for the 
Eulerian velocity field. For such a fluid, the functional 
density for displacement is identical with the probability 
density that a test function satisfies the kinematical 
equation in the same time interval. In order to obtain 
physically useful information, it is necessary to integrate 
over all paths which end at a point of interest in order 
to obtain the ordinary density at a given time. It is 
possible to make an assumption for the characteristic 
functional of the Eulerian velocity field which is 
kinematically consistent, if not dynamically so (the 
Gaussian); it is still not possible to carry out the 
functional integrations without other assumptions. 
Those which suggest themselves to the author (spacially 
uniform velocity field, or temporally uncorrelated) are 
not physically meaningful, for turbulence problems, and 
give results that can be obtained directly in both cases. 
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Space-time symmetries admissible according to the Einstein-Maxwell equations are analyzed from the 
standpoint of the groups of motions in Rainich geometry. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a motion are 
expressed in terms of the Ricci vierbein of principal directions. Normal Rainich geometries, for which the 
Ricci congruences are orthogonal to four sets of hypersurfaces, are studied in some detail. First integrals to 
the Rainich conditions are presented for the latter class of geometries. A new solution to the Einstein
Maxwell equations is derived in the form of a spatially homogeneous Rainich geometry. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE gravitational behavior of classical electro
magnetic radiation is governed by the Einstein

Maxwell equations. If the square of the Maxwell stress 
tensor is not zero, the electromagnetic field is said to be 
non-null and the Einstein-Maxwell equations imply that 

(Ll) 

When this non-null condition is satisfied, the whole 
content of source-free electrodynamics and Einstein 
gravitational theory can be recast in a purely geometri
cal form, as originally shown by Rainichl and investi
gated more recently by Misner and Wheeler2 and other 
authors.3-1> 

Such Riemannian manifolds, the so-called Rainich 
geometries, take a simple description in terms of the 
invariants associated with the Ricci vierbein of principal 
directions.s Let us denote the four unit vectors of the 
Ricci vierbein by Aal'" where the Latin subscript labels 
the vectors [a=O, 1, 2, 3J and the Greek SUbscript 
labels the coordinate components of each vector 
[jL= 0, 1, 2, 3]. Then it can be shown that the metric 
tensor and the Ricci tensor of a Rainich geometry are 
given by the expansions 

S 
g".= L eaAal"Aal' (1.2) 

a-o 
and 

3 

R".=p L eafaAal"Aal' (1.3) 
a-o 

in which 
g"·Aal"Abl.=Aal"Abl"=ea5ab (1.4) 

eo=-I, el=e2=e3=+1 (1.5) 

fo=/t=-I, h=/a=+I, (1.6) 

and the p in (1.3) is a positive scalar invariant. 
One set of additional requirements must be imposed 

on a Riemannian manifold if it is to be a Rainich ge-

1 G. Y. Rainich, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 27, 106 (1925). 
2 C. W. Misner and J. A. Wheeler, Ann. Phys. 2, 525 (1957). 
3 G. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 114, 1179 (1959). 

ometry. Let the linear operators 

Oa=Aal"Ojox" (1.7) 

represent differentiation in the Ricci principal directions 
and define the associated structure coefficients by writing 
the commutation relations 

3 

[Oa,ObJ=OaOb-ObOa= L CcabO c. 
c=-O 

(1.8) 

From (1. 7) it follows that the structure coefficients are 
computed according to the formulas 

Ccab= -Ccba= ec(Acl",.-Acl",,,)Aal"Abl"' (1.9) 

In terms of the intrinsic notation established by (1.7) 
and (1.9), four of the structure coefficients must be de
rived from a scalar invariant a, the so-called complexion 
of the electromagnetic field. More precisely, we have 
the conditions 

CI23 =Ooa Cos2 =ola 

C31o=o~ C201 =oaa. 

(LlO) 

The Ricci vierbein of principal directions Aal" satisfies 
(1.2), (1.3), and (LlO) if the Riemannian manifold 
fulfills the conditions of a Rainich geometry. However, 
the Ricci vierbein is not uniquely determined by a given 
Rainich geometry, because (1.2), (1.3), and (LlO) 
preserve their form if we make the replacements 

AOI" ~ AOI,,' = (COshlP)Aol,,+ (sinhlP)All" 

All" ~ All,.' = (CoshlP)All,,+ (sinhlP)Aol" 

A21" ~ A21,,' = (Cos8)A21"+ (sin8)Asl" 

ASI" ~ ASI,.' = (Cos8)Asl,,- (sin8)A21'" 

(1.11) 

with IP and 8 arbitrary differentiable functions. The 
transformation A ~ A', defined by (1.11), is called an 
internal gauge transformation, and a specification of the 
functions IP and 8 is called an internal gauge. Later we 
shall describe special internal gauges which facilitate 
the analysis of Rainich geometries. 

A set of important relations is readily derived from 
(1.3). Substituting this equation into the contracted 
Bianchi identities 

(1.12) 
4 L. Witten, Phys. Rev. 115, 206 (1959). 
I L. Witten, Phys. Rev. 120, 635 (1960). and making use of the definitions (1.7) and (1.9), we 
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eventually obtain equations for p, 

00 (lnp) = 2 (C202+C303) 

01 (lnp) = 2 (C212+C313) 

02 (lnp) = 2 (C 020+C 121) 

03 (lnp) = 2 (C03o+Cl3l). 

(1.13) 

Once we have solved the above conditions for a 
particular Rainich geometry, the associated electro
magnetic field can be expressed in terms of the Ricci 
vierbein Xall' and the scalar invariants p and a. The 
electromagnetic field tensor is 

FI"= C2(~) I[ (cosa) (XOII'Xll,-XOI,X111') 

+ (sina) (X31I'X21,-X31,X211')]' (1.14) 

where c and G denote well-known physical constants. 

II. GROUPS OF MOTIONS IN RAINIeH GEOMETRY 

In the preceding section we have reviewed the general 
properties of Rainich geometry, the geometrical formu
lation of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. Now we shall 
study Rainich geometries which can be characterized 
by a group of motions. 6 Symmetrical solutions of the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations are associated with Rainich 
geometries of this type. 

The infinitesimal generators of a group of motions are 
the linear operators 

(2.1) 

where the superscript (r) labels the linearly independent 
solutions to Killing's equation 

(2.2) 

If the superscript (r) enumerates a complete set of 
linearly independent solutions to (2.2), then the com
mutator of two distinct X's is expressible as a linear 
combination of a certain number of the X's and the 
group is said to be complete. 

The Rainich conditions preclude Riemannian mani
folds which support more than four (linearly inde
pendent) X's, as shown by applying well-known exist
ence theorems to some of the results below, in particular, 
the condition (2.16). Thus, the order of a complete 
group of motions in Rainich geometry is less than or 
equal to four. Furthermore, a group with four X's must 
be intransitive, that is, the rank of the matrix k(r)/l is 
always less than four. The Reissner-Nordstrom solution 
(for an electrically charged masspoint at rest) is an ex
ample of a Rainich geometry with maximal symmetry, 
characterized by four X's that generate displacements 

6 Lie's theory of continuous groups was first applied to Rieman
nian geQmetry by Killing, Fubini, and Ricci. The basic theorems 
have been surveyed by L. P. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry 
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1949), 
Chap. VI. 

in time and rotations about three mutually perpendicu
lar spatial axes. Other static Rainich geometries with 
maximal symmetry, and several with symmetry less 
than maximal, appear in the literature.7.8 An example of 
a nonstatic Rainich geometry with maximal symmetry 
is obtained from the spatially homogeneous Rainich 
geometry (reported below) by setting b2=ba= 1 in the 
line element (4.10). 

Rainich geometry assumes its most tractable form in 
terms of the invariants associated with the Ricci 
vierbein. In order to determine how a group of motions 
influences the analytic properties of a Rainich geometry, 
we shall translate Killing's Eq. (2.2) into equivalent 
conditions on the Ricci vierbein. Our main results 
concern the invariants Xab(rl, where 

3 

[oa,X(r)]=:E Xab(r)Ob. 
b=O 

Let us also introduce the expansion 

3 

kl'(r)= L: Ka(r)xall" 
a=O 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

and recall (2.1), (1.7), and (1.8). Then according 
to (2.3), 

~ 

Xab(r)=OaKb(T)+L: CbacKc(r). (2.5) 
c=O 

Theorem 1: 
(2.6) 

Proof: As a consequence of (1.9) and (1.4), we find 

eaCabc+ebCbac= (Xc ll';,+Xc l';I')XaI I'Xbl'. (2.7) 

Thus, (2.6) follows by putting (2.4) into (2.2) and 
invoking the definition (2.5). 

Corollary: 
Xaa(r)=o. 

Theorem 2: 
Xab(r)=O for fa;t.fb. 

Proof9: The identities 

and 

imply that a solution to (2.2) also satisfies 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Integrability conditions for the last equation take the 
form 

k r;1' (r) R,.,6 r +kr;, (r) Rl'g., r +kr;., (T) R 61" T 

+kT;g(T)R"'I'T+k(T) TRl'g.,,; T= O. (2.13) 

7 W. B. Bonnor, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A66, 145 (1953). 
8 A. K. Raychaudhuri, Ann. Phys. 11, 501 (1960). 
9 Equivalent expressions for some of the steps in this proof have 

been given by G. Ricci, Rend. Lineei 14, 489 (1905). 
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Contracting II and (T, we obtain 

k,;p (r) R", '+k,;",(r) Rp '+k(r)'Rp",;,=O, (2.14) 

a relation which indicates that the manifold of solutions 
to Killing's Eq. (2.2) is constrained by the Ricci tensor. 

Next, multiply (2.14) by XaIPXbl'" and sum over II- and 
w. Recalling (1.3), (1.9), (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5), we find 

p(fa- fb)xab(r)- faOob(X(r)p) =0. (2.15) 

Hence (2.9) follows from (2.15) by taking a~b. For 
a=b we have: 

Corollary: 
X(r)p=O. (2.16) 

In view of (2.8) and (2.9) most of the Xab(r) vanish. 
The surviving components of Xab (r), which are not 
necessarily zero, are 

X_ (r)=X
01

(r) =x
10

(r) 

and (2.17) 
x+(r)=x23(r)= -x32 (r). 

Putting (2.8), (2.9), and (2.17) into (2.3), we have 

Theorem 3: Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
X's to be the infinitesimal generators of a group of 
motions are 

[OO,X(r)]- X_ (r)01 =0 

[01,X(r)]- X_ (r)oo=O 

[02,X(r)]-~ (r)03=0 

[03,X(r)]+~(r)02=0 

(2.18) 

where X_ (r) and X+ (r) represent arbitrary scalar 
invariants. 

Proof: The necessary quality of (2.18) is obvious. 
That (2.18) provides sufficient conditions for the X's 
to be the infinitesimal generators of a group of motions 
follows from the converse of Theorem 1, proved by 
reversing the proof of Theorem 1. 

Now we can prove 

Theorem 4: In a special internal gauge, a symmetry 
gauge related to X(r), the necessary and sufficient con
ditions for X(r) become 

(2.19) 

Proof: No reference to the internal gauge was required 
in order to derive (2.18), and therefore (2.18) must be 
valid in every internal gauge. Consequently, under an 
internal gauge transformation (1.11), X_ (r) and X+ (r) 

Hence if the cp and (J are solutions of the equations 

x(r)cp=X_(r) 

X(r)(J= ~ (r) [r fixed], 
(2.21) 

the internal gauge transformation (2.20) produces 

X (r)'=X (r)'=O [r fixed] - + . , (2.22) 

and (2.19) follows from (2.18) and (2.22) by dropping 
the primes. 

An internal gauge which gives (2.19) is called a 
symmetry gauge related to X(r). Generally speaking, it 
is not possible to gauge out )L (r) and ~ (r) for several 
values of (r) simultaneously. 

Corollary: In a symmetry gauge related to X(r) we 
have 

(2.23) 

Proof: Using (2.19) and (1.8), compute 

3 3 

L (X(r)Cabc)O,,= L [X(r),CabcO,,]= 
,,-0 ,,-0 

[X(r) ,[Ob,Oc]]= 0, (2.24) 

which implies (2.23). 
As an application of (2.19) and (2.23) we shall con

sider a motion in a "symmetrized" Ricci principal 
direction, that is, a motion which is everywhere parallel 
to the vierbein vector Xmlp in a related symmetry gauge. 
The infinitesimal generator of the motion is expressed as 

(2.25) 

So from (2.23), (2.19), and (1.8) we obtain conditions 
on the structure coefficients, 

where 

OmCabc=O 

Camb=O [a~m] 

Cmmb=oblnIKml, 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

If the index m in (2.26) and (2.27) is set equal to zero, 
we obtain the conditions for static Rainich geometries 
in a related symmetry gauge 

ooCabc=O 

(2.28) 

transform according tolO where 

CaOb=O [a~O] 

COOb=Ob Inl Kol, 

x_(r) -+ x_(r)'=x_(r)-X(r)cp 

X+(r) -+ x+(r)'=~(r)-X(r)(J. 
(2.20) 

10 We have taken a shortcut in order to get (2.20). Since the 
transformation character of X_(r) and X+(r) does not depend on 
the theorems which precede (2.18), a strict derivation of (2.20) 
should be based on the relations (1.11), (2.17), (2.5), (1.7), (1.9), 
and the internal gauge invariance of (2.4). Of course the result 
is the same. 

OoKo=O. (2.29) 

A comparison of (2.28) and (1.10) shows that a need not 
be identically constant for static Rainich geometries. 
However, the conditions in (2.28) do require 
o2U=oaa=O, that is, the normal to the a=constant 
hypersurfaces is necessarily contained in the negative 
blade at every point.3 
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m. NORMAL RAINICH GEOMETRIES 

In this section we investigate Rainich geometries for 
which the Ricci congruences are normal. Although 
mathematical difficulties cohibit the detailed analysis of 
most Rainich geometries, normalcy of the Ricci con
gruence permits immediate integration of the conditions 
in (1.10) and (1.13). Later we shall consider groups of 
motions for this special class of mathematically tractable 
Rainich geometries. 

The congruences associated with the Ricci vierbein are 
the four sets of curves which are, respectively, tangent 
to the vectors hall" A congruence is said to be norma/. if 
its curves are orthogonal to a set of hypersurfaces. If 
the four congruences of the Ricci vierbein are normal, 
the Rainich geometry is said to be norma/., and the 
Ricci vierbein takes the form 

(3.1) 

where the four w's and the four O"'s are scalar invariants. 
Observe that the w's and O"'s are not uniquely determined 
by the normalcy of the Ricci congruences, because (3.1) 
retains its functional form under the replacements 

(3.2) 

where each 0" a * is an arbitrary monotonic function of the 
corresponding O"a. However, the normalcy conditions 
(3.1) are not preserved under an internal gauge trans
formation (1.11), and thus (3.1) presupposes a particular 
internal gauge, the normalcy gauge. It should be 
emphasized that all Rainich geometries are not normal, 
in the sense that all Rainich geometries do not admit 
an internal gauge transformation which brings the 
vierbein into the form (3.1). 

With the help of (1.4) and (1.7), the normalcy condi
tions (3.1) can be rewritten in terms of invariants, 

(3.3) 

Next, the structure coefficients can be computed from 
(1.9), (3.1), (1.7), and (3.3). In this way we find 

Cabc= (5abac-5acih) In I Wa I (3.4) 

or, equivalently, 

Cabc=O, [b;;ea;;ec] (3.5) 

Caab=-Caba=odnlwal, [a;;eb]. (3.6) 

Notice that Eqs. (3.5), the integrability conditions for 
the existence of O"'s satisfying (3.3), are sufficient con
ditions for a normal Rainich geometry. 

Now by virtue of (3.5), the four structure coefficients 
in (1.10) vanish. Therefore the Rainich conditions (1.10) 
are trivially satisfied, and for normal Rainich geometries 
we have 

a=const. (3.7) 

The geometrical significance of a= constant Rainich 
geometries has been discussed previously.3 

Geometrical coordinate conditions prepare the way 
for the integration of Eqs. (1.13). We choose the iT 

invariants as our coordinates, xasO" a, and (3.1) becomes 

hall' = eaWa5al" 

Then the metric tensor (1.2) reduces to 

gab= eaWa25"b' 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

This special coordinate system also makes the a's of 
(1.7) take the form 

aa= (l/wa)o/OO"a, (3.10) 

so that (3.6) becomes 
IOWa 

Caab= -Caba=-- --, [a;;eb]. (3.11) 
WaWb aO"b 

Integrating (1.13),. we obtain the results 

PWlfW12= 1r_(0"0,0"1) (3.12) 

pw22wa2=1r+(0"2,O"a) (3.13) 

where 1r_ and 1r+ are arbitrary positive functions of the 
indicated coordinates. 

Equations (3.7), (3.12), and (3.13) constitute first 
integrals for a normal Rainich geometry; Eq. (1.3) 
expresses conditions which remain to be fulfilled. Using 
the coordinate system of (3.8), let us calculate the Ricci 
tensor associated with the metric (3.9). This somewhat 
lengthy computation gives the left side of (1.3). Then 
Eq. (1.3) splits up into the conditions 

(3.14) 

where the o's are given by (3.10). All solutions of(3.14) 
and (3.15) satisfy Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), a fact which 
facilitates the integration of (3.14) and (3.15). 

The best-known example of a normal Rainich ge
ometry is the Reissner-Nordstrom solution.ll •12 With the 
Ricci vierbein in the form (3.8) (normalcy gauge and 
O"'s as coordinates), the Reissner-Nordstrom solution is 

(
2m E2)1 

Wo= 1--+-; 
0"1 0"1 

W2=0"1 

W3= 0"1 sin0"2 
P=~/0"14, 

(3.16) 

11 K. Reissner, Ann. phys. SO; 106 (1916). 
12 L. Nordstrom, Proc. Amsterdam Acad. 20,1238 (1918). 
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where m and E are constants. It is easy to verify that 
(3.16) satisfies Eqs. (3.12)-(3.15). 

Let us consider normal Rainich geometries which 
support a motion in a Ricci principal direction. In this 
connection, we assert the results: 

Theorem 5: Normalcy gauge is a symmetry gauge for 
a motion everywhere parallel to a member of the Ricci 
vierbein. AmiI" Furthermore, an appropriate transforma
tion (3.2) achieves 

X(m)=O/OUm 

X(m)wa=O. 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Proof: Equation (2.25) gives the infinitesimal genera
tor for a motion everywhere parallel to Ami". Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for X to be the infinitesimal 
generator of a motion are stated in (2.18). The structure 
coefficients of a normal Rainich geometry are given by 
(3.5) and (3.6). Combining these equations, we have 

( wmOl:~ )om+(:~ OmWI )01- X_OO= 0, 

( wm02::)om+(~mW2)02-X+03=0' 
(3.19) 

Since the o's are linearly independent operators, 
Eqs. (3.19) imply 

(3.20) 

which shows that the motion is expressed in a symmetry 
gauge [see (2.22)]' From (3.19) we also deduce the 
relations 

OmWa=O, [a;6mJ 
Oa(Km/wm) =0, [a;6mJ 

OmKm=O. 

(3.21) 

In terms of the U coordinates introduced above, 
Eqs. (3.21) become 

OWa/OUm=O, [a;6mJ 
(O/OUm)(-YWm) =0 

(3.22) 

where -y=Km/wm is a function of um. Therefore an ap
propriate transformation (3.2), defined by dUm/dUm *=-y, 
achieves 

O/OUm*=-y%um=Kmom=X(m) 

wm*=-yWm. 
(3.23) 

Dropping the stars, (3.17) and (3.18) follow from (3.23) 
and (3.22). 

Of the four infinitesimal generators associated with 
the Reissner-Nordstrom solution (3.16), 

X(O)=%uo 

(3.24) 
o (SinU3) 0 X(2)= (COSU3)-- -- --

OU2 tanu2 OU3 

we observe that X(O) and X(3) generate motions parallel 
to the vierbein members AOII' and A311" respectively. In 
accord with (3.17) and (3.18), the w's in (3.16) do not 
depend on Uo and U3. The quantity p in (3.16) is a func
tion of Ul as a consequence of (2.16) and (3.24). 

IV. SPATIALLY HOMOGENEOUS RAINIeH 
GEOMETRY 

The preceding theory suggests new solutions to the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations. As an illuminating ex
ample, we shall study a normal Rainich geometry which 
supports motions in the three space-like Ricci principal 
directions, Ail" with i= 1, 2, 3. If we choose appropriate 
u's as coordinates, then (3.17) and (3.18) states that 

OWa/OUi=O, [i= 1, 2, 3]. (4.1) 

As a consequence, Eqs. (3.14) are automatically 
satisfied. Moreover, Eqs. (3.15) reduce to 

3 002Wj 
L-+P=O 
i-I Wj (4.2) 

where, by (3.10), 00= (l/wo)d/duo. 

To integrate the total differential equations (4.2), 
first recall the general result (3.13). In view of (4.1) and 
(2.16), the quantities on the left side of (3.13) are 
functions of Uo, and therefore (3.13) implies that 

Equation (4.3) is a first integral for the system (4.2). 
Next, let us define a new time coordinate, 

1"0 woduo 
t= a --+ (a constant). 

W2W3 
(4.4) 

Introducing (4.4) into (4.2) and making use of (4.3), 
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we have the system of equations 

a W2Wa d ( 1 dWi) L-- -- +1=0 
i-I Wi dt W2Wa dt 

~(Wldwi)_ /iWI=O, [i=l, 2,3]. 
dt Wi dt 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Equations (4.6) are easily integrated. With a suitable 
adjustment of the constant in (4.4), we find 

WI=al sint 

a2 
w2=-.-(tanit)b2 

smt 

aa 
w3=-(tanit)b3 

sint 

(4.7) 

in which the a's and the b's are constants. After a 
computation we learn that (4.5) imposes a simple con
dition on the integration constants in (4.7), namely, 

Finally, by virtue of (4.3), we write 

(sint)4 
p 

b8tanit)2(b2+b3) 

with the constant bl=-a2aa/a. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Equations (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) describe a new 
solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations, a spatially 
homogeneous Rainich geometry. The line element for the 

geometry is found by combining (3.9), (4.4), and (4.7), 

a 
(dS)2= L eawa

2(dU'a)2 
a-o 

b1
2( tan!.t)2(b2+b3) 

2 (dt)2+ (sint)2(dxI)2 
(sint)4 

(tanit)2b2 (tanit)2b3 

+ (dX2)2+ (dxs)2 (4.10) 
(sint) 2 (sint) 2 

where we have made a scale transformation for each 
spatial coordinate, 

Xi=- aiU'i, [i= 1, 2, 3]. (4.11) 

Two independent constants remain in (4.10), bl and 
either b2 or ba (= 1/b2), and they provide an intrinsic 
parametrization of the solution. Notice that singularities 
appear in the line element (4.10) at t=O and t=7r. 

The associated electromagnetic field is found by 
putting (3.8), (4.7), and (4.9) into (1.14). Remembering 
that we have made the coordinate transformations 
(4.4) and (4.11), the nonvanishing components of the 
electromagnetic field are found to be 

c2 cosa 
FOI = -FIO= ---sint 

(G)! 

c2 sina 
F2a = -Fa2= ---

(G)!b l 

(4.12) 

where the constant a is at our disposal [see (3.7)]' Thus, 
the electric field in the Xl direction oscillates against a 
constant magnetic field in the Xl direction. 
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Continuum Coulomb Wave Function* 
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An alternate form for the continuum-state relativistic Coulomb wave function is developed which 
expresses the spin dependence in terms of the usual Dirac plane wave spinor. The computational convenience 
of this form is indicated by a direct derivation of the Sommerfeld-Maue approximation. 

I. ALTERNATE FORM FOR CONTINUUM-STATE 
SOLUTION OF DIRAC EQUATION FOR 

A COULOMB POTENTIAL 

T HE continuum-state solution of the Dirac equation 
for a Coulomb potential has been given by 

Darwin as an eigenfunction of asymptotic momentum 
and polarization. A solution of this character is not 
obtainable in closed form. In this paper it is shown, 
however, that the Darwin solution can be written in a 
more convenient form in terms of the usual Dirac 
plane wave spinors. 

The Dirac equation for a Coulomb potential is 
writtenl 

(ip+m)1/!= (aZ/rh.t/t. (1) 

Darwin's solution which asymptotically exhibits the 
character of a plane wave plus an outgoing spherical 
wave has the form2 

1'=2j-1 (2) 

where the summation extends over j2!, -j5":.mj~5j, 
and l=j±!. In Eq. (2) we have introduced the 
following notation: 

Ir('Y+iv) 1 
iG.=iei~rtiZ"+'''/2(2pr)')'-1 { }+ 

r(2'Y+l) 

p 1 r('Y+iv) 1 
F.=i---ei~'+il"+'1f/2(2pr)'Y-l ( 

W+m r(2'Y+1) 

l 
}-J 

{ }±= {e-ipr'ti~('Y+ivhFl('Y+l+iv; 21'+1; +2ipr) 

±eipr-i~('Y-ivhFl('Y+ I-iv; 21'+ I j -2ipr)} 

{ 
- (j+!) for l=j-! 

,,= + (j+!) for l=j+! 

(3) 

* Supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
t Now at Bartol Research Foundation, Swarthmore, 

Pennsylvania. 
1 Natural units are used in the following with lI=c= 1. 
2 See, for instance, A. 1. Akhiezer and V. B. Berestetsky, Quan

tum Electrodynamics, AEC-tr-2876 (Pt. I). The normalization in 
Eq. (2) is chosen such that the coefficient of the plane wave 
asymptotically approaches one. 

l=j-! 

l=j+! 

YZm= YZm(O,rp) , YZ,-Iml == (_I)mYZ,lml 

5. = 'T]-!1r'Y-argr('Y+iv) 
. . , 

'Y-~V K-~V 

e2i~= ---= ---
,,+iv' 'Y+iv 

1'= (k2-a2Z2)1 

k= 1,,1 = (j+!) 

v=aZW/p, v'=aZm/p. 

(4) 

(5) 

The two component matrix v represents the "large 
component" of the Dirac plane wave spinor3 

u=(~:my(:) 
v= (~), vtv= 1 

a·p 
w=---v. 

W+m 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

We seek to express the spin dependence of t/t in 
terms of the spinor u. To this end it is sufficient to 
consider a system of coordinates in which the polar 
z axis is oriented along the direction of the asymptotic 
momentum vector p (Fig. 1). Since the results to 

FIG. 1. A convenient choice 
of coordinate axes. 

z 

y 

3 The usual representation for the Pauli fT matrices is used in 
the following with fT. chosen to be diagonal. 

319 
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follow will be expressed in vector form, they will be 
independent of the orientation of the coordinate system 
used here. 

Equation (2) can be written 

with 

~=(~;my(:). (9) 

ilmj 
9'=411- L: [Ujlmlt(p)V]iGJ}ilm;(r)} 

(10) 
X=41I- L: [Ujlmit (P)v]FJ}jl'mj (f). 

ilm; 

For the geometry of Fig. 1, Ujlm/p) assumes the form 

The eigenvalue mi in Eq. (10) thus has the two possible 
values! and -to The corresponding spherical spinors 
are 

where 

and 

K 

a=L: iG.IK\P1• b=L: iG.-Pll 
il il IKI 

Further, with 

w=~=(w-m)t( A ), 
W+m W+m -B 

X can be written 

x=c(W-m)i( A )_Od(w-m)i( A ) 
W+m -B W+m-B 

(16) 

(17) 

= (c-Od)w, (18) 

where 

(19) 

d= (W +m)i L: F,~PI,l. 
W-m il 1,,/ 

Setting k= I "I, the term a in Eq. (15) is expressible as 
a sum over k alone. 

.. 
a=L: iG.1KIP1=L: i(G.!"!PM+G.!,,IPj - t) 

il i-1 
(20.1) .. 

a= L: a/c= L: (iG"kP,,+iG_lckP"_l). 
k k-l 

In a similar manner, 

co 

b= L: bk = L: (iG/cP"1_iG_,,Pk-l1) (20.2) 
" k-l 

(20.4) 

The functions F. and G., as defined in Eq. (3), can 
be simplified by use of the Kummer transformation,' 

r ipr IF I ('Y+ 1 +iv; 2'Y+ 1 ; 2ip,,) 
=eiprlFl('Y-iv; 2'Y+l; -2ipr), 

whence 

{ }±=eipr-i~{ - (K-iv'hFIC'Y-ivj 2'Y+ 1; - 2ip,,) 
±('Y-ivhFIC'Y+l-ip; 2'Y+l; -2ip)}. 

With exp[ -i argrC'Y+iv)] written as 

rC'Y-iv)!! rC'Y+iv) I, 

(
w+m)lF±k 
W-m 

x {- (±k-ip')lF1(a; (3; x) 

+a1Ft(a+ 1; (3; x)} (21) 

= r(a) exp[JI'lI'!2- i7r'Y!2+ik'IT±i7l/2](ix)'-\e-z /2 

r({3) 

x {- (±k-ip')\F1(aj (3; x) 

-a1F1(a+l; (3; x)} . . (22) 

• Hig~r Transcendental Functions, Bateman Manuscript 
Project, edited by A. ErdeIyi (McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1953), Vol. 1, p. 253. 
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Here 
x=-2ipr } 
a='Y-iv, P=2'Y+1. 

(23) 

We introduce for convenience the further notation: 

rea) 
~k= -k(-I)k-e"'/2x-r-Ie-Z{21Fl(a; P; x) 

rep) 
rea) 

tk=iv'( -1)k_-e"'/2x-r-Ie-Z/21Fl(aj Pi x) 
rep) 

rea) 
Ak=a( -1)k--en/2x-r-Ic-z/2IF I (a+ 1; P j x), 

rep) 
in terms of which 

(24) 

ak= ~kk(Pk+ pk-~)+rkk(Pk-Pk-l)+Akk(Pk- Pk-I) } 
bk = ~k(Pkl-Pk_ll) +rk (PkI+ Pk_II)+Ak(Pkl+ Pic-II) 
Ck= ~.tk(Pk+ Pic-I) -r,.k(Pk-Plc-I)+A,.k(Pk- PIc-I) 
dk= ~k(Plc-ll-Pkl)+rk(Plc-II+ Pkl)-A" (PIc_1l+ PlcI). 

By means of the relations 

(l±cos8) 
p"l±Plc-II k(P"_l=FPk) 

sine 
and 

(25) 

(26.1) 

k (Pk±Pk- 1) = - (l±cos8) (P"_l'=F Pic'), (26.2) 

II' and x, as expressed in Eqs. (14) and (18), can be 
written .. 
11'= { - [1 +cos8+0 sinO] E ~k(Plc-t' - P,,') 

k-l 

'" -[I-cos8-0 sinO] E (Ak+tk)(Pk-I'+Pk')}v 
k-I 

00 

x= {-[I+cos8+0sinO] E ~k(Pk-t'- p,.') 
k-l 

00 

-[I-cos8-0 sinO] E(A"- tk)(Plc-I'+Pk')}w. 
k-l 

(27) 

The primes in the above denote derivations with respect 
to the argument of the Legendre polynomials. 

It is seen from Eq. (27) that the coefficients which 
relate II' and X to the respective spinors v and w differ 
solely in the sign of rk. After some rearrangement and 
use of the relation6 

aIF1(a+l ;(3; x)= ({3-1hFl(a;{3-1; x) 
+(a-{3+1hF1{aiP;x), (28) 

II' and X are obtained in the form 

where 

N= -2 Ek ~k(Plc-l'-Pk') } 
L+i(v±v')M (30) 

= Ek [(~k-Ak±tk)Plc-t'-ak+Ak=Frk)Pk']. 

It follows that 

"" rea) 
N=2 E (-I)kk-eV7rI2x-r-Ic-z/2IFI(ajPix) 

k-l rep) 
X (p,.-r'-Pk') (31) 

(32) 

co rea) 
L= E (-I)k-e,"/2x-r-le-zl2 

k-l r({3) 

X {[('Y-k)lF1(aj{3; x)-2'Y1F1(ai P-l; X)JPlc-l' 

+[('Y+khF1(a;Pi X)-2'YIFl(ajp-1; X)]Pk'}. (33) 

By means of Eg. (16) and the geometry of Fig. 1, 
the factor (l-cosO-O sinO) in (29) can be expressed in 
vector form; 

(1-cos8-0 sin8) = 1-r·p-ia·;Xp 
=.,. (1'-;).,'1'. 

From (9) and the above 

1/;= (w+m)i( Nv+L.,· (p-r).,.pv) 

2W Nw+L.,· (p-r).,·Pw 

(34) 

(
w+m)i (V-v').,. (p-r).,.pv) . + -- iM . (35) 

2W (v+v').,· (p-r).,·Pw 

The first term here has the desired form in that it can 
be written directly in terms of the plane wave spinor u 
defined in (6). The second term can be expressed in a 
similar manner via relations (5) and (8) and the 
following: 

v± v' = aZ(W± m)/p = aZp/(W=Fm) (36) 

"'p "'p 
--v=w, ---w=v (37) 
W+m W-m 

(v-'/)"'Pv=aZw, (v+v'),,·Pw=aZv. (38) 

We obtain 

1/;= [N+iaZMa· (p-r)+La· (p-r)a·pJu (39) 

11'= {N + (1-cos8-0 sinO)[L+i(v- v')MJ}v } where 
x= {N+(1-cos8-0 sin8)[L+i(v+v')M]}w, (29) 

a=C ~), 
5 Reference 4, p. 254. 

(40) 
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and the coefficients L, M, N are given by Eqs. (31), 
(32), and (33), with 

Pk=Pk(f·p). (41) 

Considered in terms of an expansion in the Coulomb 
parameter aZ, the coefficients Nand M are of order 
unity while the coefficient L is of order (aZ)2. The 
latter is demonstrated in Sec. II below. It follows that 
the three terms on the right in (39) are, respectively, 
of order unity, (aZ), and (aZ)2. 

The function !/I expressed by Eq. (39) has the 
asymptotic character associated with description of an 
incident electron state. In particular, it has for large r 
the form of a plane wave plus outgoing spherical waves. 
A function !/I' with the asymptotic character associated 
with a final electron state can be determined from (39) 
via time reversal. 

The adjoint of the function 1// can be written 

~' =ii[N'+iaZM'a· (P+f)+L'a·fia· (P+f)], (42) 

where 

'" r(a) 
N'= 2 E --e,,,/2xoy-le-x/2klFl(a; fj; x) 

k=l r(fj) 
X (Pk-1'+Pk') (43) 

'" r(a) 
M'=E --e .. ·/2xoy-le-x/21F1(a;fj; x) 

1:-1 r(fj) 
X (Pk-1'-Pk') (44) 

'" r(a) 
L' = E --e,,,/2x"y-1e-x/2 

k-l r(fj) 

X {[(,,-khF1(a;fj; x)- 2"lF1(a; fj-l; x)]Pk-t' 

- [(,,+khF1(a; fj; x)- 2"lF1(a; fj-l; x)]Pk'} (45) 

P k= Pk(p· f). 

For large r, !/I' has the form of a plane wave plus 
incoming spherical waves. 

II. SOMMERFELD-MAUE APPROXIMATION 

In the following, the wave function if; in the form 
(39) is used to derive the Sommerfeld-Maue approxi
mation for a Dirac electron in a Coulomb potential. 6 

It was shown by Bethe and Maximon that the latter 
approximation is obtained from the Darwin series by 
neglecting terms of order a2ZJ/il as compared to unity.7 
We here verify this result. We show in fact that the 
Sommerfeld-Maue function follows directly from !/I as 
the result of approximating" by k in the latter function. 
This approximation is precisely stated by the equation 

We first show that the coefficient L vanishes in this 

8 A. Sommerfeld and A. W. Maue, Ann. Physik 22,629 (1935). 
7 H. A. Bethe and L. C. Maximon, Phys. Rev. 93, 768 (1954). 

approximation. Substitution of (46) in (33) gives 

'" r(k-iv) 
L:;,: 2 E (-l)k e,,,/2xk-le-x/2k 

k-l r(2k+l) 

X {lF1(k-iv;2k+l ;X)Pk'-lF1(k-iv;2k;x)P/ 

-lF1(k-iv; 2k; X)Pk_I'} 

'" r(k-iv) 
:;,: 2 E (-I)k e,,,/2xk-le-x/2k 

k-l r(2k+1) 

X[lF1(k-iv; 2k+l; x)-lFl(k-iv; 2k; x)]P/ 

'" r(k+l-iv) +E (-l)k ev,../2x ke-x/2(2k+2) 
k=O r(2k+3) 

X 1F1(k+l-iv; 2k+2; x)Pk'. (47) 

Since Po' vanishes, the above can be rewritten in the 
form 

'" r(k-iv) 
L:;,: E (-I)k e,,,/2x ke-x/2 

k-l r(2k+1) 

X{(2k/xhF1(k-iv; 2k+l; x) 

- (2k/xhF1(k-iv; 2k; x) 

(k-iv) 
+--lF1(k+l-iv; 2k+2; x)}Pk'. (47') 

2k+l 

By use of the recursion relation6 

[(fj-l)/X][lF I(a; fj; x) -IF I(a; fj-l; x)]. 

=-(a/fjhFI(a+l;fj+l;x) (48) 

the coefficient of P k ' in Eq. (47') is shown to be iden
tically zero. Whence 

(49) 

Subject to the approximation (46), the coefficients N 
and M given by (31) and (32) can be written 

'" r(k-iv) 
N:;,:2 E (-I)kk e,,../2xk-le-x/2 

k=l r(2k+l) 

XIFl(k-iv; 2k+l; x) (Pk-1'-Pk') (SO) 

'" r(k-iv) 
M:;,:E (-I)k e,,../2xk-le-x/2 

k-l r(2k+l) 

X1F1(k-iv; 2k+l; X)(Pk-1'+Pk'). (51) 

The latter sums can be simplified by eliminating the 
complex parameters of the hypergeometric functions. 
To this end we introduce, after Gordon, 8 the following 

8 W. Gordon, Z. Physik, 48, 187 (1928). 
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contour integral representation9 for IF 1 

IF1(k-iv; 2k+l; x) 

r(l-iv)r(k) 1 10+ 

r(k-iv) 21Ti 1 

(_ s)i"-I(I- S)k-i>-l 

X1F1(k; 2k+l; x[l-sJ)ds. (52) 

From (50) and (51) 

2r(1-iv) 10+ 
1Y ~ eH ... - xl (-S)i"'-I(1- S)-i. 

21Ti 1 
XN(s)ds (53) 

where 

cO r(k) 
N(S)=L (-l)k (x[t-SJ)H 

k=l r(2k+l) 

XIFr(k; 2k+l; x[l-s])k(Pk_I'-Pk') (55) 

.., r(k) 
M(s)= L (-l)k (x[l-s])k-1 

k=l r(2k+l) 

X 1F1(k; 2k+l; x[t-sJ)(Pk-t'+Pk'). (56) 

The function N (s) can be written 

ao r(k+l) 
N(S)=L (_l)k-l (x[1-SJ)k-l 

k=O r(2k+1) 

X{ x[1-sJ IF1(k+l; 2k+3; x[l-s]) 
2(2k+l) 

+lF1(k; 2k+l; x[l-s]) }Pk' 

ao r(k+1) 
N(s)=L (-x[1-s])k-l 

k~or(2k+l) 

(57) 

X 1F1(k+l; 2k+2; x[l-sJ)Pk'. (58) 

Equation (58) is obtained from (57) with the aid of the 
recursion relations· 

tF1(a;/3-1; z)-lF1(a-l;/3-1; z) 

and 
=[z!C/3-1)]lF1(ai,8; z) (59.1) 

= IF1(a;"; z)-lFI(a; iJ-l; z). (59.2) 

9 The path of integration passes through the point s= 1 and 
closes around the origin in a positive direction. 

As an explicit function of rand 9, N(s) is written 

1 iJ co r(k+l) 
N(s) L (2ipr[1-S])k 

2ipr(1- s) a cos8 k-o f(2k+ 1) 

X IF1(k+ 1; 2k+2; - 2ipr[1- sJ)Pk(cosO). (60) 

The hypergeometric function here can be expressed 
as a spherical Bessel function via the relation lO 

IFl(k+l; 2k+2; -2iy) 
=r2iY

1Fl(k+l; 2k+2; 2iy) 
= (2Y/1T)!(ty)-He- iyr(k+!+1)jk(Y), (61) 

whereupon the series in Eq. (60) is directly summable; 

00 f(k+1) 
L (2ipr[1-s])k 
k=or(2k+1) 

X 1F1(k+l; 2k+2j -2ipr[1-s])Pk(cosO) 

=exp{ -ipr[1-s](1-cos8)}. (62) 

It follows that 

N(s)=! exp{ -ipr[l-s](l-cosO)}. (63) 

Using relation (26.2) and the result of (62), we obtain 
for M(s) 

M (s) = [2ipr[1-s ](l-cosO)]-l 
Xexp[ -ipr[l-sJ(1-cosO)}. (64) 

Substitution of (63) and (64) in Eqs. (53) and (54) gives 

f(l-iv) 
N ~ e .. r /2eipr cOBB 

21Ti 

0+ 
X 1 (_s)iy-l(1_s)-ive;PT8(l-oosBlds (65) 

r(t-il') eipr coaB 

M""" e"'/2----
2ri 2ipr(1-cos8) 

0+ 
X 1 (_s)iv-l(l_s)-i>-leiP'8(l-coaBlds. (66) 

The integrals involved in the latter relations are 
expressible in terms of hypergeometric functions by 
use of the standard integral representationll 

1 r(,8)r(l-a) 
IF1(a;,8; z)=------

21Ti f(,8-a) 

X 10+ ezt (l-t)P-a-'( -t)-Idt 

Re(iJ-a»O (67) 

10 See, for instance, W. Magnus and F. Oberhettinger, Func
tions 0/ Mathematical Physics (Chelsea Publishing Company New 
York, 1954). ' 

11 Reference 4, p. 272. 
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and the recursion relationS 

p[lF1(a+l ;P; z)-lF1(a;p; z)] 
=zlFI(a+ 1; P+ 1; z). (68) 

One obtains 

N = r(1-iv)evr/2eipr oos91F1(iv; 1; ipr[l-cosOJ) (69) 

M = -!r(1-iv)evr/2eipr 0088 

X IF1(1 +iv; 2; ipr[l-cosO]). (70) 

The wave function y" in the approximation of Eq. (46) 
is obtained after substitution in (39) of the result (49) 
and the above values of Nand M. 

y"=r(1-iv)e,,r/2 exp(ip· r)[lF1(iv; 1; ipr-ip· r) 
-tiaZo:· (p-rhFI(l+iv; 2; ipr-ip· r)]u. (71) 

The result can be rewritten in the more familiar form 
of the Sommerfeld-Maue wave function; 

y,,=N I exp(ip· r)[1- (ij2W)o:· V rJ 
X IF] (iv; 1; ipr-ip· r)u, (72) 

with 

N 1 = r(1-iv)evr /2 

V r1F](iv;1;ipr-ip·r) (73) 
=aZW(p-r)lFl(l+iv; 2; ipr-ip· r). 
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Wightman's assumption of commutative superselection rules is proved to be equivalent to Jauch's 
assumption of existence of a complete set of commuting observables. The analysis of coherence is carried out 
by using the Gel'fand representation theory and the general structure of the complete sets of compatible 
observables is given when the Hilbert space is separahle. The above equivalence provides the physical 
grounds to incorporate both assumptions into the axiomatic foundations of quantum theory as a single 
"superselection principle." To illustrate how this principle works, the problem of determining the physically 
realizable states of an assembly of n-identical particles is analyzed and solved. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE possibility that the set ~ of the bounded 
Hermitian operators representing observables of 

a quantum system were actually reducible was first 
raised by Wick, Wightman, and Wigner.1 Later, in a 
natural attempt to provide the simplest substitute for 
irreducibility, Wightman2 put forward the "assumption 
of commutative superselection rules," i.e., thecommutor 
~ is Abelian. 3 More recently, a careful analysis of the 
theory of measurement compels Jauch to state the 
following assuniption4 : ~' has a maximal Abelian 
subalgebra, or equivalently, ~ contains a complete set 
of compatible observables. Needless to say, this last 
hypothesis is profoundly rooted in the quantum 
philosophy, and that as such, its proper place has to be 
looked for in the very postulation frame of quantum 
theory. 

In this paper we present (Sec. I) a simple proof of 
the equivalence of the Wightman (W) and Jauch m 
assumptions in a Hilbert space of arbitrary dimension; 

* Present address: Department of Mathematics, New York 
University, New York. 

1 G. C. Wick, A. S. Wightman, and E. P. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 
88, 101 (1952). 

t A. S. Wightman, Suppl. Nuovo cimento 14, 81 (1959). 
a For symbols and definitions see following material. 
4 J. M. Jauch, Helv. Phys. Acta 33, 711 (1960). 

this equivalence strongly supports the existence of a 
"superselection principle," according to which the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the (bounded) observ
abIes of any specific quantum situation must be hyper
reducible. In carrying out the general discussion of 
(in)coherent subspaces, extensive use is made of 
the Gel'fand representation theory. Whenever the 
underlying Hilbert space is separable, the complete 
sets of compatible observables appear as direct integrals 
of maximal Abelian real W* algebras in the elementary 
coherent subspaces. ' 

Section II presents an interesting application of the 
superselection principle. After some preparatory results 
on the structure of the group algebras of finite unitary 
groups and their commutors, a specific problem is 
undertaken: to determine those subspaces 'l'"eJC" 
=JC1®JCl®' .. ®JCl (n factors) satisfying the following 
two conditions: (a) 'l'" reduces both the symmetric 
group 9 and its commutor g'; (b) g' is hyper-reducible in 
er". From the foregoing considerations it follows that 
'l'" are exactly those subspaces compatible with the 
superselection principle if one requires from the 
observables to commute with permutations. This is 
obviously the case if the physical system under consider
ation is the quantum assembly of n-identical particles 
(indiscemability principle). As a result, we prove that 
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two conditions: (a) 'l'" reduces both the symmetric 
group 9 and its commutor g'; (b) g' is hyper-reducible in 
er". From the foregoing considerations it follows that 
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observables to commute with permutations. This is 
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(indiscemability principle). As a result, we prove that 
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no pure states other than symmetric or antisymmetric 
ones are compatible with the superselection principle. 
At this point, we should emphasize that the "proofs" 
one usually finds in many textbooks concerning the 
symmetry or antisymmetry of wave functions are 
quite unsatisfactory from an operational viewpoint. 
Indeed, if" and P are arbitrary elements of Xn and g, 
respectively, it is plain that the expectation values 
(I/;,QY;) and (P1f;,QP1f;) are equal for every observable 
Q, as it follows from the relations PQ=QP (mathemat
ically equivalent to indiscernability) and P* = P-l. 
Therefore, I/; and PI/; are physically identical (even if 
I/;¢±Pif;!). In order for the physical equivalence 
criterium to imply 1/;= ±P1f;, it would be necessary that 
the set of observables were irreducible in X,., a fact 
which would violate the indiscernability principle. 

Finally, an Appendix is devoted to discuss the nature 
of the set ~ of observables, from a physical and math
ematical viewpoint. 

I. EQUIVALENCE OF (W) AND (J) ASSUMPTIONS: 
SUPERSELECTION PRINCIPLE 

Let X be an arbitrary complex Hilbert space, .c (X) 
the W* algebra of all the bounded linear operators in 
X, and 0 a W* subalgebra of .c(X). (A self-adjoint 
algebra of opera tors is said to be a von Neumann or 
0/* algebra if it is closed relative to the weak neighbor
hood topology).··6 The comIrtutor ~' of a subset 
~C.c(X) is defined as the subset of .c(X) consisting 
of those operators which commute with every element 
of ~. It can be proved that ~' is a W* algebra and that 
the bicommutor ~"is the minimal W* algebra contain
ing ~ (i.e., the weak self-adjoint closure of ~). Therefore 
0" = 0. A W* algebra a will be called maximal Abelian 
if a= a'. Finally, we shall say that the W* algebra 0 
is hyper-reducible if 0' is Abelian, i.e., 0'C0 (these 
algebras are in particular discrete or of type 1).6.7 

Theorem 1. 

Let 0 be a W* algebra; then the following two state
ments are equivalent: 

al: 0 is hyper-reducible, 
a2: 0 contains a W* subalgebra e that is maximal 

Abelian. 

Proof. 8 

ar>al: In fact, if ec 0, and e= e', then 0'ce' 
= ec 0; therefore 0'C 0. 

al=>a2: If the Abelian W* subalgebras of 0 are 
partially ordered by inclusion, Zorn's lemma states 
that there exists some maximal element, say e, contain-

6 J. Dixmier, US Algebres d'operaUurs dans l'espace Hilbertien 
(Gauthier-Villars, Paris, France, 1957). 

I C. E. Rickart, Gmeral Theory of Banach Algebras (D. Van 
Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 19(0). 

71. E. Segal, Memoirs Am. Math. Soc. No.9 (1951). 
BA=>B means "if A, then B." Similarly, A( ... )B expresses 

that A =>B and B=>A. 

ing 0'; the maximal character of e in the above 
ordering implies that e'n 0ce; this relation, together 
with 0'cece' and its consequent e'C 0, prove that 
e= e'; so al=>a2. 

Therefore, al( = )a2, Q.E.D. 
It is not difficult to realize that from this rather 

simple theorem the equivalence of (W) and (J) assump
tions is easily shown.9 It suffices to take 0 as the W* 
algebra generated by the (bounded) observables, and to 
note that any Abelian W* algebra can be considered as 
generated by a set of commuting self-adjoint operators. 
As mentioned in the introduction, this equivalence is 
basic to state a physically grounded superselection 
principle. 

In the rest of this paper we shall deal exclusively 
with quantum theories in which the superselection 
principle holds. A well-established fact is that whenever 
the Hilbert space of state vectors is separable, it can be 
decomposed into a direct integral of coherent subspaces 
(coherent = minimal invariant with respect to the 
observables).lo Although in the general case a similar 
reduction theory is not available, it is yet possible, 
nevertheless, to display the main features concerning 
(in) coherence. Since the Gel'fand representation theory 
will playa relevant role in this analysis, we summarize 
its essential results concerning the structure of Abelian 
W* algebrasll : 

Let D be an Abelian W* subalgebra of .c(X). The 
set Z of all nonzero homomorphisms X of D into the 
field of complex numbers, with the weakest topology 
which makes A(X)=X(A) continuous (AED fixed, X 
variable), is called the carrier space or spectrum of D. 
The following statements are true: 

a) Z is a Stonian compact Haussdorf space.12 

b) There exists an involution and norm-preserving 
one-to-one linear mapping l' of D onto the B* algebra13 

C(Z) of continuous complex-valued functions on Z. 
(Gel'fand isomorphism.) 

c) Let AED, and fA=rA. The range of fA(X) as 
X runs over Z coincides with the spectrum of A. 

It is now an easy task to go through the problem of 
(in) coherence. Let us take D as the commutor J?t of 
the W* algebra J?t' generated by the system ~ of 
observables of a quantum system. From the afore
mentioned properties it follows in a straightforward 

g We are tacitly assuming that ~= (~'),., i.e., that every 
self-adjoint element of ~' belongs to ~. See. the Appendix for a 
more detailed discussion of this point. We are indebted to the 
referee for his suggestion that this sort of discussion would be 
desirable. 

10 J. von Neumann, Ann. Math. SO, 401 (1949). Cf. also ref-
erences 4 through 7. . 

11 I. M. Gel 'fand , Mat. Sbomik 9, 3 (1941); Uspekhi. Mat. 
Nauk 12, 249 (1957). See especially reference 6. 

11 A. Haussdorf space is said to be extremely disconnected or 
Stonian if the closure of every open subset is also open. See M. H. 
Stone, Can. J. Math. I, 176 (1949). 

11 See reference 6, Chapters III and IV. 
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way that the three following statements are equivalent: 

1) EX reduces ~, (E*=E=F2). 
2) E is a self-adjoint idempotent in D. 
3) TE is the characteristic function <px of a clopen 

(= open and closed) subset X of Z. 

Consequently, if Xl and X 2 are disjoint clopen subsets 
of Z, then (T-I<pXI)JC and (T-I <pX2)JC are orthogonal 
subspaces of JC which are mutually incoherent relative 
to ~, and conversely. Therefore, in order for EX to be 
coherent, it is necessary and sufficient that X be 
relatively connected. But Z is Stonian; so X must 
consist of a single isolated point. Consequently, the 
coherent subspaces are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the isolated points of Z, and so, JC will break up 
into the direct sum of the coherent subspaces if and 
only if the set of isolated points is dense in Z; from 
property (c) it easily follows that this condition is 
equivalent to requiring that all the operators in D 
(which are clearly normal) have pure point spectra 
(i.e., the eigenstates of one such operator span the 
whole JC).1f this were not the case, such a decomposition 
would not be possible any more. However, there exists a 
particularly relevant case, namely, when JC is separable, 
in which a generalized decomposition can be carried 
out. 14 

In fact, under this assumption of separability, the 
following propositions can be proved: 

bI : There exist a non-negative Radon basic measure 
v on Z, a v-measurable field of separable Hilbert spaces 
.\)(X), and an isometric linear mapping u of JC onto 
.\)= fzt£!.\)(X)dv(X), such that UDU-I is the W* algebra 
!D of diagonalizable operators in .\). [vas well as the 
field .\)(.) are essentially unique]. 

b2: If a is any W* algebra such that DC ac D', 
then there exists a v-measurable and v-unique field of 
W* algebras a(X)C£[.\)(X)] such that 

In particular 

UD'U-I = it£! £[.\)(X)]dv(X). 

From bI , b2, one easily realizes that the v-measurable 
subsets of Z now play the role that the clopen subsets 
did before with respect to (in)coherence. However, the 
topological properties of Z imply, in particular, that 
any v-measurable subset of Z is equivalent (in the 
v-measure sense) to a clopen subset; in other words, 
any bounded v-measurable function on Z coincides 
(v-almost everywhere) with a continuous function. 
Consequently, we meet again the parallelism displayed 
before between topology and (in)coherence, as it was 

14 See references 4 and 10. For a detailed analysis of bl , b2 , the 
reader may profitably consult reference 5, especially Chap. II. 

to be expected for simple reasons. The Hilbert spaces 
.\) (X) are called elementary coherent subspaces, although 
they cannot be properly considered as subspaces of JC 
except in the case that v be discrete at the point X, or 
equivalently that X be an isolated point of Z. We must 
admit, therefore, that the theory of generalized de
compositions does not lead to any new resu't as regards 
the analysis of (in)coherence. Nevertheless, it will be 
most useful to render explicit the structure of the 
complete sets of commuting observables. In fact, if ill 
is such a set, then 

o=ItC(R"=e=e'C~."= D', 

where It' is the W* algebra generated by the observ
abies. Therefore, there exists (proposition b2) a v
measurable field of W* algebras e(X)=e'(X) such 
that 

Conversely, if e(·) is a v-measurable field of maximal 
Abelian W* algebras, then 

is a maximal Abelian W* algebra contained in It'. 
Finally, it is plain that u(Ru-1= fzt£!(R(X)dv(X), 

where (R(X) l:!-re sets of commuting self-adjoint operators 
determining e(x). From the mathematical viewpoint, 
however, a greater simplicity is reached if we take the 
complete sets of commuting observables as being 
maximal Abelian real W* algebras, i.e., if we assume 
that any self-adjoint operator in the weak closure of 
(R belongs to (R. In that case, (R(X) are also maximal 
Abelian real W* algebras in .\)(X), and conversely. 

II. PURE STATES OF n IDENTICAL PARTICLES 

The(}t'em 2. Let JC be a complex Hilbert space and 
a the group algebra of a finite group 9 of unitary 
operators in JC, i.e., the subalgebra of £(JC) consisting 
of all the linear combinations of elements of g. Then 
the following statements are true: 

(1: a is a W* algebra. 
(2: It is possible to endow a with a structure of H* 

algebra,Hi i.e., a scalar product (A,B) can be defined 
for any A, BEa such that a becomes a Hilbert space 
and (A,BC) = (B*A,C). 

(3: As an H* algebra, a is the direct sum of its 
(mutually orthogonal) minimal two-sided ideals ai 
(i= 1,2, .. " s). The identity Ei of ai is a self-adjoint 
idempotent and belongs to the center of a. Each ai 

16 This structure is, of course, compatible with the structure 
quoted in CI in the sense that the adjoint of any AECl when 
considered as an operator acting on the left in (t, coincides with 
its adjoint as an operator in X. 
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admits a decomposition as a direct sum of mutually 
orthogonal minimalleft-ideals I .I,! .2" .. ,I iri' (Although 
I'j are not uniquely determined, unless 1'.= 1, the 
length 1'. of the decomposition is fixed for a given a •. ) 
Each Iii is of the form aEi;, where E.; is an irreducible 
self-adjoint idempotent, and EijaE.k is one dimensional; 
finally, there exist some elements T';kEI'k such that 
T ijk= T ik/, TiikT.ki= Eij. 

C4: a' is completely reducible; the subspaces EijJC 
are minimal invariant relative to a'. 

C5: A subspace JC'CJC reduces a and (1,' if and only if 

JC' = ( E Ei)JC, 
iEJ' 

where J' is any subset of J=(1,2," ·,s). 
C6: A subspace JC"CJC reduces (1, and a', and (1, is 

Abelian in JC" if and only if 

JC" = ( E E.)JC, 
iEJ" 

where J" is any subset of {iEJ: 1'i=l}. 

Before proving this theorem, let us present an 
important consequence of it: LetJC=JC,,=JCI®JCI®' .. 
®JCI, and 9 the symmetric group: P{1/Ii,®1/I.,,®··· 
®1/t;,.} =1/1.,,1811/1;2,181 •.. 1811/1;", where 1/I.EJCI and PEg 
is the permutation (1,2,.·· ,n) -t (1',2',. .. ,n'). But a 
is a faithful representation of a two-sided ideal of the 
abstract group algebra of g. (If dimJCI ~ n, a is actually 
isomorphic to the entire abstract group algebra.) So, 
if we combine C6 with those classical resultsI6 ,17 on the 
structure of this abstract algebra which state that 
1'.= 1 if and only if Ei is either the symmetrizer S or the 
antisymmetrizer A, we reach the following fundamental 
result: In order for a subspace er "CJC" to reduce both 
9 and g' in such a way that g' be hyper-reducible in ern it 
is necessary and sufficient that ern be anyone of these 
three subspaces: SJC", AJC .. , and (S+ A)JC". Both SJC" 
and AJC" are coherent with respect to (1,', while 
(S+A)JC" is obviously incoherent as a direct orthogo
nal sum of two subspaces (SJC" and AJC,,) which are 
mutually incoherent. Therefore, since g' can be con
sidered as the W* algebra generated by the observ
abIes of a quantum assembly of n-identical particles, 
this result can be interpreted as saying that the 
unique pure states of the assembly which are compati
ble with the superselection principle are the symmet
ric or the antisymmetric ones. As said in the intro
duction, that constitutes (in our view) a satisfactory 
proof of an old feature of quantum mechanics. 

Proof of Theorem 2. 
CI: Let {A I,A 2,' •• ,A n} be a linear basis of (1" so 

16 B. L. van der Waerden, Modern Algebra (Frederick Ungar 
Publishing Company, New York, 1950). 

'7 H. Boerner, Darstellungen von Gruppen (Springer Verlag, 
Berlin, Germany, 1955). 

that any AE a can be uniquely written down as 

and let {JC,.} ('YEK) denote the collection of all the 
finite subspaces JC'YCJC reducing a. Let BE a"; it is 
clear that every JC'Y reduces B. If B'Y' ay denote, 
respectively, the restrictions of B, a to JC'Y' then 
B'YE Gry" ; but dimJC,. < 00, so B'YE Gry, i.e., 

n 

B'Y= E Ai,'YA.,'Y' 
i==l 

As dim(1,'Y may likely be less than n, we need to prove 
that a unique consistent choice of the coefficients A.,y 
is actually possible: In fact, there always exists a subset 
K'CK such that 

[note that any cyclic (relative to a) subspace of JC is 
finite dimensional]; therefore, and because of the 
finite dimensionality of a, we can assert the existence 
of some f3EK' such that dima,B=n. It is clear that 
A.,fj (i= 1,2" .. ,n) are unique; but JCfjEBJC",(a~f3, 'aEK') 
belongs to {JC,.}; therefore Ai,a=Ai,,B is a consistent 
choice for all aEK', and consequently, 

" B= E A.,~., Q.E.D. 
'~I 

C2: Let us consider 9 as an abstract group with 
elements gl,g2,' .. ,g .. , and let ii be its abstract group 
algebra. Since 9 is, in particular, a compact group, 
and ii=L2(g)we can readily apply that well-known 
general result which states that ii is an H* algebral8 ; 

because of the finiteness of g, we can further assert 
that 9 is a unitary group in ii. Consequently, a is 
* -isomorphic to a two-sided ideal of ii, and hence, (1, 
is an H* algebra, Q.E.D. 

C3: These properties are essentially the Wederbum 
classical structure theorems and their proofs cal). be 
found, for instance, in reference 18. 

C4: It suffices to prove that EijJC are minimal 
invariant with respect to a'. But this conclusion is a 
simple consequence of both the irreducibility of Eii 
and the proposition CI. [Ill fact, let us assume EiiJC 
to be reducible under (1,'; then there would exist two 
subspaces Eo'JC and Eo"JC (Eo', Ed' being mutually 
orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents) with Ed+Ed' 
=Ei;, such that they would reduce (1,'. This last 
property would imply Eo', Ed'E (1," (= (1,), and 
therefore, Eii would not be an irreducible idempotent.] 

C5: Because of C3 and C4, we have just to prove that 

18 L. H. Loomis, An Introduction to Abstract Harmonic Analysis 
(D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc" Princeton, New Jersey, 1953). 
See also reference 6. 
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if E':jXCX', and X' reduces d and d', then Eu.XCX' 
for any kr6 j. But TikjE':jXCEu.X, and Tik/TikjE':jX 
= E,:;X; therefore T ik;E':j3C is a non-null subspace in 
X'nEuX, and hence EuXCX'. 

Cs: Since TijkTik;r6TikjTi;k if k~ j, and EzdFz is 
isomorphic to the field of complex numbers whenever 
1'z= 1 (as it easily follows from Ca), Cs is obviously true. 
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APPENDIX 

That the equivalence (W)( = ) (J) cannot be logically 
inferred from Theorem 1 without any further knowledge 
about ~ is revealed by this example: 

Let 3C be 3 dimensional, with {!pl,!P2,!pa} as an 
orthonormal basis. Define A and B as the self-adjoint 
operators given by' 

A !PI = !PI, A !P2,3= - !P2,a, B!pl = !Pl+2!pa, 

'B!P2= 2!P2, B!P3= 2!p1- 2!pa. 

It is easy to verify that if ~={A,B}, then ft is Abelian; 
but AB~BA; therefore ~has no other Abelian subsets 
than {A} and {B}. Since both A and B have no simple 
spectra, {A}"~{A}' and {B}"~{B}'. Consequently 
(W) is logically weaker than (J). 

However, the set ~ of all the bounded observables 
of a quantum system is by no means arbitrary; endow
ing it, in a natural way, with a definite mathematical 
structure has actually been the subject of many sound 
investigations, mainly by SegaP9 and Mackey,20 whose 
results we hurriedly summarize: 

Mackey's analysis leads reasonably to the assumption 
that every projection in any coherent space must 
represent an experimental "question;' and so, that 
~= (ft').a; therefore (W)(=)(J) whenever Mackey's 
postulational approach is adopted. 

However, Segal's method gives ~ the following more 
general structure; ~= (~)oa, where ~ is a C* algebra. 
Fortunately, a remark of a physical nature will enable 
us to consider ~ as being a W* algebra, retrieving 
thereby the equivalence (W)( = ) (J): let {A . .} be an 
arbitrary nondecreasing bounded directed set of 
elements of ~. If A=limAi, it is plain that the expecta
tion value of A in any physically realizable state can 
be experimentally measured with unlimited accuracy 
by means of A/s. On the other hand, these expectation 
values uniquely define A, since this is true for A/s. 
So, it is perfectly natural to assume that A is an 
observable, i.e. AE2, and as a consequence, it follows 
that ~ is a W* algebra.21 

Ie I. E. Segal, Ann. Math. 48, 930 (1947). I. E. Segal, Lectures, 
Summer seminar on applied mathematics, Boulder, Colorado 
(1960). 
~ G. Mackey, The Mathematical Foundations of Quantum 

Mechanics (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
1960). 

11 R. V. Kadison, Ann. Math. 64,175 (1956). 
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In this work we start from a formulation of the quantum-ergodic problem developed in a preceding 
paper. We prove that the ergodicity conditions which we established there in an abstract and very general 
form are in particular satisfied for the class of Hamiltonians for which Van Hove was able to prove a master 
equation. Some restrictive assumptions have been introduced to Van Hove's theory which are necessary 
to identify the unperturbed states of Van Hove with the states ..... of the ergodic theory. 

INTR.ODUCTION 

A s is well known, statistical mechanics can be 
founded on two different approaches, the ergodic 

method and the master equation method. 
The two approaches are not in contradiction, but 

according to modem views they correspond to two 
complementary aspects of the problem. Ergodic theories 
have essentially the aim of establishing existence 
theorems for an equilibrium state of a system. The 
master equation has the aim of describing how the 
approach of the system towards the abovementioned 
equilibrium state takes place. 

In principle, the ergodic theorems should be more 
general, the master equation should hold under more 
particular conditions, but should be richer in physical 
contents. 

The situation has recently, in a certain sense, been 
reversed, while notable improvements were made in the 
field of the master equation mainly by Van Hove,l-2 
only minor improvements were made in the field of the 
ergodic theories. 

More specifically Van Hove has developed, in a 
series of papers,l-6 a perturbation theory for continuous 
spectra (owing to the great number of degrees of 
freedom of a macroscopic system, the spectrum of its 
Hamiltonian can be practically considered as con
tinuous) and he succeeded in deducing a master 
equation which governs the time evolution of the 
occupation probability of the unperturbed states of the 
system for a certain class of Hamiltonians and a 
certain class of initial conditions. 

The aim of the present work is to show that certain 
ergodicity conditions of a rather abstract type which 
we gave in a preceding paper6 (which we shall hereafter 

• Present address: Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University 
of California, Berkeley. California. 

1 L. Van Hove, Physica 21,517 (1955). 
2 L. Van Hove, Physica 23, 441 (1957); 25,268 (1959). 
a L. Van Hove, Physica 21, 901 (1955). 
• L. Van Hove, Physica 22,343 (1956). 
Ii N. M. Hugentoltz, Physica 23, 481 (1957). 
• G. M. Prosperi and A. Scotti, J. Math. Phys. 1, 218 (1960). 

For another formulation of the ergodic theorem see G. Ludwig 
Z. Physik ISO, 346 (1958), and G. Ludwig "Axiomatic Quantum 
Statistics of Macroscopic Systems," Reports of the Scuola Intem
azionale di Fisica "Enrico Fermi," Corso XIV, Italy, 1960 (to be 
published). 

indicate with the letter A), starting from a new formula
tion of the quantum-ergodic problem, are satisfied for 
the class of Hamiltonians dealt with by Van Hove. The 
formulation which we have adopted of the quantum 
ergodic problem can be summarized in this way: 

As usual, we assume the energy spectrum of the 
system to be decomposed in intervals, we consider the 
subspaces (energy shells) spanned by the eigenvectors 
corresponding to those intervals and we assume they 
characterize a "macroenergy" (in the sense that by a 
macroscopic experiment can only be established to 
what interval the energy of the system belongs and 
hence in what subspace its state vector is). Further, we 
suppose every energy shell V to be decomposed in new 
subspaces V. (cells) orthogonal to each other which are 
spanned by a system of basis vector {W.i} (J/= 1,2,. . ',N; 
i=1,2,···s,;'E,s,=S) and we assume that all state 
vectors belonging to the same V" correspond to the 
same macroscopic properties of the system. 

We assume that a macroscopic observation has been 
made on the system at the time t=O, and thus, that 
its state vector 1/10 at that instant has been assigned to 
a determined subspace V". 

We define as ergodic those systems for which the 
relation 

(ll) 

holds. Here M is the time average and (B is an average 
on all possible initial states 1/Io's belonging to the cell p.. 

More precisely the criterium by which (B is calculated 
is the following: one observes that all possible 1/Io's 
belonging to the cell V"' constitute a complex s,,
dimensional hypersphere of radius = 1 and one attrib
utes to every set of 1/Io's a weight proportional to the 
area of the region which they intercept on the surface of 
the hypersphere. 

If we put 

where Ep are the eigenvalues of the energy and Pp the 
projectors on the corresponding eigensubspaces, the 
principal result of A is that relation (11) is satisfied if 

329 
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the other relations 

«N-iSv/S, (12') 

are satisfied. These are the ergodicity conditions which 
we have mentioned above. 

The exposition plan of our work is the following: 
The proof of the relations (1.2'), (1.2") is essentially 

contained in the fourth section. 
In the first section we recall the assumptions which 

Van Hove makes on the Hamiltonian and some results 
which are necessary for our work. 

In the second section we discuss the conditions under 
which it is possible to construct, throughout Van Hove's 
unperturbed states, an energy shell and we make some 
hypothesis on the way in which the cells V. must be 
chosen. We also establish some preliminary relation 
which we need in the fourth section. 

In the third section we establish another important 
preliminary relation. Finally in the last two sections we 
discuss the results. 

1. PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS OF 
VAN HOVE'S THEORY 

As we stated in the introduction, in this section we 
shall recall the hypothesis which Van Hove put at the 
basis of his perturbation theory for continuous spectrum 
and of his theory of the master equation and we shall 
summarize some results which will be necessary later on. 

We assume the Hamiltonian of the system to be of 
the form 

H=Ho+"AV (1.1) 

we denote by a= (a(l) ,a(f),' .. ,aU» the ensemble of the 
variables which characterize an eigenstate I a)o of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian 

Hoi a)o= e(a) I a)o. 

We assume the eigenstates of Ho to be discrete and 
hence the values of a which characterize them to be 
also so, but distributed with a very large density Po 
(which, for simplicity, we shall assume as constant). 

We assume the states I a)o to be normalized in the 
ordinary sense 

o(al a')O=~aa" 

We then introduce the new states la}= (po)ila)o; they 
result normalized in this way 

(ala')=PoOaa" 

If we accept the approximation in which po is very 

large, we can write 

(ala')=o(a-a'). 

We call 0 any operator; we have then in general 

(al 01 a')= Od(a)o(a-a')+Q(a,a'), 

where Q(a,a') is an expression which can contain delta 
singularities in the components of a and a' but these 
must be of a smaller order than 

b 

o(a-a'}= II o(a(k)-a'(A;». 
k=l 

We define the two operators Od and Ond as the 
diagonal part and nondiagonal part of 0 : 

Od!a)=Od(a} I a), 

(al Ond I a')=Q(a,a'). 

If f(a) and g(a,a') are functions which change very 
little with increments of a of the order of 1/ po, we can 
put 

(1/ po) La f(a)-::::' f daf(a) , 

from which in particular we have 

La la}o o(al-::::' f 00. I a)(a I , 

~, o(aIOla')og(a,a')-::::' fda f da'(aIOla')g(a,a'), (1.2') 

~:E .. f(a) o(aIOla)o~fdaf(a)Od(a). 
po 

As it is clear from these relations, Od(a) and Q(a,a') 
are essentially mean values of o(a 10 I a)o and Po oCa 10 I a')o 
calculated in a neighborhood of a and a', 

On the operator V we make the following assumptions: 

(i) The diagonal part of V is zero. 
(ii) If A 1, A 2, "', A n are diagonal operators in the 

a representation, the expression 

(1.3) 

has in general a nonvanishing diagonal part, and the 
matrix element of its nondiagonal part 

(al (VA 1V·· ·A "V)nd I a') 

does not contain any factor of the form o[e(a)-E(a')] 
(in particular (a I V I a') does not contain any factor of 
that type). 
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(iii) Let us consider the expression 

(a\ VAlV·· ·A"V\a') 

= I dall da2··· I da,,(a\ V\al)Al(Ul) 

X(al! V!(2)" ·An(an)(anl Via'), (1.4) 

and in this the submatrix 

(ajl V Aj+1V" ·A z- 1V\az) 

= ! daj+l! daj+2"'! da1_1(aj\ V!aj+l)Aj+l(aj+l) 

X (aj+ll V \ aj+2)' .. A 1-1 (a l---l) (a 1--1 \ V \ al), 
where 

l<j<l<n. 

We suppose that this has a singularity of the type 
~(aj-al) (i.e., that V Aj+l V· .. A 1--1 V has a nonvanish
ing diagonal part) then the expressions 

(aij (VAj+lV·· ·A k_ 1Vj a k)A k (ak) 

X(akj VA k+1V" ·A1-lV)dAzV A 1+1 V·· .Am-1Vjam ), 

and 

(aij V Ai+1 V· .. Ai_IV Aj(V Aj+1V, .. A kjak)A k(ak) 

X(akj VAk+lV" ·AI--1V)djal), 
where 

15,i<j <1<m5,n, 

have no singularities of the type ~(ak-am) and 
~(ai-ak), respectively. 

We define as the irreducible diagonal part 

(V A 1 V· .. A n V) id 

and as the irreducible nondiagonal part 

(V A, V·· ·A"V)ind 

of the expression (1.3) the contribution to the respective 
diagonal and nondiagonal parts which we obtain if, in 
performing the integrations in expression (1.4), we 
maintain the variables aI, a2, ... an each outside of a 
small neighborhood of any others and out of a small 
neighborhood of U and a' (this corresponds to eliminat
ing the contribution derived from the diagonal parts 
of all possible submatrices). 

Then, as a consequence of the postulate (iii), the 
nondiagonal part of an expression of the type (1.3) can 
be expressed as a sum of its irreducible nondiagonal 
part and of the terms which we obtain if we replace in 
all possible ways in (1.4) noncontiguous submatrices 
with their diagonal parts, and if we calculate the 
irreducible nondiagonal part of the complete expression. 
The diagonal part of (1.3) can be expressed in a strictly 
similar way, the only difference consists in the fact 
that, in this case, groups of terms which are placed on 

the two extremities of the expression must be considered 
as contiguous and the replacment of extreme sub
matrices must be made only on a single side chosen 
once and for all. We denote the aforementioned de
composition as decomposition of the diagonal (non-
diagonal) part of the expression (1.3) in its "irreducible: 
components." It is widely used in Van Hove's theory. 

Let us introduce the resolvent operator3 

(1.5) 

The projector on the subspace corresponding to a value 
of the energy between E' and E" can be written4 

P(E"EII)=~ ,[ dlRI 
211" h(E',E") 

where ,,(E',E") is a path which encircles just the por
tion of the real axis between E' and E". 

The following formal properties of Rz are important3 : 

(Rz)t=R1., 

(l-I')RzRz' = R1- R l,. 

(1. 7) 

(1.8) 

If we replace in (1.5) the (1.1) and expand in series of 
A, we obtain3 

Rz= (Ho-l)-I_A(Ho-l)-lV(Ho-l)-l 

+A2(Ho-I)-lV(Ho-l)-IV(Ho-I)-I_.,.. (1.9) 

Let us put3 

Dl= (Rl)d. (1.10) 

By decomposing every term of the expression of (Rl)nd 
into irreducible components and by making appropriate 
partial summations, it can be proved3,5 that 

RI=D/-ADz(V-AVD/V+··· )indDz• (1.11) 

By introducing the auxiliary quantity 

(1.12) 

it can be proved3,5 that Dz can be expressed in a closed 
form: 

(1.13) 

From the definitions (1.10) and (1.12), and from 
(1.13), one can obtain the following important proper
ties for Dz(a) and Gz(a) regarded as functions of 1.3 
Dz(a) and G1(a) are analytic functions out of the real 
axis; the asymptotic behavior of Dz(a) is given by the 
relation 

Dl(a) ~ 1/11\. 
111->00 

One has 

[Dz (a)J* = Dz*(a), [Gz(a)J* =G,.(a) j 
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it can be proved that in the half-plane Iml>O one has 
ImGZ(a) >0. Across the real axis Gz(a) has finite discon
tinuities (generally only in a certain interval) ; Dl(a) too 
has finite discontinuities of the same kind and in 
addition it can have poles. 

For the above properties we can put3 

being 

We have then 

GE+io(a) = KE (a) +iJ E(a), 

GE_io(a) =KE(a)-iJ E(a), 

h(a)~O. 

Let us assume that there are certain intervals of values 
of E in which 

h(a)=Oj 

Dl(a) will or will not have poles depending on whether 
the equation 

(1.15) 

has roots or does not in those intervals. 
In the former case we call the state a nondissipative, 

in the latter dissipative.2 This classification exhibits 
the profoundly different behavior in the time evolution 
of the vector f 1 ada' I a') in the two cases (1 a is a small 
neighborhood of a). 

The preceding results, in particular relations (1.11), 
(1.13), (1.14), and Eq. (1.15), are the basis of all 
developments of Van Hove's perturbation theory for 
continuous spectra. 

Now we conclude these considerations of a . general 
character and we intend to recall definitions and 
properties of some other quantities more strictly con
nected with the theory of the master equation and 
particularly interesting for us. 

We suppose A to be a diagonal opera tor in a represen
tation and its eigenvalue A (a) to be a smooth enough 
function of a, and we make the position2 

(RzARz')d(a)= f da'A(a')XlI'(a',a), (1.16) 

[(V-~VDzV+'" )A(V-~VDz'V+··· )]id(a) 

== f da'A(a')WII'(a',a). (1.17) 

If we substitute (1.11) into (1.16), decompose each 
term of the expansion obtained in irreducible compo
nents, and sum the terms in a suitable way, the follow-

lng relations can be proved6 : 

XII'(a',a) 

=Dz(a')Dz'(a')c5(a'-a)+~2Dz(a')Dz'(a') 

X f da1WII' (a',al)XII' (al,a) 

=Dz(a')Dz,(a')c5(a'-a)+~2Dz(a')DI,(a') 

X[WIl' (a"a)+~2f da1WII' (a',al)Dz(al)Ddal) 

X WII'(al,a)+' .. ]Dz(a)Dz' (a). (1.18) 

XII,(a',a) and WII,(a',a) have the following properties: 
Both are analytic for 1 and l' out of the real axis; 
they satisfy the relations 

[XII' (a',a)]*= Xl,.z. (a',a) , 

[WII'(a',a)]*= Wl'.l.(a',a); (1.19) 

for 1 or I' across the real axis WII' (a',a) has finite 
discontinuities, whereas XII' (a',a) has finite discon
tinuities and pseudopoles (Le., polar singularities 
operlapping finite discontinuities) the position of the 
latter is dependent on the reciprocal position of 1 and I'. 

The two functions 

XE+Z E+I(a',a) and XE+I E-l(a',a) 

are particularly interesting for us with regard to the 
study of their singularity. 

As we can deduce from the relation2 

Dz(a)-Dz,(a)= (l-l') f da'XII' (a',a) , (1.20) 

of the two, the function X E+l E-l(a',a) has always a 
pseudopole of the first order in the point 1=0, whereas 
the function X E+1 E+z(a',a) has no pseudopole of this 
kind. If the states a and a' are both dissipative, the 
pseudopole 1 = 0 is the only pseudopole for X E+lE-l (a' ,a), 
whereas X E+l E+Z(a',a) has no pseudopoles and it has 
in this case only finite discontinuities. The origin of the 
pseudopole in 1=0 for XE+I E_l(a',a) is different accord
ing to the nature of the states; in particular if all the 
states are dissipative, its origin is in the lack of con
vergence of the series (1.18). It is useful to note that 
asymptotically we have 

XE+I E_z(a',a) } 1 
---+ cc

X E+Z E_z(a',a) 111__ III i 
The two expressions 

and 

qE+(a',a)== (1/11') lim l1XE-i, EH,(a',a) 
".-...ro 

(1.21) 
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are particularly interesting for us; in the theory of the 
master equation they are connected with the limit 
distribution for t ~ ± 00 of the probability. An explicit 
evaluation of these is possible only when we make further 
assumptions on the physical system. 

We shall make the following assumptions: 

(iv) The following symmetry relation holds 

WlI,(a',a) = Wl'l(a,a'); (1.22) 

for (1.18); this also implies 

X ll' (a' ,a) = X I' I(a,a'). (1.23) 

(v) If we consider two states a and a', a succession 
of states al, a2, "', a" exists for which 

and 

W(O)(a',al)~O, W(0)(al,a2)~0,"', W(O)(a .. ,a)~O, 

where W(O)(a',a) represents the zero approximation of 

WlI'(a',a{i.e., f da'A(a')W(O)(a',a)= (VAV)d(a) 1 
We can prove that this assumption implies, moreover, 
that all unperturbed states are dissipative. 

On these assumptions we can prove 9E+(a',a) and 
qE-(a',a) to be equal and, for A smaller than a certain 
value Ac, the relation2 

qE(a',o:)= (l/r) lim f/XE-;~ E+i~(a',a) 
".±O 

AE(a')AE(a) 

fda" AE(a") 

holds, where 

AE(a)= (i/2r)(DE-io(a)-DE+io(a». 

2. ENERGY SHELL 

(1.24) 

(1.25) 

In Van Hove's theory we have no explicit reference 
to the concept of energy shell. Such a reference, instead, 
is for us essential if we want to identify the states I a}o 
with the vectors W.i which we considered in the intro
duction and we think that it would be important also 
for a physical interpretation of the results of Van Hove. 
Hence we wish to know under what conditions it is 
possible to construct a set 0 of values of a such that the 
subspace spanned by the vectors I a)o with aEO 
practically coincides with the subspace spanned by the 
energy eigenvectors, corresponding to an eigenvalue 
between El and E 2• 

From the mathematical point of view, the problem is 
to establish under what conditions a set 0 can be 

constructed which has the following properties: 

(2.1) 

we have7 

JlP(Et,E2) la)oJl2 

= o(a I P(El,Ez) 1 a)o 

The problem therefore consists in the construction of a 
set 0 for which 

(2.3) 

where 

{ 
1 for aEO, 

In (a) = . 
o for aEEO. 

We shall now make a number of reasonable assumptions 
under which the construction of the aforementioned 
set 0 is possible. 

In the first place we shall assume that Eq. (1.15) 
has only one root E(a) (it always has at least one 
root), for the assumption (v), then, in particular 
J E(a) (a) >0 holds; we shall also assume that it is 
possible to take t:ill=E2-E I so large that 

(2.4) 

(the sense of the symbol »will be examined in Sec. 5), 
and so that the relation 

A2[KE2(a)-KE1(a)]«AE, hence AZ(JKE/iJE«1 (2.5) 

holds. 
We call 0 the set of the values of a for which the 

condition 

is satisfied. For aEO, for (2.5) we can then write 

D E±io(a)~[ tea} - E-AZK E(a) (a) =F t)..,2J E(a}]-1 

= [E(a)-E=FiA2J E(o:)J-1, (2.6) 

7 Strictly speaking the final equality (as we deduce from what 
is said in Sec. 1) holds, not for one single value of a of the discrete 
spectrum, but when an average has been made in a neighborhood 
of this value. We note, however, that this equality may be 
considered without doubt exact when it is used, as we shall always 
do in the future, within integral expressions. The same statement 
holds for analogous relations established in the present section. 
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and hence 

AE(a) ....... (1/2ri){[E(a)- E-iX2] E (a) J-l 

-[E(a)- E+iX2] E(a)J-l} 

1 X2] Rea) 

r [E(a)-EJ2+[X2] E(a)i 
(2.7) 

under the condition (2.4), (2.3) is therefore satisfied. 
Let us now consider some important consequences of 

the relation (2.3). We have 

P(E1,Ez) la)o=~ l S2dE
[Ds_io(a)-Ds+io(a)J I a)o 

211" SI 

+~ t 2

dE[(Rs_io)nd- (RS+io)ndJI a)o. (2.8) 
2r) SI 

We notice that the two terms in which P(E1,E2) I a}o 
results decomposed in this way are orthogonal: 

We then have 

11:11" J:2

dE[(Rs_io)nd- (RE+io)ndJ1 a)oI12 

:::11 P(E1,E2) I a)oll2 

-ll:r i:2dE[Ds_io(a)-Ds+io(a)Jla>o! r 
(2.9) 

where the last inequality is a consequence of (2.3). 
From (1.8) we have 

lim (2i'1/RE-i"RS+i~) = RS+io- RE- io, 
r+±O 

therefore (2.9) can be rewritten 

This important relation will be useful subsequently. 
Let us now introduce a new system of variables E(a), 
(3(l), ... , (3(f-l) for characterizing states instead of a(1), 
a(2), ••• , a(J), and let us assume that these can be 
chosen in such a way that the set n is described when 
E(a) varies in the interval (EbE2) and {J in a suitable 
set r. Let us further assume that we decompose n in 
subsets n, characterized by the relations 

aEn, is equivalent to E(a)E (E1,E2), (3Er " 

where the r.'s are appropriate subsets of r, and that 
the subspaces spanned by the I a)o's with aEn, can be 
identified with the subspaces V. spanned by the w./s, 
which we discussed in the introduction. We further 
assume that the Jacobian determinant 

a(a(l),a(2),. .. ,aU» 

a[E(a),{J(1),. .. ,(3U-1lJ 

is practically constant for variations of E(a) of the 
order of /lE. 

We notice now that, owing to the substantial sym
metry of (2.7) in E(a) and in E, we have 

From this relation it follows that 

(2.12) 

and, in the same way, 

where ~(n.) and ~(n) represent Lebesque's measures of 
n, and n in a space. 

From the relation (2.11) we can further deduce 
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From (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14) we have further, 

To illustrate the meaning of (2.15) we may apply it 
to the results of Van Hove. Then this relation shows 
that, under our supplementary assumptions, the 
probability distribution of Van Hove coincides with 
the microcanonic probability distributions as t goes 
to ± 00 , not only in a formal way, but also in the strict 
sense which we used in our formulation of the ergodic 
problem.s 

3. A PRELIMINARY RELATION 

Equation (1.24) essentially gives us the limit for 
7110 of the expression 

we will subsequently need an analogous limit for the 
expression 

also. This can be calculated immediately if we bear in 
mind the relation 

(RzARZ')nd= (R zARz')d(-XV+X2VDz' V-·· ')indD" 

+D,(-XV+X2VD,V-·· ')ind(RzAR")d 

+D,[(-XV+X2VD,V-·· ·)(RIAR")d 

X(-XV+X2VD1,V-···HndD". (3.1) 

This relation can be proved by considerations similar 
to those with which Van Hove proves (1.18). 

8 Van Hove's results are deduced under the hypothesis that in 
the initial state lI/-o)=fdac(a)la), the phases of the c(a) are 
randomly distributed. In comparing the point of view of Van Hove 
with ours, the question arises whether this hypothesis is consistent 
with our assumption that 11/-0) belongs to the energy shell or to a 
particular cell V~; this is clearly true in our case, but this would 
not be true if the relations (2.4) and (2.5) did not hold. 

From (3.1), taking into account (1.24), one obtains 

lim ['1(al (RE-i.,ARE+i~)ndla')] 
v->±O 

= f dalA (al)qE(al,a) 

X(al (-XV+X2VDE±ioV-··· )indla')DE±io(a') 

+DE=fio(a)(al (-XV +X2VDE=fioV - ... )ind la') 

X(al [( -XV+X2VDE=fioV-···) l(2) 

X(a21 (-XV +X2VDE±ioV - ... Hnd la')DE±io{a'), 

where the upper and lower signs must be taken always 
together. 

4. ERGODICITY CONDITIONS 

Let us go back now to ergodicity conditions (12') 
and (12"). We wish to examine whether they are 
satisfied for a system which satisfies the postulates of 
Sees. 1 and 2 when the energy shell is identified with 
the subspace spanned by vectors I a)o with aEO and 
the subspaces V. (cells) with the subspaces spanned by 
vectors I a)o with aEO.. In fact, instead of proving 
(12') and (12") directly, we shall prove certain other 
relations, more restrictive and formally simpler. If we 
assume s.»Nl, the left-hand side of (12") can be ex
panded and simplified and (12') and (12") can be re
placed by the other conditions 

~JI 8" 

p,..==(l/s,.) Lj Li (W,.j,P,.w'i) (W.i,PpW,.j) 
1 1 

=s./S[1+0(X/N1)], (4.1') 

". I, 

q,.. == (1/ S,.) Lj Li (W,.j,P ,.w.i)(W.i,P ,.w,.i') 
1 1 

=s,2jS2[1+0(X/Nt)], (4.1") 

where X is a number (<<1) of the order required for the 
left-hand side of (11). If we replace the w.;'s by the 
lao)'s, the left-hand sides of (4.1') and (4.1") can be 
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written 

1 
PI'.=-- L L Lp o(aIPpla')o o(a'I Ppla)o, (4.2') 

po~(gl') aEn,. a'ED. 

1 
ql"=-- L L L L Lp Lp' o(aIPpla')o 

Po~(gl') aEDp a'En. a"EDp amED. 

levels in a neighborhood of Ep, we have for (1.6), 

i E+6E/2 
=- r dE' (RE'-io-RE'+io), 

211" l8-68/2 
(4.3) 

Xo(a' I Pp I :i')o o(a" I Pp' la"')o o(a'" I Pp' I a)o. (4.2") where in the last expression E is a generic internal point 
in the interval (E/JE-/2, E p+8E/2). In (4.2') and 

If we now denote by 8E the distance between two energy (4.2") we therefore get 

1 1EP+6E'2 1E+6E/2 
Lp o(a I Pp I a')o o(a'i Pp I a")o= -- Lp dE dE' o(a I (RE- io- R E+io) I a')o o(a'i (RB'-io- RE'+io) I a")o 

411"2 E.-6E/2 E~E/2 

1 1+00 1E
+6E'2 

= --2 dE dE' o(al (RE_io- RE+io) la')o o(a' I (RE'-iu- Rg'+io) I a")o. (4.4) 
411" -co E~E/2 

For the above considerations, by (1.2) and (1.2') we can write 

1 
- L L o(a I (RE- io- R E+io) I a')o o(a'i (RE'-io- RE'+io) I a)o 
Po aEDp a ED. 

:::: r da r da'[(RE-io-RE+io) I a')(a' I (RE'-io-RE'+io)]d(a) 
lOlA lop 

= r dar (RE-iJ O.RE-io)d (a) - (RE-iJ O.RE'+io)d (a) - (RE+iJ O.RE'-io)d (a) + (RE+ioI D.RE'+io)d (a)], 
lop 

where I D, is a diagonal operator which is defined by the relation 10,1 a) = 10. (a) la). Then for (1.16) we have 

1 1 +00 E+6E/2 
PI" = ---- r da r dall dE r dE'[XE_ioE'_io(a',a)-XE_ioE'+io(a',a) 

211"2 ~(gl') la. lD. -00 1 E-6E/2 
- X E+ioE'-io(a' ,a)+ X E+ioE'+io(a' ,a)] 

1 1 1 +00 6E 
= ----1 da dalf dwl dW'[X W+W'-io W_W'_io(a',a)-X W+W'-io W-w'+io(a',a) 

211"2 ~(gp) D. 0, _00 -6E 
-X W+W'+io W-W'_io(a',a)+X W+W'+io W-W'+io(a',a)]. 

Since 8E is very small (see Sec. 5), in the preceding relation we can replace the right-hand side by its limit for 
8E ~ o. Taking into account then (see Sec. 1) that X E+l E+l(a',a) has on the real axis only finite discontinuities, 
that X E+l E_l(a',a) has a pseudopole in 1= 0, and taking into account the relations (1.24) and (2.15), we have 

. 1 1 +00 

P,,/"- --lim r da1 dalf dW[T/X W-i~w+i~(a',a)+T/X W+i~w-i~(a',a)] 
211" ~(g,,) 't""'O J o. o. _00 

1 i 1 j+oo ~(g,) S, 
=-- da da' dWqw(a',a)::::-- =-. 

~(g,,) lip a. _00 ~(g) S 
(4.5) 

Reasoning in a similar way as we did for p"., we can write 

1 1 1 1 1 j+oo 1E
+

6E
/
2 

j+oo 1E
"+6E/2 q".:::: da da' da" da'" dE dE' dE" dE'" 

16r4~(g,,) D. D. O. D. -00 E~E/2 -00 E"-IE/2 

X [(RE-io- RE+io) I a')(a' I (RE'-io- RE'+io) la")(a" I (RE"-io- RB"+io) I a"') (am I (RE"'-iO- RE'''+io)]d(a) 
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= 1 ( da[{RE-iJo.RE'-iJo,.RE"-iJo.RB"'-io)d{a)- (RE+.Jo.RE,-.Jo,.RE,,-.Jo.RE"'-io)d(a)- ... 
161r4J' (n,,) } o~ + (RB+.J o.RB'+iJ O,.RE"+iJO.RE"'+io)d (a) ] 

--- lim.",," da dE dE"[{RE_i.,Io.RE+i.,In.RE"_i~"[o.RE"+i~")d{a) 1 1 1+00 f+oo 
4?r2J'(n,,) ~:!:+g o. -00 -00 

+ (RE-i.,I O.RE+i.,I O"REI'~i~"[ O.RE' '-.~")d (a) + (RE+i.,I O.RE-i.,I O,.RE' '-i~"[ O.RB"+i~")d (a) 

+ {RE+i.,IO.RE-i,[ O.RE"+i~"[ O.RB"-i~")d (a)], 

where we have taken into account the fact that the matrix element (aJ RE+IARE+zi a') has only finite discontinuities 
on the real axis as can be deduced from (1.8). 

The calculation of q". is therefore brought back to the evaluation of limits of the kind 

lim "","f+OO dEf+OO dE"{RE-i.,Io.RE+i.,IO.RE"-ir,"[o.RE"+i~")d{a). 
~~±o 

,," -+ ±o -00 -00 

Since obviously the relation 

(RIA lR1,A 2RI"A aRl''')d = {RzA lRI')dA 2{RI"A aRl"')d+ [(RIA lRI')ndA 2{R1"A aRl"')nd]d 

holds, we see that (4.7) is the sum of the other expressions 

and 

Equation (4.8) can be immediately calculated by means of the preceding considerations; we get 

lim .",," ~ f+OO dE1+oo dE" (RE-i.,IO.RE+i~)d (a)[ op{a) . (RE"_i~"[ o.RE"+i~")d (a) 
~~ 11"'2 _OQ -c.(l 

~ ~ . 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

= r da'l+
00 

dEqE {a' ,a) r da'''l+'''dEllqE'' (a"',a)[op{a) '" (J'(n.))2[o.{a). (4.10) 
} o. -00 } o. -00 J'(n) 

For the calculation of (4.9) we notice that for (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14) we have 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

and taking into account (2.10), 

(4.13) 
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Equations (4.10) and (4.13) allow us to write 

qlU'~[fl(n.)1 1L(a) J2= S.2 I 52. (4.14) 

5. EVALUATION OF ERRORS INVOLVED IN 
THE APPROXIMATION MADE IN 

PRECEDING SECTIONS 

If we want to identify the relations (4.5) and (4.14) 
with (4.1') and (4.1"), it is necessary and sufficient to 
prove that the relative errors which were made as a 
consequence of the different approximation, are of the 
order of xl Nt. 

With this in view we notice that the approximations 
which we made in the preceding section are essentially 
of the three following types: 

(1) The relations (1.2) and (1.2') have been used. 
The relative error which the replacing of an expression 
of the type (11 PO)L,a f(a) with the other fOOf(a) 
introduces, is of the order of flal ~a where fJa represents 
the distance between two points of the discrete spectrum 
and ~a a variation of a to which a variation of f(a), 
comparable with f(a) itself, corresponds. In our case 
DE±io(a) may be considered the expression in the 
integrals that varies faster. We have a relevant variation 
of this quantity for variations of E(a) of the order of 
")..2 J, where J is a number of the order of the typical 
J E(a). Therefore ~a results equal to ")..2J I (aE(a)/Oa) 
and hence [obviously fJaaE(a)laa"'flEJ the error which 
is a consequence of the approximation we have made 
is of the order of 

flEI")..2J. 
(2) The expressions 

8E 

f dW'XW+W'±ioW_W'±io(a',a), 
-BE 

BE 

f dW'(al (RW+'W±ioARw-W'±io)ndla') 
-8E 

(5.1) 

have been replaced by their limit for fiE ----t O. The 
absolute error that we make when we replace an 
expression of the kind 

1 f' g(w) 
- --dw 
i1f' _, w-io 

with f very small by its limit for f -+ 0 g(O), is of the 
order of the variations of g(w) in the interval (- f, f). 
Then the corresponding relative error results of the 
order of fl d, where d represents a variation of w (in a 
neighborhood of w=O) for which g(w) has a variation 
of the order of g(w) itself. In our case f=flE and, as we 
may deduce for example from (1.20), d can be identified 
by ")..2J. Therefore the relative error which one makes in 
consequence of this approximation is expressed again 
by the quantity (5.1). 

(3) The relations (2.3) and (2.11) and the others that 
have been deduced in Secs. 2 and 3 by means of (2.3) 
(2.11) have been used. 

To evaluate the error which we make if we use the 
relations (2.3) and (2.11), we notice in the first place 
that they are always used in expressions of the kind 

( OOf(a) rE2dE~E(a), (5.2) 
Jf/). JEt 

where f(a) and geE) are very smooth functions, respec
tively, of a and E. We note again, therefore, that the 
approximations made are in effect two distinct ones. 
The first consists of the use of the relation (2.7) and 
shows a relative error of the order of 

(5.4) 

where ~K is a number of the order of KE2(a)-KEl(a). 
The second appears in identifying the values of the 
integrals 

- dE-----------------
1 lE2 ")..2J E(a) 

1f'2 El [E-E(a)]2+[")..2J E(a)]2' 
(5.5) 

1 lE2 ")..2J E(a) 
- dE (a) , 
1f'2 El [E-E{a)J2+[")..2JE(a)J2 

(5.6) 

with the right-hand sides of the (2.3) and (2.11). This 
shows, in expressions of the type (5.2) and (5.3), a 
relative error of the order 

")..2J/~E. (5.7) 

To convince ourselves of this, it is sufficient to note 
that the expression (5.7) represents the relative error 
made in the evaluation of the integrals (5.5) and (5.6) 
for the greatest part of the values of a and, respectively, 
of E. It also represents the relation between the measure 
of the "exceptional" ensemble, for which the said error 
is of the order of one [this is the ensemble of the values 
of a for which E(a)-E1",")..2J or E(a)-E2",")..2J and 
respectively E-E 1,,-,")..2J or E-E2,,-,")..2J] and the 
measure of the set to which the integral (5.2) is extended 
[or which contributes to the integral (5.3)]. Summing 
up, it is possible to identify (4.5) and (4.14) with 
(4.1') and (4.1") if we determine the qualitative hypoth
esis of the foregoing sections on the density of levels 
and the largeness of ~E, ~K, and J by requiring that 
the expressions (5.1), (5.4), and (5.7) be of the order of 
xl Nt. In symbols 

flEI")..2J } 
~EI")..2~K "'xl Nt. 
>n/~K 

(5.8) 

The only cases which need particular consideration 
because they are not altogether trivial are (2.10) and 
(4.13). 

Equation (2.10), when (5.8) is presumed to be 
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verified, must be determined on the basis that the left
hand side is of the order x/Ni when E(a)-El and 
E(a)-E2 are sufficiently large with respect to }.2J 

and what we have said above about (4.5) and (4.14) 
is confirmed. 

6. CONCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section we will make some observations on the 
results of the preceding section and, successively, com
pare briefly some aspects of the ergodic method and of 
the master equation method, and, in consequence, 
some aspects of Van Hove's deduction and of our own. 

Bearing in mind all of the hypotheses, successively 
introduced on the analytical properties of the Hamil
tonian of the physical system discussed, we saw in the 
preceding section that if the relative errors with which 
PP' and qp.. were evaluated were to be of the order x/ Ni 
as required by (4.1), then the conditions (5.8) would 
have to be satisfied. These conditions are rather 
restrictive, because, although the value of !1E and the 
dimensions of the cells are largely arbitrary, N must, 
in all cases, be a very large number. We wish to note, 
however, that they are excessively restrictive and that 
at least, on principle, it is possible to weaken them. 

The appearance of the factor 1/ Ni in the right-hand 
side of (5.8) is essentially due to the demand that the 
following relation should be satisfied 

(6.1) 

This would not have occurred, had we required the 
relation 

(Mu.(t)-s./S)2 
ill ...... X(II= 1 2 ... N). (6.2) 

S.2/S2 " , 

The reason why we chose relation (6.1) instead of 
(6.2) is the following. Relation (6.1) gives us the 
assurance that with the exception of an ensemble of 
initial states of very small weight, the expression 

and <is of the order of one in the region in which these 
expressions are of the order of }.2J. We may substitute 
for (4.13) the more exact relation 

where 
(MU.(t)-S./S)2 

s,2/S2 

is very small and, consequently, the quantities X. are 
simultaneously small for all the values of II. Instead, 
the relation (6.2) assures us that, with exception made 
for an ensemble of initial states of very small weight, 
each single X. is small, but tells us nothing with regard 
to the weight of the ensemble of initial states for which 
all the Xv's are simultaneously very small. On the other 
hand, if relation (6.2) is too weak, (6.1) is certainly too 
strong because, in order for us to prove the desired 
result (the existence of a class of states, the weight of 
which very closely approaches unity, for which the 
Xv's are simultaneously small), the demand that (6.1) be 
satisfied implies the selection of the most unfavorable 
circumstances, i.e., to assume as empty the intersections 
of the ensembles of exceptional initial states (for which 
the single Xv's are of the order of one) when taken two 
by two. 

We shall now pass to the already mentioned com
parison between particular aspects of the ergodic 
method and the master equation. We must at first 
remark that the systems to which statistical mechanics 
are applied are essentially spatially-limited systems and 
composed of a very large, but finite number of particles. 
The energy spectrum, effective or unperturbed, of these 
systems is therefore always discrete, even if the density 
of the levels is very high owing to the large number of 
degrees of freedom and to the large spatial extension of 
the system. The general solution of the Schrodinger 
equation is therefore, a Fourier series in time and is 
consequently an almost periodic function of the time. 
Thus a recurrence theorem holds9 which is analogous to 
Poincare's classical one and the recurrence time T is 
of the order of 1/~E. 

We now note that the master equation describes 
essentially the temporal evolution of the system from 
a certain initial situation towards a final situation, a 

• P. Bocchieri and A. Loinger, Phys. Rev. 107, 337 (1957). 
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state of macroscopic equilibrium. in which the system 
itself remains indefinitely. Here the character of recur
rences of the physical system is in no manner present 
and therefore it can describe the temporal evolution of 
the system solely in an interval of time which is small 
in respect to T. 

The state of equilibrium is defined in classical 
statistics as the state, presumed existent, in which the 
system remains the greater part of the time. In quantum 
statistics, equilibrium is defined as a macrostate which 
possesses at a time randomly taken an occupational 
probability very close to one. [Mu,.(t) has precisely 
the meaning of occupation probability of the macrostate 
which corresponds to the variety V7 at a randomly 
taken time very close to one.] 

To these differences of conceptual character between 
the ergodic method and the master equation method 
there correspond important differences even in the 
.analytical developments which are necessary in order 
to prove the relative theorems. A fundamental appn?xi
mation introduced by Van Hove in his deduction of 
the master equation consists in considering the spectrum 
{)f the system as continuous, when, as we have seen, 
is essentially discrete. By this means Fourier's series 
which expresses, for instance, the occupation probability 
of an unperturbed state is replaced by the correspond
ing integral of Fourier, which does not present the 
character of quasi-periodicity of the original series. In 
the demonstration which we have given herewith of our 

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

ergodic theorem, we too have considered the spectrum 
of the system as continuous, but we have done so only 
to evaluate expressions such as PI" and q"" which are 
already the result of time averages which were cal
culated bearing in mind the discrete character of the 
spectrum itself. It would have been pointless if instead 
of l1aving started from the ergodicity conditions (1.2') 
and (1.2"), [i.e., from (12') and (12/1) of paper A], we had 
started from the conditions (10') and (10") of the same 
paper and deals with the left-hand sides of the latter 
in the above cited approximation before calculating he 
time average. 

A final observation which we wish to make is that 
the . coarse grained probability used by us is, in effect, 
very much coarser grained than the one used by Van 
Hove. The Van Hove probability density p,ea) in a 
certain point a is essentially an average in a small 
neighborhood of a of the microscopic probability; the 
coarse grained probability u.(t) used by us is the sum of 
the microscopic probabilities relative to all the values 
of a which belong to the set n. or (which amounts to 
the same thing) the integral extended to n. of p,(a). 
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Recently Lowdin, Pauncz, and de Heer, have discussed the calculation of .functions of cyclic matri.ces. 
They presented three exact methods for doing this. We show that the last of theIr methods can be generalized 
to a method which is convenient for approximate calculations and which in addition can be extended to 
the calculation of functions of higher order cyclic matrices. A number of examples are presented. It is also 
shown that by the same techniques it is possible to evaluate functions of a skew circulant matrix. 

I N a recent paper Lowdin, Pauncz, and de Heerl 
have presented several methods for the calculation 

of the inverse, and inverse square root, of a simple 
symmetric cyclic matrix. These matrices arise in many 
problems which involve the use of cyclic boundary 
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conditions, such as in the theory of lattice vibrations or 
the tight binding approximation in the theory of metals. 
The treatment of these problems in higher dimensions 
requires the definition of generalized cyclic mattices. 
While these matrices were discussed by Lewis and 
Keller2 the problem of calculating various functions of 
generalized cyclic matrices was only barely touched on 
in their paper. 

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss a method for 
the calculation of functions of cyclic matrices, both for 
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those arising from one-dimensional problems and those 
arising from higher-dimensional problems. Our tech
niques is a generalization of the method quoted in 
reference 1 for the calculation of the inverse square 
root of a cyclic matrix. It is probably the only one of 
the methods mentioned by Lowdin, Pauncz, and de 
Heer which permits of a simple generalization to 
higher dimensions. Furthermore, the results are in 
such a form that approximate results are easily obtained 
when the conditions are such that these exist. We will 
also discuss the evaluation of functions of asymmetric 
cyclic matrices, since these present no more difficulty 
in theory than do symmetric cyclic matrices. 

A cyclic matrix of order n is one in which there are 
n independent elements. They appear in the first row 
and the elements in successive rows are the successive 
cyclic permutations of these. 

We begin by considering the cyclic, not necessarily 
symmetric, matrix A which we specify in the form 

(1) 

with eigenvalues given by 

N (27rikj) Xk = L Sj exp --, So= 1. 
;-0 N+l 

(2) 

The problem with which we shall be concerned, is to 
find an expression for the elements of functions F(A). 
We restrict ourselves to functions F(x) which are 
analytic in some neighborhood of the origin and which 
are defined on the spectrum of the matrix A. We also 
require that the circle of convergence of F(x) contain 
all of the eigenvalues of A. For these functions it is 
easily shown that 

1 N [2ri(m-n)kJ 
[F(A)]mn=-- L F(Xk) exp ---

N+l k-o N+l 
(3) 

since the result is true for positive powers F(x)=xk. 
As it stands, this formula, while correct, is not useful 
for computation unless N is small, or unless F(Xk) has 
special features which enable the sum to be evaluated in 
closed form. We shall convert this sum into a form 
which is more convenient for accurate calculation or for 
approximate evaluation. 

Let us define a function X (9) as 

N 

X (0) = L Sj exp(ijO), (4) 
;-0 

from which it is obvious that 

(5) 

We shall assume that a Fourier series expansion for 

F{X(O)} can be written 
ao 

F{X(O)} = L Aj exp(ijO), (6) 
. i-o 

where 

1 12 
.. A j=- F{X(O)}exp( -ijO)dfJ. (7) 

211" 0 

Only positive j are required in Eq. (6) since X(O) 
contains only positive powers of exp(ifJ) and F(x) 
contains positive powers of x. We will only be interested 
in F(Xk) where Xk is given in Eq. (2). This, however, 
can be written as a finite sum in terms of quantities 
which we shall denote by A * ; 

N (2rijk) F(Ak)= L A;* exp -- , 
j-O .V+l 

(8) 

where the A * are expressible in terms of the A's: 

00 

A;*= L AJ+r(N+l). (9) 
r-O 

The rearrangement of the series is legitimate since the 
analyticity of F(x) guarantees uniform convergence 
within the radius of convergence. Rather than work with 
the general matrix element [F(A)J", .. , we will calculate 
only the [F(A)]on which we denote by Un. All of the 
remaining matrix elements can be calculated by using 
the cyclic properties. Substituting the expression for 
F(Xk ) given in Eq. (8) into Eq. (3), we see that Un can 
be written 

1 N N [27ri(j-n)kJ 
U,,=-- L LA/ exp 

N+1 j-o k-O N+l 

=An*, n=O, 1,2, "', N. (10) 

Thus we see that the evaluation of the elements of 
F(A) is reduced to the evaluation of the Fourier 
coefficients and the summation of Eg. (9). Very often 
the approximation 

(11) 

will be sufficient for computational purposes since when 
F(x) is analytic, the Fourier coefficients will fall off 
exponentially with the index. This will be a particularly 
effective approximation when N is large. 

Similar procedures to those given above suffice to 
discuss the important special case when A is a sym
metric matrix. In this case we can write 

(12) 

where M + 1 is the number of generating elements in 
A. If the order of the matrix N + 1, is even, then the 
element SM occurs only once, while if N+1 is odd SM 
occurs twice. The eigenvalues are again given by 
Eg. (5) but the exponentials can now be combined, 
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resulting in the expression then it can be shown3 that P(z) has no roots in the unit 
circle. Other simple sufficient conditions for P(z) to 
have all of its roots outside of the unit circle can be 
obtained by using Rouche's theorem.4 For example if 

ISll+IS21+' "+ISkl <1, (22) 

then the roots of P(z) will lie outside of the unit circle 
provided 

where EM=! if N is odd and EM= 1 if N is even. In the 
present case we replace the exponentials which appear 
in the definition of X(8) in Eq. (4) by cosines. The 
coefficients which appear in the expansion 

(1+S1+S2+'" +Sk) > (Sk+l+Sk+2'" +SN). (23) 

(14) In particular, if 
co 

F{X(8)} =tAo+ 1: A" cosnO 
,,-1 

are now 

t r 

A,,= (1/11") Jo F{X(8)}cosnOd8. (15) 

As for the case of asymmetric cyclic matrices we can 
write 

N (211"jk) 
F().k) = 1: Ai* cos -- , 

i-O N+l 
(16) 

where 

'" 

N 

1: ISil <1 (24) 
i-I 

then the roots of P(z) are greater than one in absolute 
value. 

Let us assume that P(z) has no multiple roots 
(although the extension to the more general case is 
trivial). Then we can write 

N 

P(z)= II (l+O";z), (25) 
i-I 

Ao*=!Ao+ 1: Ai(N+1) 
i-I 

(17) where 100ii <1. In terms of the O"i, the value of A" is 
caIcula ted to be 

and the remaining A * are defined as in Eq. (9). Follow
ing the steps leading to Eq. (10) and replacing the 
exponential in Eq. (3) by a cosine, we find, in the 
symmetric case, 

U,,=!(A,,*+AN+l_,,*). (18) 

These results are essentially the generalization of Sec. 
IV of reference 1. 

There are a number of exact results which can be 
derived through the use of the formulas given so far. 
Let us first consider the inverse matrix, or the matrix 
of Green's functions of the linear difference equation 
characterized by 4. We first discuss the general, not 
necessarily symmetric, matrix. Let us assume for 4 
the expression shown in Eq. (1). Then the A;'s are 
given by 

(19) 

where C is the unit circle. Thus we see that Ai is the 
coefficient of Zi in 

provided that P(z) has no roots in or on the unit circle. 
If we now assume that 

(21) 

N O"k,,+1 
A,,=(-l)" 1: . (26) 

k-l p' ( -1/ O"k) 

Since the only dependence on n is through the term 
O"k,,+1 we may find an explicit expression for the A,,*: 

N 1 0"1;,,+1 
A,,*=(-l)"1: . (27) 

k-l PI( -liO"k) 1- (_(Tf,,)N+l 

An expression similar to that of Eq. (27) can be 
obtained for the A" * in the symmetric case. Let us 
start from the expression for A,,: 

112
'-A .. =-

11" 0 

cosnOd8 1 ( 2.- cosnOd8, 

N 11" J 0 P(cosO) 
II (1+0"; cosO) 

(28) 

i-1 

where it is assumed that the S; are such that the 0"; are 
all distinct and satisfy 10";/ < 1 for all i. This will 
certainly be the case if 

(29) 

Equation (28) can be simplified by means of partial 

a E. Landau, Darstellung und Begundung einiger neuerer Ergeb
nisse der Funktionentheorie (Chelsea Publishing Company, New 
York, 1946). 

• Rouche's theorem states that if fez) and g(z) are analytic 
within and on a closed curve C, and if If(z)l> Ig(z)1 on C, 
then fez) and f(z)+g(z) have the same number of zeros in the 
region bounded by C. 
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fractions and the resulting integrals evaluated 

112
'- N lTi dO 

A,,=- cosnB 1: --------
7f 0 '-IP'(-1/IT.) 1+lTiCos8 

N IT, 1 (1-1T.2)1_1)" 
=21: . (30) 

i-I P'(-l/O'i) (1-0'.2)1 0'. 

The series for An· can be summed explicitly, leading to 
a final result: 

A number of exact results can be obtained for the 

important special case 

A= (l,S,O,O,. . ·O,S). (32) 

For example the elements of A' can be found, where 
v¢O, 1, 2, .... Assuming that 0::; 12S1 ::; 1, and letting 

-1+(1-4S2)1 
(33) 

2S 
where -1::;,9::;0, we find 

112

'-A j=- (1 +2S cosO)' cosj8dO 
7f 0 

1 1 12.-
=- (1- 2(j COsO+(j2), cosj8dO 

7f (1+,92» 0 

2,9if(v+ j) 
-------F(v, v+ j, j+ 1; ,92), (34) 
(1 +,92)'r(v)r(j+ 1) 

where the last result is taken from reference 5, p. 383. 
Hence 

U" 
1 GO {r[v+n+ j (N+1)] 

----1: F[v, v+n+j(N+1), n+j(N+1);,92] 
(1 +(j2»r(v);-o r[n+ j(N +1)+1J 

r[v+(j+l)(N+l)-n] } 
+ F[v, v+(j+1)(N+1)-n, (j+1)(N+1)-n; ,92J . 

r[(j+1)(N+1)-n+1] 
(35) 

In the particular case v=!, the result can be obtained 
in terms of Legendre functions5 and we find 

1 { .. Pii(N+l) (,9) } 
Uo=- Pi({j)+2rm 1: -----

v,9 i-I r[j(N+1)+!] 

rm GO { Pt,,+i(N+l) (,9) 
U,,=-1: . 

v,9;-o r[n+ j(N+l)+J] 

Pt(i+1)(N+l)-,,(,s) } 
+ (36) 

r[(j+l)(N+l)-n+!J 

somewhat analogous to the result obtained by Lowdin, 
Pauncz, and de Heer. All of these series are rapidly 
convergent since the successive terms decrease expo
nentially. 

Another result that can be obtained fairly simply for 
A given by Eq. (32) is exp(A). The integrals for the 
A's are easily found in terms of Bessel's functions of 
imaginary argument and the final results are 

.. 
U ,,=e 1: [I n+j(N+l) (2S)+Iu+1)(N+l)_,,(2S)], 

;-0 

n20. (37) 

5 I. M. Ryshik and I. S. Gradstein, TabltlS of SeritlS, Products, 
and Integrals (Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 
Germany, 1957). 

Similar results can be obtained for the sine and cosine 
functions. 

Approximate formulas for functions of cyclic matrices 
can be obtained by expanding F(}..k) or F{}"(8)} in 
powers of the S's, and then retaining terms only up to 
the desired order. The complete formal expansion 
of U" is 

.. 
U,,= 1: F(') (0) 

,-0 

x (38) 
it jN 

it+it+···+jN-> 
j, +2it+··· +NjN ~,,+j(N +1) 

j~O, 1,2. '" 

The lowest order terms in this expansion are explicitly 

UO"'F(O)+(SlSN+S~N_l+'" )F(2) (0)+ .. , 

U l",SlF(l) (0)+· .. 

U 2",;S12F(2) (O)+S~(l) (0)+· .. 

U 3",SaF(l) (0)+lS13P<3) (0)+!SlS12F(2) (0)+ .. '. · . · . · . 

(39) 

Thus far we have been dealing with what we might 
call first-order circulant matrices. These arise in a 
natural way from one-dimensional problems in which 
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periodic boundary conditions are used. When periodic 
boundary conditions are used in higher dimensions, 
they lead to the notion of generalized circulant matrices, 
which were also discussed by Lewis and Keller.2 The 
first-order circulant matrix can be defined as having 
elements tlij such that 

i>j 

j>i 
(40) 

or if we define the Sk over all of the integers by the 
prescription Sk= Sk+j(N+lh j = .. " - 2, -1,0, 1, 2, .. " 

(41) 

In the following we shall assume that there is an NXN 
matric function S(k) defined over all d-dimensional 
vectors k= (k 1,k2,k3,' •• ,kd), such that 

S[k+n(N+l)]=S(k), (42) 

where n is any d-dimensional vector whose components 
are integers. The generalized circulant matrix will now 
be assumed to be made up of NXN cyclic submatrices 
as blocks (rather than just numbers as is the case for 
ordinary circulants). The submatrix elements of the 
generalized circulant matrix will now be defined by 
A (I,J) where I and J are d-dimensional vectors. In 
analogy with Eq. (41) we define a generalized circulant 
matrix by 

A(I,J)=S(I-J). (43) 

For purposes of explicitly representing the matrix 
A (I J) we assign an ordering to the d-dimensional 
vect~rs k= (k 1,k2," ·kd) such that k(l)> k(2) if and 
only if 

k1(1)=k1(2), k2(l)=k 2(2), k.(l) = k,<2) , 
(44) 

kr+l(l)> k.+1(2) '=1,2,"" d-l, 

where k P) is the j component of kW. With this definition 
the component blocks can be arranged unambiguously. 
For example, in the theory of lattice dynamics the 
following equations represent the steady state ampli
tudes of a two dimensional simple cubic lattice: 

MW2Um,,='Yltlm2Um .. +'Y2tl,,2Um.. (45) 

where, for example, 

tlm2Um .. = Um+ln - 2um .. +u_ln' 

Under the assumption of cyclic boundary conditions, 

Um+kN ... =Um.n+;N=U ...... j j, k=···, -1,0,1, ... (46) 

we see that the u ...... are the eigenvectors and Mw2 are 
the eigenvalues, of a generalized circulant matrix A, 

(47) 

where 
So = ( - 2'Yl- 2'Y2, 'Yl, 0, ... , 0, 'Yl)CYC, 

SI = h2, 0, 0, ... , O)CYC, (48) 

SN= h2, 0, 0, ... , O)CYc' 

The 0: matrices which appear in the Dirac equations 
can also be regarded as generalized circulant matrices. 

The elements of the ,.-dimensional generalized cir
culant matrix can be represented in the form of a 
multiple trigonometric expansion: 

A (I,J)= (N+l)-' L: A(K) 
x: 

xexp[ 
2 . 
'" (I-J)· KJ, (49) 

(N+l)' 

where the matrices A (K) are the generalized eigenvalues 
of A and can be written 

2 . 
A(K)= L: S(J) exp ( '" J.K), (SO) 

J (N+l)' 

in which S(J) is the matrix of Eq. (43). The sums run 
over all ,-dimensional vectors with positive integral or 
zero elements, in which the elements range from 0 to N. 
It is also readily verified that for any analytic function 
F(x), one can write for the elements of F(A) 

[F(A)]U= (N+l)-' L: F{A(K)} 
x: 

2 . 
xexp[ 7rt (I-J). KJ, (51) 

(N+l)' 

provided that the A(K) are such that the Taylor 
series for F{A(K)} converges, or equivalently that the 
eigenvalues of A lie in the circle of convergence of 
F(x). Now the theory for the representation of F(A) 
follows exactly as in the one dimensional case. Let us 
define A(8) to be the generalization of A(K): 

( 
271"i ) 

A(8)=L:S(J)exp J·e. 
J (N+l)' 

(52) 

Assuming now the Fourier expansion 

F{A(8)}= E ... E AJexp(iJ·8), (53) 
JI-<l Jr-<l 

with 

AJ= (271")-'1
2
,. ... f F{A(8)} exp(-iJ'8)d'8, (54) 

we see that 

where 

( 
271"i ) 

F{A(K)}=L:AJ*exp J·K, 
J (N+l)' 

(55) 

00 00 

AJ*= E ... E AJ+L(N+t). (56) 
LI-<l L,-<l 
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The remaining analysis follows exactly as in the one
dimensional case, that is to say, the submatrices of A 
are just the A]*. In similar fashion, when A is sym
metric, the submatrix blocks of F(A) are 

(57) 

where i= (1,1,· . ·1). 
The results of the preceding analysis are easily 

generalized to the calculation of analytic functions of 
matrices which have the form 

[ 1 

SI S2 Sa 

SN 1 -SN 1 SI S2 SN-l 
,4.+= -fN- 1 -SN 1 SI fN- 2 

, 
(58) 

-SI -S2 -SN 

which might be called skew-circulant matrices. The 
eigenvalues of such a matrix are found to be 

N {(2k4-1)wij } 
>'/e= L Sjexp . , So=1 

i-O N4-1 
(59) 

and the unitary matrix U which diagonilizes A+ has 
elements 

(2j4-1)wik 
U/ej= (N4-1)-1 exp { }. (60) 

N4-1 

The argument from Eq. (4) to Eq. (9) can be repeated 
with just a slight modification to yield the result 

00 

[F(A+)]on=U .. = L (-l)iAn+j(N+lh (62) 
i-O 

where now A m is defined as the Fourier coefficient 

and 
N 

>'(0)= L Sj exp(ijO) 
i-O 

as before. If now A + is expressed as 

A+= I4-S 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

where S is a skew symmetric circulant (notice that A+ 
itself is not) then 

where 
U,,=[F(A)]on=!(A .. *4-A N+l_"*), (66) 

00 

Ao*=!Ao4- L (-1)iAj(N+l) 
i-I 

00 

An*= L (_1)iAn+j(N+l) 
j~ 

(67) 

If F(x) is analytic in some neighborhood of the origin, 
then the elements of F(A+) are given by and Am is now to be defined as 

N 

[F(A+)]mn= (N4-1)-1 L F(}..,,) 
.1:-0 

{ 
(2k4-1) (m-n)i1l"} 

Xexp . 
N4-1 

(61) 

112

'-Am=- F{}"(O)} cosmfJdiJ. 
11" 0 

(68) 

The proofs of these results parallel those for functions 
of ordinary circulant matrices. 
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Unusual Eigenvalues of the Energy Operator 
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. A gener~lizati~n of quantum ~echanics different from the theory proposed recently by Phipps is con
SIdered. I?lfficulties connected With the commutation relations of the angular momentum components 
defined Wlt~ the help of the .operato~ Pi of the fundamental equations of Phipps are presented as new 
argument.s m. favor of the cho~ce of Phipps of the Hermitian operators to be used in his generalized theory. 
The app~cabon of the equation~ proposed in the present paper to the motion of a particle in a central 
Coulomblc fiel~ of forces IS consld.ered. In the Dirac theory the spectrum is different from the traditional 
one. As the Heisenberg postulate IS now obeyed, this result shows that an unusual spectrum is not a con
sequence of the violation of the postulate. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A GENERALIZATION of quantum mechanics 
which contains the Hamilton-Jacobi theory as 

a particular case was analyzed recently by Phipps.l 
The application of the new equations to the problem 
of the stationary motion of a Dirac particle bound by 
Coulombic central forces to a massive center, results 
in a highly unusual energy spectrum that was attributed 
by Phipps to the local violation of the Heisenberg 
postulate. Actually, as we shall show, we can obtain 
an unusual energy spectrum without violating this pos
tulate, if we conveniently modify the initial equations. 

The classical equations of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
theory and the Schrooinger equation are particular 
cases of the generalized equations of Phipps. However, 
the quantities which are the energy and the linear 
momentum in the classical equations and in the 
ordinary quantum equations do not have the properties 
of these quantities in the generalized theory. Besides, 
as we shall show (in Sec. II), if we define the angular 
momentum operator by means of the classical expression 
with the p interpreted as the operator of the Phipps 
equations, we obtain a quantity with commutation 
properties different from the usual ones. The definition 
of the spin operator is in this case impossible. A further 
assumption was made by Phipps in order to overcome 
these difficulties. It was supposed that in the general 
theory, the energy and the linear momentum operators 
are quantities connected with the operators Hand P 
defined by the fundamental equations (1). If this is 
done, in fact, the Heisenberg postulate is not violated 
for the new operators; the commutation relations of 
the angular momentum operator are the usual ones and 
the energy is the conjugate of time. However, the 
operators Pk of the initial equations are not Hermitian. 

In the present paper another way of solving these 
problems is considered. A set of fundamental equations 
is postulated so that the classical and quantum equa
tions are obtained as particular cases of the proposed 
equations (in Sec. III). The Heisenberg postulate is 
not violated at all, and the angular momentum and 
the energy operators are obtained from the classical 

1 T. E. Phipps, Jr., Phys. Rev. 118, 1653 (1960). 

expressions with the help of the operators Pk of the 
fundamental equations. The introduction of a further 
assumption to define the energy and the linear moment 
is not necessary. With respect to the reduction of the 
equations to the classical ones we must observe that 
the Pk given by the relations (13) and (20) are not 
constants (inapparent contradiction with the Hamilton
Jacobi theory). If we compare, however, the magnitudes 
of the two terms of P given by (20), we see that they 
are comparable for distances r of the order of 10-8 cm 
if the particle in motion is an electron, or 10-11 cm if it 
is a proton. For distances greater than these values 
(i.e., 10-2 cm), P is reduced to a constant term. The 
dependence of P on r is, therefore, associated with 
small distances, far beyond the limits of validity of 
classical physics. Therefore, to get classical results as 
the constant values of Pk, we must consider classical 
distances between interacting centers. This is indicated 
in the condition (i) in Sec. III. 

The application of the new equations to the stationary 
case analyzed b~T Phipps gives rise to an unusual energy 
spectrum which is different from the spectrum en
countered by Phipps; the new spectrum being Bohr-like 
in first approximation (in Sec. IV). The values of the 
energy lie in the region between -m{}C2 and +m{}C2 

and contain only one quantum number. The spectrum 
obtained in the present paper depends on the charge 
Ze and on the Planck constant. It is worth mentioning 
that the spectrum of Phipps depends only on the rest 
energy of the particle in motion and, therefore, cannot 
be reduced to the spectrum of the Bohr theory. 

II. EQUATIONS OF PHIPPS 

The equations proposed by Phipps are 

asw, 
H(Xk,Pk,t),i¥, = - --, 

at 
asw, 

Ni¥,=--, 
aXle 

as'll , 
Pk'¥, = - --, 

aXk 

(la) 

(1b) 

(1c) 

346 
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where k= 1, 2, "', 3n. S may depend on Xk, X k , 

and t. 
These equations are reduced to the equations of the 

Hamilton-Jacobi theory if W f is taken to be a nonzero 
c number different from zero. Equations (la) and (lb) 
are the ones of the SchrOdinger theory if we take S=h/i. 
If, however, neither S nor W f are constant, we obtain 
a set of equations which constitute the basis of a new 
theory. It is easy to show that, in this case, we obtain 

[Pk,X",}It f=Sakmw ,. (2) 

Hence, if p is the linear momentum operator, the 
Heisenberg postulate is violated because of the factor 
S in the right-hand side of the relation (2). It can be 
shown that different commutators are obtained for 
other operators. If, for instance, we define the angular 
momentum operator by the relation 

(3) 

where ~klm is the alternating symbol of tensor analysis, 
we have, in view of (lb), 

aSWf 
Lkw ,= ~klmX,--, 

ax", 
(4) 

The commutation relations of the operators Lk are, 
because of (4): 

where Oik is the Kronecker delta. 
In view of the relation 

with sum in 1', and of the definition (4), we obtain 

[Lk,LrJw f= -S~krpLpw f+Xl(aS/aXm) 
X (~klmLr-~TlmLk)W,. (5) 

If we choose the value h/i for S, the relation (5) will 
turn into the usual commutation relations of the 
components of the angular momentum operator. 
It is easy to show that Lk is not the only operator to 
satisfy (5). We can show that N k , M k , and Uk defined by 

NkWf=S~klmXlawf/aXm, 

Mkwf= (iSUk/2+Nk)W" 

UkWf = (iSUk/2+Lk)w" 

satisfy (5). In these definitions Uk are the Pauli matrices. 
We can show, however, that (5) is not satisfied by the 
operator Rk defined by the relation 

Rkw f= [hUk/2+EklmXZ(<J/<Jx m)S}It f· 

The operators Mk and Uk contain a term with the 
Pauli matrices so that we are tempted to interpret 
iSa/2 as the spin operator of the theory and Uk as the 
total angular momentum. However, if (5) is admitted 
for the angular momentum components, this interpreta
tion is not a correct one. Besides, iSa/2 would be a 
spin operator dependent on the position Xl. These are, 
of course, new arguments against the interpretation of 
Pi as the linear momentum operator. 

In order to solve these difficulties, Phipps has 
introduced the further assumption that Hand pare 
not the energy and the linear momentum operators of 
the generalized theory. These operators are, according 
to Phipps, the quantities defined by 

X=HS-l 
and 

?t=pS-l, 

where s is a real quantity connected with S by 

S= (h/i)s. 

If we introduce the wave function 

W=SWf 

we obtain, from (1b), the equation 

XW= - (h/i)aw/at. 

Therefore, :Ie is the conjugate of time. We can obtain 
from the definitions introduced above the usual 
commutation relations of the linear momentum. The 
angular momentum operator must be defined with the 
help of the quantity ?to 

In Sec. III we shall examine another way of solving 
the problems considered above by means of a new set 
of fundamental equations. 

III. GENERAL EQUATIONS 

Among the forms of classical mechanics that could 
form the basis of the quantum theory, the Hamilton
Jacobi and Poisson bracket ones have been used exten
sively. We can ask, however, whether some generalized 
form of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory can be used as, for 
instance, the one that takes as the Hamilton generating 
function not the usual S but some function G(S) of it. 
If this is admitted, we can write down the classical 
equations of motion in. the form 

H(Xk,Pk,t) = -iJG(S)/at, 

Pk=iJG(S)/aXk, 

Pk= -aG(S)/axk, 

(k= 1,2,3" .. ,3n). 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

It is easy to show that the equations of Hamilton 

Pk= -aHjOXk, 

.i;k=<JHjOPk, 
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are not altered. According to (6b) and (6c), Pk and X k 

are the canonical transforms of p" and Xk by means of 

Pi/lXk-Pi/lXk=OG(S). 

Now, if classical equations like these are to be used 
as a guide to a quantum generalization, the form of 
G(S) as well as the ordering of factors which appear in 
it and in its derivatives must be chosen before the 
transition to the quantum equations. Although this 
order is unimportant in the classical theory, it is 
fundamental in quantum theory because the quantum 
operators in general do not commute. Once these choices 
are made, the quantum equations are obtained when 
a wave function operand is adjoined to the right in 
Eqs. (6). In this way it would be possible to obtain an 
infinite number of equations, one for each G(S) and a 
chosen order of the operators. In order to reduce the 
infinite number of possibilities one should impose some 
reasonable conditions to the equations obtained in this 
way, as follows: 

(i) When the wave function is taken to be an 
arbitrary nonzero c number, the postulated equations 
should reduce to some form of the Hamilton~ Jacobi 
equations, for distances between interacting centers for 
which these equations are known to hold. 

(ii) Another type of reduction should bring the 
equations into predictive agreement with ordinary 
quantum mechanics. 

(iii) The postulated equations, to constitute a 
nontrivial generalization of quantum mechanics, should 
possess new solutions not present either in classical or 
quantum mechanics. 

In the work of Phipps, the Eqs. (6) are satisfied as 
well as the assumed conditions by means of the choice 

G(S)=S. 

In the present paper we shall consider another choice 

G(S)=alnS, 

where a is the imaginary constant -ill. The derivatives 
indicated in (6) are now calculated with this G(S) and 
are written in the form 

H(X",Pk,t) = -as-1(iJ/iJt)S, 

Pk=aS-1(iJ/iJXk)S, 

Pk= -as-1(fJ/fJX,,)S. 

The quantum equations are obtained, as explained 
above, by means of the wave function operand 'l' and 
are: 

H(Xk,Pk,t)'l'= -as-1(iJ/iJt)Si', 

Pk'l'=aS-1(iJ/iJXk)Si', 

(7a) 

(7b) 

Pk'l'= -as-1 (iJ/iJX,,)Si'. (7c) 

The Hamiltonian operator H of these equations is 
obtained from the classical total mechanical energy 

with the help of (7b). The operator p defined in (7b) 
is obtained from the usual linear momentum by means 
of a similarity transformation and obeys the usual 
commutation relations 

[P",XI}Ir= -iMkl'l'. 

If S is a constant, Eqs. (7a) and (7b) are those of 
ordinary quantum mechanics. If, besides, the Pk are 
constants, the relation (7c) is associated with a phys
ically meaningless phase factor of the wave function. 
To show this, consider Eq. (7c) which is satisfied by 

'l'=rPkX~(xk,t). 

Equations (7a) and (7b) reduce, after cancellation of 
the constant exponential factor, to the equations of the 
Schrooinger theory 

Hif.>= - (h/i)iJif.>/iJt 

Pkif.>= -ilti)if.>/aXk. 

If S is a constant but PIc is not a constant, Eq. (7c) 
is a condition imposed on the wave function which is 
the origin of· a solution different from the traditional 
one. 

In the relativistic theory, Eq. (7a) must take the 
form of the Dirac equation2 

(8) 

where the operators E and p are defined in the manner of 
the relation (7b). If we substitute for E and p the 
corresponding expressions in terms of derivatives and 
use the hypothesis that S commutes with the Dirac 
matrices, we obtain 

(iM/at-illco:· grad+t1moe2)Si'= 0; (9) 

the new wave function being, therefore, Si'. The form 
of the PIc of the relation (7c) is not altered and is, in 
the special case analyzed in the next section, given by 
the relations (13) and (20). 

IV. SPECTRUM OF THE DIRAC EQUATION 

In order to apply the equations to a concrete case, 
let us consider the motion of a Dirac particle of charge 
e and rest mass mo bound by central Coulombic forces 
to an infinitely massive center. The Dirac particle is 
assumed to be in a stationary state and the point center 
is in the origin of coordinates in the laboratory system. 
We can use a two~component radial~wave function and 
can write the two equations for the radial part3 

(Si'h'+~(Si'h+~(-m0e2+ Ze2 -E) (Si'h=O, (lOa) 
, he , 

- (Si')1'+~(Si'h+~(moe2+ze2 -E)(Si'),=O. (lOb) 
, he , 

----
I L. I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Com

pany, Inc., New York, 1949), Chap. XII, p. 311. 
I Reference 2, p. 323. Schiff uses F and G instead of (S'Irh 

and (S'Ir ),. 
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Now, let us consider the relation (7c). Since we are and 
considering the stationary state, Sand W can be 
assumed to be independent of time. Then we can write where 

21= -..,.(K+K-l) (17) 

-p,soy= (h/i)aSW/aXk 

for (7c). The use of polar coordinates R, 8, and cp 

Xl=R sin8 coscp, 

X 2=R sin8 sincp, 

X3=R cos8, 

(11) 

and the hypothesis that Sand W do not depend on 8 
and cp affords the following relation 

(12) 

where ~k are direction cosines. We now consider an 
arbitrarily fixed direction specified by 8 and cp so that 

(13) 

where P can be a function of r. In this case Eq. (11) 
is reduced with the help of (12) and (13) to the form 

P(r)SW= - (h/i)aSW/aR. (14) 

As in the paper of Phipps, in order to interpret the 
action of the operator alaR on SW we must assume 
temporarily that SW depends on R. If we admit that 
the dependence on rand R occurs only in the combina
tion I r- R I, we shall have 

P(r)Sw= (h/i)aSw/ar, (15) 

with the initial condition 

R= (0,0,0). 

We shall not analyze the meaning of this condition in 
the present paper as it was sufficiently discussed in 
reference 1. The separated equations for the two 
components of Sw are implied by (15) so we have 

where K is a constant. If we introduce this value of 
(Swh in (lOa) and (lOb), we obtain the two equations 

K(SWh,+[:l+ ~( -m0e2+ z: -E)}SWk=O, 

- (SW)l'+[~+ ~( moe2+ z: -E) }SWh=O, 

which are compatible if 

(16) 

..,.=Zf?/hc. 

In order to obtain the energy eigenvalues E, we 
substitute in (17) the value of K2 given by (16). We 
obtain 

K (18) 

Now, if we introduce this value of K back in (16), we 
obtain 

(19) 

which is different from the energy spectrum found by 
Phipps. These values of E depend on the quantum 
number 1 and correspond to the region between -moe2 

and +moe2• If we develop E in series, retaining only 
terms up to the first power in ..,.2/12, we obtain 

E"-'±moe2=FchR/12, 

where R is the Rydberg constant. The second term is 
the energy which appears in the theory of Bohr. We 
can obtain the form of per) if we substitute in (lOb) 
the derivative of SW given by (15) and use (18) and 
(19). We obtain 

where 

h(S zmoe
2

) 
P(r)=- - - -- , 

i r h2l 

s= ± (P_..,.2)!. 

(20) 

The two terms of P are comparable for distances of 
the order of 10-8 cm if mo is the electronic rest mass 
while the last is predominant for values of r much 
greater than 10-8 cm. If mo is the protonic rest mass, 
the two terms are comparable for distances, of the 
order of 10-11 cm. The solutions (SWh and (SWh of 
the wave equation are obtained with the use of Eq. (15). 
We obtain 

K(SWh= (Swh=Ar' exp(-Zmof?r/h21) 

where A is the constant of integration. It is curious 
that the expression 

Zmof?/h21 

is the coefficient (a) of the formula (44.16) of reference 
2 if (E) is given by relation (19). 
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A general method is presented for the calculation of static transport coefficients based on Kubo's formulas. 
Techniques of perturbation expansion, diagram representation, and linked-cluster expansion are used. 
As an example, the electrical conductivity of an electron-phonon system is calculated with the natural 
introduction of irreversibility, following the ideas of Van Hove, and Prigogine and his collaborators. Under 
certain conditions the present method is shown to be equivalent to the conventional method by means of 
the Boltzmann equation. These conditions are examined and the improvement of the approximation is 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N the past few years remarkable progress has been 
made in several branches of statistical mechanical 

theory of irreversible processes. Van Hove,! Prigogine 
and his collaborators,2.3 and Bogoliubov4 were successful 
in deriving the master equation from the Liouville 
equation for a certain type of many-particle system, 
by using some special property of its asymptotic time 
behavior. In every case their derivations are based on 
the assumption that the system under consideration 
is infinitely large. In mathematical terms this assump
tion is expressed by the following liInit: 

V~ 00, (N IV = finite), (1.1) 

where N is the number of particles and V the volume of 
the container. Physically this ensures the infinite 
recurrence time of Poincare's cycle. In addition to this 
basic assumption on the size of system, some particular 
limiting processes are introduced, relating the quantities 
such as coupling constant g, the number density or the 
concentration c, and the relaxation time of the system 
t. In the case of weakly coupled systems, e.g., electron
phonon system, this is stated as 

g~O, t~ 00, (tt=finite). (1.2) 

For dilute gases consisting of particles interacting with 
strong short-range forces such as those usually treated 
by kinetic theory of gases, the behavior of the systems 
is considered in the limit: 

c=NIV~O, t~ 00, (ct= finite). (1.3) 

* Work supported by the Office of Naval Research and by the 
Air Research and Development Command, U. S. Air Force, 
through its European office. 

t Present Address: Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, 
Belgique. . 

t On leave of absence from Tokyo Institute of Technology, 
Tokyo, Japan. 
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These conditions (1.2) and (1.3) are closely related to 
the existence of well-separated relaxation time and 
collision time of the systems. In fact they are effectively 
equivalent to the assumption of instantaneous collisions. 
The recent theory of irreversible processes due to 
Prigogine and his collaborators· does not depend on 
these restrictive conditions. 

On the other hand, Kubo and others6 have established 
the rigorous statistical mechanical expressions for 
transport coefficients. Solving the equation of motion 
for the density matrix of the system in the first order of 
the external perturbing field, they obtained transport 
coefficients in a form of integrals of time relaxed current 
correlation functions. For example, the p.-v component 
of static electrical conductivity tensor (w=O, w being 
the frequency of the external field) is expressed as 

rT".= lim ~V-l Re{lT

'dU(J,J.(U»}, 
T'-oo . 0 

(1.4) 

where Re means that the real part of the bracketed 
quantity is to be taken, ~= (kT)-1, k being the Boltz
mann constant, T the absolute temperature, and the 
symbol ( ) means that the thermal average is taken 
over the canonical or grand canonical ensemble. 
Furthermore, J(u) is the Heisenberg operator of the 
total current J given by 

(1.5) 

where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system. The 
formula (1.4) makes it possible to calculate the trans
port coefficients without the help of the approximate 
Boltzmann equation. 

Several attempts have been made to explicitly calculate 
transport coefficients starting from Kubo's formula 
(1.4). Nakan07 evaluated th~ electrical conductivity in 
this way. However, his argument about the irreversibil-

6 See reference 2. 
6 R. Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 12, 570 (1957); H. Mori, Phys. 

Rev. 112, 1829 (1958); R. Kubo, M. Yokota, and S. Nakajima, 
J. Phys. Soc. Japan 12,1203 (1957); W. Kohn and J. M. Luttinger, 
Phys. Rev. 108, 590 (1957); 109, 1829 (1958). 

7 H. Nakano, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) IS, 77 (1956); 17, 
145 (1957). . 
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ity and the approximate procedure of calculation are 
not very convincing. Montroll and Wards developed 
a linked-cluster expansion method for these coefficients 
employing toron diagrams. Although their method is 
applicable to all kinds of classical and quantum statist
ical transport coefficients, their prescription for the 
calculation seems to be incomplete for practical 
purposes, because of the following reason. If one uses 
the perturbation method for J(u), the zeroth order term 
in g of the integrand in (1.4) becomes independent of u, 
because the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho usually 
commutes with J. Therefore, the u integral of this term 
diverges as T' -t 00. The above-mentioned method of 
Montroll and Ward contains the same kind of diver
gence. Without resolving such divergence difficulty 
the calculation of nontrivial transport coefficients is 
impossible. Chester and Thellung9 overcame this 
difficulty by reordering the perturbation series in a 
certain way and summing up partial series and then 
performing the u integration. Their techniques rely 
heavily on the conditions (Ll) and (1.2). However, 
their theory is restricted to the case in which the 
Hamiltonian consists of single-particle energies. Fur
thermore, it is not clear how the thermodynamical, 
averages of the phonon occupation numbers are brought 
into their Eq. (6.10). 

In this paper we shall present a general perturbation 
method for the calculation of quantum statistical 
transport coefficients starting from Kubo's formulas. 
The theory is formulated by taking a simple example 
of the electrical conductivity of an electron-phonon 
system. 

The perturbation expansion and the diagrammatic 
representation for the current correlation function are 
given in Sec. II, using the theorem due to Bloch and 
de Dominicis.10 The linked-cluster expansion is estab
lished in Sec. III by the use of Feynman diagrams. 
In Sec. IV various linked diagrams are examined for 
their dependency on coupling constant, time, and 
volume. Then a special class of diagrams are picked 
out under the conditions (1.1) and (1.2), and it is 
shown that if the electrons obey Boltzmann statistics 
the u integral of the sum of these selected diagrams 
leads to an integral equation which is closely related to 
the linearized form of the usual Boltzmann equation. 
In the present stage of approximation and in the present 
example, our method yields the identical conductivity 
as the one we would obtain from the Boltzmann 
equation approach. This result is obtained under only 
assumptions (1.1) and (1.2). The physical meaning of 
these assumptions is discussed in Sec. V. Throughout 
in the text the following units are chosen: 2M =Ji= 1, 
where M is the mass of a particle. 

8 E. W. Montroll and J. C. Ward, Physica 25, 423 (1959). 
9 G. R. Chester and A. Thellung, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 

73, 745 (1959). 
10 C. Bloch and C. de Dominicis, Nuclear Phys. 7, 459 (1958). 

n. PERTURBATION THEORY (DIAGRAM 
REPRESENTATION) 

In this section we shall develop a perturbation 
expansion method for the time relaxed-current correla
tion function and represent each term of the expansion 
by a set of Feynman diagrams. 

Let us consider a system characterized by a Hamil
tonian H, which consists of two parts: 

H=Ho+gHI , (2.1) 

where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and HI is 
the Hamiltonian describing the interactions between 
the unperturbed fields. 

Define an operator Set) by 

e-itH = e-itHoS(t). (2.2) 

It is formally solved in an infinite series: 

QO It ltl 1t
"-1 S(t)=1+E(-ig)n dt 1 dt2'" dtn 

n-I 0 0 0 

where Hz (t') is the interaction energy operator in the 
interaction representation defined by 

(2.4) 

Taking the Hermitian conjugates to (2.2) and (2.3), 
we have 

eitH =St(t)eitHo (2.2a) 
and 

00 It ill 1t
"-1 st(t) = 1+ E (ig)n dtl dt2'" dtn 

",-1 0 0 0 

It is to be noted that products of time dependent 
operators are ordered in mutually opposite directions 
with respect to time in the integrands on the right-hand 
sides of (2.3) and (2.3a). 

Substituting (2.2) and (2.2a) into the expression 
(1.4), we obtain 

u".=,8V-1 Re{i"'dUX(U)}, (2.5) 

where X(u) is the current correlation function given by 

X(u) = (J"St(u)eiuHoJ.e-;uHoS(u). (2.6) 

In order to proceed further we shall use the explicit 
form of the current- operator J as well as the Hamil
tonian H. We shall develop the theory by taking a 
simple example of the electrical conductivity of a 
weakly coupled electron-phonon system (neglecting 
Coulomb interaction and spin coordinates). We assume 
the Hamiltonian H of this system has the form: 

H= Ep p'laptap+ Lq wqbqtbq+g LM V-t'Yqi 
X (ap-+q tapbq+ap tap+qbq t). (2.7) 
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Here p and q are momenta of an electron and a phonon, 
respectively; Wq is the 1!nergy of a phonon with momen
tum q; at or a is the creation or annihilation operator 
for electron satisfying anticommutation relations char
acteristic of Fermi statistics, and bt or b is the corre
sponding operator for phonon. In the case of electron 
conduction in metals, 'Yq is given by 'Yq=if/Wq, but the 
following procedure is independent of a particular 
choice of 'Yq. (We assume that 'Yq is a function of \ q\.) 

The electric current J is given by 

(2.8) 

where e is the electronic charge. Substituting this into 
(2.6), one has 

X(u)=4e2 ~ p"p.' 

where 

PIP' 

X (apt (O)ap (O)st (u)ap,t (u)ap' (u)S(u», 

ap(t) = eiIHoape-itHo, 

apt(t) = eiIHoapte-iIHo. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

In our example the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0 

commutes with the electric current operator as well as 
the number operator np=aptap, i.e., 

[Ho,J]=O, [Ho,np] = 0, (2.11) 
whence 

If the infinite series (2.3) and (2.3a) are substituted 
in (2.9), the yery first te~m of X(u) is independent of 
u, so that the subsequent integration on u from zero 
to infinity leads to an apparent divergence as mentioned 
in the introduction. Also, there win be many other 
terms which become divergent upon the u integration. 
However, we hope that we can remove this difficulty by 
appropriately reordering the infinite series (2.9) and 
performing partial summation before the integration. 
In this rearrangement of terms, the diagrammatic 
representation will be found very useful. In the re
mainder of this section we shall give a short account 
of this diagrammatic method. 

In calculating the statistical mechanical averages 
such as the one in (2.9), it is usually much simpler to 
deal with the grand canonical average rather than with 
the canonical average, although both types of averaging 
3hould yield the same result as the number of particles 
involved tends to infinity. The grand canonical average 
(A) of a quantity A is defined by 

(A)=Tr(ff'No'HA)/Tr(ff'No'H). (2.13) 

Here ff' is fugacity and N is given by 

N=~paptap. (2.14) 

The symbol Tr stands for a trace taken over a 
complete set of states with all integral numbers of 

( 

K----;---) 
i I 

t.u t.o 

e-----e. . . 
: i 

t".u tiro 
Ca) (bJ 

FIG. 1. Diagrams of the zeroth-order terms [Eq. (2.27)]. 

particles. The fugacity ff' is to be determined from the 
relation: 

(N)/V=c. (2.15) 

Under the approximation we shall adopt in the later 
sections, the grand canonical average referring to the 
true Hamiltonian H can be replaced by the one referring 
to Ho, i.e., 

(A)"",(A)o= Tr(ff'N-/lHoA )/Tr(ff'No'Ho). (2.16) 

This point will be discussed in full detail when the 
approximation scheme is actually introduced. Equation 
(2.16) leads to 

X(u) "",X' (u) = 4e2 ~ p"p.'(ap(O)st(u)ap,t(u) 
p,p' 

Xap' (u)S(u)apt (0»0 exp(a-{3p2) (2.17) 

in place of (2.9). 
The explicit form of the operator Hr(t) defined in 

(2.4) is written as 

P.q 

+ap
t (t)ap+q (t)b/(t)], (2.18) 

where bq(t) and bqt(t) are defined by equation similar 
to (2.10) It is easily proved thatll 

ap(t)=ap exp(-ip2t), apt(t) = apt exp(ip2t), (2.19) 

bq(t)=bq exp( -iwqt) , bqt(t) = bq t exp(iwqt). (2.20) 

When we substitute infinite series S(u) and st(u) 
from (2.3), (2.3a), and (2.18) into the grand canonical 
average in (2.17), we have to calculate the average 
of the type (UVWX··· YZ)o, where the product 
UVWX· .. YZ consists of various factors a, at, b, and 
bt• According to Bloch and de Dominicis,lo this can be 
decomposed into a set of complete contractions of the 
product. Namely, it is proved that 

(UVW" ·Z)o=~ (±1)3(P)(UV)0(WZ)o"', (2.21) 

where + corresponds to Bose operators, - to Fermi 
operators, ~(P) is the number of pair exchanges which 
transpose the product of factors on the left-hand side 
into the one on the right-hand side. In (2.21) every 
factor in the product must be paired by another and 
the summation extends over all possible ways of 
pairings. 

11 See, for the proof, e.g., S. S. Schweber, H. A. Bethe, and 
A. de Hoffmann, Mesons and Fields (Row, Peterson & Company, 
Evanston, Illinois, 1955), Vol. 1, p. 170. 
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If the product consists of an odd number of factors, 
its average vanishes indentically. A contracted pair 
such as (UV)o vanishes except for the following four 
cases, 

Xexp[-i(t-t')P], (2.22) 
(ap(t)ap,t(tl»o=c5(p,p')(I-j,) } 

(ap ' t(t')ap(t»o= 5(p,p')j, exp[ -i(t- t')p2], 

Xexp[ -i(t-t')"'q], (2.23) 
(bq(t)bq, t(t'»o= 5(q,q') (1 +nq) } 

(bq,t(t')bq(t»0=5(q,q')nq exp[ -i(t-t')"'q], 

where 5(p,p') is Kronecker's delta symbol,t2 j, and nq 
are the Fermi and the Planck distribution functions, 
respectively: 

j,= exp(o:-{jp2)/[1 + exp(o:-iSp2)], 

nq= exp( -tJwq)/[1-exp( -tJwq)]' 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Equations (2.22) and (2.23) are easily proved by 
direct calculation using expressions (2.19) and (2.20). 

Following the standard procedures we can represent 
each of the complete contractions by a Feynman 
diagram. 

Consider the average 

U(p',p; u) 
= (ap(O)St(u)ap,t(u)ap' (u)S(u)apt (0»0, (2.26) 

which appeared in (2.17). Its zeroth order term is 
given by 

(a, (O)ap' t(u)ap' (u )ap t (0»0 
= (ap(O)ap' t (u»o(ap' t(u)ap(O»o 

+ (a, (O)ap t (O»o(ap' t(u)ap' (u»o. (2.27) 

These two nontrivial contractions may be represented 
by two diagrams shown in Fig. 1, where the time is 
measured from the right to the left and the contracted 
pair is represented by a solid line directed from the 
point of at to that of a. The first-order term in g of 
(2.26) vanishes, because it contains either one bt or b. 
The second-order term can arise from the expansion of 
S(u) or from the expansion of St(u) or from both. A 
most general term of the nth order contains the kth 
iterates of Br(t) from S(u) and the (n-k)th iterates 
of Br(t) from st(u). The contraction procedure for 
each term may be performed by making complete 
contractions in all possible ways. However, all nontrivial 
contractions can be obtained most simply by drawing 
diagrams. 

We shall give the prescription for drawing diagrams 
without further discussions, for the correspondence 
between contractions and diagrams could easily be 
traced. 

II In order to avoid a possible confusion, we shall write Kron
ecker's delta symbol as lI(p,p') and Dirac's delta function as 
lI(p-p'). We have therefore an equation 6(p,p') -+ (2,...)3V-I 
X&(p- pi) in the limit V -+ 00. 

(i) Mark two points at t=O and t=u on a horizontal 
boundary (dashed) line. 

(ii) Mark k points above the boundary line at tl, t" 
"', tk, (t1>t2>··· >tk), also mark n-k points below 
the boundary at tt', t2', "', tn-k', (tl'>t2'>··· >tn-k'). 

(iii) Draw n/2 (n: even) directed wavy lines 
between the points marked in the process (ii); every 
point should be connected with another by only one 
wavy line. Draw directed particle (solid) lines, one 
entering and one leaving each point marked in (i) 
and (ii); these lines may run between points or from a 
point to itself. The different diagrams are obtained by 
drawing the phonon (wavy) and the particle (solid) 
lines in all possible ways. 

It is seen from (2.22) and (2.23) that the contracted 
pair {ap(t)ap,t(t'»o, which is denoted by a particle line 
running from a creation point at t' to an annihilation 
point at t, can be associated with a single momentum 
vector p, not with two momenta p and pi, and similarly 
the contracted pair (bq(t)bq, t(t'»O is denoted by a 
directed phonon line with a single momentum q. If we 
call each of the points marked in (ii) a corner, each 
corner has by construction two particle lines, one 
entering and one leaving, and one phonon line, either 
entering or leaving. It is noted that the momentum 
flows associated with directed lines are conserved at 
each corner in view of a particular choice of the interac
tion Hamiltonian (2.18). 

Now it is convenient to introduce the following 
functions which are closely related to the contractions 
given by (2.22) and (2.23): 

G+(T',T; p)= (1- j,) exp[ -i(T'-T)P], } 

G_(T',T; p)= j, exp[ -i(T'-T)P], 
(2.28) 

} (2.29) 

Then the contribution to (2.26) corresponding to a 
given Feynman diagram can be written down from the 
following prescriptions : 

(i) For every particle line with momentum p or 
phonon line with momentum q running from a point 
at T to another point at T', introduce a factor which is 
seen from Table 1. For example, if a particle line with 

TABLE J. Correspondence between parricle or phonon line 
(from T to T') and introduced factor.-

Above 

Below 

Above 

G+ or P+(T'>T) 
G_ or P_(T'<T) 
G+ or P+(T'~T) 

Below 

G. or P.(T'>T) 
G+ or P +(T' <T) 

• If a particle line runs from a point at • -0 to a point at .' below the 
boundary introduce a factor G .. (.'.O; pl. Similarly. if a particle line enters 
into a point. -0 from .' above the boundary introduce G+(O,.'; pl. 
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FIG. 2. Example of a diagram 
which corresponds to the expres
sion (2.30). 

momentum p runs from a point above the boundary 
at T to another point above the boundary at T' introduce 
a factor G+(T',T; p) if T'>T, and G_(T',T; p) if T'<T. 
Similarly, if a phonon line with momentum q runs 
crossing the boundary upwards introduce a factor 
P_(T',T; q), and so on. 

(ii) For every particle line with momentum p 
running from a point to itself introduce jp, except for 
the point at t= 0 where 1-Jp should be introduced. 

(iii) Make a product of all factors given by (i) and 
(ii), integrate with respect to 11,12, "', Ik (U~II~12, ... 
~tk~O) and 11',12', "', In- k' (U~II'~t2"" ~ln-k'~O). 

(iv) MUltiply the integral by (_1)I+k-I(ig)nV-n/2 
Xo(p',Po) II "/qi and perform the summations with 
respect to all momentum variables of particles and 
phonons in the intermediate states. Here I is the number 
of closed particle loops, Po is the momentum associated 
with a particle line entering the end point at I=u. 
As an example of the above prescriptions we give the 
contribution corresponding to the diagram shown in 
Fig. 2. 

l
u 1/1 1/2 l u 

- (ig) 4 V-2 dt l dl2 dta dt/ L, "/q"/q' 
o 0 0 0 q,q 

Xc5(p', p+q')G+(u,/I; p+q')G+(t l ,/2; p) 

XG+(t2,ta; p- q)G+(la,O; p)G+(O,lJ'; p) 

XG+(tl',u; p+q')P+(t2,la; q)P-(tI,t/; q'). 

III. LINKED-CLUSTER EXPANSION 

(2.30) 

The linked-cluster expansion for the ground-state 
energy or the thermodynamic functions has been 
discussed by many authors.13 Also its generalization to 
the current correlation function was established by 
Montroll and WardS in terms of toron diagrams. 
However, our diagrams being different from theirs, it is 
not immediately clear how their proof is applied to the 
present case. In this section we shall briefly discuss the 
linked-cluster expansion using our diagrams. 

A diagram constructed from prescriptions in Sec. II 
mayor may not consist of two or more connected parts. 

13 T. Matsubara, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 14,351 (1955); 
K. A. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 100,36 (1955); J. Goldstone, Proc. 
Roy. Soc. (London) A239, 267 (1957); N. Hugenholtz, Physica 
23, 481 (1957); J. Hubbard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A240, 
539 (1957); D. J. Thouless, Phys. Rev. 107, 1162 (1957); C. 
Bloch, Nuclear Phys. 7, 451 (1958); E. Montroll and J. Ward, 
Phys. Fluids 1, 55 (1958); T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 
113, 1165 (1959); A. E. Glassgold, W. Heckrotte, and K. M. 
Watson, ibid. 115, 1374 (1959). 

In the former case it is called unlinked and in the latter 
case linked. For example the diagram of Fig. 1 (a) is 
linked and the one of Fig. 1 (b) is unlinked. We shall 
show through the linked-cluster expansion that 
U(p',p; u) given by (2.26) is expressed as a sum of 
terms corresponding to diagrams which have parts, 
linked or unlinked, comprising the fixed points at 1=0 
and I=u. In other words, it is not necessary to take into 
account vacuum diagrams which have no fixed points 
in themselves. In the following, we shall discuss the 
problem along the line conjectured by Bloch.la 

Let us first consider a trivial case; the calculation of 
the quantity 

(St(u)S(u»o = 1 (3.1) 

in terms of our diagrams. It is clear that the diagrams 
contributing to (St(u)S(u»o are all vacuum diagrams. 
A given diagram of this type is in general composed of 
a certain number of linked vacuum diagrams. We shall 
now say that two linked diagrams have the same 
structure if they have the same arrangement of corners, 
phonon and particle lines and the same location of 
corners relative to the boundary line and differ only 
in the labeling of summation variables. It is noted that 
in our definition two structures are to be distinguished 
from each other when their corners are located dif
ferently. For example two diagrams (a) and (b) in 
Fig. 3 have the same structure but (a) and (c) are 
different in structure. If the structure r of a general 
diagram for (3.1) is made up of kl linked structures 
rl, k2linked structures r 2, and so on, we shall write it as 

(3.2) 

Now let us denote the contribution of the structure 
r to (St(u)S(u»o by U(r). If the integrations with 
respect to time variables extend independently from 
o to u, U(r) may be expressed as a product of individual 
U (r i), but this is not the case, since the integration is 
restricted by the prescription (iii) in Sec. II. However, 
one may remedy the situation in the following way. 

Suppose for simplicity that a given diagram of 
structure r is composed of two connected parts of 
structures r 1 and r 2. Let the diagram of r 2 be fixed 
and let that of r l move from right to left along the 
boundary line, keeping the relative locations of corners 
on r l unchanged. In doing so, the relative positions of 
corners on r l with respect to those on r 2 will change, 
thus the labeling of time variables on r l (and r 2) will 
change. Therefore, by this movement one may have 
many Feynman diagrams which have the same structure 

(b) 

(al e 
". -------- - - _ ... --- --- -- -etC) 

FIG. 3. a and bare 
identical in structure 
but a and c are different. 
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but differ only in the labeling of time variables. If one 
sums up the contributions of these diagrams, introduc
ing an appropriate change of variables, it may be 
easily seen that 

(3.3) 

Similarly, if the structure r has the form given by 
(3.2), it is proved that 

U(r)= [U(rl)]kl[U (r2)]k2 .. -jkl !k2 !· . '. (3.4) 

The factors kl!, k2!, etc., come from the fact that the 
permutations of kl connected diagrams among them
selves do not lead to a new diagram. (The detail will 
be seen in Bloch's paper.) 

From (3.4) it follows that 

=exp[ L: u(rj)], (3.5) 
rj 

where the summation on r j is to be taken over all 
linked structures. It is noted here that the contribution 
1 from the expansion of St(u)S(u) is automatically 
included in (3.4) as a term with all k j = O. Equation (3.1) 
requires that all the contributions summed over linked 
structures should cancel out among themselves in 
every order of coupling constant g. This can be checked 
by direct calculations for the lowest order terms. 

Let us now consider the average U(p',p; u). If the 
contributions are represented by diagrams, a general 
diagram is found to be a sum of subdiagrams, linked 
or unlinked, comprising fixed points at t=O and t=u 
and a certain number of vacuum diagrams. Summing up 
all the contributions in the same way as we did for 
(St(u)S(u»o, we obtain the following expression 

U(p', p; u)=exp[L: u(rj)] L: a(p'u; pO; r i ) 
ri 

= L: a(p'u; pO; ri). (3.6) 
ri 

Here the quantity a(p'u; pO; r i ) is the contribution 
associated with a structure r i, free from vacuum 
structure, which has parts, linked or unlinked, contain
ing the fixed points at t=O and t=u. Equation (3.6) is 
the required linked-cluster expansion in our case. 

In closing this section, we would like to mention some 
remarks on the calculation of <11'" From (2.5), (2.17), and 
(2.26), it follows that 

4e
2

f3 {lo'" <11"=-- Re du L: Pl'p:U(p',p; u) 
V 0 p.p' 

xexp(a-f3p2)}. (3.7) 

If one substitutes (3.6) into this equation, the 
contributions can be classified into two types according 
to whether their representative diagrams are linked or 
unlinked. It will be easily seen that the latter type will 
not contribute to <11'" In fact, a term of this type should 
have the form: a(p'u;pO; r i )=CI(P)C2(P'), where one 
factor depends on the momentum p and the other on p', 
corresponding to its unlinked structure. There is no 
preferred direction in the system under consideration, 
so that each factor should depend on the magnitude of 
momentum vector, i.e., 

One sees then by the symmetry argument that the 
property (3.8) makes the sums over p and p' in (3.7) 
vanishing, which proves the above statement. 

IV. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
ELECTRON-PHONON SYSTEM 

We have discussed in the last two sections how the 
current correlation function is expanded in terms of 
linked-cluster structures. In this section these diagrams 
are analyzed for their dependencies on coupling constant 
and time. The analysis will be subsequently used to 
select. for the lowest order calculation of electrical 
conductivity, a special class of diagrams according to 
the rule identical to that used in statistical mechanical 
theory of Van Hove, and Prigogine and his collaborators 
on irreversible processes. It is then shown that if the 
electron states are not degenerate, the sum of the 
selected diagrams satisfies an integral equation, which 
is closely related to the solution of the Boltzmann 
equation. 

We have shown in Sec. III that only the linked 
diagrams having fixed points at t=O and t=u contribute 
to the electrical conductivity. In order to facilitate the 
analysis of these diagrams, let us assume that the 
electrons obey the Boltzmann statistics. This situation 
is physically realized in a semiconductor where the 
number density of conduction electron is so low that the 
electronic states are no longer degenerate. This assump
tion reduces the number of diagrams significantly. It is 
equivalent to dropping all diagrams whose correspond
ing expressions contain the factor f and replacing the 
factor (1- f) by unity in the integrand obtained from 
the prescriptions in Sec. II. Symbolically 

f~O, 1-f~ 1. (4.1) 

One may easily see that under this assumption the 
particle lines always run from right to left above the 
boundary and from left to right below the boundary. 

We enumerate various contributions in the following. 

(1) The zeroth order. There is only one diagram in 
the zeroth order. It was given in Fig. 1 (a). Its contribu
tion is 

5(p,p'). (4.2) 
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e() 

FIG. 4. The second-order diagrams. 

(2) The second order. Three types of nonvanishing 
diagram are found and drawn in Fig. 4, where undirected 
phonon line is purposely drawn with the understanding 
that an undirected phonon line corresponds to two 
lines directed in the mutually opposite senses. 

Let us calculate the contribution corresponding to 
Fig. 4(a). It is easily shown to be 

where 

El = p2- (p- q)2_Wg, E2= p2- (p- q)2+Wq• (4.4) 

In evaluating the time integral, we shall employ the 
frequently used asymptotic formulas: 

1
" 111 exp[±iE(tI- 12)J 
dt l dt2 t2p-l 

o 0 (p-l)! 

1rUP 

=-5:1:(E)+O(UP-l), (4.5) 
p! 

0:1: (E) =O(E)± (i/1I")P(1/E). (4.6) 

Here the symbol P means· to take Cauchy's principal 
value. 

It is now convenient to introduce functions r:l: in 
the followIng way 

r :I:(p)=1I"g2V-I Lq 'Yg[(I+nq)0:l:(EI)+nq0:l:(E2)]. (4.7) 

Then (4.3) is reduced to 

(4.8) 

Similarly, the contributions of Fig. 4(b) and (c) are 
given by, respectively, 

(4.9) 

2g2u1l"V-ILq'Y'I0(P',p-q)[(1+nq)O(El)+nqO(E2)]. (4.10) 

It is noted that these three expressions (4.8), (4.9), 
and (4.10) are all proportional to g2u. 

(ell (b) (c) 

FIG. 5. Examples of diagram. a is proportional to tu and b to 
giOUi . The contribution 01 "vanishes in the limit (4.12). 

(3) Higher orders. In the similar manner we can 
evaluate various integrals of higher orders. For example, 
two diagrams (a) and (b) in Fig. 5 are shown to have 
contributions proportional to g4u and gIOu4, respectively. 
In general it is shown that every diagram in the present 
case has a contribution prowrtional to 

g2m(g2u)n, m, n=O, 1,2, .. '. (4.11) 

We shall now state the rule for selecting diagrams for 
the purpose of calculating the conductivity systemat
ically. We shall adopt the same selection rule which 
Van Hove, Prigogine, and others have used to derive 
the master equation for the weakly coupled systems. 
It is given by [d. (1.1) and (1.2)J 

1. N --lo CQ, V --lo CQ such that N / V = finite, (4.12) 

2. g--loO, t--lo CQ such that g2t=~nite. (4.13) 

In the present case we may expect that the current 
correlation function X(u) would decay exponentially as 
exp( -u/t) for large ·u. The limit is then equivalent 
to retain all the terms of order of (g2u)n, n=O, 1,2, .. ', 
in the series. Symbolically, 

g2u=finite, gm(g2u)n --lo 0, m>O, 
n=O, 1,2, .... (4.14) 

We immediately see that in the limit (4.14) the approxi
mation (2.17) is justified because the correction terms 
are of the orders of t(k~ 1), and therefore can be 
neglected in the limit (4.14). Such correcti6ns would be 
important in higher order calculations, for example in 
the calculation in which one keeps all contributions of 
the order gm(g2u)n (m>O, n=O, 1, ... ). 

In the limit (4.12) the diagram shown in Fig. 5(c) 
does not contribute to the current correlation function. 
It is seen to have extra restrictions on the summation 
over momenta in the intermediate states. This property 
is characteristic of those diagrams which vanish in the 
limit (4.12). 

In the same limit the momentum eigenvalues become 
continuous so that summations over momenta will be 
replaced by the corresponding integrals 

V-I ~ -. (211")-3! dq. (4.15) 

We now wish to sum up all terms of the form (g2u)n, 
n=O, 1, 2, .... Examples of this type of diagrams are 
shown in Fig. 1 (a), 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), and 5(b). In order 
to sum these diagrams we shall introduce modified 
propagators S:I: defined symbolically by a series of 
diagrams 

~ ~2~2~ S+5--- -- - -:: - ------+-------+------- + ..• (4.16a) 

S-=~=~+~+~+-·· (4.16b) 
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where two ends of each diagram have the same time 
coordinates 11 and 12 (u~h~12~0). By repeatedly 
using (4.5), the corresponding mathematical expressions 
for S± are shown to be 

S±(11,t2; p) 
00 [-(11-t2)r±(p)J 

=exp[Ti{tl- tZ)p2] L ------
k-O k! 

If we approximate U(p',p; u) by Y{p',p; u), i.e., 

U{p',p; u)"" Y(p',p; u), 

which is defined by a series: 

(4.18) 

YCp:e;u)= t;j + e + & 
... , (4.19) 

where every part of the particle lines represents a 
modified propagator (4.16a) or (4.16b). Evidently this 
series contains all contributions proportional to (g2U)", 
n=O, 1,2, .... Simple calculation yields for Y{p',p; u): 

00 (g )2" Y(p',Pj u)=c5{p',p)e-r (p)u+ L -
n-I 2'11" 

r t ("-1 / 
X Jo dtlJo dt2·· ·Jo din dql·· 'dq" 

" Xc5(p',Pl)e-r (P)l" II {W(Pi+l,q.) 
, i-I 

where 
Xexp[ -r(p.)(ti--I-t .. )]}, (4.20) 

" 
P.=p- L '1;, Pn+l=P, to=U, 

;-i (4.21) 

and 
g2 r r(p)=r+(p)+r _(p)=- dqW(p,q»O. (4.22) 

(2'11")2. 

Let us define a function ¢,(p',p) by 

¢,(p',p)= i""dUY(P"P; u). (4.23) 

Then it follows from (4.20) that 

(
' ) c5(p',p) ~ (g )2"/ c5(P',Pl) 

¢' P,p =--+ "'"' -
r(p) ,,-I 2'11" r(p) 

" {W(P.+l,qi) } 
X II dq.. (4.24) 

i-I r(Pi) 

One may easily see that ¢'(p',p) satisfies the following 
integral equation: 

15 (p',p) g2 / W(p,q) 
¢'(p',p)=--+- ¢'(p', p-q)dq. (4.25) 

r(p) (2'11")2 r(p) 

If we further define a function "".(p) by 

"".(p) = (2:)3 / P/¢'(p',p)dp', (4.26) 

then from (4.25) and the footnote 12, we have 

p. g2 / W(p,q) 
"".(p)=-+- --"".(p-q)dq, (4.27) 

r{p) (2'11")2 r{p) 

or from (4.22) it follows that 

g2 / p.=- W(p,q)["".(p)- "".(p-q)]dq. (4.28) 
(2'11")2 

Since the system under consideration is isotropic, 
the conductivity tensor will be diagonal and 

(4.29) 

From (3.7), (4.23), and (4.26), we have 

(4.30) 

Unfortunately the integral equation (4.28) is not 
easy to solve. Instead of solving this we shall be 
content with the fact that it is exactly the same type 
of integral equation which we would encounter when 
we calculate the conductivity starting from the Boltz
mann equation. We shall briefly discuss this point in 
what follows. 

The Boltzmann equation for the present case is 
written asH 

aF g2 / 
eS-=- dqyq{[nqF{p-q)- (1+nq)F{p)]c5{EI) 

ap., (2'11")2 

+[(1 +nq)F(p- q)-nqF(p)]c5(E2)}. (4.31) 

Here F(p) is the distribution function for the electron 
and nq that for the phonon, which is assumed to have 
the same form in the equilibrium state, i.e., Planck 

"A. H. Wilson, The Theory of Metals (Cambridge University 
Press, New York, 1954), 2nd ed., p. 259. 
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distribution function, and [, is the magnitude of th 
stationary electric field which is applied to the system 
along the x axis. 

If we assume that [, is small, we may put F(p) into 
the form: 

F(p) = f(p)+ &p.,(p)iJ f(p)/iJ(jr), (4.32) 

where f(p) = exp(a-{3p2), (27r)-3f(p)dp being the 
number of electrons per unit volume in the range 
p"'p+dp. Substituting (4.32) into (4.31) and neglecting 
higher order terms of [" we get 

g2 f 2ep.,=- dqW(p,q)[¢.,(p- q)-¢z(p)J. 
(211")2 

(4.33) 

On the other hand rT is given by from Ohm's law: 

(4.34) 

Comparison of (4.28) and (4.33) shows that 

¢",(p) = - 2ecp,,(p), (4.35) 

which yields the identical conductivity for both methods 
in view of (4.30) and (4.34). 

In conclusion, our result is stated as follows. After 
summing up the sawtooth diagrams and introducing 
the modified particle propagator, if one considers all 
the diagrams of ladder type, one is led to the electrical 
conductivity calculated by means of Boltzmann 
equation. We would like to emphasize that our deriva
tion of this result is based only on the assumptions 
(4.12) and (4.13). 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

We would like to discuss in this section the physical 
meaning of the assumptions (4.12) and (4.13) on which 
our selection of diagrams is based. One may not raise 
any objection to the first assumption, stating that the 
system under consideration is infinitely large, for if 
this were not satisfied, the starting formula (Kubo's 
formula) itself would not be justified. The second 
assumption (4.13) is, as mentioned in the introduction, 
closely related to the existence of two well separated 
time scales. We shall examine this point in some detail. 

In our theory we can find two distinct time scales. 
These may be represented for example by T' in (1.4) 
and tc =[p2_(p_q)2_Wq]-I",,(2p·q)-1 in the expo
nential that appeared in (4.3). Let us estimate the 
order of magnitude of (2pq)-I. In the conventional 
units it is (2pq/2M)-I= (vq)-r, where v is the velocity 
of an electron. The range of values of q is limited from 
o to qD (qD: Debye'scharacteristic wave number). 
Therefore the average value of q-I will be of the order 
qD-I""d (lattice spacing) above Debye's characteristic 

temperature. The time tc= (d/v), which may be called 
duration of collision or collision time, will be very 
small compared with the relaxation time. Below the 
Debye temperature, scattering of electrons due to 
phonons of low momenta will become predominant, for 
the preferred presence of these phonons is expected from 
the form of nq• Therefore, the average time (vq)-l 
becomes larger and larger as the temperature is lowered. 
However, the same preferred presence of low momentum 
phonons also makes the relaxation time tT large in a 
proportional manner. In fact it may be shown from 
elementary physical analysis that any average contribu
tion to tT due to phonons of momentum q is proportional 
to nq- l • [This is in fact borne out in the expression 
(4.28).J Therefore it is highly unlikely that tc exceeds 
IT, i.e., 

(5.1) 

In many cases we would expect that 

(5.2) 

which is certainly true at high temperatures. This 
strong inequality is considered to be essential for the 
discussion of the scattering as well as for that of trans
port phenomena. If the coupling constant g is small, 
we may assume that IT is roughly proportional to r2. 
Therefore one of the surest ways of insuring (5.2) is 
to take the weak coupling limit in the form of (4.13). 
Another way is to assume the instantaneous collision 
time. It is very interesting to note that both of these 
limits lead effectively to the same selection rule (4.14). 
The time T' is assumed to be considerably larger than t T • 

It is noted that in our discussion the assumption of 
repeated random phase and the restrictive assumption 
about relaxation time, both of which assumptions are 
inherent in the Boltzmann equation, are completely 
avoided. This advantage was also demonstrated by 
Chester and Thellung.9 

In order to improve the present calculation, we 
must take account of the finiteness of collision time te. 
This may be done by replacing the rule (4.13) by a new 
condition.Is Then we shall have to consider the following 
corrections, perhaps simultaneously: 

(1) Selection of a larger class of diagrams than those 
given by (4.14). 

(2) Appropriate calculation of the grand canonical 
average. The approximation (2.16) was justified by 
assuming the condition (4.14). 

(3) Appropriate evaluation of the time integrals. 

In the present example the calculation of electrical 
conductivity is performed with the assumption that 
the electrons obey the Boltzmann statistics. In many 
cases of physical interest, for example in the case of a 
metal, the electrons obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

16 Note added in proof. A calculation in this direction has been 
published by E. Verboven, Physica 26, 1091 (1960). 
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Our general formalism can be applied to this case, 
though some complication arises from the statistics 
effect on the intermediate states of electrons. The 
analysis of this case will be reported in a separate paper. 

The viscosity coefficient of a classical dilute gas can 
be treated essentially by replacing the assumption (1.2) 
by (1.3). This will be reported in a subsequent paper. 
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The viscosity coefficients of a weakly coupled and a dilute quantum gas, both obeying the classical 
statistics, are calculated using the method developed by Abe and the present author. In this method trans
port coefficients are calculated from exact formulas due to Kubo with the natural introduction of the 
irreversibility following the ideas of Van Hove, Prigogine, and their collaborators. It is shown explicitly 
that the low-density limit as well as the weak-coupling limit of the viscosity are those which are expected 
from the conventional calculation via the Boltzmann equation. The nature of these limits is closely related 
to the two well separated time scales-average duration of collision and average time between successive 
collisions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE general idea and method developed in the 
previous paperl is applied to the treatment of 

the viscosity coefficients of classical statistical gases. 
The object of the present paper is not to present a 

new method for the explicit evaluation of the viscosity 
coefficients but to show how these coefficients are 
calculated from the exact formulas without the aid of 
the Boltzmann equation and by doing so to clarify the 
nature of the approximations inherent in the calculation. 

analogy with the formula (1.1.4), given by2 

[ i
T' du Tr{e-PRJ x,,", XII[U]}] 

.,,=,8V-1 Re lim , 
T'-+oo 0 Tr{ e-PR } 

where the current operator J XII is defined by 

N N [ o'U(ri- ri) 
J xy=2 L pixPill-t.gL L (Xi-Xi)I---

i-I i'-i o (Yi-Yi) 

o'U(ri- ri)] + (Yi-Yi)--
o (Xi-Xi) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 
It is hoped that the present treatment will form a 

prototype of the future calculation of viscosity coeffi
cients in the case where the traditional treatment via 
the Boltzmann equation is no longer justified. 

Let us consider a gas characterized by the Hamil
tonian H 

with r= (x,y,z). The operator J XII[U] is the current in 
the Heisenberg picture defined by 

N N 
H= L N+!g L L 'U(ri-rj), (1.1) 

i-I i'-j-l 

where the vectors Pi and ri are the momentum and the 
position of the ith particle and'U is a pair-force potential 
with a short range, N the number of particles, and g the 
coupling constant. 

The static viscosity coefficient ." of the gas is, in 

* This work was supported by the Air Research and Develop
ment Command, U. S. Air Force, through its European office. 

1 S. Fujita and R. Abe, J. Math. Phys. 3, 350 (1962). This 
paper is referred to as I. 

(1.4) 

The volume of container is denoted by V. 
We wish to calculate the viscosity coefficient from 

(1.2) in the two limiting cases- a weakly-coupled gas 
and a dilute gas, both having short-range pair interac
tions and obeying the classical statistics. There is no 
real gas in nature which can be treated in the category 
of a weakly coupled gas. However, it turns out that the 

2 H. Morl, Phys. Rev. 112, 1829 (1958). More detailed references 
may be found in reference 1. 

3 The units are chosen in the present paper such that ~= 2M = 1, 
M being the mass of a particle, unless otherwise specified. 
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dilute gas, which interests us, can be treated in a manner 
very much similar to the weakly-coupled gas. Since the 
mathematical treatment of the latter is considerably 
simpler than that of the former, it will serve as a useful 
mathematical exercise for problems of the former. Using 
the techniques of linked-cluster expansion and assuming 
the weak coupling, the viscosity of a classical statistical 
gas is formally calculated in Sec. II. In Sec. III the 
viscosity coefficient of a dilute gas is treated. Effectively, 
the result for this case can be obtained from the 
formulas derived in Sec. II through a redefinition of 
differential cross section. It is then shown that the 
formal result thus obtained is completely equivalent 
to that which one would expect from the calculation 
via the Boltzmann equation. In the derivation of these 
results we have assumed only the following conditions: 

1. The particles obey the Boltzmann statistics, 
2. The system is infinitely large: N ---+ 00, V ---+ 00 

such that c=NjV=finite; 
3. The particles are weakly coupled (for the treat-' 

ment in Sec. II) : g ---+ 0, t ---+ 00 such that g2t= finite, or 
3'. The density of the gas is low (for the treatment 
in Sec. III): c ---+ 0, t ---+ 00 such that ct= finite, where 
t is a time of the order of the relaxation time. 

The conditions 2 and 3 or 2 and 3' are those under 
which the Markoffian master equations were derived 
by Van Hove, Prigogine, and their collaborators.4 The 
condition 3 or 3' is closely related to the well-separated 
time scales-average duration of collision and average 
time between successive collisions. This point is briefly 
discussed in Sec. IV where a few comments on the 
present calculation are given. 

II. VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT OF A WEAKLY 
COUPLED QUANTUM GAS OBEYING THE 

BOLTZMANN STATISTICS 

We would like to treat the problem in a similar 
manner to the one in which we calculated the electrical 
conductivity in the preceding paper 1. For this reason 
we shall formulate the problem in second quantization 
although we are primarily interested in the classical 
statistical case. 

The second term of the expression in (1.3) for the 
current is proportional to the coupling constant g. 
This term will become negligible in the limit of weak 
coupling, the precise definition of the limit being given 
later in (2.14). For simplicity we shall drop it from 
the beginning5 : 

J z" ---+ J zv' = 2 Li P'ZP,", (approximation.) (2.1) 

In second quantization one has for (1.1) and (2.1) 

H = Lp p2at (p)a(p)+!gV-l L P1P2q'O (q)at (p2+ q) 
Xat (Pl-q)a(Pl)a(P2), (2.2) 

J",,,=2 Lp p",p"at(p)a(p), (2.3) 

'The references for the derivation of the master equations and 
the related topics may be found in reference 1. 

6 The prime is suppressed hereafter. 

where the scalar '0 (q) is the Fourier transform of '0 (r) 
defined by 

(2.4) 

the creation and annihilation operator {at,a} satisfy the 
following commutation or anticommutation relations: 

[a(p), at(p')]=t==a(p)at(p')=Fat(p')a(p) } 
=c5(3)(p,p') 

[a(p), a(p')]",=[at(p), at(p')]",=O 
(2.5) 

where the upper signs correspond to the case of bosons 
and the lower signs to that of fermions. 

Techniques of perturbation expansion, diagrammatic 
representation, and linked-cluster expansion can be 
introduced closely following the procedure taken in 1. 
Without duplicating the old procedure we shall note 
the main points, emphasizing the differences: 

The current correlation function X(u), which is the 
integrand in the expansion (1.2) has the following 
form: 

X(u)=4 L P"'P7IPOzP071 p,po 
Tr{ e"N-flHat (p)a(p)st (u)at (po)a(po)S(u)} 

X---------------------------
Tr{ e"N-flH} 

---+ 4 L P",PIIPOZPOll exp[a-{3P2] p.po 
X (a( p,O)st (u )at (Po,u )a(po,u)S (u )at (p,O) )0, 

(approximation). (2.6) 

Here e" is the fugacity of the system and the operator 
S(u) and its Hermitian conjugate st(u) are defined by 

'" i U ill i ln-1 
L (-ig)u dtl dt2' . . dt,. 
n-<l 0 0 0 

00 i" ill i ln-l = L (ig)n dtl dt2' . . dt" 
,.-0 0 0 0 

where HI(t) is the perturbation in the intermediate 
picture: 

HI(t)=V-l LploP2,q'O(q)at (P2+q, t)at(Pl-q, t) 
Xa(pl,t)a(p2,t). (2.8) 

The time dependent operators (a(p,t), at(p,t)} are 
defined by 

a(p,t)=eiIHOa(p)e-iIHO } 

at(p,t)=eilHoat(p)e-iIHo . 
(2.9) 
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The average symbol ( ... )0 means the average with the 
grand canonical ensemble of free particles. The approxi
mation is the replacement of the average with respect 
to the ensemble of interacting particles with the 
average with respect to the free particle ensemble. This 
approximation is justified in the weak coupling limit 
(2.14). 

The average 

(a (p,O)st (u)at (po,u)a(po,u)S(u)at (p,O) »0 (2.10) 

can be represented by Feynman diagrams as before'! 
We must, however, modify the prescription for drawing 
diagrams because we have now the different form (2.8) 
of the perturbation. A general diagram of order n will 
be drawn in the following way (d. I, Sec. II): 

(i) Mark two points at t= ° and t= u on a horizontal 
boundary (dashed) line (the same as before). 

(ii) Mark k pairs of points above the boundary line 
at t=tl, t2, "', tk, U>tl>t2>" ·>tk>O, exactly one 
pair being on the same time i also mark n-k pairs of 
points below the boundary at t=tl', t2', "', tn-k', 
u>t/>t2'>··· >tn-k'>O. 

(iii) Draw n undirected (wavy) lines between the 
pairs of points on the same times. 

Draw directed particle (solid) lines, one entering 
and one leaving each point marked in (i) and (ii) i these 
lines may run between points or from a point to itself. 

A momentum variable can be attached to each 
particle and to each quantum line as before. The 
momentum value will be conserved at each corner 
drawn in the process (ii) because of our form (2.8) of 
the perturbation. 

The contribution to the average (2.10) corresponding 
to a given diagram can be written down from the 
prescription similar to that given in I, Sec. II. The 
complete prescription for the present case will not be 
given here. It reproduces all the old rules' except the 
rule (i), where the new rule replaces the regulation 
about the phonon lines with: 

(i') For every quantum line with a momentum q, 
introduce a factor 

V-l'l) (q). (2.11) 

The linked-cluster expansion (I.3.6) can be estab
lished in the same manner. All those unlinked diagrams 
which can be decomposed into two parts, one part 
depending on p and the other on Po, do not contribute 
to the current correlation function X(u). 

Now we can go on to analyze the various linked 
diagrams and to select an important set of diagrams. 

First we assume that the particles obey the Boltz
mann statistics. This is equivalent (i) to pick out the 
terms of lowest order in j, (ii) to replace the factor 
1±j by 1 and (iii) to drop "exchange" diagrams. 

FIG. 1. The zeroth order diagram of C. 

Symbolically 

~:~~1 }. 
exchange diagram ~ 0 

(2.12) 

Secondly we introduce the condition that the system 
under consideration is infinitely large 

N ~ 00, V ~ 00 such that c=N/V=finite. (2.13) 

Finally we assume that the gas is very weakly 
coupled: 

g~ 0, t~ 00 such that g2t=finite 

or equivalently 

g2u=finite, gm(g2u)"~0 m~1, n=O,1,2···. (2.14) 

These three conditions restrict the type of the 
important diagrams to a special class, say, class C. 
In the zeroth order there is only one diagram in C which 
is drawn in Fig. 1. The contribution is, of course, 

6(3) (p- Po). (2.15) 

There exists no first-order diagram which remains 
finite. In the second order we have six diagrams belong
ing to the class C. They are shown in Figs. 2(a)-(f). 
The corresponding contributions can be written down 

(a) (b) 

(e) Cd) 

~ ~ 
(e) (f) 

FIG. 2. The second-order diagrams of C. 
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~~L 
(a) (b) (e) 

FIG. 3. Exchange diagrams. 

from the new prescription. Using the asymptotic 
formulas 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

we obtain the following expressions: 

a: -a(3) (p- Po) (211")-6 f(PI) 

XW+(p-q, PI+qj P,PI) (2. 19a) 

b: -a(3)(p- Po) (211")-6f(Pl) 

XW_(p-q, Pl+qj P,PI) (2.19b) 

c: +a(3) (p-q- Po)2(211")-6f(Pl) 

XW(p-q, Pl+q, P,Pl) (2.19c) 

d: -a(3) (Pl- Po) (271-)-6f(PI) 

XW+(p-q, Pl+qj P,Pl) (2.19d) 

e: -a(3) (Pl- Po) (211")-6f(PI) 

XW_(p-q, Pl+q; P,Pl) (2.1ge) 

f: +a(3) (Pl+q-Po)2(211")-6f(Pl) 

XW(p-q, Pl+qi P,Pl) (2.19£) 

all integrated with respect to PI and q, and multiplied 
by a factor 1I"g2u, where the functions W:!: and Ware 
defined as 

W:!:(p-q, Pl+qj P,Pl) 
='0 (Q)2a:!:[f+PI2- (p_q)2_ (PI+q)2]. (2.20) 

W=HW++ W_) (2.21) 

All these contributions a, b, ... , f are proportional to 
g'uf. Also in the second order there exist eighteen 
diagrams whose contributions are proportional to 
g2uf. The three typical diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. 
They are diagrams of exchange-scattering type and are 
ruled out from C by the assumption (2.12). It can be 
easily verified that if the contributions corresponding 
to these three are added to the expression (2.19a), it 
would amount simply to replacing the function W + 

defined in (2.20) with 

W+,(p-q, PI+q; P,PI) = 1 '0 (q)±'O (I PI-P+Qi) 12 
xa+[f+Pl- (p_q)2_ (Pl+q)2]' (2.20a) 

We shall postpone the discussion of these exchange 
scattering terms to Sec. IV. 

The higher order diagrams can be analyzed in a 
similar manner using the asymptotic formulas (2.16) 
and (2.18). It is found that a general diagram of the 
class C has a very simple structure. The totality of these 
diagrams can be written down in a series: 

e+$+~-. (2.22) 

where each part cut by a vertical wavy line means the 
sum of six parts shown in Fig. 4. The first and the 
second term of (2.22) correspond to the diagram in 
Fig. 1 and the diagrams in Fig. 2, respectively. 

For the purpose of calculation it is more convenient 
to reorder the series (2.22) in the following way. 

Let us call "collision" a process in which two particle 
lines exchange one or more quanta between them. We 
notice that in the first two processes shown in Fig. 4 the 
particle line running from the right to the left as well 
as the one running in the opposite direction carries the 
same momentum before and after "collision" while in 
the next four the particle lines have different momenta 
before and after collision. For the latter case we shall 
denote the different momenta by p and po and designate 
the sum of these four processes by w(Po,p). Mathemat
ically this function w(Po,p) is given by the algebraic 
sum of four terms (2.19c), (2.19d), (2.1ge), and (2.19f) 
integrated with respect to PI and q. 

Let us then introduce modified propagators defined 
by a series 

~~AtJfl 
$+_ ----5---+---+--- +... (2.23a) 

S-!I!! + + -+ (2.23b) 

C;5~ trW·'·' 
where the two ends of each diagram have the same time 
coordinates tl and t2, (tl>t2). The corresponding 
mathematical expressions for S ± are given by 

S:!:(Pi tht2) 

with 

., (-l)k 
= :r: --[1I"g2r :I:(p) (tl-t2)J 

k-O k! 
Xexp[=ri(h-t2)p2] 

=exp[=ri(tt-t2)p2_1I"g2r :I:(P)(tl-t2)], (2.24) 

r :I:(p) = (211")-61 1 d3qd'Pd(Pl) 

XW:I:(p-q, Pl+q; P,Pl). (2.25) 
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If we now form an infinite series 

y - e + ED + <i:t> + ... , (2.26) 
I I I 

where every part of the particle lines represents a 
modified propagator S+ or S_ and each vertical broken 
line the sum of four collision processes w, this series 
evidently contain all terms of the series in (2.22) and 
vice versa. In mathematical terms, the sum Y(Po,p; u) 
is given by 

Y(Po,p; u) 

=1l(3)(p- Po) exp{ - 27rg2ur(p)} 

+ 27rg2i"dtlj d3p'Il(3)(p'-po) 

Xexp[ -27rg2r(p')(U-tl)JW(P'; p) 

Xexp[ - 27rg2r(p)tlJ+ (27rg2)2 

X iUdtlitldt2j jd3P'd3P"Il(3)(P'_po) 

Xexp[ - 27rg2r(p') (U-tl)JW(P',p") 

Xexp[ - 27rg2r(p") (t 1- t2) Jw(p",p) 

Xexp[ - 27rg2r(p)t2J+· . .. (2.27) 

If we integrate the series term by term with respect 
to u from 0 to infinity and denote the result by 

~(Po,p)= i oo 

duY(po,p; u), (2.28) 

we can easily see that the ~ satisfy the following integral 
equation: 

~(pO,p)=1l(3) (p- Po) [27rg2r (p)J-l 

+ j d3p'~(po,p')w(p,p')r(p)-I. (2.29) 

Multiplying the both sides by POZPOIl and subsequently 
integrating on Po, one obtains 

rp(p)= j d3popozpov/l(po; p) 

= PzP,l27rg2r(p)jl 

+ j d 3p' rp(p')w(p',p)r(p)-I. (2.30) 

From the definition of r(p) and w(p',p) and after 
the appropriate change of integration variables, this 

+@+± 
+:?+~ 

FIG. 4. Diagram components important to the present calculation. 

equation may be written as 

PZPII= (27r)-6g2 f f d3pld3ql'U(q) 12f(PI) 

XIl[P2+PI2- (p- q)2_ (Pl+q)2J 

X[rp(P)+rp(PI)- rp(p-q)- rp(Pl+q)]. (2.31) 

If we introduce the coordinates describing the motion 
of center of mass and the relative motion, we can 
rewrite the equation in the following form: 

pzpy=H27r)-og2 j d3P1dQPii 'U(P/- Pi) 1

2f(pl) 

X[rp(p)+ rp(PI)- rp(p- P/+Pi) 

- rp(PI+P/- Pi)]. (2.32) 

Here the momenta (Pi=!(PI-P), P/=Pi+q) of the 
relative motion before and after collision have the 
same magnitude and the differential element of the angle 
between Pi and PI is denoted by dQ. 

The viscosity coefficient 11 is now given from (1.2), 
(2.6), (2.28), and (2.30) by 

11= 4/3 (27r)-3 j d3ppzP1If(p) rp(p). (2.33) 

The integral equation (2.31) or (2.32) is closely 
related to the so-called linearized Boltzmann equation. 
This point will be discussed at the last part of Sec. III 
as well as in Sec. IV. 

III. VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT OF A DILUTE GAS 
OBEYING THE BOLTZMANN STATISTICS 

The low-density limit of the viscosity coefficient of a 
classical gas can be calculated almost in the same 
manner as the weak-coupling limit of the same. 
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It is interesting to note that the two approximations 
(2.1) and (2.6) are justified in the low-density limit 
as well as in the weak-coupling limit. The second term 
of the current J in (1.3) is of higher order in density 
than the first term and therefore may be neglected in 
the low-density limit": 

JZII-t J zlJ'= 2 Lp pzPllat(p)a(p) 
(approximation). (3.1) 

The current correlation function X(u) may be written as 

X(u)=4 Lp,po PZPIIPOZPOy 
X (S( -imat (p)a(p)st (u)at (po)a(po)S(u)V 

X (S( -i(3»o -t 4 Lp,po PZP7IPOZPOIl exp[a-(3p2J 
X (a (p,O)st (u)at (po,u)a(po,u)S(u)at (p,O»o 

(approximation). (3.2) 

The justification of this will be discussed after the 
introduction of the low-density limit. We then see 
that we have to deal with exactly the same average 

(a (p,O)st (u )at (Po,u )a(po,u)S (u )at (p,O»o 

as before. Therefore all earlier remarks about the 
diagrammatic expansion are unchanged. 

We now introduce the following three assumptions: 

1. Boltzmann statistics 

f«l, l±f-tl (3.3) 

Exchange term -t O. 
2. Infinite system 

N -t 00, N -t 00 such that c=N/V=finite. (3.4) 

3. Low-density limit 

c -t 0, t -t 00 such that ct= finite. (3.5) 

In the present case we may expect that the current 
correlation function X(u) will decay exponentially 
exp( -u/t) for large u. Then the limit (3.5) is equivalent 
to the limit 

cm(cu)"-t 0 N=0,1,2,··· 

m;;; 1 
cu=finite. 

(3.5a) 

The limit (3.5) or (3.5a) is to be taken after the limit 
(3.4). 

It is easy to see that the approximation (3.2) is 
justified in the low-density limit (3.5a). Consider the 
difference tfJHoefJH -1. Every term of its expansion 
contains at least one potential which depends on a 
pair of particles. Therefore any correction which would 
arise from more precise treatment of the grand canonical 
average will contain an extra power of c and hence will 
not contribute in the present approximation. 

Analysis of diagrams concerning their dependency on 
density c, time n, and volume V can be carried out in 

(a) (b) (e) 

(d) (e) 

FIG. 5. Diagrams of C'. 

a usual manner. The analysis shows that the contribu
tion corresponding to an arbitrary linked diagram is 
proportional to V-k(l- f) lfm(fu) " with k, l, m, and n 
being certain non-negative integers 0, 1, 2, .... In the 
limit of classical statistics the (Boltzmann) distribution 
function f is proportional to the density c. 

fIXe. (3.6) 

It is found then that the above mentioned three 
assumptions (3.3), (3.4), and (3.Sa) select a special 
class of diagrams whose contributions are proportional 
to (1- f) m(fu) " or (cu)n with m and n being non
negative integers. We shall denote this class of diagrams 
byC'. 

Some of simple diagrams in C' are drawn in Fig. S. 
Their dominant contributions are all proportional to 
cu. In the diagram (e) a special symbol is introduced: 

IK · C +IT +-. (3.7) 

It turns out to correspond to a sum of successive Born 
binary collisions. Figure 5 ( e) represents a double 
series, i.e., the sum of a, b, c, .... We shall use this 
abbreviation wherever possible. Now it is a remarkable 
fact that if we replace every complete binary collision 
series in a given diagram of C' with the lowest Born 
approximation, i.e., the first term of the series (3.7), 
we would see that the resulting diagram is an element 
of C defined in the Sec. II. Conversely if we replace 
every lowest Born approximation in an arbitrary dia
gram of C with a complete series (3.7), we find an 
element of C'. Furthermore, if the pair potential 'O(r) 
is of short range such that 

(3.8) 

then the theory of scattering8 shows that the above 
mentioned replacement of a lowest Born approximation 
with a complete binary collision series in a diagram, 
simply amounts to the replacement of transformed 
potential '0 with the so-called T matrix in the corre
sponding mathematical expressions. This matrix T may 
be defined as the solution of the following integral 

• See e.g., B. A. Lipmann and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 79, 469 
(1950); I. Prigogine and P. Resibois, Physica 24,795 (1958). 
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equation 

Tkl='Ukl+ ri-
1 

!d3m'Ukm6+(EI-Em)T ml, (3.9) 
(211")3 

where the subscripts k, l, and m denote momenta of 
relative motion in the binary scattering j and 'Ukl and 
El are defined by 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Equation (3.9) can be derived from the definition (3.7) 
of the binary collision series, using the asymptotic 
time integration (2.16). 

Now the resulting formula for the viscosity of a 
dilute gas can be immediately written down from the 
formula for the viscosity of a weakly coupled gas. 
Replacing g'U in (2.32) with T 

g'U~ T, (3.12) 
one has 

PZPII= (211")-61! d3p1! dnp.1 T(p,- P.) 12f(p1) 

X[tp(P)+tp(P1)-tp(P- P,+Pi) 

-tp(P1+P,- Pi)J (3.13) 
with p,=p •. 

If we use the well-known formula 7 which connects 
the matrix T with the differential cross section u 
(quantum mechanical) 

u(P.,(J,.)6(Ep,-Ep,)= I T(p"p.) 12 (6411"2)-1 
X6(Ep/-Ep,) (3.14) 

with (J,. being the angle between P. and Ph we can 
rewrite (3.13) as 

PzPII=4(211")-3! d3p1! dnp,-U(Pi,(Ji,)f(PI) 

X[tp(P)+tp(PI)-tp(P- P,+P.) 

-tp(PI+P,- Pi)]. (3.15) 

The viscosity coefficient 71 is given in terms of tp as 
before [ef. (2.33)J 

71=4{3(211")-a! d3ppzPllf(p)tp(p). (3.16) 

We shall show in the following that the results (3.15) 
and (3.16) can be obtained simply from the calculation 
via the Boltzmann equation. 

7 See, e.g., S. S. Schweber, H. A. Bethe, and F. de Hoffmann, 
Mesons and Fields (Row, Peterson & Company, Evanston, Illinois, 
1955), Vol. I, p. 46. 

The Boltzmann equation for the distribution function 
F(r,p,t) of a dilute gas subject to no external force is 
written as 

with the abreviations 

F=F(r,p,t) F'=F(r,p',t) 

F1=F(r,PI,t) 1<\'=F(r,P1',t), (3.18) 

where the pairs (P,PI) and (P',P1') are, respectively, 
the momenta before and after collision. 

For simplicity let us consider a stationary situation 
in which a gas moves along the x axis with an average 
velocity (Vz)av= 2(P,,)av depending only on y and in 
which the gas has the same temperature everywhere. 
Here the average of a momentum dependent function 
A (p) is defined by 

(A)av=C1! d3pF(r,p,t)A (p). (3.19) 

When the velocity gradient d(v,)av/dy is assumed to be: 
sufficiently small, the viscosity coefficient 71 can be 
defined as a proportionality factor in the following 
equation: 

d(vz)av 
cM-l(PzPII)av= -.,,----= 2C(PzPII)av (3.20) 

dy 

with M being mass of a particle. In the same condition 
the drift term, i.e., the right-hand side of (3.17) will 
become 

(3.21) 

If the velocity gradient does not exist, the function F 
agrees with the Boltzmann distribution function f. 
Therefore the difference IF - fl will be small in 
comparison with f as long as the gradient is small. 
Hence we may put 

[ 
d(Vz)av(Y)J 

F(p,r)=f(p) 1+</>(p) dy . (3.22) 

Substituting this into the right-hand side of (3.17) and 
neglecting the second order (d(v,,)av/dy)2 in the result, 
one has 

4! ! dp1dnf(p)J(P1)[</>(P') +</> (PI')-</> (p)-</> (P'l)] 

d(vr)av 
XPiU(Pi,(J)--. (3.23) 

dy 

Equating this with (3.21) and dropping the common 
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factor, one obtains 

/3P;P" = 2 f f dPldflf(Pl)PiU(Pi,O) 

X[cf>(P)+cf>(Pl)-cf>(P')-cf>(Pl')]. (3.24) 

This is sometimes referred to as the linearized Boltz
mann equation. From (3.20) and (3.22) one sees that 
the viscosity coefficient 11 is given by 

Comparing (3.24) and (3.15) one obtains 

cf>(p) = (4Jr3)-l[~\O(p). 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

With this relation we can immediately see that the 
calculation via (3.24) and (3.25) gives the viscosity 
identical to that given by (3.15) and (3.16). 

In the Sec. II we made an attempt to calculate the 
viscosity of a weakly coupled gas obeying the Boltz
mann statistics. The result is given by the expressions 
(2.32) and (2.33). It is quite clear that, following the 
same procedure just taken above, we can discuss this 
result in connection with the solution of the linearized 
Boltzmann equation. 

IV. COMMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

We shall make several comments and discussions on 
our calculation of the viscosity coefficients in the 
preceding two sections. 

1. We have assumed that the particles obey the 
Boltzmann statistics. This does not simply mean that 
we have treated a completely classical gas. In fact, the 
differential cross section introduced in (3.14) is a 
quantum-mechanical one. The viscosity coefficient given 
by (2.32) and (2.33) is also quantum mechanical. 

It is well known8 that the quantum-mechanical 
diffraction effect is not negligible in binary collision 
theory if the de Broglie wavelength 

A{J=27r(3l (4.1) 

associated with temperature (k(3)-l is comparable to, or 
greater than, the molecular dimension characterized, 
for example, by the range of force R : 

)..{J1::,R. (4.2) 

The de Broglie wavelength "Xfj can be considered as the 
measure of uncertainty associated with the linear 
position of each particle of the gas with temperature 
(k(3)-l. In the temperature region specified by (4.2) 
we must calculate the cross section quantum mechan
ically. There arises another sort of modification neces
sitated in the same region. If a pair of colliding particles 
are identical as we have assumed in our calculation, 

8 See, e.g., E. A. Uehling, Phys. Rev. 46, 917 (1934). 

they would not in general be distinguishable from each 
other around the closest approach ('" R), which is 
comparable to or even smaller than the de Broglie 
wavelength A{J. This modifies the collision theory. In 
our theory the modification corresponds to the retention 
of all the diagrams of exchange type such as shown 
in Fig. 3. The result amounts simply to redefine the 
differential cross section U [ef. (2.20a)] 

U(p;,O) = (64T)-11 T(p.,O)±T(p., 7r-O) 12 (4.3) 

for the case of a dilute gas where ° is the angle between 
P. and PI [c.f. (3.14)]' For the case of a weakly-coupled 
gas the T is to be replaced by a transformed potential '0 
in the above formula. 

2. As mentioned before the viscosity given by (2.32) 
and (2.33) is quantum mechanical. In the classical 
mechanics an interaction potential can introduce only 
an iniinitesimal amount of momentum transfer9 between 
the colliding particles in the lowest order in g. Therefore 
the Boltzmann collision term aF/at)ooll. for a weakly
coupled gas has, instead of the usual difference form, 
a differential form1o 

a 
Xq·--o[2q· (P-Pl)] 

ap 

Xq· (~-~)F(r,p,t)F(r'Pl,t). (4.4) 
ap apt 

On the other hand, in quantum mechanics a finite 
amount of momentum transfer is allowed between 
the particles even in the lowest Born approximation. 
The collision term then has a usual difference form 

Xc5[P2+h2- (p- q)L (Pl+q)2] 

X[F(r, p-q, t)F(r, Pl+q, t) 

-F(r,p,t)F(r,Pht)]. (4.5) 

The Boltzmann drift term is conventionally assumed 
to have the same form for both the classical and the 
quantum-mechanical case. It is clear that the integral 
equation (2.32) is essentially equivalent to the linearized 
Boltzmann equation with the quantum-mechanical 
collision term (4.5) separate from the classical collision 
term (4.4). 

3. It is also well known that if the temperature is 
further lowered from the temperature region discussed 

G For interesting_ discussions on this point, see I. Prigogine and 
S. Ono, Physica 25,171 (1959). 

10 I. Prigogine and R. Balescu, Physica 26, 145 (1960). 
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in 1 so that the de Broglie wavelength Xp is comparable 
to, or greater than, the average molecular separation 
characterized for example by c-1 : 

Xp~ c-1» R, (4.6) 

the statistics effect (or exchange effect) becomes 
important. In this temperature region, we must treat 
the problem with the assumption that the particles obey 
the Bose or the Fermi statistics. The usual Uehling
Uhlenbeck equation is not fully justified, for the 
statistics effect of the intermediate states is not dully 
taken into account. The treatment for this quantum 
statistical region will be reported in a subsequent paper. 

4. The main result (3.15) and (3.16) in Sec. III was 
obtained on the four assumptions (3.3),· (3.4), (3.5), 
and (3.8). The assumption (3.3) about the statistics 
was just discussed in 1 and 3. We shall not discuss here 
the assumptions (3.4) and (3.8) as they are clear and 
clean physically. The assumption (3.5) concerns with 
the presupposed form of the relaxation of the system. 
The elementary dynamic theory of gases tells us that 
if a gas of many particles is coupled with strong but 

short range forces and is very dilute, its relaxation time 
is proportional to c-1• This knowledge made us use the 
assumption (3.5). From looking at the chosen diagrams 
consistent with (3.5) we can see that the rule (3.5a) 
[equivalent to (3.5)J is completely equivalent to the 
assumption of instantaneous collision. In the actual 
dilute gas we know that 

(4.7) 

tc being the average collision time. It is very interesting 
that the assumption (3.5) as well as the assumption of 
instantaneous collision are the limiting case of the above 
strong inequality. 
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Non-Rectilinear Current Flow in a Straight Conductor 
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Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 
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The flow of current in a long, straight, isotropic, conducting rod of uniform, noncircular cross section, due 
to a potential difference between its ends, is considered. The electric field in the material is assumed to 
depend linearly on the current density and to be quadratic in the magnetic field, while the magnetic permea
bility of the material is assumed constant. It is shown in the case of a rod of elliptical cross section that the 
current has a circulatory component superposed on the rectilinear flow. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I T has been pointed outl that in isotropic materials 
with general galvanomagnetic properties, recti

linear flow of current is possible only in exceptional 
circumstances. In this paper we will consider the 
steady flow of electrical current in infinitely long 
rods of uniform cross section, composed of materials 
which obey certain particularly simple constitutive 
equations. We will show that in rods of elliptical cross 
section, in particular, the current has a circulatory 
component superimposed on the expected rectilinear 
flow. 

If the electric field strength E and the magnetic 
induction B in a holohedral isotropic material are 
functions of the electric current density J and the 
magnetic field strength H, then the functional relation;; 
must have the forms 

(1.1) 
and 

where the scalar coefficients aI, a2, ... , Ca are functions 
of 

J.J, H·H, and (J·H)2. (1.3) 

In circular rods of such materials, the electric current 
can flow along the rod in straight lines, no matter what 
the coefficients aI, a2, .. " C3 may be. In rods of arbitrary 
cross section, however, rectilinear flow of current is 
possible only if these coefficients satisfy the relation 

a(J . Ja12,J . JaNc12) 

Cl=O or o (1.4) 
a(J ·J,H·H) 

whenever J·H=o (see Appendix). 
To illustrate these facts and to show the nature of the 

flow when rectilinear flow is not possible, we will 
consider materials for which the following simplified 
forms of (1.1) and (1.2) are valid: 

E= (alo+anH· H)J+a2(J· H)H +aaJX H, (1.5) 

B=~H. (1.6) 

Here alO, an, a2, aa, and ~ are constants. These forms are 

I A. C. Pipkin and R. S. Rivlin,]. Math. Phys. 2, 636 (1961); 
2, 865 (1961). 

obtained from (1.1) and (1.2) by neglecting terms 
nonlinear in J and terms of higher than the second 
degree in H. A relation of the form (1.4) holds among 
the coefficiei'Its in (1.5) and (1.6) only if either an, aa, 
or p. is equal to zero. 

2. STEADY CURRENTS IN LONG 
CYLINDRICAL RODS 

We consider an infinitely long cylindrical rod lying 
with its axis in the z* direction of a system of rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates x*, y*,:o*. The cross section of the 
rod is bounded by a curve C which is not necessarily 
circular. The rod is composed of a homogeneous 
conducting material for which the constitutive equa
tions (1.5) and (1.6) are valid, and the medium 
surrounding the rod is an insulator of infinite extent, for 
which the relevant constitutive equations are 

J=O and B=~oH. (2.1) 

For steady flow of current in the rod, Maxwell's 
equations take the form 

and 

v*XH=J, (2.2) 

v*·B=O, 

v*XE=O, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where V* denotes the operator (a/ax*, a/ay*, a/az*). 
The tangential component of H and the normal com
ponent of B are continuous across the boundary of the 
conductor. H is assumed to approach zero suitably fast 
as distance from the conductor increases. 

If rectilinear flow of current (J,,=JII=O) is not 
possible, the simplest alternative possibility is that the 
current distribution is independent of position along 
the rod, i.e., aJ/az*=o. Equation (2.2) can then be 
satisfied by a magnetic field which is also independent of 
z*. With these conditions on J and H, it follows from 
the constitutive equations that aB/az*=O, and that 
aE/az*=O in the conductor. 

Let L be a characteristic linear dimension of the 
conductor cross section, and let x, y, and z be dimension
less coordinates: 

x=x*/L, y=y*/L, z=z*/L, V=LV*. (2.5) 

With aE/az=O, it follows from (2.4) that E is of the 
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form 
E=E[k-VV(x,y)], (2.6) 

where k is a unit vector in the z direction. The axial 
component of the field is uniform, with a strength E 
which is regarded as given. 

From aB/az=O and Eq. (2.3), it follows that 

B= (JLLE/alo)[kB(x,y)+kXv~(x,y)]. (2.7) 

The factor J.LLE/ alO is introduced in order to make Band 
~ dimensionless; we assume that neither J.L nor alO is 
zero. The curves ~= constant are the projections on the 
xy plane of the lines of magnetic flux. The condition that 
the normal component of B is continuous across C can 
be satisfied with no loss of generality by requiring that 

1/1 be continuous. 
From (1.6), (2.1), and (2.7) we obtain 

H= (LE/alo)[kB+kXv~J inside C, 

(J.L/J.Lo)(LE/alo)[kB+kXv~J outside C. (2.8) 

Since J = 0 outside C, it follows from (2.2) and (2.8) 
that B=O outside C, provided that B=O at infinity. 
Continuity of the tangential component of H across C 
then requires that 

B[inside=O on C, (2.9) 
and 

and 

-VV= (1+aE2V~·V~+aE2.B2)VBXk 
+(jE2(BV21/t-V B'V~)kXv~ 

-E(V¥V~+BVB), (2.14) 

where E, a, and {j are dimensionless parameters defined 
by 

E=aaEL/aI02, a=alOall/a32, (j=aloa2/aa2. (2.15) 

The potential V can be eliminated from (2.14) by 
taking the curl of both sides. 

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) are the governing 
equations for ~ and B inside the conductor. Outside the 
conductor, B=O and V¥=O. ~ is continuous across 
the boundary C, and (2.9) and (2.10) are satisfied on 
C. At infinity, ~=O(lnr). It appears that the problem 
of finding ~ and B is well-set. 

3. SERIES EXPANSION 

The parameters a and (3 defined in (2.15) depend only 
on properties of the material. The parameter E, how
ever, is proportional to EL, and can be made as small 
as desired by using a weak electric field or a conductor 
of small cross section. To solve Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), 
we assume that [E[«l, and expand ~, B, and V in 
powers of E. Some preliminary analysis indicates that 
these expansions are of the forms 

a~1 J.L ~I - =-- one. 
an inside J.Lo an outside 

(2.10) ~= f E2 "1/1 n, V= E f E2nV n, B= E3 f E2nB n • (3.1) 

Here a/an denotes the derivative in the direction 
normal to C. 

With (2.2) and (2.8), the condition that J =0 outside 
C implies not only that B= 0, but also that 

V¥=O outside e. (2.11) 

Since H=O(l/r) for r large, where r denotes distance 
from the conductor, it follows that ~=O(1nr) for r 
large. 

Inside the conductor, it follows from (2.2), (2.5), 
and (2.8) that 

J = (E/aIO)(V BXk+kV21/t). (2.12) 

The portion of the magnetic field accounted for by ~ is 
associated with the axial component of the current. 
The axial field B is associated with the circulatory 
component of J. The curves B= constant are the 
projections on the xy plane of the flow lines of the 
-electrical current. Since B=O on the conductor bound
ary, the current automatically satisfieS the condition 
that it be tangential to the boundary. 

By using Eqs. (2.6), (2.8), and (2.12) in Eq. (1.5), 
we obtain 

1= (1+aE2V~' V~+aE2B2)V21/t+{jE2(BV21/t-v B'V~)B 

-Ek'(VBXV~) (2.13) 

n-Q n-o n-o 

When the expansions (3.1) are used in Eq. (2.13), 
we obtain 

V21/tO= 1, (3.2) 

V¥l= -ex(V~o'V~o)'iA/lo, (3.3) 

V21/t2 = - ex (2V~1 . V~o V¥o+ V~o' V!/to V21/tl) 
+k· (V BoXV~o), (3.4) 

and so on. V¥n is given in terms of~· i<n-l and 
Bj, j5,n-2. " - , 

The equations obtained by using (3.1) in (2.14) are 

VVO=V¥oV~o, 

VVl=kxv BO+V¥OV~l+'fJ2¥tlV~O, 

vV2=kxv Bl+V¥OV~2 

+ V¥IV~l+ V21/t2V~0+ex(V~o' vtt--o)kX V Bo 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

+{j(BoV21/to-v Bo' v~o)kXv~o, (3.7) 

and so. forth. Taking the curl of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), 
and usmg (3.2) and the fact that aBo/az=O, we obtain 

V2 Bo= k· [Vtt--oX V (V21/tl) ] (3.8) 

V2 Bl = k· [Vtt--oX V (V21/t2) ] 
+k· [V~lXV ('fJ2¥tl)]-exV' [(V!/to' V!/to) V Bo] 

-{3V' [(BoV21/lo-V Bo·V~o)V1/Io]. (3.9) 
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In general, Vl Bn is expressed in terms of 1/1;, i5, n+ 1 and 
B;, j5,n-1. However, VlB .. depends on 1/In+1 only 
through V21/;n+1, which in turn can be expressed in terms 
of 1/1;, i5,n and B;, j5,n-1. Hence VlB .. can be expressed 
in terms of 1/1;, i5,n and B;, j5,n-1. 

Outside the conductor, 1/1 .. satisfies V21/;n=O. The 
boundary conditions on 1/1" and B .. are the same as those 
on 1/1 and B, respectively. 

The functions 1/1" and Bn can be found in the order 
1/10, Bo, 1/11, Bl, etc. At each stage 1/In, or B", satisfies a 
Poisson equation whose inhomogeneous part is given 
in terms of functions already determined. V" can be 
determined, if it is desired to do so, when 1/1" and Bn-1 

are known. 
We summarize, in particular, the conditions satisfied 

by 1/10, Vo, and Bo: 1/10 satisfies the equation 

1 inside C, 
V21/;0= o outside C. 

(3.10) 

1/10 is continuous across C, and its normal derivative 
satisfies the condition 

iJV;01 /L iN01 - =-- one. 
an inside /Lo an o"tside 

(3.11) 

At infinity, 1/10= 0 (1nr). Vo is given directly by Eq. 
(3.5), if (3.2) is used: 

Vo=1/Io+constant inside C. (3.12) 

By using (3.2) in (3.3), and the latter in turn in Eq. 
(3.8), we obtain 

VlBo= -ak· [V1/IoXV (V1/Io' V1/Io)]. (3.13) 

On and outside C, Bo=O. 

4. APPARENT AXIAL CONDUCTMTY 

According to Eq. (2.12), the total :flow of current in 
the axial direction is given by 

J = (E/ a10) f f V2if;dx*dy* 

= (ED/a10) f f V2if;dxdy, (4.1) 

where the integral extends over the cross section of the 
conductor. The cross-sectional area is VA, where 

A= f fdxdy. (4.2) 

The apparent axial conductivity, which would be 
obtained by measuring the total current J as a function 
ofE, isJ/EDA. 

Retaining only the first two terms of the expansion 

of 1/1 in powers of E, we obtain from (4.1) the following 
expression for the apparent conductivity: 

The second line of (4.3) is obtained by using (3.2) and 
(3.3), and the third by using (4.2). 

The apparent conductivity deviates from 1/ a10 by a 
term proportional to at2, which, from (2.15), is equal 
to (EL)2all/a103. Because of the factor W, the apparent 
conductivity varies as a function of field strength even 
though E and J are linearly related in the constitutive 
equation (1.5). The apparent conductivity also depends 
on the area of the conductor cross section, through the 
factor L2, and on its shape. 

S. EXAMPLE: ELLIPTICAL CROSS SECTION 

Let the curve C bounding the conductor be an 
ellipse: 

(x/R)2+(y/S)2=1, R>S. (5.1) 

The solution of Eq. (3.10) under the specified boundary 
conditions is then given inside C by 

(5.2) 

and outside C by 

R2S2 /Lo 
1/Io=t --+t -RSa-~o) 

R2+S2 /L 

+!a[R2-S2+ (R2+S2)e-2(Ho) cos21/J, (5.3) 

where ~ and 1/ are elliptical coordinates such that 

x= (R2-S2)! cosh~ COST/, 

y= (R2-S2)! sinh~ sinT/. 
(5.4) 

~= ~o= tanh-1(S/ R) is the curve C. The constant a in 
Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) has the value 

When the expression (5.2) is used in Eq. (3.13), the 
equation for Bo is found to be 

VlBo=Dxy, (5.6) 
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y/S 

FIG. 1. Streamlines for circulatory current in elliptical 
cylinder of semiaxes Rand S. 

where 

The solution of Eg. (5.6) with Bo=O on the boundary 
(5.1) is 

(5.8) 

If B is not identically zero, then from (2.12) it is seen 
that a circulatory component of current is superimposed 
on the axial flow. If E=O in (3.1), B vanishes and 
rectilinear flow is obtained. Assuming that EL~O, 
then from (2.15), E vanishes only if aa=O. From (5.8), 
Bo vanishes if D=O. From (5.7) and (5.5) it is found 
that D=O only if a=O, ~=O, R=S, ~j~o= -SjR, or 
~j~o= -RjS. Assuming aIO~O, then from (2.15), a=O 

implies that al1=O. The case R=S is that of a circular 
cross section. The cases R=S, au=O, a3=0, and ~=O 
are the cases mentioned in Sec. 1 for which rectilinear 
flow is possible. The two remaining cases, in which 
~j~o is negative, are of no physical interest. 

As was mentioned earlier, the curves B=constant 
are the streamlines for the circulatory component of 
the electrical current. The curves Bo = constant ob
tained from Eq. (5.8) are shown in Fig. 1, with arrows to 
indicate the direction of flow when D is positive. 
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APPENDIX 

It has been shownl that rectilinear flow of current is 
possible in rods of arbitrary cross section only if the 
scalar coefficients in (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy the following 
relation whenever J. B = 0: 

d(Jaa) dCI 
CI--=J aa--. 

d(JP) d(JP) 
(A.l) 

The condition (A.l) can be written in the more 
convenient form (1.4) in the following way. First, if 
CI =0, then (A.l) is satisfied. If CI~O, then (A.l) may 
be written as 

d [J2aa2] 
d(JP) --;;;: =0. (A.3) 

By using (A.2) in (A.3), and multiplying by iJ(J2aI2)j 
iJ(J2), we obtain the condition that the Jacobian in 
(1.4) vanishes. 
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A traveling-wave technique of computing the radiation from accelerated electrons is described. In contrast 
to the usual method which expands the field due to the moving electrons in spherical waves, an expansion in 
traveling waves along a preferred direction is utilized. 

This method is especially suitable in those cases where the radiation is confined by cylindrical conducting 
boundaries or plasmas. The technique is illustrated by considering the problem of the radiation from an 
electron in circular motion both in free space and within a coaxial conducting cylinder, and from an electron 
in a variable-pitch helical orbit. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE usual methodl of computing the radiation from 
an accelerated electron leads to a spherical-wave 

representation of the electromagnetic field of the moving 
electron. This method is hardly applicable in the 
presence of conducting surfaces, dielectrics, and 
plasmas. An alternative method suggested here is a 
traveling-wave representation in a preferred direction 
(z direction) of the electromagnetic field. This enables 
the use of the methods of the theory of cylindrical 
waveguides. The method is especially suited to handle 
the presence of cylindrical conducting boundaries, 
dielectrics, and plasmas. 

Basically the traveling-wave method is as follows. 
We expand the current density due to the moving 
electron in a Fourier integral in time and in the z 
direction (traveling waves). The fields due to each 
traveling wave is determined by solving Maxwell's 
equations, as in the theory of waveguides, with the 
currents as forcing terms. Boundary conditions on 
cylindrical boundaries are easily satisfied. Usually it 
is a fairly simple matter to transfer from the traveling
wave to the spherical-wave representation with the 
use of the steepest descent method. 

We illustrate the traveling-wave method in this paper 
with three simple problems. 

1. The radiation of an electron moving in a circle. 
2. The radiation from an electron moving in a circle 

which is coaxial with a circular conducting cylinder. 
3. The radiation due to an electron moving in a 

variable-pitch helical orbit. 

II. RADIATION OF AN ELECTRON IN 
A CIRCULAR ORBIT 

We consider the radiation from an electron moving 
in a circle and in free space with a uniform constant 

1 L. D. Landau and E. Lifshitz, The Classical Theory of Fields 
(Addison-Wesley Press, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1951), 
p.189. 

magnetic field. Its velocity v is arbitrary and the cyclic 
frequency of the motion w is expressed by 

(Ill) 

The center of the circle is taken as the origin of the 
cylindrical coordinate system with the axis Z in the 
direction of the magnetic field B. 

The current density of the electron J is a product of 
delta functions, i.e., 

a(p-a) 
J=ev--a(z)a(ip-wt), (I12) 

a 

where a is the radius of the orbit. Fourier analyzing 
the last two delta functions, Eq. (I12) is written as 

(I13) 

where the traveling-wave component J .. is given by 

From the above equations, it is obvious that the current 
J .. has only one component in the ip direction, i.e., 

(lIS) 

J ... =O, J .. p=O. 

The electromagnetic fields are obtained from Max
well's equations due to a traveling-wave current of the 
form of Eq. (I14) which in mks units are, 
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1 O( OBs) ( n2) 1[0 ] -- p-- + k,,2-h2_- B.=-- -(pl.,)+jnlp 

pop op p2 P op 

jh oB. 
(k n2-h2)E.,=-( - jn)E.+ jnwP,rr-+ jnwp,ol" 

p op 

jnwEo( - jn) oB. 
(k n

2-h2)Hp E.+ jh-+ jhl" 
p op 

where 
(1112) 

Since Ip=O, 1.=0, and 1., is a delta function, the 
solution of Maxwell's equations are very simple for 
the regions p < a and p> a. 

1 {hn E.,n=- --GHn(2)('YnP) 
'Yn2 p 

373 

(116) 

(117) 

(118) 

(II9) 

(1110) 

(1111) 

1. Region 9 < a 
+ jnwp,o'YJ)Hn(2)'('Ynp)} (1121) 

For this region, the solution of Eqs. (II6) to (II11) 
is given by 

(1113) 

(II14) 

(Ins) 

(1116) 

(1117) 

where 1 n is the Bessel function of order nand 

(1118) 

2. Region g>a 

Similarly, for the region p> a, the solution of Eqs. 
(116) to (1111) gives 

E.,,=CH,,(2) (YnP) , H.,,= DH,,(2) ('YnP) (1119) 

(1122) 

(1123) 

where H" (2) is the Hankel function of order n. 
The constants A, B, C, and D are computed from 

the matching of the tangential fields E., E"" H., and 
H", at the radius p=a with the proper jump conditions, 
which are obtained by integrating across the point 
p= a with the properties of the delta functions. 

he jeuJa'Y n 
A= _-Hn(2) ("Ina), B=--Hn(2)I('Y",a) 

811"Eo 811" 

he 
C= --1 n('Yna) , 

811"EO 

3. Region g»a 

(1124) 

Substituting Eqs. (1124) into Eqs. (1121) and (1123), 
we find that the nth Fourier component of the electric 
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and magnetic field in the I{J direction becomes 

(Il2S) 

(Il26) 

The total electric and magnetic field in the I{J direction 
is expressed as: 

(Il27) 

where a stands for E", and H",. 

Since the integral of Eq. (I127) with respect to h 
will give a finite contribution to the radiation field only 
from the first terms of Eqs. (I12S) and (Il26) for E",n 
and H ",n, respectively, we neglect the second terms from 
both equations. Making use of the asymptotic formula 
of the Hankel function for large argument and inter
changing summation and integration in Eq. (Il27), 
we get the following for the magnetic field H",T. 

(Il28) 

Integrating the above equation with the method of 
steepest descent, we have 

1
'" q,(ho)(21r)i 

q,(h)eifCh)dh'" exp{j[J(ho)+!1r sign/" (ho)J}, 
-00 (I /" (ho) /)i 

(Il29) 

where 
f(h) = hz-'YnP, !'(ho) = 0 

ho 

ho= - k" cosO, 
(1130) 

q,(ho) J n('Ynoa), 
'Y"o ('YnOP) 1 

Thus, the integral of Eq. (I128) becomes 

(21r)i (kn)l sinO 
----kn cosOJ n('YnOa)e-jknl"+jr/4 . (II31) I 

'YnO(-Ynor sinO)i vt 
Substituting Eq. (Il31) into Eq. (1128), we get 

jwe '" e-iknr 

H",T= -- L ne-jnC<p-OIt)ejnr/2 cosOJ n('YnOa)--. (Il32) 
4'/r n_ r 

Following the same procedure for the total electric 
field in the cp direction and making use of Eqs. (Il27), 
(II29), and (1130), we find 

ew2p.oa 00 e-jknr 

E",T= --- L ne-jnC<p-OI°eim,/2J ,,'('Ynoa)--. (II33) 
4'/rn-oo r 

The total radiated energy per one revolution of the 
electron is found by 

where 
T=21r/w. 

From Maxwell's equations in spherical coordinates, it 
follows that for the radiation field at infinity from 

outgoing waves we have 

H,= - (Eo/p.o)tE"" E,= (p.o/Eo)tH.,. (I13S) 

From the Fourier analysis for the contribution to the 
radiation intensity of the nth component per unit solid 
angle, we have that 

liT S .. =- (&"H",,,-E.,nH, .. )r2dt 
T 0 

= 2r[&..H",,, *-E",..H, .. *]. (I136) 

Making use of Eqs. (II3S), Eq. (I136) becomes 

S,,= 2r{ (;:) tE.,..E.,,, *+( ::) tH.,..H.,,, *}. (II37) 

Substituting Eqs. (II32) and (II33) into Eq. (II37), 
we get the following for the nth Fourier component of 
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the intensity of the radiation energy per unit solid 
angle 

(
100)! e2w

2
p.02 

In this case both the current density of the electron 
and the electromagnetic fields are given by the same 
equations as those in Sec. II. 

S .. = - ---n2w2a2J ,,'2 ('YnOa) 
P.O 8r 1. Region ~ <a 

+(~)} e2W

2

n2 cot2fJJ .. 2 (-Y"Oa). (Il38) 
For this region, the solution of Eqs. (II6) to (IIlt) 

Eo 8n-2 

Making use of Eqs. (!Il2), (IIl6), and (Il30) , the 
above equation becomes 

Sft= n:::(::Y{cot2fJJ,,2(:V SinfJ) 

v2 (nv )} + c/ ,,'2 -; sinO , (II39) 

which agrees with Landau and Lifschitz.I 

Ill. RADIATION OF AN ELECTRON IN A CIRCULAR 
ORBIT IN A WAVEGUIDE 

is given by 

E.,,=AlJ ,,('YnP), H.n=BlJ n(-YnP) (IIIl) 

I { n2WIJ.O} 
Epn=- jh'YnAtl ,,'('YnP)---B1J ,.('Y..p) 

'Y,,2 p 
(IlI2) 

(III3) 

(III4) 

2. Region a<9<b 
We consider the radiation from an electron moving 

in a circle bounded by a coaxial cylindrical conducting 
wall with radius b and in a uniform constant magnetic 
field. 

Since the walls of the cylinder with r= b are conduct
ing, the solution of Eqs. (Il6) to (!Ill) is given by 

[ 
H .. (2) ('Ynb) ] 

E."=C1 H .. (2)(-ynP) J .. (-y..p) 
J .. (-ynb) 

(III6) 

Hu ,=D1H .. (2) (-y..p)+E1J ... ('Y..p) (IlI7) 

1 {[ H .. (2) ('Y .. b) ] n2wIJ.0 } 
Epn=- jh'YnCt H,,(2)'(-y..p) J .. '('Y..p) ---[D1H,,(2) (-YnP)+E1J .. (-y"p)] 

'Y,,2 J ,,('Y .. b) P 
(IlI8) 

E""=!.-.{~1[H,/2)(-y .. p) H,,(2) (-y .. b) J .. (-Y..p)]+ jnwlJ.o'Y .. [DtH .. (2)I('YnP)+E1J nf('Y..p)J} 
'Yn2 p J ,,(-Ynb) 

(IlI9) 

Hp .. =!.-.{~{ H,,(2) ('Y..p) H,,(2) ('Ynb) I n(-y..p)]+ jh'Y..[DtH.,(2)lh
fl
P)+ElJ,/h..p)J} 

'Y,,2 p J .. (-ynb) 
(IIIlO) 

H"n=!.-.{ - jnwfO'YnC{ H n(2)'('YnP) H .. (2)h"b) J ,,' (-y.,p)]+ hn[D1H.,<2) ('Y"p)+E1J "('Y..p)J}. 
'Y,,2 J n(-y"b) p 

(UIlI) 

The constants At, BlI Cl , Dl , and El are computed from the matching of the tangential fields E., E", H., and 
H" at the radius p=a with the proper jump conditions and from the boundary conditions at p=b. 

he H .. (2)('Y"a)J .. h"b)-H .. (2) ('Y"b)J .. (-Yna) 
A 1=--· (IIlI2) 

&rEO J .. ('Y .. b) 

hnae H ,,(2)1 (-y "a)J ,,: (-y "b)- H n(2)I ('Y nb)J ,,: (-yna) 
B1=--· (IIIl3) 

81r J "'('Y,,b) 
he 

Cl = --J ,,(-Yna) 
&rEO 

je<JJa'Y" 
D1=--J"'('Y,,a) 

81r 

je<JJa'Y" H" (2)1 (-y "b)J ,.' ('Y "a) 
E 1=---· . 

. &r J ,.'('Ynb) 

(IIll4) 

(IIllS) 

(III16) 
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Substituting Eqs. (Illl2) to (1lI16) into Eqs. (llI2) to (IllS), we find the following for the nth Fourier component 
of the electromagnetic field in the region p < a: 

1 {jeh2.y .. H .. (2) h,.a)J .. (-y .. b)-H .. (2) (-y,.b)J .. h .. a) 
Ep .. =-- --. J .. '(-YnP) 

-y .. 2 &rEO J .. (-y .. b) 

jen2w2J.1oa-y .. H,.(2)lh .. a)J .. 'h..b)-H .. (2)lh,.b)J .. 'h .. a) } 
+. hh~ 

871"p J .. 'h .. b) 
(1lI17) 

1 { neh2 H .. (2)h .. a)J .. h .. b)-H .. (2) (-y .. b)J .. hna) 
E.,,,= -- --. J ,.(-ynP) 

-y,.2 &rEOP J n(-y"b) 

nw2-y,.2J.1oea H .. (2)1 (-y,.a)J .. ' (-y,.b) - H ,.(2)1 (-y .. b)J ,,' (-y,.a) } 
+ . J ,,'(-YnP) 

871" J .. 'h .. b) 
(Illl8) 

1 {n2Weh H .. (2)h .. a)J,.(-y,.b)-H,.(2)(-y .. b)J,.h,.a) 
Hp ,.= -- --. J .. (-YnP) 

-y,,2 &rp J .. (-y,.b) 
h-y,.2aew H ,.(2)'hna)J,/ (-y"b)-H ,.(2)1 (-y,.b)J ,,'(-Yna) } 

+ . J,.'hnP) 
&r J ,.'(-y"b) 

(Illl9) 

1 {jnw-y .. he H ,.(2)h,.a)J ,.(-y"b)-H,.(2) (-y"b)J n(-yna) 
H.,,.=- . J ,,'(-YnP) 

-y,.2 871" J ,.(-y,.b) . 

jhn-y,.aew H ,.(2)' (-Yna)J ,.'(-y,.b)-H ,.(2)'hnb)J ,.'(-y,.a) } 
+ . J ,.(-ynP) • (I1l20) 

871"p J .. 'h .. b) 

Similarly, substituting Eqs. (1lI12) to (1lI16) into Eqs. (llI8) to (1lI12), we find the following for the nth 
Fourier component of the electromagnetic field in the region p>a: 

1 {jh2e-y,. [ H,.(2) (-y,.b) ] 
Ep ,.= -- --J ,.(-y,.a) H,.(2)'(-ynP) J ,.'(-ynP) 

-Yn2 &rEO J n(-y,.b) 

jew2n2-y nJ.1.oa [ H ,. (2)1 (-y ,.b) ] } + J,.' (-y ,.a) H ,.(2) (-YnP) J n(-YnP) (III2l) 
&rp J .. '(-y"b) 

1 { nh2e [ H ,.(2) (-y .. b) ] 
E" .. = -- --J ,.(-y,.a) H .. (2)(-ynP) J ,,(-YnP) 

-y,.2 &rEOP J ,.(-ynb) 

nw2-y,,2p.oea [ H .. (2)I(-Y"b)]} + J "'(-y,,a) H ,.(2)' (-YnP) J ,,'hnP) (III22) 
871" J "'(-y,,b) 

1 {n2Weh [ H,,(2)hnb).] 
Hp ,.= -- --J .. (-Yna) H .. (2)hnP) J n(-YnP) 

-y .. 2 871"p J "h .. b) 

h-Yn2aew [ H"(2)'(-Y,,b)]} + J "'(-y,,a) H ,.(2)1 (-YnP) J n'(-ynP) (III23) 
871" J ,.'(-ynb) 

1 {jnw-y,.he [ H .. (2) (-y"b) ] 
H"n=- J"(-y,,a) H,.(2)I(-ynP) J,,'(-ynP) 

-y,.2 871" J .. (-y,.b) 

jhn-y"aew [ H,.(2)I(-y .. b). J} + J ,.'(-y,.a) H ,,(2) (-YnP) J .. (-YnP) • (I1l24) 
8rp J "'(-y,,b) 

The total electric and magnetic field in the p and cp Jirection is expressed by Eq. (II27). 
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The intensity of radiation through the cross section of the circular cylinder averaged over one revolution of the 
electron is given by 

1jT/2 ibi2r 

1=- (EpTH",T-HpTE",T)pd.pd.cp, (11125) 
T -T/2 0 0 

where T=2r/w. Substituting from Eq. (1127), interchanging the order of summation and integration, and making 
use of the orthogonality of the Fourier series, the above equation becomes 

For the evaluation of the integrals of the electro
magnetic fields over the wave number h, we have 

(11127) 

where fi .. stands for E p .. , E",,,, H p'" and H ",,,. Integrat
ing in the complex h plane, it follows from Eqs. (11117) 
to (III24) that the contribution to the integral with 
respect to h comes only from the single poles of the 
Bessel functions, ]"('Y,,b)=O, and ],.'('Y .. b) =0, i.e., 

'Y"b=bp. .. m, 'Y"b=bp. .. m' (HI28) 

with the subscript m= 1, 2, 3, '" and m' = 1, 2, 3, ... 
arranged so that the zeros of the Bessel functions are 
in increasing order of magnitude. Thus, the poles are 
given by 

When \p. .. m\ < \k .. \ then h .. m is real and when \p. .. m\ 

> \ k .. \ then h..... is imaginary. Similarly when \ p. .. m' \ 

< \ k .. \ then h .. m , is real and when \ p'nm' \ > \ k" \ then 
h .. m , is imaginary. 

For z ~ 00, the expression exp (j h"mZ) becomes zero 
when h .. m is a positive imaginary number. Consequently, 
there is no contribution to the integral 1/1 .. of Eq. (HI27) 
from the positive imaginary poles of h .. m • Since for a 
given finite value of n there is only a finite number of real 
poles h"mon the real axis, i.e., ± \ h .. m \ (m= 1,2,' .. ,M .. ), 
we have to sum the residues of the function fi .. over a 
finite number of poles h ..... and h ..... ,. 

For z>O we perform the integration in the upper-half 
h plane (see Fig. 1) and we have that the integral on 
the upper semicircle is equal to zero. Thus the integral 

(IH26) 

1/1 .. becomes 

1/1,,= f~ fineih.'dh 

M" MA' 

= l: fi .. meih."",,+ l: finm,eih."",· •. (11130) 
tn-I m'-l 

From the Sommerfield condition for outgoing waves, 
we have that for z>O and n>O, only the negative poles 
h ..... and h" ... , should be included in the integration path. 
On the other hand, for z>O and n<O, only the positive 

FIG. 1. Complex integration. 

poles h .. m and h"m' should be included in the integration 
path. 

Similarly, for z<O we perform the integration in the 
lower h half-plane and we evaluate the integral 1/1 .. by 
summing over all the residues of the positive poles 
h"", and h ..... , for n>O. For n<O we sum over all the 
residues of the negative poles h .. m and h .. m •• 

Substituting Eq. (HI30) into Eq. (III26), inter
changing summation and integration, and making use 
of the orthogonality property of the modes h" ... and 
h ..... , and of the conjugate relation fi_ ..... = fi ..... ,* we 
find, 

b 2r N 

1= f:. r· r i {[Ep .. ".H" ..... *+Ep .. ",*H"' ..... ]-[Hp .. ".E"' ..... *+Hp ..... *E"' ..... ]}pd.pd.cp, ,,-1 Jo J 0 ... -1 
(III31) 

where fi p .. ", is the residue of fi p .. for the m pole h"m, multiplied by 21rj, and N .. =M .. +M,,'. Consequently, the 
nth Fourier component of the radiation intensity becomes 

(11I32) 
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where Re stands for the real part of the expression within the square brackets and 

eh .. m Hn(2) (bp.nm) 
Epnm= 211'--1" (p.",ma) 1 ",'(p.nmP) 

B1rEO b1 ,,'(bp.nm) 
(III33) 

. 1 neh.,.", H,.(2) (bp."m) 
E", .. m=-211'j-·--1,.(p.nma) 1,. (p. .. mP) 

p.,.m 8nop b1 ",' (bp.nm) 
(III34) 

1 en2w H ,,(2) (bp.nm) 
Hpn",= -211'j-'--1 n(p.nma) l .. (p.nmP) 

p. .. m 811'p b1 n'(bp.nm) 
(III35) 

nwe H .. (2) (bp.nm) 
H",nm = - 211'-1 n (p.n",a) 1 n' (p.nmP) 

811' b1 .. ' (bp.nm) 
(III36) 

n2w2eap.o H n (2) (bp. 10m' ) 

E pnm' = 211' 1 .. ' (p."m,a) 1 ,,(p.nm'P) 
811'P bhnm,l"(bp.nm') 

(III37) 

nw2eap.op.nm' H ,. (2) (bp.nm') 
E", .. m,=-211'j l .. '(p.nm,a) 1,.' (p. .. m'P) 

811" bhnm,l" (bp.nm') 
(III38) 

ewap.nm' H n (2)' (bp.nm') 
Hpnm' = -211'j J'(p."m,a) 1 n'(p.nm'P) 

81/" bJ" (bp.nm') 
(III39) 

newa H,,(2)1(bp.nm') 
H",nm' = -211'--1 n'(p.nm,a) 1 n(p.nm'P)· 

81/"p bJ" (bp.nm') 
(III40) 

Substituting Eqs. (III33) to (III40) into Eq. (III32), we get 

n1l'we2 Mn [Hn(2)(bp.nm)]2

1
b[ n~ ] 

1 .. =-- I: [-hnm]ln2(ap.nm) 1n'2(p. .. mp)+--1 .. 2(p.nmP) pdp 
4Eob2 .. -1 1 n'2(bp.nm} 0 p?p.nm2 

mrw3e2a2p.o Mn' p.nm,2 [H n(Z)(bp.nm,)]2

1
b[ n2 ] + I: 1 n'2(ap.nm ) 1 ,,'2 (p."m'P) +--1 .. 2 (p.nm'P) pdp. (III41) 

4b2 n-1 [ -h"",,] 1"2 (bp.nm') 0 p2p.nm,2 

This expression is not valid for a practical wave guide 
when hnm' is very small. In this case the effects of 
attenuation will alter the answer materially. 

IV. RADIATION FROM AN ACCELERATED 
ELECTRON 

We consider the radiation from an electron in the 
presence of electric and magnetic fields parallel to 
each other. The motion consists of a circular motion 
with angular velocity Wo superimposed on a rectilinear 
motion with initial velocity 'Vo and acceleration a. We 
assume that '110 and a have the same sign and that the 

accelerating orbit persists only for time T such that 
woT»1. The velocity of the electron is given by 

v= awoi .. + (vo+at)i z, (IVl) 

where i .. and iz are the unit vectors in the II' and z 
direction, respectively. 

The current density of the electron J is a product of 
delta functions, i.e., 

J =ev[o(p-a)/ a ]O(z-vot-lat2)o(rp-wot). (IV2) 

For t<O and t> T we have 1=0. Substituting Eq. 
(IV1) into Eq. (IV2), we find the following for the 
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components of the current in the time interval O~ t~ T. we find the following for the current density J: 

Jp=O 

J,,=ew~(p-a)5(z-vot-!af-l)5(rp-wot) (IV3) 

J z= e[ (vo+at)/ a ]5(p- a)5 (z-vot- !af-l)5 (rp-wot). 

Fourier analyzing the delta functions in Eq. (IV3) , 
first with respect to time t and then with respect to z, 

two 

1"'1'" GO J = _GO --QO n L '" J "dMw, (IV4) 

where the components of the traveling wave J" are 
given by 

J =--Zl(W h T)5(p_a)eiOlvo/aei[(w+nwo)t-n<pt-hzl 
"" (2'11")3 ' , (IV5) 

e 1 
J ".=-- -Zo(w,h,T)5(p-a)eiOlvolaei[(w+"",o)t-,,<pt-hzl. 

(2'11")3 a 

The functions Zl and Zo are given by 

l
z exp[ - j(w/a)(vo2+2az)i] (2 )1 [h ( (2)Jf(h/2a)~("'+OIlh) 

Zl(w,h,T) = e-ihzdz= - exp j- vo2+- e-ill2dy 
o (vo2+2az)! ah 20: h2 (hI2a)~( •• +",/h) 

(IV6) 

where (w+nwo) for (nw) and with the subscript (2) at the 
(IV7) coefficients A2 and B 2• 

The electromagnetic fields are obtained from 
Maxwell's equations due to a traveling-wave current 
of the form of Eqs. (IV5) and are given by Eqs. (U6) 
to (Ull) with the substitution of (w+nwo) for (nw). 

Since J z and J" are delta functions, the solution of 
Maxwell's equations are very simple for the regions 
p<a and p>a. 

1. Region 9 < a 
For this region the solution of Eqs. (II6) to (Ull) is 

given by Eqs. (II13) to (II17) with the substitution of 

-e eiOl.ola 

2. Region 9> a 
Similarly, for the region p> a, the solution of Eqs. 

(II6) to (1111) is given by Eqs. (II19) to (II23) with 
the substitution of (w+nwo) for (nw) and with the 
subscript (2) at the coefficients C2 and D2• 

The constants A 2, B 2, C2, and D2 are computed from 
the matching of the tangential fields E., E", H. and H" 
at the radius p= a with the proper jump conditions 
which are obtained by integrating across the point 
p= a with the aid of the delta functions. 

A2 [wOhnZl(w,h,T)+'Y,,2Zo(w,h,T)]H ,,(2) C'Y"a) 
(4'/1")2 EO(W+nwO) 

(IV8) 

(IV9) 

-e eiOl'O/a 
C2 [wohnZl (w,h,T) +'Y,,2Zo(w,h,T)]J " ('Y"a) 

(4'/1")2 EO(W+nwO) 
(IV 10) 

(IVll) 

where 

(IV12) 
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3. Region e»a 
Substituting Eqs. (IV8) to (IVlO) into Eqs. (Il21) and (Il23), we find that the nth Fourier component of the 

electric and magnetic field in the tp direction becomes 

(IV13) 

(IV14) 

The total electric and magnetic field in the tp direction is expressed as 

(IVlS) 

Following the same procedure for the total electric and magnetic field in the tp direction as in Sec. II, we find 

(IV16) 

The radiated energy per unit solid angle during the time T averaged over the angle tp is, 

(IV18) 

In order to express the radiation field per frequency dO where O=w+nwo, we write Eqs. (IV16) and (IV17) for 
E'PT and H 'PT, respectively, as follows. 

E'PT= f~ -e;;;o n i: ooexp(jn~) exp[ - jn(wa-;+tp) ] exp(- jkot)J n'('Yooa) OeiOtJo/aZl(O-nwo,ho,T)eiOldn 

(IV19) 

( 
VO)'Y002ZoCO-nwo, ho, T)-nwoko cosB·Z1(O-nwo, ho, T) 

X exp jO-· eiDldfl. (IV20) 
a ko sinO 

Performing the integration with respect to time t in Eq. (IV18), we have an integral of the form 

iT sin (n+n')T/2 
ei(O+O')'dt= 2ei<ll-tD/)T/2 • 

° n+a 
(IV2l) 

Using the fact that, for moderately high values of T, the expression 

l>in (n+n') T/2 
is essentially ro(n+o'), (IV22) 
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and making use of Eq. (IV21), Eq. (IV18) becomes 

Thus, the O-frequency component of the radiated energy So per unit solid angle and unit frequency, averaged 
over the azimuthal angle cp is 

(IV24) 

The radiated power for small values of T is small since Zo and Zl are small. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The spherical-wave technique is suitable for free space and inadequate for bounded cylindrical regions. 
The traveling-wave technique is effective in handling radiation problems in free space and in bounded cylindrical 

regions. This has been illustrated by radiation problems both in free space and bounded regions, and both steady 
and pulsed orbits. 
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Long-Time Behavior of a Random Lattice 
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Department of Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 

(Received August 11, 1961) 

The time-dependent behavior of a linear isotopic random lattice is studied. The asymptotic average value 
of the solution of the equation of motion for the amplitude Zk of a normal mode of the virtual regular lattice, 
composed of atoms with mass equal to the harmonic average of those of the isotopes, is calculated in the 
limit N -> co, t -+ co, 'Yn -+ 0, and 'Ynt=a finite constant (n= 1,2, ... ). Here N is the number of normal 
modes, and 'Y .. the nth cumulant of the distribution of inverse mass. The initial conditions are z;(O) =8ki 
and (azi/dt)t_o=O(j= -N /2+1, -N /2+2, "', N /2-1, N /2). The result comes out to be .. 

(Zk) =exp( -iawk+ 1: 'Y2nQk"qn-1/n !)t, 
.. -1 

where at.olk=2ft:JCc"k (f: force constant, 3C2 : average inverse mass) is the eigenfrequency of the kth normal 
mode, Qk=8u,kf2/aS, and q=t/N, assumed to be a constant. If q -> 0, there remains only the first term, and 
the result coincides with that for the case of a Gaussian distribution. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WHILE there have appeared a large number of 
papers dealing with the frequency spectrum of a 

disordered lattice, there are only few investigations on 
its time-dependent behavior.l-6 These are, moreover, 
restricted to the case of a lattice containing few im
purities at some given positions. No attempt seems to 
have been made to study the motion of a lattice which 
contains many impurities at random. In this paper we 
treat the simplest case of a one-dimensional lattice 
composed of several isotopes which occupy each site 
independently of one another. 

Our aim is to calculate the average propagator 
matrix of the normal modes. Let zi(i= - N /2+ 1, 
-N/2+2, ... , N/2-1, N/2) be the amplitudes of the 
normal modes of the"'virtual regular lattice" composed 
of atoms whose masses equal the harmonic average of 
those of the isotopes. The elements of the propagator 
matrix Zki(t) are defined to be the solutions of the equa
tions of motion for z" corresponding to the initial condi
tions zk(O)=chj and (dzk/dt)t-o=O (j, k= -N /2+1, 
-N/2+2, .. ·,N/2-1,N/2). If the average propa
gator matrix could be calculated accurately, we should 
be able to obtain the exact frequency spectrum of a 
random lattice by computing the Fourier transform of 
its trace.l Such a calculation proves to be difficult 
(Sec. 2). We can, however, compute the asymptotic 
behavior of the average propagator matrix in the limit 

N ~ 00, 'Yn~O, t~ 00, 

and (1.1) 
'Ynt=finite const, n=I,2, .. ·, 

where 'Y .. is the nth cumulant of the distribution function 
of inverse mass of the isotopes. This limiting procedure 
is analogous to that used by Prigogine and Henin6 to 

1 E. Teramoto and S. Takeno, Prog. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 
24, 1349 (1960). 

2 E. Teramoto, Busseiron Kenkyu 8, 385, 459 (1960). 
• R. J. Rubin, J. Math. Phys. 1, 309 (1960). 
4 R. J. Rubin, J. Math. Phys. 2, 373 (1961). 

derive the master or Boltzmann equation from the 
Liouville equation, and the results are of theoretical 
interest in themselves. 

The average propagator matrix comes out to be a 
diagonal one whose elements are 

00 

(zkk)=exp(-iawk+ L: 'Y2nQknqn-l/n !)t, (1.2) 
n-I 

where awk=2jiXuJk (J: force constant, assumed to be 
independent of the kind of participating atoms, X 2 : 

average inverse mass) is the eigenfrequency of the kth 
normal mode of the virtual regular lattice, and Qk 
==8iwk f'/a3• Further, q=t/N is assumed to be a finite 
constant. Odd-order terms of the series give the shift 
of the eigenfrequency, while even-order terms give the 
damping of the normal mode. If q ~ 0, i.e., if we let N 
increase faster than t, there remains only the first term. 
and the result becomes the same as that obtained when 
the distribution of inverse mass is assumed to be 
Gaussian. In this case there appear no damping terms. 

The method of calculation is explained in Sec. 2. 
In Sec. 3 some discussions about the results obtained 
will be given. 

2. METHOD OF CALCULATION 

The equation of motion of a one-dimensional lattice 
composed of N isotopes is 

(2.1) 

where Um is the displacement of the mth atom from its 
equilibrium position and M m is its mass. We adopt the 
cyclic boundary condition, and introduce new co
ordinates 1/n(n=-N/2+1, -N/2+2, "', N/2-1, 
N /2) through 

( 
1 )1 iN (27rinm) 

um = - L: 1/n exp -- . 
N n-1N+l N 

(2.2) 

• R. E. Turner, Physica 26,269,274 (1960). 
• I. Prigogine and F. Henin, J, Math. Phys. 1, 349 (1960). Substituting (2.2) into (2.1) and using the orthogonality 

382 
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relation 
:Em exp{27rm(n-k)/N} = NtJ nk, (2.3) 

we get 

7ik= - (41):E TJnWn2:E J.l.m exp{27ri(n-k)m}, 
N n m N 

(2.4) 

in which J.l.m= I/Mm and wn2=sin2(7rnIN). Now put 

B.= (liN) :EmJ.l.m exp(27rismIN) ( =B_.*). (2.5) 

We assume that the J.l.m'S form a stationary stochastic 
process, and are statistically independent of one another. 
Then the B.'s are random variables with order of 
magnitude 1/ Ni, except that Bo is equal to X 2= (J.l.m). 
To investigate the cumulants of the distribution of 
B.'s (excluding Bo), introduce the characteristic 
function 4>(t) of the distribution of J.l.m'S where 
t= (tl,t2, .. ,tN)T is an N-dimensional vector. Since the 
Bo's are linear transformations of the original variables 
J.I.';' with the transformation matrix 

C= (C.m) = [(liN) exp(27rismIN)], 

their characteristic function is given by 4>(CTU)=!J-(U), 
u being the vector given by t= CTu. By virtue of the 
independence of J.l.m'S, we have 

N N 

4>(t) = IT 4> (ti) = IT 4>(:E CjiUj) = !J-(u) , (2.6) 
i-I i-I i 

where 4>(tm) is the characteristic function of a single 
variable J.l.m, and consequently 

N N 

In4>(t) = :E In4>(ti) = :E In4>( :E CjiUj) = In!J-(u). (2.7) 
i.,.l i=l 

This shows that all the terms which give the mth 
cumulants of the B.'s as their coefficients are collected 
in the expression 

N 

:E tr= :E (CjiUj)m. 
i i.i~l 

For example, the terms giving the variances are found in 

f:. tl= :E UjUk f:. (~) exp(27rii
j
) exp(27riik) 

i-I i,k-I i-I N2 N N 

o 
o 

o 
o 

- 2ijB_I (wNa2)ei(ar-a,lt - 2i1B_I(wNa2)ei(az:+a,)t 
H= 2ijB_1 (wNa2)e- i (az:+al)t 2ijB_I(wNa2)e- i (ar-al)t· 

- 2i jB_2(WI2 I (3)e i (aa-a l) t - 2i jB-2(wN (3)e i (az:+al) t 
2i jB_2(WI2 I (3)e-i(az:+al)t 2i jB_2(WI2 I (3)e- i (aa-al) I 

This means that only variances of the form 7 (B_kB k)a 
are nonzero. Moreover, they are all equal to 'Y2/N, in 
harmony with the result of the theory of stationary 
stochastic processes. It is easily seen, in the same way, 
that only the cumulants which are composed of pairs of 
the type {B_k,Bk}, for example, (B-kB_mB-zBzBmBk)C, 
(B_kBkB_zB_mBIBmB_..B,.)a, and so on, are nonzero, 
and all the nonzero 2mth cumulants are equal to 
'Y2mIN2m-l. 

Putting a2=4jX2, ak2=a2wk2, and considering that 
BO=X2, (2.4) can be written as 

7ik= -ak~k-4j :E TJnWn2Bn-k. (2.9) 
T#k 

The second term of the right-hand side vanishes for 
the virtual regular lattice composed of atoms with mass 
l/x2. Hence, the TJk'S and ak's are the amplitudes and 
eigenfrequencies, respectively, of its normal modes. In 
the following we omit the restriction n.=k in the sum
mation, regarding Bo as zero. 

Now put 

and 

then (2.9) becomes 

dZk/dt=~k+itk= -iakZk 
-2ij:En Bn-kWn2(Z,.+zn*)/an, 

dzk* I dt=~k-itk=iakZk* 
+2ij:En Bn--kWn2(Zn+zn*)/an. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The Zk'S play the role of normal mode amplitudes 
equally as do the TJk'S. 

Turning to the "interaction representation" by 
putting 

we have 

Yk= -2ij:En Bn--k(Wn2Iak)[exp{i(ak-an)t} 
XYn+exp{ i(ak+an)t}Yn *], 

Yk*= 2ij:En Bn--k(Wn2/ak)[exp{ -i(ak+an)t} 
Xy .. +exp{ -i(ak-an)t}y .. *]. 

If we introduce the matrix 

- 2i fBI (W22 / al)e i (a1-a2) t 

2i JBI (W221 al)e-i (al+a2)t 

o 
o 

- 2ifBI (WNa l)ei(a1+a2)t 

2i fBI (W221 al)e-i(a1-a2)I 

o 
o 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

7 We denote in general the mth cumulants by {B'(I)B;(2)··· B'(m»c. (2.15) 
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(2.14) can be written in a vector-matrix form y= Hy, only those of the forms 
where y=<Y1,Yl*," ·,yN*,YN*)T. (Here we momentarily 
relabel, for simplicity of notation, the normal modes so 
that the index runs from 1 to N.) The matrix solution 
Y (t) of this equation with initial condition Y (0) = 1 (I: 
unit matrix) is, formally, 

(2.16) 

which gives the required propagator matrix. According 
to Kubo's cumulant expansion theorem,8 the average 
value of its diagonal element is given by 

(kIY(I)lk>=exp { f. tdtl t'dt2'" t"-~tn 
-do Jo J 0 

X(kIH(tl)H(t2)" 'H(tn)lk)c}. (2.17) 

As an example, let us calculate the fourth-order term 
in the exponent. The time integral in this term is of 
the form 

let) = 1/dtI1Ildt21t2dta1tadI4eXP{ i(ak-az)lI} 

Xexp{i(az-am)t2}exp{i(a".-an)ta} 

exp{i(an -ak)f4} , (2.18) 

which is obtained by putting {jI=ak-az, {j2=ak-am, 
{ja=ak-a", and {j4=0 in the integral 

i'dlIi tldt2it2dt31t3dt4exP{ i{jl (/1- t2)} 

Xexp{ ilMt2- fa) }exp{ i{ja(ta- 14) }exp{iI34t4} , (2.19) 

which was treated by Prigogine and Henin.6 According 
to their theorem, (2.18) becomes 

1 j<*-it 
[(/)=-. dz 

211'~ -eo-i. 
ei • t 

X . (2.20) 
z2(z-ak+aZ) (z-ak+am) (z-ak+a,,) 

The factor (Bl-kBm-IBn-mBk-n)C accompanying this 
integral is nonzero only if m= k or n= t. In other words, 
if we represent the above series of Bk'S by a diagram 

k m 

n 

8 R. Kubo (unpublished), 

n 

(a) 
and 

(b) 

contribute to the term considered. According to the 
results obtained above, their contributions are both 
equal to 'Y4/N, independent of land n. On the other 
hand, the integral let) corresponding to the diagram (a) 
gives a term quadratic in t 

(it)2j2 l(az-ak) (a .. -ak), (2.21) 

while that corresponding to (b) gives, at most, linear 
terms in t. Contributions of terms of lower order in t 
will become negligible, compared to that of (2.21), 
in the limit (1.1). Only the diagrams of the type (a) 
contribute, therefore, in this limit. Picking up only 
(a)-type diagrams, and in these only the terms propor
tional to t2, we get, if k¢N /2, as the fourth-order term 
of the exponent, 

(it)2(2 I if)"Y4WN2 la6N ='Y4t2QN2!N ='YJQk2q/2!, (2.22) 

which is finite so far as q is finite. Here we used the 
formula9 

wl 
2:--

I WZ2-Wk2 

N/2 sin2(lI'ljN) 

1-(~2)+1 sin2(1I'1IN)-sin2(d/N) 

= N + 1-1/[2 cos2(lI'k/ N)], k¢ N /2, (2.23) 

=N-!N2, k=N/2, 

neglecting the terms other than N. 
The argument for the other terms in the exponent 

runs completely parallel. All the odd-order terms vanish, 
and in the 2mth-order term, only the diagrams for the 
type of an m-petal flower (see Fig. 1) give a contribution 
in our limit, its value being 

'Y2miQkmq">-i/m L 

Thus, if kr£N /2, we get finally 

00 

(2.24) 

(kIY(t)!k)=exp(t L ''Y2"Qk''q,,-1/nl), (2.25) 
.. -1 

9 A. A. Maradudin, G. H. Weiss, and D. W. Jepsen, J. Math. 
Phys. 2, 349 (1961). 
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and, for the diagonal element of the propagator matrix 
of Zm'S, 

(k I Z(t) I k)= (Zkk)= exp( -iakt) 

Xexp(t f: 'Y27OQk"q"-I/n !). (2.26) 
_I 

If we let q ~ 0, the series in the exponent terminates 
after the first term. The same result is obtained if we 
leave q finite but instead assume the distribution of 
IJ.m'S to be Gaussian. It will be easily seen, from the 
properties oi the cumulants of the B k'S and the time 
integral I(t), that the average nondiagonal elements of 
the propagator matrix vanish or become negligible 
compared with the diagonal ones. 

When k=N /2, i.e., at the band edge of the virtual 
lattice, the term - (1/3)N2 in (2.23) can no longer be 
neglected. Here all the terms diverge in the exponent 
of (2.25). 

If we wish to avoid any limiting procedure like 
(1.1), we are obliged to calculate contributions from 
general diagrams and the terms of lower order in t. 
In general, however, these involve improper integrals 
which are more singular than the principal value 
integral (2.23). It is not easy to assess the values of 
such integrals and as a result to calculate the average 
propagator matrix accurately for all times. 

Odd-order terms of the series in the exponent give 
the shifts of frequencies from the eigenfrequencies of 
the virtual regular lattice, while the even-order terms 
give damping of the amplitudes of normal modes, In 
the second limit q ~ 0, or in the Gaussian case, there 
appear no damping terms. 

3. DISCUSSIONS 

In the above calculation we altogether neglected the 
lower-order terms in t. Since such terms become rapidly 
numerous as n increases, however, the sum of all such 
terms may possibly give a finite contribution. This 

FIG. 1. m-petal flower. 

ambiguity probably cannot be avoided so far as q 
remains finite. If, on the other hand, we let q ~ 0, or 
let N become infinite faster than t, such ambiguity does 
not arise, for this limiting procedure is equivalent to 
making all the terms for n> 1 zero before carrying out 
the summation. That the result becomes the same as 
in the Gaussian case means that, when N grows fast 
indefinitely, the distribution of Bk's becomes Gaussian 
according to the central limit theorem. 

If, however, the distribution of Bk's is such that only 
a finite number of cumulants are not zero or is nearly 
Gaussian so that it becomes rapidly small as n increases, 
(2.26) will be valid even if q remains finite. 

It should be remarked also that we neglected the 
terms other than N in (2.23). It was already mentioned 
that such a neglect cannot be allowed at the band edge, 
and our theory breaks down here. Even if k~N /2, 
however, the neglected terms may become very large 
near the band edge. Although in the limit N ~ 00, 

especially if we let q ~ 0, this does not formally give 
rise to any difficulty, and the above conclusions remain 
the same, some ambiguities will be brought about if 
we want to interpret the above results in more physical 
terms, keeping N large but finite. The width of the 
region near the band edge within which such a question 
arises will, however, in general, be very small. 

At any rate, the above results mean physically that 
if the fluctuation from the virtual regular lattice is 
small, the motion of the random lattice will, at first, be 
nearly the same as that of the virtual lattice, but there 
will appear a shift of frequency and, occasionally, a 
damping of the normal mode after a sufficiently long 
time. 

The result for q ~ 0 can also be deduced by another 
method: Putting in (2.9) first 

(3.1) 

and then 

(3.2) 

we get 

tk='Yk exp( -2iakt), 

"h= -41L7O w702Bn-kr 70 exp{i(u,..+Uk)t}. 
(3.3) 

This is another form of the equation of motion in the 
interaction representation. Solving (3.3) by iteration 
with the initial conditions 

r ,,(0)=070., 'Y7O(O)=O for all n, (3.4) 

we have 
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Atk(n)=(-4J)n L L 
i(n-l) i(n-2) 

X B i( n-l)-kB i( n--2)-i(n-I)B i( n-3)-i(n--2)' •• 

The time integral appearing here can again be reduced 
to Prigogine and Henin's integral. If a diagram is 
associated with each series of Bk's in the same manner 
as in Sec. 2, it turns out that here again only diagrams 
of the form of an m-petal flower (Fig. 1) contribute to 
the value of Atk(n), in the limit 'Y2t= finite, 'Y2 ~ 0, and 
t ~ 00. Consequently, all odd-order terms vanish, and 
there remains only the "diagonal response" (71.), which 
corresponds to a diagonal element of the propagator 
matrix. Statistical parameters other than 'Y2 do not 

JOURN'AL OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

appear in the present calculation. The result is 

(71.)= exp{ u".jit(2JC-'Y2/JC3)}, 

which is coincident with (2.36) for q=O. 

(3.6) 

Also, in this calculation the lower-order terms in t 
are neglected entirely, although they may possibly 
give, when summed up, a finite contribution. The 
result (3.6) indicates that this neglect amounts to 
ignoring the deviation from the Gaussian distribution. 
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Addendum: Almost Periodicity and the Quantal H Theorem 
U. Math. Phys. 2, 235 (1961)J 

IAN C. PERCIVAL 

Physics Department, University College, London, England 

NEARLY all the results of the above paper were 
proved in an article by Ono,! where the signif

icance of almost periodicity was fully recognized. In 
our proof of the H theorem slightly more general sets 
of states were used to define the entropy, which led to 

1 S. Ono, Mem. Fac. Eng., Kyushu Univ. 11, 125 (1949). 

the subsidiary conditions on the spectrum which Ono 
was able to avoid. 

Bocchieri and Loinger2 have also proved some of 
Ono's results. I should like to thank these authors for 
drawing attention to their article and for helping me 
to find the article by Ono. 

2 P. Bocchieri and A. Loinger, Phys. Rev. 107,337 (1957). 
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